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R. K. MUELLER, INC. 
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diamond rings 
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218 S. Michigan St. 
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it's for keeps 

Being together is really what it's all 

about... so tell the world with a 

Keepsake diamond ring. Pick your 
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selection . . . and get a lifetime of 

perfect diamond quality. 
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ALEXANDRA S175 
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mk'-
When the 

Pauh'sts were 
founded in 1858 

by Isaac Hecker, they were the 
first religious Community of 
priests established in North 
America by an American and 
for Americans. 

Father Hecker, who was a cen
tury ahead of his time, wanted 
Paulists to be free of compul
sory activities so they could be 
flexible enough to meet the 
needs of the Church in every age 
as they arose. 

Today's Paulist can be as in
volved as he wants to be. He is 
given the freedom to use his own 
talents to do his own thing. He 
may be a parish priest, an edu
cator or a press, radio or televi
sion personality. 

Father Hecker discovered the 
value of communications early. 
With his monthly publications 
and pamphlets, he laid the 
foundation for the Paulist/New-
man Press, the country's largest 
publisher and distributor of 
Catholic literature. 

Today, Father Hecker's vision 
and foresight have led to the es
tablishment of Paulist radio, tele
vision and film centers on a scale 
that perhaps, not even hedreamed 
of. 

But then, he had the vision. 
He showed us the way. 

For more information on the 
Paulists. write to: Rev. Donald 
C. Campbell, Vocation Director, 
Room 500. 

pQuRsTfblhefs. 
415 West 59th street 
New York, N.Y. 10019 
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EPWORTH, IOWA 52045 

Include your age, education address, etc. 

birth defects 
are KHever... 

unless you help... 
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march 
of Dimes 
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the following five-part outline was the key used 
by notre dame evaluators in reviewing courses --

' offered in the fall semester = '•.^'^•^:i{':'''^:.-^ - < , ~ 

Content V 
This section focuses on the professor's statement about his 

course. What we want here is a general description of the course 
— îts subject matter (authors, periods of history^ theories, etc.), 
the approach the professor plans to, follow, concerning the sub
ject matter, the insights and skills that he expects to convey 
to the students. We can't _ escape the inherent philosophical 
nature of this section, but you, as the evaluator, can help the 
professor clarify his description by asking certain pointed .ques
tions. Above all, remember that this section is informational 
and should not include any of your own comments. Enumerate 
also prerequisites for the particular course. 

Presentation 
Here describe briefly how the course is taught. Tell whether 

the course is lecture, discussion, or a mixture of both. Again, 
ask the professor for this information. Don't rely on your, past 
experience with the course^—he may have changed its format 
in the.course of the.year. Note, also his use of audio-visual 
materials. 

Readings 
List the texts (including authors), readings, materials, 

' records, and maps that a student is required to purchase for 
the course. List the prices of these books. Describe the number 
of handouts (major), magazines, and books in the reserved 
bookroom that a student is expected to read. How many books 
does the student have to read in this course per week? 

(D 
< 

C 

o 

Organization 
List what is expected of a student in a particular course— 

papers, projects, quizzes, exams. Give the number of papers and 
their average length in typewritten pages. Give the number 
of tests and whether they are take-home or. in-class... Describe 
the nature of the tests-^are they a review of text information 
and notes, or do they give a student the opportunity, to express 
his thoughts.based on course material. Ask the,professor how 

• he integrates the student's work into the course i grade—e.g., 
20% final, 40% papers. Do not mention, the average grade in 
the course. ; , 

Coinnients 
This section makes or breaks our course evaluation booklet 

and your own evaluation of a particular course. In the past, 
this section has become a forum for extravagant praise and 
biting criticisms of a professor and his course (many of which 
were not supported by evidence). We want neither of these t\vo 
extremes nor a mild wishy-washy comment about the course. 
We don't mean to be overly restrictive concerning your com-
riients, .and we want to give just, praise and criticism its due. 
But,. if you have something to say, back it up with specific 
examples and'reasons, or don't say it at all. Also, speak, with 
two or three other students, who have taken the course and 
question them as to their comments about the course. Use their 

.;ideas^ to either, substantiate and expand your critique or to 
point out th& weaknesses in your criticism. 

Try to.answer this question in making your comments: was 
the course successful in regards to the expectations the professor 
had .(which'you have listed clearly in your Content section)? 

Tf not, why not? If so, why? Did other insights or skills 
.emerge; from the course which were not expected? Make use 
bf all the variables—presentation, readings, organization—to 
justifylybur. comments. Was the professor's presentation effec-

-.tive^rrdid his lecture style transmit course information, were 
."his discussions adequately moderated? Think of this section as 
a conclusion to an essay in that your comments refer to in-

; formation cited in the other sections, and don't suddenly appear. 
. from the heavens. 
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arts and letters 

AmeriGan Studies 

Edward JFischer 
American Studies 343 
Visual Communication 

CONTENT: This is an experience in basic design—^line, shape, 
form, color, harmony, balance, etc.—in both theory and practice. 
The course provides an understanding of the principles that 
underlie advertising, film, television, magazines, and even writing. 
There are no prerequsites for the course; indeed, Mr. Fischer 
prefers students who swear that they can't design. He proves that 
they can. Restricted to 25 students. Required of all American 
Studies majors with a communications emphasis—open to non-

• majors if places remain. ~ " -
PRESENTATION: This is primarily a "learn-by-doing" course. 

After about two weeks of lectures and slide~ presentations on 
design theory, the students spend the remainder of the semester 
putting theory into practice through design projects. , 

RE-JUJINGS: NO text books. No readings. The student is ex
pected to "create" his own textbook as the course progresses. 

ORG.'^NIZ.JVTION: The course consists of 13 to 15. assigned de
sign projects. These progress from simple non-representational 
"cut and paste" projects to more complex designs of ads, book 
jackets, record covers, brochures, magazines, and three-dimen
sional packaging., Ample time and instructions are given before 
each project, thus late projects are. frowned upon. Because the 
in-class work and patient, soft-spoken guidance of.Mr. Fischer 
are the essence of the coiirse, cuts are limited. Grades are based , 
on the projects and one or. two. multiple-choice tests' of the 
Famous-Artists-School genre. V ' , 

COMMENTS: If you think cutting and pasting is juvenile, 
stay out of the course. Biit if you want, to be guided b y a compe-' 
lent, sensitive man and explore the-secrets of design—and have 
good creative fun to boot—take the :c6urse, '.YoU .will; surprise -
yourself. . . ^ ; . . ; r ; , ? :- r^'V^": -•'-'..-'"^ -\ 

Thomas.Stritch/ . • . ' ' : i>\ ; 7̂ .̂  ^ V-t"^;^:^;-1'*^^ ri. 
Anierieaii;Studies^357 :> : . ^'^''''^l-''^''^'^:~:i^'~':^^ 
The- Arts-^pf^ America;--i.r-.'.;^-;;:K}i-i^ir-^r-{\"'\-S^;-&i 

CONTENT: This course, being^offefed for;the:first,.tiin^ 
American Studies elective open^tp all students:;It is.a^survey of al l ' ' 
the. ar ts ' rof 'Ae .U.S.,'-indudingTpainting,' architecture^^ 
film, sculpture, some ^crafts,-and enough literature for'useful.. 
comparisons. The-cpiirse sets out to investigate the.relations \>€-j 
tween art and society, in the U.S. throughout its history, but with ; 
emphasis on the twentieth century. ^ . = :^, 

PRESENTATION:;This is primarily a lecture course with slides," 
records, films, and other audio and visual materials used to jUus-;^-
trate the points. r . . . -, . r^ 

READINGS: Selections frorn various sources will be used, in
cluding: Kouwehhoven, The Arts in Ariierican Civilization; Har
ris, The Artist in American. Society; hzikin, Art and Life in 
America; Flexner, American Painting; Mast, Short History of the 
Movies; Andrews,-Architecture, Afnbition'and Americans. 

ORGANIZATION: Class attendance is obligatory. There will be 
five to eight short papers; (2-3 pages), a mid-term and a final. 

COMMENT : Although the course is. new, it is safe to say it 
will.be a good one. Mr. Stritch has 'a deep interest in the arts 
of America and,has been working on the course for a long time. 
His lectures are well-organized and insightful; his style quite 
witty and entertaining. .. . . 

Thomas Schlereth -
American "Studies .359 . . 
Turning Points. in American .Culture 

- CONTENT:-This American.Studies elective, a new offering in 
the program, will be a rcbmparative inquiry into the origins, 
characteristics, and ramifications of. cultural and intellectual 
change in American history. The course will explore the.style, 
methods, and aims of ah interdisciplinary approach involving the 
arts, humanities, and social sciences in an examination of three 
historical; periods of acute .culturkr change: ,1830-1870; 1890-
1920; 1960. to the present.- The;course will examine such ques
tions as:,"What causes culturar.changel^" "Do all.facets of a com
plex culture^-^its pbliticsj . social;?organization, science, philoso
phy, "theolo^gy, arts and media-r-<hang~e.. simultaneously, or. are 
'there cultural lags?" '=;;'"..'-t'V'-- '. , '" ": ' • - " = ,'- , 

- PRESENTATION: ;The'^ course' will begin by-asking- such ques
tions of the current'cultural scene in order to formulate hypoth-

: eses,-about the;possible sources, content and-consequences-of-the. 
cultural crises'that Americans may or rhay.not be experiencing at 

" preseiit: Then the-investigation will turn to an inquiry of identifi-
; able transition periods of American cultural and intellectual his-
-toiy^.wlth thejhbpe:6f a. better understanding of the nature of 
.-culturairchangervThe course combines lectures by Mr. Schlereth 
- with student discussion sessions. 
f:.;'= READINGS: A partial list for the course includes: Cooper, 

.The Notions of Americans and The Arnerican Democrat; Emer-
:. son, r / ie American Scholar; Leyda, The- Portable Herrriati Mel- . 
- ville;AaiOTi, Impact of the Civil War-Upon American Culture; 
'Whitinah; Democratic Vistas; Pizer ^(edJ); American', Thoiight 
'iind, Writing: The 1890's; Za^f- (ed,);-.rAe'iPortat/eVffenr);-

r James; May, The End of-American.:Innocetice; O'Neill,^: Coming. 
z'Apdrt:' An Informal Histdiyigf:Arnerica/in 'the ^1960's; aiid, 

- Hayes (ed;); Smiling TKfdiigh:tKe'Apocalypse: Esquire's History 
::..df:the'SixtiesX'';7{-T'jf^-\'^'-^'-)y.^:-yhi'y..-y^-'- ":''--.--^- •--• "'.'.''''• •.•. • 

•:>-;:ORGANIZATION:5 Reqiiireirients for t^ include 'class 
:projects,fa:mid-tenn arid^a fina^ ! 

,: 7̂ j; -Î l̂ ^^^^ r̂ 1 " 7 : T H E SCHOLASTIC 



Ronald Weber 
American Studies 38r 
The .American-Character - -

CONTENT: "The American Character" is the required junior 
seminar for all American,Studies majors. Since American Studies 
is an interdisciplinary major,, this course is used as. an introduc
tion to such study. Mr. Weber, calls it a ."model for integrated 
perspective." Readings and. lectures .will span American, history, 
focusing on the cultural dialectic created by the forces of primi-
tivism and civilization. . 

PRESENTATION: Mr.-Weber prefers lecturing to open discus
sion. His reason for this is the student's lack of background in the 
field, and the amount of material he wishes to cover. Questions 
are entertained, however, and one thing Mr. Weber repeatedly 
asks is, "Does this make any sense?" This fall, the course.will 
have more audio-visual lectures using the facilities which the-
department has collected during the past year. The course is con
cluded with a full length movie. This year's movie was Lonely 
Are the Brai)e. _ . ' . . 

, READINGS : While the reading list for "The American Char
acter" is quite lengthy, the student should not be scared away. 
Many times only a few chapters will be assigned and often a book 
will be discussed without its being require reading. ] The list 
includes: Crevecour, Letters From An American Farmer;.Fraxik-
lin, Autobiography; Jefferson, Notes On the State of Virginia; 
Cooper, The Pioneers; de Tocqueville, Democracy in America; 
ThoreaUj Walden;, Twain, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn; 
Garland, Main Traveled Roads; Hofstaedter, Age of Reform; 
'Lewis, Babbitt; possibly an Horatio Alger bookj writings by Jack, 
Kerouac, Ken Kesey, and Tom Wolfe; and a book still to be 
chosen, maybe.still to be written, concerning a contemporary 
American issue. 

. ORGANIZATION : Mr. Weber's work load is nof burdensome. 
There are only four or five one to two page papers, each on a 
book read in class. In addition, a seminar paper will.be required 
at the conclusion of the course. Here, the student is offered a 
chance to use the . tools, not necessarily the . information, - of 
the course to show the dialectic between primitivism and civiliza
tion oh a current topic. The reading for this year's paper was, 
Charles Reich's Greening of America. This paper can be any
where from 7. to 15 pages in length; The only test is a final, 
which offers the student an excellent chance to show what he has 
learned.. 

COMMENTS: "The American Character", is a stimulating 
course. There is no other way to describe it. For years, before 
a.major in American Studies existed, this course, as part of the 
Communication Arts Department was always one of the .first 
courses to close on registration day. Mr. Weber is a very good 
lecturer, and the material is interesting. 

John Meaney . 
American Studies 453 

. The American Cinema . ^ 
: CONTENT: , The presentation of American civilization, and 

society as portrayed in its'film "of the twentieth'century, and 
the study of American national character through readings 
followed. by discussions, which are samplings of obseirvations, 
conjectures and interpretations of writers and scholars. ' . ' / ' 

PRESENTATION: A film is viewed Very Tuesday and a reading 
assignment given.. On Thursdays, a discussion of the film and the 
assigned readings is led by Professor Meaney. , . , -. :.-. ,._ 
. READINGS :" The textbook for the course is The Character'of 

Americans^ edited by Michael McGiffeirt; ^Additional; recomt-
mended readings include: D.W.Brogan , The American:Charac-
fer; Hortense Powdermakef, Hollywood, theDreani Factory;:zLnd 
]a.cques Mzritain, Reflections, ori America: . L, - ;. ' . . = 

ORGANIZATION: Each student is expected to view the^'filfns, 
complete the readings (10 to 25 pages per; week), and par-

.- ticipate in the class discussions on Thursdays. In addition, a term 
paper iof ten pages or more, completely documented and an-

:*notated, or some equivalent project, (a.debate, film, etc.) is re
quired.* Both a mid-term. and .a final exam are given, in ^which 
the student is able to integrate, the material learned through the 
films and the readings, and express his own ideas on, themVThe 

. grading; policy: 1/3 based on mid-term exam and participation 
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in discussion; 1/3 based on assigned topical report, debate, film, 
etc.; arid 1/3 based on final exam. 

. COMMENT: , Professor Meaney's course is well-organized to 
achieve the; objectives stated. He brings to the class a wealth of 
knowledge, insight, and experience. He also has a deep appre
ciation for each student's contribution. He has a unique ability 
to lead, and guide a discussion, drawing the best from the stu
dents and yet not monopolizing the floor himself. 

John Meaney 
American Studies 451 
The Frontier in. Arherican Development ; 

f CONTENT: , This is a seminar course designed to trace the 
growth and persistence of American characteristics associated 
with the frontier experience. 

PRESENTATION: The course is.taughtas a seminar,with 15-20 
students. I t is limited to American Studies seniors. \ 

READINGS: R . A. Billington, America's Frontier^ Heritage; 
Daniel Boorstin, TAe Americans, The National Experience; 
Fredrick J. Turner, "The Significance of the Frontier in Ameri
can History"; Billington, The Far Western Frontier, 1830-1860; 
Thoreau, Walden; Charles Reich, The Greening of America; 
W. R. Jacobs, Dispossessing the American Indian. 

ORGANIZATION : There is a midterm and a final. A report for 
class presentation is also required. This report can be of a very 
flexible nature. Personal contact with the effects of the frontier 
concept in one's own life may be used for the project. For ex
ample, one person in the seminar had lived in Brazil and related 
his experiences with its frontier as a comparative study. 

Thomas Stritch 
American: Studies 471 
The Culture of the South Since 1865 

CONTENT: This is a redding course of fiction, nonfiction and 
poetry "aimed at investigating aspects of southern culture, omit
ting the race question arid omitting Faulkner. 

PRESENTATION : This reading course is a new concept in 
courses fpr the Program in American Studies. I t is a mid-way 
point between regular classes and directed readings. The class, 
which is limited to 6-8 students, meets at the pleasure of the 
instructor^—steadily at the outset to lay the groundwork for the 
course, less so later on. The focus of the course, however, is a 
self-contained syllabus which carefully guides the student through 
the specialized course material. The aim of the reading course 
is to give student and teacher alike greater flexibility and inde
pendence within a specialized area. 

1 READINGS: Some of the reading topics are: "The Legend"; 
"The New South"; "The People"; "Demagogery and Reform"; 
"God"; "Agrarians, Old and New"; and "Today." Authors in
clude: Bishop, Davidson, Lanier, Page, Potter, Woodward, 
Warren, Welty, Cash, Key, Tate and O'Connor. 

ORGANIZATION: Although there will not be regular class 
meetings throughout the semester, Mr. Stritch will hold in
dividual conferences with each student. No papers are required; 
only'a-S-hour examination at the end. • 

COMMENT: A special kind of course for a few people really 
interested, in the^culture of the South. Professor Stritch most 
definitely is, and he's a delight to work with and to talk to. I t 
prornises the. student a unique experience in learning. 

John Meaney 
Arnerican Studies 473 
The Americanization Process in Education 

. C O N T E N T : This is a new course in the American Studies De
partment,which will be concerned vrith the absorbance of Ameri
cans, in to our country's culture through the school system. I t will 
cover such arieas as colonizJ education, land grant colleges, the 
Progressive Education.movement, the Amish education problem, 
bussing, and free school and alternative education in contem
porary America. . . 
•:.^IPRESENTATION: This is listed as a reading course. There will 
be^ a tutorial,. type meeting approximately once a week but no 

http://will.be


formal lecture at all. There will also be two films—Blackboard 
Jungle 3iid Up the Down Staircase. • ", _ 

READINGS: Ben Franklin, On Education; Jefferson, Corre-
spoiidence, 1802-17; two essays by Horace Mann; Edward Eddy, 
Colleges for Our Land and Time; Charles Eliot, To/>M/ar Educa^ 
tion; D. W. Brogan, T/if American Character; Charles S. Peirce, 
essay on "The Function of the University"; Nicholas Butler, The 
Meaning of Education; John Dewey, Democracy and Education; 
W. H. Kilpatrick, Philosophy of Education; J. B. Conant, The 
American High School Today; Henry Adams, The Education; 
E. L. Thorndike, Psychology and the Science of Education; 
J. Kozol, Free Schools; H. G. Rickover, Education and Freedom; 
Beggs and McQuigg (ed.), American Schools and Churches. 
Partners in Conflict; Jencks and Riesman, The Academic Revolu
tion; and several articles in Time and Saturday Review on the 
Amish, Bussing and Education. 

ORGANIZATION: There will be a comprehensive final exam, 
but much of the grade will also depend on the student's partici
pation throughout the semester in the tutorial sessions. The tutor
ials will be for the students to raise questions and draw themes 
from the readings together. This course is geared to a very 
specific subject and wilLprobably be quite small (6-10 students). 

Thomas Schlereth 
American Studies 483 
The Intellectual in America 

CONTENT: "The Intellectual in America" will be an indi
vidual and corporate inquirj' into a particular problem in the 
modern historical experience of complex cultures, namely, the 
intellectual vocation in American life. Major emphasis will be on 
nineteenth and twentieth century sources, as the course seeks to 
provide students with the opportunity to , explore. the style, 
methods and aims of an interdisciplinary inquiry involving the 
arts, humanities and the social sciences. 

PRESENTATION: This course is a new one taught by a new 
professor in the department. I t is one of three American Studies 
seminars being offered "(and limited) to the seniors in the pro
gram. The seminar's investigation, and discussion will revolve 
around siich questions as: Who are intellectuals and how have 
they been defined in America? In what ways have intellectuals 
related to: reform and humanitarian movements; .politics and 
governmental service; industrialism and mass culture; the ideolo
gies of socialism and communism; the life-styles of Boheniianism, 
alienation and expatriation; as well as : the frequent manifesta
tions of anti-intellectualism in American life? 

READINGS: General texts for the course are Hpfstadter's\4nfi-

Intellectualism in American Life, Rieff's On Intellectuals, The
oretical Studies: Case Studies, and^Coser's Men of Ideas, A 
Sociologist's View. Some of the readings': in specific areas will be 
drawn from-the ioWowing:. Emerson, The: American Scholar; 
Whitman, Democratic . Vistas; Holmes, The, Autocrat at the 
Breakfast. Table; Adams, The/^Education of Henry Adams; 
Bourne, War and. the Intellectuals; Cowley, The Exile's Return; 
Bellow, fl"e>zo^; Podhoretz, Making It; and Solotaroff, Writers 

- and Issues. - _ - , / ? _ 
ORGANIZATION: There will be various class projects for the 

course and a major seminar paper. 

Thomas Stritch 
American Studies 485 .; .: .- / 
The Mass Media 

CONTENT : This course raises questions. Does television change 
strongly held opinions? Dp newspapers suppress news? Do any 
or all of the media promote violence? Does advertising create 
wants? In sum, what are the processes and effects of the mass 

.media? - . ' . 
, PRESENTATION: This is a seminar class offered to the seniors 

in the program (enrollment: i5-20). Mr. Stritch teaches it in a 
very easy-going manner, beginning with a series of lectures on 
the mass.media'which.allow for jnuch discussion. After the first 
few weeks, group projects are presented,-which take up half of a 
class period. These presentations continue throughout the year. 
During both discussion sessionsand projects. Professor Stritch 
says very little. He.is there mainly for consultation when problems 
may arise. .. .~ ^ ' ' -

READINGS : The list includes selections from. Casty, Mass 
Media and Mass Man; Jacobs, Culture for the Millions;Ahe re
ports of the Violence and Obscenity commissions; McLuhan, 
Understanding Media; Ellul, Propaganda, and a choice of read
ings in an individual medium. . . ' ; -. .- -
' ORG.A.NIZATION: Student .'presentations utilizing audio and 

video tapes, recordings, etc., are.a main part of the course. Each 
student works on one either in a group or on his own. There are 
also a few short papers required, but no tests. 

COMMENT: :This course depends greatly, on the attitude of 
the student. You get out of it what you put into it: Mr. Stritch 
is very helpful and always seems to be around v^hen you need 
him, \yithout interfering, which allo%ys for a lot of freedom in the 
class.. He takes a personal interest in "all of his students. His lec
tures in-the beginning of;the, course serve ai a sound basis on 
which to begin the projects, which cover many aspects of the 
mass media and are.entertaining as well as interesting. 

Art 

Robert Leader. 
Art 151 ;;;.-;-•:;-
Art Traditions 

CONTENT:-Thi s is. an introductory .course intended for all. 
students who want to learn something about Western art.:' The 
first semester begins looking a t , the art and architecture of 
Egypt, prehistoric caves, Crete, ancient Greece and Rome, and 
ends in the Byzantine era. Mr. Leader calls the course a "com
parative study of, style," and he tries to communicate, to hisj 
students a feeling for each cultural period and a sense of-the 
historical continuity in which these. periods arise; and evolve. 
There are no prerequisites, and all yearSjand.colIeges i re repre
sented. "' • " : - - . : • ' • - . - '.'-•-•'?•-

10 : ; - ' ^ ; ' ^ 

.; ; PRESENTATION: The course has a slide/lecture format. Rep
resentative-pieces :ahd notable exceptions are shown froiri each 
period, and.many works such as Stonehenge and the Colosseum 
receive detailed .study. -

, ; R E ^ I N G S : - There are two paperback texts: Readings in Art 
Historyi Volume I, (ed. Harold Spencer) ($4.95); and Art,. 
Style,-and History (Jon Longaker) ($4.50). These texts rare 
interesting and-provide background material for the lectures... 

ORGANIZATION: There are three exams, including the final: 
They ;are. objective, drawn from the readings and the lectures^ 
and sometimes involve specific slide identification. There are 
review sessions before each test. A research paper is optional. 
~ COMMENTS: Art Tradition is a very fine course, especially if 

you can afford to take only one art course. Mr. Leader has 
travelled-'extensively in Europe, and many of the slides shown 

/are^his own: -His enthusiasm, first-hand knowledge, and personal 
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anecdotes make the classes very enjoyable. I t would be a.good, 
course to sit in on. Some: complaints are heard about the exams. 

.They,tend to be difficulty-sometimes requiring, memorization of 
facts. Little time is given to the readings in class;, biit they are 
important on the tests.' Nevertheless, the" students generally 
agree-that exams are fair. ' - , 

Staff .^ ' : 
Art 210- . -. : ' : 
Studio Art Introduction 

CONTENT: This course entails a mixture of both-lecture-and 
discussion, however a, great deal of emphasis is placed,on indi
vidual observations and creativity. - . 

PRESENTATONS : The staff does a fine job of relaying aesthetic 
principles to the students and help them develop, personal styles 
and techniques. 

READINGS : There are no formal. readings or texts required 
for the course (outside reading and study are encouraged). Cer
tain art materials are needed. The average, cost of the necessary 
materials is about $12. 

ORGANIZATHON : There are a series of short papers concerning 
art exhibits and other aspects of art required during the semes
ter. Two brief, informal exams, which, may be considered more 
as quizzes, are given. The material on the exams is usually 
reviewed immediately before they are given. 

A great deal of emphasis is placed on the individual's inde
pendent work in drawing, painting, sketching, etc. This makes 
up the bulk of the course and receives heavy consideration when 
grades are evaluated. I might add that no great amount of art 
dexterity is necessary to do well in the course. 

COMMENT: The course allows the student to express himself 
and think abstractly. I t gives him an opportunity to get away 
from the rigorous pressure characteristic of courses that require 
a person to think concretely. The course requires enthusiasm 
and intent. I t allows one to be intellectually stimulated, to mold 
the course" material to fit his ovwi -needs and have fun at the 
same. time. . , 

Staff : ' - • . , 
Art 240 ; ., , -
Basic; Sculpture Techniques . 

CONTENT: This is an introductory art course which seeks to 
give the student a basic understanding of the techniques used in • 
clay, and plaster sculpture. Though this course may be slightly 
restructured next term, the areas, to be dealt with will, in general, 
include clay modeling, plaster. casting, and plaster modeling. 
Both human-derived and abstract forms of sculpture will be 
explored. The class consists mainly of non-art majors, therefore 
previous experience in airt is not a necessary prerequisite. The 
desire and willingness to express oneself in a new medium is all 

; that is required. , . 
. 'PRESENTATION : Presentation is very loose. I t consists mainly 

of short:lectures on techniques, used when approaching sculp-^ 
ture, in terms of modeling arid casting. After .these intrbduc--
tions, the student is pretty, much on his own, with guidance 
provided through the help, and suggestions offered by the 
instructor.' - , -.,'. .. . . . . • , . • ; ' 

ORGANIZATHON : As - stated before, this course' may change 
next term, but students have in. the past been required to com
plete three projects involving the three areas previously listed: 
Student work consisted of (a) . the modeling in clay of ,the 
human, figure from a live.model, (b ) . the modeling inc lay of a. 
bust in the? individual student's likeness, and the; subsequent^ 
plaster casting of. that bust, and (c) the modeling,; in plaster,^ 
of a student-designed abstract piece. Grading, though subject 
to interpretation of the instructor, will no doubt take into account 
the.thinking and perception the student has shown in approach
ing the sculpture, as well as the finished product. 

COMMENTS : A very good course for all of those students 
desiring to explore their possibilities of expression in the* three-
dimensional form. Most members of the class, have had little 
art background, therefore, tht only prerequisite is an eagerness 
to learn. Though most students will spend some time out of 
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class on their projects, the work load, in general, is not over
whelming. In all, the atmosphere is congenial; towards making 
the. class a worthwhile experience- - . ; . 

AiithonyXauck, C.S.G. 
Art-34l ' : . " _ • . , . . 
Sculpture Carving. 

CONTENTS Fr. Lauck views his course as a formal introduction 
to the long^neglected medium of wood carving. He hopes that 
the student will be able to control the medium for the expres
sion of his creativity. Essential to that expression is the necessity 
for an artistic design which will produce an aesthetically good 
piece of sculpture. This requires a combination of good designs 
in the sculpture which the course aims at achieving. He hopes 
his course will lay the groundwork for continued involvement in 
this medium after the student completes the semester. 

PRESENTATION: Fr. Lauck views his function as a teacher to 
channel the student's creativity, and the course presentation 
reflects this attitude. He is open to anything the student -wishes 
to carve, even a six-foot statue, although he discourages very 
small pieces since these are not best suited for the medium. 
It is impossible for Fr. Lauck to teach the skill of wood carving, 
and thus he can only help the student to acquire it through the 
efficient use of his tools. The student works on his own.under 
the direction of an experienced carver who is receptive to any 
and all ideas and techniques. 

READINGS : The materials needed for the course are a wooden 
carving mallet and several large gouges, all of which are avail
able in the bookstore or art stores in downtown South Bend, 
The mallet costs $4 and the gouges, depending oh the size, $6-9. 
At least one large gouge and a smaller one are necessary. A slip 
stone for sharpening the gouges is desirable, plus several extra 
wooden handles for the gouges which periodically need to be 
replaced. Expect at a bare minimum to spend $25 for materials. 

ORGANIZATION: Progress is slow due to the nature of wood 
sculpture and, the sense of accomplishment will be dissatisfying 
to any student expecting to turn out several pieces of sculpture 
There is ho specified number of pieces required for the course, 
and,one piece alone is adequate. No pressure is exerted on the 
student provided he works continuously. Fr. Lauck suggests 
any- ridn-art major take the course on a pass-fail basis since 
any letter grade evaluation is made on the strengths and abilities 
of the art student as known to Fr. Lauck, who evaluates him 
accordingly in light of his sculpture. 

Dean Porter 
Art:356 , 
Early Christian Art 

CONTENT:- This is a new art history course to be offered in 
the Fall semester.- Mr. Porter says this course will consist of a 
study*of the. development of early Christian art through the 
Early Byzantine Period and the Golden Age of Justinian (1-6 
Centuries A.D.). Areas to be investigated will include: sculp
ture and painting" of late Roman antiquity; early Christian 
catacomb painting; the origin of the Constantinian T-basilica; 
early Byzantine art; manuscript illumination; the Golden Age 
of Justinian; pre-Carolingian aft. There are no prerequisites for 
the course although it may be helpful for the student to have 
h a d . a basic survey of; art history, such as Prof- Leader's Art 
Traditions course. • 

-PRESENTATON: Mr. Porter will continue his policy of deliv
ering his lectures with accompanying slide presentations. 

READINGS: Beckwith's Byzantine Art will be one of the 
required books for the course. Mr. Porter says he is undecided 
about other texts to be used. 

, ORGANIZATION: There will be two tests, one mid-term and a 
final exam. He refers to his tests as "thought organizers" in 
the. sense that they are open-book. Also, there will probably be 
two papers requii-ed, one short and one term paper. Mr. Porter 
is very, helpful and assists his students in clues to the research 
and development of these papers. 
, COMMENTS: The most important aspect of Mr. Porter's ap
proach to his teaching is his interest in the students as indi-
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viduals. He is generally available for student consultations. 
Mr. Porter is primarily interested in the students' understand
ing of the material and the development of each individual 
student's insight. His classes are usually small and, permit an 
informal relationship with his students. However, it should be 
noted that the student gets oiit of the course only what he puts 
into it. 

Richard Stevens 
Art 385 
Photography I 

CONTENT: The purpose of this class is.tvvofold: first, teach
ing basic darkroom skills (developing film, making prints) in 
order to make a technically good, black and white photograph; 
second, developing the student's visual and emotional sensi
tivities, stressing the artistic and cireative aspects of photography. 
In addition, some history of photographers past and present 
is given. ' , , • 

The students are generally beginners, though a. few iriay 
have had previous darkroom experience. Students must own a 
flexible camera (35mni is the most popular.) 

PRESENTATION : The course consists , of both • lecture-discus
sion classes and independent darkroom work. Student participa
tion is essential in class. There are frequent slide presentations 
and sometimes student work from previous semesters is shown. 
Basic darkroom techniques are taught early in the semester.' 

READINGS: There are no required books. Costs of film, 
paper and other siipplies; (aside from the camera) average 
between $35 to $40, and one may easily spend more. 

ORGANIZATION : There are no'written tests, quizzes or papers. 
There are four critiques of student work during the semester, 
and four prints are to be shown at each. Mr. Stevens strongly 
encourages student participation . in the critiques. The final 
grade is based on a portfolio of twenty prints. ,, 

COMMENTS: Mr. Stevens is well versed in many aspects of 
photography and complements the interests in photography, of 
his students. Students choose their own subjects, and experimen
tation within the medium is encouraged. This course will not 
make one a great photographer overnight, nor will one solve 
all of his technical and aesthetic problems in a semester. How
ever, Mr. Stevens' often challenging opinions offer students the 
opportunity to expand their knowledge of photography as an art. 

Douglas Kinsey 
Art 491 P . - : ; ; : ; / 
Printmaking: Etching-Woodcut 

CONTENT: This course offers new possibilities of self-expres
sion. Iiitaglio is a printing process of etching done ori a metal 
plate;,woodcut relief is etching from the woodcut.board; While 
Mr. Kinsey emphasizes intaglio ̂ over relief, he nevertheless, teaches 
both processes in. this course. He offers demonstrations, of his 
techniques,.as well as those of.Don.Vogl and DeanjPorter. The 
class learns, the intaglio process,in the first few .weeks of the 
seinester, -and clater;.learhs -the woodcut :process. ^While Mr.^ 

Kinsey wants technical ability, he is also interested in artistic 
content—composition, shading, lighting, and texture. 

PRESENTATION:- There are n o . lectures jl̂ cr se. .However, 
Kinsey does give deriionstrationsof the printing process and of 
the various techniques of-etching. He frequently converses with 
students on an individual basis. Since, intaglio.involvesrseveral 
adjustments between proofs, it is necessary to plan your next 
phase of etching, such as aquatint or soft ground, texture. Here, 
Mr. Kinsey helps you decide what technique to use to achieve 
the desired effect; He also discusses the technique of woodcutting. 

READINGS: There are no readings. However, in the begin
ning of the semester, Mr. Kinsey introduces several "books on 
printmaking for recommended reading. These can be obtained 
from the library and from the architecture library. 

You buy tools and plates from Mr. Kinsey (you can charge 
them and pay later). The studio furnishes the printing process 
materials and suppliesr Since printmaking is a messy:job, one 
is advised to wear something to protect his clothes. 

ORGANIZATION : A student must produce at least two editions, 
each consisting of five prints "per credit hour. For new students, 
at least three of the editions should be intaglio and one should 
be relief Various, intaglio techniques should also be included 
in the student's -portfolio, of prints. Attendance, is required. 
Since a student is expected to work at least three hours a week 
per credit hour, he must often work outside class hours. At the 
midterm, a portfolio of two editions must be presented by the 
student, and the portfolio must include a matted print for each 
edition] At the end of "the semester, the portfolio of the semes
ter's work is due. Grades depend upon the quality of the 
portfolio. • "- . . 

Staff :̂  ; ':;.' ' : _ \ 
Art 100, 200, 300,: 400 ; , . 
Art .Units I - iV- ;̂- :'- V '. 

CONTENT: .This is a special series of courses designed,by the 
art department primarily for majors. The student elects a certain 
number of credit hours and he. also elects the medium and the 
professor that he wants to work under. The philosophy behind 
this system holds that, the artist works best on his own time 
and on his-own initiative^'. The various'mediums for the artist's 
expression are also subject to change. Thiis, h e m a y study many 
different fields all in the same serriester., .. 

PRESENTATION: The student works on.his own time. He has 
a weekly meeting with his instructor in which- the student's 
work-is. discussed-and-analyzed. ; At,: the end of each semester, 
the studerit presents his. semester's work, to .avreviewing board 
consisting of all the;inembers.of the art department teaching in 
the unit system. This group decides: upon the. student's, final 
grade . ; -- - . , . . , - ; ' ^ . t V v - ^ \ ''.•-•:;-:-:] --'--z -'. \ -• -- . :••. . - " 

READINGS: If. professors .assign readings,- it is. rare. The 
amount of work-expected is dependent on, the type of art form 
(paintiiig,~sculpture, etching,..etc.) that one has chosen. Both 
quality arid quantity are Emphasized. > . ; ''['_ . . . . 

COMMENTS: This i s - a . fine-system, for ah artist to work 
under.. The. structure^of "the unit, is^up-to the professor and 
student.- There;is one.drawback: many stiiderits select the same 
instructor. ...Thus, .several.professors are overloaded with inany. 
student meetings. V, ;:-'.,?.•. .••";.,,-;": ;" •••. .' -:.-:-' . - ; . ' 
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Economics 

H. R. Carby-Samuels 
Economics 220 
Economic Analysis I 

CONTENT; This course is basically, intended for second and 
third year Economics majors (although students from other dis
ciplines are more than welcome) who have taken or are taking 
the Principles course. Basically the course will consider economic 
decision-making, i.e. the rationing and allocating activity which 
is guided by economic analysis. .Economics is seen as a way of 
structuring an economic perception of reality. Given this under
standing, Mr. Carby-Samuels will examine the technical com
ponent of economic analysis, and he will also attempt to explore 
the way in which this economic structuring is formulated-and 
deterinined. ' . -

PRESENTATION;- Mr. Carby-Samuels runs a very different 
type of course. He combines .some basic lecturing with sticky 
questions which he throws out, in class! His approach is an 
attempt to force people to deal with the material rather, than 
simply presenting it to them, himself. . . -

READINGS; There are seyeirar basic textbooks which Mr. 
Carby-Samuels hopes to use next year. The two core texts will 
most probably be Economics (2nd edition) by Lipseyand Steiner 
zxiA' Microeconom.ics-hy Glower and Due. He-will-also use 
Concepts and Cases in Economic Analysis by Warner and Fuchs; 
The Capitalist System by Edwards and Weisskopf; and Read
ings in Contemporary Economics by Silk as readings books^ The 
above books should be purchased by students. , The New Indus
trial State by Galhmith; Scholasticism and Welfare. Economics 
by Worland, and Symbols and Civilization by.Ross will be sup
plementary sources which are germane to, the course. . 

; . ORGANIZATION; Mr. Carby-Samuels will probably have two 
exams, a final and a paper. The exams are very, different than 
a. normal essay-type-exani.-He. gives-three or four statements 
which a student miist answer with a true, false, or uncertain, 
and the student must offer his reasoning for such answers. .What 
is sought in these exams is alogcially consistent answer, which 
deals with the realities contained in the statement. The paper 
must be consistent with the subject matter of the course," arid is 
not intended to merely be an exercise in research alone butrather . 
it is meant to involve a thinking process on the part of the stu
dent. , • ' , 

Frank Bonello , \ 
Economics 223 : 
Principles of Economics - . ,. 

V . C O N T E N T ; ' The Principles course is a prerequisite for:Ecpn 
riiajorsvarid .sophomores' in;.Biisiness Adininistratioh. • I t is iari-
introductiori to' macroeconomics' that studies economic growth,^' 
monetary and fiscal policy, money and credit, nationalsincoine, 
with a special emphasis on the changes in macroeconomics policy. 
Ari examination of Nixon's" wage' and/ price • controls -vwill be 
related to the material to reveal and study macro policy in.action 

• today. ' ' ' _ . ' . ' ; , ' . - '.._^ ' .. " - i ^ _ ;-'"_' ._ ' • 
: ' PRESENTATION; The course'isdiyided.into a lecture'twice a 

week, with: small tutorial .sections meeting once aiweek. Mr. 
Boriello's lectures are generally-clear and complete for the em-

vphasis that-he places on macroeconomics. Because of the large 
Isize.'of the class, some lectures may at times appear dry to the 
student who is not a real-econ nut, but Mr. Bonello maintains 

'a?good rapport -with his students. The tutorial sections are 
;.handled by the Econ staff arid are set up to allow for discussion 
of the principles presented in the lectures, and to discuss an 
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assigned related readings book. There are no prerequisites for 
the course. 

READINGS; In the recent past, Samuelson's ^Economicj, 
priced at $10.95, has been the required text, and will probably 
be retained because of the good macro section by the recognized 
"Superman" of Economics. Last semester's readings book was 
The New Economics of Richard Nixon, and may be retained. 

ORGANIZATION; There are two tests and a final which total 
80% of the grade. The other 20% comes from the tutorial sec
tions. All tests are in-class and are derived from lectures and 
Samuelson readings, along with skills gained from worksheets 
handed out in class. Tutorial exams are usually short quizzes 
based on the extra readings book. 

COMMENTS;, A basic background to Macroeconomics can 
be gained in this course if the student keeps up in his Samuelson 
readings and relates them to the lectures. Mr. Bonello presents 
the material in,the most effective way that is possible in. a large, 
lectureVclass. He is a good lecturer that tries to keep the stu
dent interested by relating the relevancies of economics today 
to economic theory that may appear dry at times. The skills 
that a student can receive from his course are highly dependent 
on his or her attitude toward economics and large lectures. 

Stephen Worland 
Economics 225 
Introduction to Economics 

CONTENT; This is a one-semester survey course, designed 
to, introduce-students to the tools of economic analysis." Topics 
covered are price theory, national income analysis, and balance 
of payments. I t is intended to give students in other disciplines 
enough basis in economics to.take more advanced courses later; 
I t should be emphasized that Mr. Worland considers this to be 
a ."tools" course emphasizing methods and analysis and not a 
"relevarit" course in the sense that it does not concentrate on 
contemporary policy problems. 

PRESENTATION; This course is taught as a lecture. Mr. 
Worland makes extensive use of graphs to explain the material. 
The lectures move along at a rapid pace, and one must pay 
close attention-in class to get; adequate notes. Mr. Worland 
generally welcomes questions in his lectures, even though he 
likes to keep a. good pace. 

..READINGS;. Mr. Worland has had trouble finding a text 
. which gives a good presentation of the subject matter but one 
which is not too advanced for those taking the course. He has 
found Contemporary Economics by Spenser to be fairly adequate 
and:will use it next semester. 

ORGANIZATION; There will be three hour exams in the course 
arid a homework set due each week. The exams are very com
prehensive; in nature and are generally thought to be too long 
to adequately answer in ari hour's time. Mr. Worland is avrare 
of this latter, criticism, but he wants to give the student enough 
of a variety so that the student wrill not be hurt by a section 
which he does not understand as well as others. Also, Mr. 
Worland grades the exams with limitation of time in nund. 

William Davisson 
Economics 301 
Microeconomics 

CONTENT; Microeconomics is a required course for majors 
desigried to provide a working knowledge of the- price system 
and resource allocation. Three major topics are covered: 1) 
corisumer demand, including utility and indifference ancJysis; 2) 
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the production function and related supply concepts isoquant, 
isocost analysis; and 3) equilibrium in the product market for 
perfect competition, monopoly and imperfect competition. Some 
coverage of factor markets and general equilibrium is also in
cluded. The course concentrates on the market model of econo
mics and de-emphasizes mathematical approaches. 

In past years Economics .224, Principles of Economic, has 
been a prerequisite but the department no longer requires majors 
to take 224 before 301. 

PRESENTATION: Mr. Davisson's course is primarily lecture 
and discussion. One or two topics are covered each lecture for 
about 30 minutes. Normally, questions from the class fill the 
other 20 minutes. Davisson makes use of computer assisted in
structions in which the student uses prepared programs to in
vestigate elasticity and the production. function. In addition, 
the final project in the course is computer oligopoly simulation. 

RE.^DINGS: One textbook. Microeconomics by E. Warren 
Shows and Robert H. Burton, will be used. This is a new text 
costing approximately $10.00. In addition, Mr. Davisson pro
vides alternate, non-required readings, in any microeconomics 
text which a student may have. Students who request readings 
in any basis text will be provided with the appropriate chapters. 
Most people who take advantage of these readings use either 
Davisson's Introduction to Microeconomic Theory ($2.50)' or 
Paul Samuelson's Economics (about $10.00). 

ORGANIZATION: Students are graded on a 430 point scale. 
200 points come from 2 in-class tests. These are essay test which 
consist of two or three very broad guestions. Answers require a 
detailed exposition of the. text material, including graphs., 200 
points come from two take home tests. One take-home is a 
typewritten essay five to eight pages long on some aspect of con
sumer demand or production. The other take-home is tJie write-
up of the computer oligopoly, game. This is a team project with 
tiirec students on a team. The' average length of the report is 
25 to 30 pages. The work, however, is necessarily done over a 
three week period and need only be typed before submission. 
The final 30 points come from one computer assisted project 
assigned in the middle of the semester. - The final is not cumu
lative and the grade is not curved. 

CoMjiENTs: The most widespread criticism of Prof.. Davis
son's course is that he puts the students too much on their own. 
Microeconomic theory is one of the driest topics in economics. 
If it is not related to specific examples, students lose sight of the 
real aspects of the market inodel. The criticism stems from the 
Tact that in,the past.the text, which Davisson paralleled in his 
lectures,. was highly theoretical.- The new text-provides a case 
study with each chapter. These case studies, if they are dis
cussed in clasSj should make the' theoretical aspects of the course 
more palatable. ; : \ . -

The course is designed to make economics majors thoroughly 
familiar with the tools of ̂ microeconomic analysis namely:, mar
ginal analysis and .market* structure. ;̂̂  Davisson assumes that 
students are not well acquainted- with those, tools. From, this 
viewpoint, the course.is primarily a_-rehashing of the principles 
course (Ecbn. 224J. Only, two new concepts are .introduced. 
This is unfortunate for students who.are interested in graduate 
economics or related "fields but .since these.students comprise, a 
relatively small portion of the. class, the approach is probably 
justified.- :-' •'-'-;.-',: -':•"---.-'..•','";.-"...:; :•.'' •/"/'./.._"-'".'-- ~"- '':\'-".'. 

The.basic:asset of the course is that it provides an'introduce 
tion;to the; economic use of computer techniques; This .is Davis
son's specialty arid .many students have complained that 'he .over- ' 
emphasizes: the computed; approach,; The ;comptiter assignments 
have been reduced "and are more thoroughlyf explained-r"; Also; ̂  the 
applicatio.ns of the techniques • are .discussediV^ ' -'- . :; -Jx^^^C. : 

Stanley; /Maisters/'̂ '̂ v''";'̂ ':̂ '"-"-̂ :-*^ :̂,:- r̂;':"̂ '̂''̂ ;;;;;''"f̂ -
Economics 302 -. w ^ii^^^j-w. j ^ ^ ^ 
Intermediate Macro ^Theory ••. ̂  J / - : -̂ i>^ ff? ; ̂  

CONTENT: This is a-required course'for rail fEcononiics'iria-
Jors and is usually takeni>after Microeconomics.^ Mr. Masters' 
believes. the-primary objective of' the course should: be .for ,tHe 
student to acquire = a-basic: knowledge and familiarity with the 
economic ..structure 'as;.;-a^ whole -and. the.'effects 'produced -by 
changes in any of its-components. A secondary, purppse* is. for 
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the student to relate the various models of Microeconomics to 
the U.S. economy.and be able to analyze developments with the 
aid of. these models. Mr. Masters plans to devote several lec
tures at the beginning of the. course to tracing the development.of 
Macroeconomics and the various economic, views of man. Fol
lowing these lectures the remainder of the course will be devoted 
to developing the various macro models. Principles, of Economics 
is not a pre-requisite, however it. is strongly recommended by 
Mr. Masters. as well as. students currently in the course. 

PRESENTATION: The course will consist of lectures and dis
cussions . based on questions asked by - the students. For each 
class a seventy-five minute lecture is planned, however questions 
may be asked at any time. To aid the student in following the 
material, an outline of each.lecture'is distributed before class 
as well as.the algebraic proofs of the models being presented. 

READINGS: The required texts are tentative, but the ones 
in use this semester are expected to be retained. These are: 
Macroeconomics, Dernburg and .-McDougall; Macroeconomics: 
Selected- Readings Shapiro,' and. Monetary - vs. Fiscal Policy-
Friedman, and Heller., Costfor the three books is approximately 
$16.00. Besides the required texts there will-be twenty publica
tions on reserve from which one or two segments are assigned 
for the purpose, of supplementing-the lecture; material. The 
reading load is heavy with several of the articles being highly 
mathematical, however these are expected to be-dropped. 

ORGANIZATION: Grades are deterrhined from the results of 
two tests and a final examination. The student is expected to 
be able to discuss comprehensively the material as well as a 
specific model or analysis. In answering the questions the stu
dent is allowed to use an intuitive discussion, an algebraic dis
cussion, or a geometric, depending upon his preference. . " 

COMMENTS: This is Mr.' Masters' first semester at Notre 
Dame, therefore he will probably; make changes. in this course 
for next.semester. The material is,dry. and it .becomes difficult 
to take adequate, notes over .-a seventy-five minute presentation, 
however the handouts aid .the student in following the lecture 
and recognizing the ideas that are important.. Because the tests 
consist mainly of material fi"om the lectures, good notes are esseur 
tial as well as is class attendance.-Thoughout the course.different 
Macro models are constructed arid the.student learnsthat. there 
exists no standard rnodel,' but many that can be used in econoinic 
analysis. The tests are difficult because, of the comprehensiveness 
with which the questions-are expected to be; answered and the 
lectures are- tedious and slow,moving. ' Mr. .Masters is" certainly 
an accomplished rriaii.in his .field (he; has -written' many articles 
in the . field of. poverty),'-but many students , have found, his 
classroom performance! somewhat-lacking. , • ;. 

Clarence Durbin, C.S.C. ^/---y.'^'y:,-- ''^-^i^ 
EconorriicsrSlO Ĵ  >• , : ; - : 1 ' ;: : ::t.,:? r 
Economics of iGohsiimption: ; . . • 

CONTENT: ..This/ course • is-, open to" all- Juniors and. Seniors 
with an AL or ,BA; intent.". I t .deals 'wi th Econornic ;principles. 
and practices in the'U.S.-directly-related-.'toJthe,'consumer and ' 
his 'viewpoint. I t .-proVide's. an. analysis^-pf ? advertising,-.fraud' 
firiancirig, insurance "investment?, and ;'6ther , factors; relating; .to. 
corisuriier demand;' There are'no prerequisites for the* course. 

PRESENTATioN:^.,The class is designed to include admixture of 
both lecture; and.^discussio'h';;dependihg'on'tl]fe;:size; of the class. 
Fr. Durbin .favofs'=;studen't:;'discussionst-arid;iuses;-the-rlectufes,,to 
introduce: the-'student,-to lthe;in'ateriMiarid.ito.g^ a-basici 
uridefstandingrbf-'f the ;subject.,mahe^ tl-), yl f- \: :- f..: . . . 
; /READINGS:{:>The:b'asicjtM^ is\Ecqnornic 

. for , Coniumers/ihyXpPf^on ''• and r,Lee,-_aricl jlpriced fat I $8.95.= A 
: number fqffvhandouts is'also. distributed, to aid; the.; student in, his: 
"study.* '--;y-i ."?;-";•:"'̂  -''v; ,.--: .-: ,-*_̂  ̂  y "•;"=;%''>-;•-• '/^'-''-•'';: ' ."5?-̂ -; ' 

. . . ORGANizATiON:r;There are ;usually;,f6u^^^^ 
largelyVon;;the;inaterial given in lectiire';;f;A;Student is;tgiven-ari, 
opportunity! to .express his ihoughts;.on 4he problems, facirig^^con; 
sumers.t'oday on these tests of; equal .weight.. An optional paper 
assignment has been • offered• in the past.-.:^.t . ; , - - " , .i 
r.-'cCpMMENTs: 'For the student seriously interested; in the -ant;; 

-alysis. of consumer problems^ this course provides the opportunity; 
toicompare his l ine of thinking with the facts; available'ph.: the ̂  
subject;.-The,lectures, provide.an outline of the essentials of the 
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economics of consumption. Fr. Durbin likes to give the stu
dent the opportunity to think -by encouraging discussion in class 
and.allowing the student >to integrate his,own^ thoughts.on- the 
subject matter-with knowledge obtained ,frorh the lectures and 
reading materials on tests. Lectures are easy, to-understand and 
are centered around relevant,topics. Fr. Durbin is a fair grader 
who will do anything he can. to help the student.: Though - the 
course is, not _ technically regorous, it can be worthwhile for 
those who want an introduction- to,.consumer economics. ' , 

Clarence Durbin, C.S.C: 
• Economics 367 , 
Public Policy-^Economics of Water 
and Air.Pollution Control V 

CONTENT; This, course offers a,systems analysis approach 
to the causes, extent, and technical feasibility of controlling 
pollution. Appropriate policies that should be considered, and 
the economics and social costs* of pollution are also examined. 
There are no prerequisites for the course, which is'open to all 
Juniors and Seniors. . . 

PRESENTATIONS; Initial plans for the coutse would have a 
lecture take up approximately 3/5 of the class, with the remain
ing part of the class being devoted to discussion of the material, 
depending of course on the size of the,class and the student's . 
wilHngness to participate. i -

READINGS; Because of the fact that this is a new field, there 
is no text for the course. Fr. Durbin is in the process of writing 
a text for the subject. There are numerous handouts and, many 
books on reserve for the student, so that, he can examine the 
technical information not gone over in class lecture. 

ORGANIZATION; The student will have the option of taking 
4 tests of equal weight, or substituting a paper for one of the 
tests. The university policy is generally;, followed by Fr. Durbin 
on grading his exams, which are essay in nature, and provide the 
opportunity to integra.te lecture material facts with the.students' 
own feelings on, the subject of pollution policy. 

- COMMENTS; Student expression carries much weight in aid
ing the student himself and in deterinining the success: of this 
class,-which, is one, of few courses of this kind offered in the 

. U.S. The student is given the opportunity to study and learn 
the intricacies of public policy regarding' pollution, all he has to 
do is have a mature outlook toward its study. Fr. Durbin does 
not place the student under-extreme duress as far as the deter
mination of.gi"ades is concerned. He wants to honestly.acknowl
edge-a.student's, achievements; and does-so., Fr. Durbin enjoys 
the'course and expects the student to do. likewise, while-ap
proaching its study, with the same energetic, desire, to analyzed it 
as he does. This, course is-a good prelude for Economics of. 
Natural .-Resources, another. Fr. Durbin course.. ' .-

.Gregory Curme . ; 
Economics 393 

Statistical^ IMei^ence I =;.-•' ; . - ' ' '-. - ' , 

'..-:! CONTENT; ' N O prerequisite .'of any kind. The. course begins: 
.•with- eleinentary probability;which":includes .discussions on- the", 
classical•'dis'tribiitions; ".Time -..will, be.=i spent,.studying- discrete 
random .variables.'-. One,,of-' thfe' largest sections -deals with •, the 
construction "of ,>confidence;>intervals. using , both -TchbyshefTs 
Theorem arid the .CentralvLimitVTheorem^r The. last ;part 
coursed is sperit^testirig':hypotheses 6n';means; using "one .and, two 

-sample: tests;-~;.The course concludes;,-with -a ' discussion of the 
. Chi-Square\ analyis.''• All -'<of.:>the.-'inferences =4are illustrated.: by-
simple ^applicationsr ;-.''-.f'^tVi-;'-;',:-• ,c -•"'•-,"-/-:;''"'.- --:,•-*". >.-.,. 
,..,;PiiESENTxVTiON; /^The cqurŝ e-~-isf entî ^ lecture,, but ^ Mr. ; 
Curme-encourages questions'atjall; times. ;Almost"all:the material 
is'.presented in class.T(,there^^far&-occasional {handouts)-='as", Mr., 
Curme has;, found .no! textbook iwhich, is-adequate;-,. <- ,.;.->^? :% 
...vV -- READINGS;';;There is one.b6bk,-^ah introductory.ttext by.^Hunts^^ 
berger,^fwhich.'Mr. Ciirme' refers- to .occasionally^iin his. =Iectur:es;: 
•The?text.is riot required^ nor-is it,-terribly- helpful..:; If qne 'does; 
want to purchase the : book, "one ought to be able-tq|-buyr.dr:; 
borrow it from someone who has had the course before. •• = '-,,-f. -

.0^^^'^'?^'^'^^°^- The work load is not very heavy. During 
the semester there are approximately four take-home problem 
sets, one for. each new section of study. They are good practice 
problems as similar problems will appear on the tests- By doing 
the homework and coming to class, the student \vill be well-
prepared . for the straightforward exams. The^ final grade is 
based almost entirely on the student's text average with some 
more-weight on the final exam and more weight placed on the 
second hourly than on the first. 

. CoMJiiENTs; This course is very worthwhile. Mr. Curme 
. makes sure the student understands just why the material he 

is studying is important. The student quickly realizes how much 
Mr. Curme dislikes the "cookbook" method of teaching statistics 
because such a method does not allow the student to see how 
an inference is developed. Mr. Curme is very aware of student 
interests. On a "long" day he may end a class early with "It's 
over to the ACC for me; I'll see you on Monday." Or, during 
football season, he may spend a class computing the probability 
of an undefeated season. Seemingly dry material is made interest
ing by Mr. Curme because of his rather loose manner of present
ing it. No formal, required pace is kept; he adjusts to each 
class and takes into account the difficulty of the material. But, 
at the end of the semester, you .̂ vill be surprised how much you 
have covered and learned. He grades very fairly and from the 
start makes it known that grade pressure is not part of the 
course. 

Stephan Worland 
Economics 405; 
History of Economic Thousrht I 

J - , 0 

CONTENT; The format of this course has been changed for 
the next semester. The course will start with the 16th Century 
Mercantilists and terminate with a discussion of Marx including 
a consideration of Smith, Ricardo, and the Classical Economists. 

. I t is somewhat regretful that Mr. Worland has dropped his 
consideration of Aristotle and .Aquinas because these two writers 
offered some - interesting and germane insights into economics, 
but Mr. Worland is hopeful of offering a separate course on 
this deleted area. The course is aimed at the liberal arts stu
dent interested in the study of economics from a viewpoint of 
intellectual history, and the economics student who wants a 
better understanding of the history of his discipline and the 
evolution of the theory that he has studied in other economics 
courses. -

. 'PRESENTATION; TWO of the weekly sessions will be lectures 
devoted to the material under consideration. The Friday session 
is generally a seminar which concentrates on a discussion of a 
short reading germane to the topic considered in the lectures. 

"READINGS; There is no textbook in this course, although 
Mr. Worland may select a few short paperbacks, dealing w t h 
several of the topics, which the student will be asked to buy-
The. rest' of the readings will be from books and articles found 
in the Reserve Book Roqm. The readings are generally not too 
long, and they are good supplements to the lecture material, 
although one should not depend on them totally. 
• ?--ORGANIZATION; There are three exams and a final. For 
those studerits who. receive a B or above on the first exam, Mr. 
Worland offers, the option of writing a paper in lieu of the third 
exam. -The exams generally involve a few short identifications 

_qf key.terms or-ideas which come up in the lectures arid/or 
^ in the readings, and a choice of several longer essays in which 
a,student must discuss ideas which are important to the topic 
under consideration. The exams are demanding as a student 
must-have a firm grasp of the material and must be able to 
synthesize'; the lecture; and reading material. 
; COMMENTS; Mr.- Worland is an exciting and demanding 

•teacher. He.is highly successful in conveying his enthusiasm for 
;arid knowledge of economics to his students. The vigor of his 
..approach and lectures may sometimes overwhelm a class, but few 
students complain. He is very receptive to questions and plans 
for-them in his lectures. The readings that he assigns are not 
demanding, .but have to be carefully prepared—especially for 

' the: History-of' Economic Thought seminar classes. The Intro
duction to-Economics course should prove useful for students 
outside' economics-who. need a view of economic methods for 
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later work in their own fields, such as a government major 
studying international relations or the problems of poverty. The 
History of Economic Thought course will be useful to the majors 
and non-majors who have a background in economics. Con
cepts taken for granted in theory courses are not taken for 
granted here—they are studied as have evolved from the classical 
economists to the present time (covered in the second semester 
of the course). The courses are not easy, by any means, but 
they are not impossible. Mr. Worland brings an incredible talent 
for teaching and an appreciation of economics to the courses 
which makes the course very worthwhile for students who want 
more than a superficial treatment of the discipline of economics. 

William Davisson 
Economics 417 
Economics of Pollution 

CONTENT.- Economics of Pollution is a new course for majors. 
Mr. Davisson will attempt to develop a microeconomic approach 
to pollution control which assumes that solutions can be found in 
the capitalist market-centered United States economy. There are 
three major content areas: 1) a two week introduction to the 
problem of pollution control; 2) a five to six week presentation 
of the cost-benefit techniques used by various government agen
cies for determining the environmental effects of their projects, 
the development of a microeconomic model for pollution control 
and the evaluation of one federal project in environmental 
economic terms; and 3) a five week presentation of case studies 
of pollution problem areas including Gary, Indiana and Pitts
burgh, Pa. 

One course in microeconomics is a prerequisite (either Econ. 
224 or Econ. 301). 

READINGS: The textbooks for the course have not been 
selected, although Mr. Davisson promises that they will run no 
more than $15,000. One text will be a collection of general essays 
on pollution for the introduction section. Most of the other read
ings will be on reserve in the library. 

ORGANIZATION." The exact organization has not yet been 
determined. At least half of the final grade -will be determined 
on the basis of a term paper on one research problem in environ
mental economics. Mr. Davisson suggests that the topic of this 
paper come from the student's home town. There may be one 
or two additional tests. 

William Leahy 
Economics 454 
Collective Bargaining 

CONTENT: This course is designed to not only convey an un
derstanding of the technique and procedure involved in the 
collective bargaining process, but also to give students an ap
preciation for the work place and the uniqueness of the labor-
management relationship. This is accomplished through the 
game theory approach in which the class participates in an 
actual bargaining situation by negotiating a labor contract. 
Class members are divided into two groups representing a fictf- . 
tious company and union, and they proceed as in a real world 
situation with both sides making demands and obtaining con
cessions to bolster their positions. Major emphasis of the course 
is on the development of a working relationship among the 
members on each side of the bargaining table. I t will be taught 
only this fall, and Mr. Leahy's consent is required for registra
tion. 

PRESENTATION: The first three weeks of the course are de
voted to lectures concerning the basis of collective bargaining 
and. its various strategies. I t is during this time that students 
learn how to negotiate the contract. The rest of the semester 
is spent in bargaining sessions which meet at night in Mr. 
Leahy's home. A night and time suitable to all members of 
the class will be worked out after the course begins. 

READINGS: There will be one text, The Impact of Collective 
Bargaining on Management by Slichter, and a paperback con
cerning negotiations in the public sector, Collective Bargaining 
in Public Employment by Moskow. 

ORGANIZATION: A 10-15 page paper is required at the end 
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of the semester, but there are no tests or quizzes. Mr. Leahy 
emphasized that.final grades will be mainly dependent on-the 
student's performance in the game theory portion of the course. 

COMMENTS: Because of Mr. Leahy's personal activity and 
experience in the field of labor-management arbitration, this 
course can prove invaluable to anyone interested in the study 
of labor law. The learning atmosphere is relaxed and a lot can 
be garnered by anyone willing to put some time and effort in
to his work. Mr. Leahy does not unduly pressure his students 
realizing that a person will get something out of his course only 
if he wants go. His main concern is with his students' growth 
both in and outside the classroom. He takes a personal interest 
in everyone in his class and will go out of his way to help a 
student if necessarj'. ^ Due to these personal characteristics of 
Mr. Leahy and his extensive practical knowledge in the field 
of labor relations, this course should be ver>' worthwhile. 

H.R. Carby-Samuels 
Economics 481 
Aspects of Economic Change 

CONTENT: This course is recommended for senior social 
science majors, though juniors can take the course with the 
permission of the instructor. The course attempts to explore 
the meaning and phenomena of economic change. This course 
is not simply a course in economic development, as the attempt 
is made to look at change in a broader context. The aspects 
which are considered are: what is an economy, what is economic 
change, what are the components of such change (those econo
mic as well as non-economic factors), what are the goals implicit 
in such change, and what are the instruments which can be 
used to effect such change? -

PRESENTATION: The course will he taught in the same man
ner as Economic Analysis I. Much time will be spent in a close 
textual analysis of the readings in order to develop components 
essential to the subject matter. 

READINGS: The basic text will be Economic Policy and 
Planning in Developing Countries by Bognar. This semester 
the book could only be obtained from the Reserve Book Room, 
but Mr. Carby-Samuels hopes to order copies for everyone next 
semester. The book is an excellent discussion of the components 
which go into economic development and change, including 
both the non-economic and economic aspects. The other texts 
for the course are: Development and Society by Novack and 
Lekachman; PoUHcSj Economics, and Welfare by Dahl and 
Lindblom; The Dark Side of the Marketplace by Magnuson 
and Carper; and Symbols and Civilization by Ross, all of which 
should be purchased. There also will be a couple of articles 
which will be put in the Reserve Book Room. 

ORGANIZATION: The course will be organized in the same 
way as Economic Analysis I in terms of exams and papers. 
Students will also be expected to give a couple of class presenta
tions on some of the articles Iioia Development and Society. 

COMMENTS: Both Economic Analysis I and Aspects of Econo
mic Change ought to be interesting courses because Mr. Carby-
Samuels is interesting as a teacher and as a man. He is in the 
classroom to challenge students and to force students to think 
about the subject matter in more than doctrinaire terms. The 
contents of his courses are much different than any other 
economics course offered at this University. He views economics 
as a science in which reality is structured in a certain way, and 
attempts to lead students to an understanding of that structuring 
and perceptions which are entailed. He also brings in the 
realities of existence which shape and impinge upon the analytical 
framework of economics. At times he can be a very aggravating 
person because he will not allow students to be loose in their 
thinking or get away with pat answers to his questions. For 
this reason, and because of his seemingly disorganized style of 
teaching, some people do not think that he is a good teacher. 
Yet, such a judgment, lo this evaluator, seems to miss the 
point of his teaching. He is in the classroom precisely to chal
lenge students to really think about aspects of economics which 
many students have come to believe are invariable truths. Thus, 
for those who really want to explore the discipline of economics 
in more than a merely technical way (although Mr. Carby-
Samuels does not ignore this approach), these two courses are 
highly suggested. 
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William Leahy 
Economics 487 
Urban Economics 

CONTENT; This course is basically concerned with economic, 
growth in our nation's cities. Realizing that there are a number 
of factors affecting such growth, the topics of urban manpower, 
firm location, minority group problems, and poverty are delved 
into. The form and shape of cities are playing an increasingly 
important role in determining all of these factors and are especi
ally discussed at length. The Model Cities Program is also an in
tegral part of the course. At times, Mr. Leahy's lectures will be 
supplemented by outside speakers who have extensive personal 
experience in this area. 

PRESENTATION: Mr. Leahy's lectures are informative and 
well prepared, relating extremely well to the readings. He 
stimulates discussion at many points during the class and is very 
open to contrary opinions which he especially welcomes since 

one of his main objectives is to get students thinking for them
selves. Mr. Leahy hopes to break the class into seminar groups 
about every fourth meeting if interest in particular subject matter 
warrants this. 

READINGS: There are two books required for this course: 
Urban Economics by Leahy and Spatial Economic Theory by 
Leahy. I t is important that you purchase both of these books. 

ORGANIZATION: There are no tests or quizzes, but a major 
paper due at the end of the semester which is "worth a consid
erable part of the grade." Classroom participation is just as 
heavily emphasized. 

COMMENTS: Mr. Leahy has a very easy-going personality 
and makes the classroom atmosphere as enjoyable as possible. 
The su'oject matter is at times dry, but he is more than able 
to make up for this through his knack for stimulating an interest
ing discussion. He is genuinely interested in each one of his 
students and is always available for assistance. Mr. Leahy has 
done a good deal of research in this area (which resulted in 
his books) so he should be very competent in his field. 

English 

Eugene Brzenk 
English 301 
Writing Short Fiction 

CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION: Ideally, this course will be 
a writer's workshop in which interested writers will read and 
discuss each other's fiction {NOT to be submitted anonymously) 
and learn more about the craft. Either ditto copies or oral 
presentation will begin a discussion that is expected to be con
ducted by the writer-student. Also, the various issues in narra
tive writing (point of view, handling of dialogue, characteriza
tion, etc.) will be introduced as well as critical bases for judging 
fiction. Each student will write three short pieces or their sub
stantial equivalent. 

semester. Students are also required to keep a journal of re
actions to the readings and submit written criticisms of the work 
of fellow-students. 

COMMENT: Don't expect this to be a mutual admiration 
class. It's expected that you are a beginning poet ( ? ) . Mr. 
Matthias is a man who says exactly what he thinks. Soon the 
rest of the class gets into the spirit of things, and you discover 
how far you have to go to produce anything really "worthwhile^ 
It's the constant discovery that makes this an excellent class for 
anyone serious about the craft of poetry. 

James Walton 
EngUsh 460 
The EngHsh Novel to 1845 

John Matthias 
English 307 
Writing Poetry 

CONTENT: The focus is on fundamental matters of craftsman
ship and might well find its Art Department analogue in a basic 
drawing class. The assumptions of the course are three: 1) -that 
by tr>'ing to write poems one learns by the best method possible 
how it is that poems come to be written; 2) that by trying to 
write poems (by trying and trying and trying) one might, with 
luck and good weather, actually, once or twice, pull it off; 
3)- that writing poems is a unique.and extraordinary pleasure. 
The class is limited to 20 students. 

. PRESENTATION: Classroom time will be spent on the reading 
of students' poetry and criticism thereof. 

READINGS: Pound, ABC of Reading; Richard, Practical 
. Criticism; Gross, Sound and Form in Modern Poetry; Scully, 
Modern Poetics; Martin, The Distinctive Voice; Allen, The New 
American Poetry; possibly Skelton's Practice of Poetry. 

ORGANIZATION: Prerequisite: submission of a manuscript to 
Mr. Matthias. A manuscript must also be submitted at the 
beginning of the course (this, however, may be the same as the 
manuscript submitted as a prerequisite.) The student is free to 
add to his manuscript at any time. A final manuscript of no 
more than ten poems must also be submitted at the end of the 
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CONTENT: This course confines itself to the study of the 
English novel tradition, offering a wide range of examples of 
critical method. 

PRESENTATION : As in his Novel course, Mr. Walton uses the 
lectures on the first two novels as a period of acclimation arid an 
introduction to archetypal themes. Class consists of his critical 
analysis of the various novels, and is wholly a lecture course. 

READINGS: The reading list is: Bunyan, The Pilgrim's Prog
ress; Defoe, Robinson Crusoe; Richardson, Clarissa; Fielding, 
Tom Jones; Sterne, Tristam Shandy; Godwin, Caleb Williams; 
Austen, Mansfield Park; Scott, The Heart of Mid-Lothian; 
Dickens, Oliver Twist. Weekly reading load is proportionate to 
the speed with which Mr. Walton covers the novels; that is, 
variable. =• 

ORGANIZATION: Three short critical papers on novels of the 
student's choice are required, as well as a take-home final cover
ing all the semester's material. Mr. Walton expects well-written, 
highly concentrated papers on themes not covered by hinaself 
in class. The creative freedom this provides places a burden on 
the student to produce high-quality work. 

COMMENTS: Mr. Walton's degree of personal involvement 
in the course is a decided asset. His lectures are well organized 
into a unified whole, and his frequent digressions provide diverse 
perspectives on the novels. He is a demanding teacher as his 
standards of quality are high. But he is a fair marker and is 
readily available for consultation. For those pursuing a serious 
study of the novel, Mr. Walton's courses are challenging, stimu
lating, and rewarding. As a teacher, he has a considerable 
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wealth of knowledge to offer, and the^ student is expected to 
return imaginative work of good quality. If the student applies 
himself he will indeed have received - an excellent introduction 
to the critical study of the novel. 

Edward Kline . : , . 
English 308 \^ / : ^ '/^ 
Linguistics for Teachers 

CONTENT: This is a course designed for potential elementary 
and secondarj' school teachers.. Students'will be introduced to 
structural and ' transformational generative grammar, ;with at- _ 
tention to both theory and methodology of teaching. There,will 
be a review of current "English books," i.e., primary and 
secondary English textbooks. The course is designed to. equip 
the prospective teacher to be able to teach from current, linguisti
cally-oriented textbooks. J There are no prerequisites for. the 
course. - . , / 

PRESENTATION: The course is basically lecture. There will be 
some use of an overhead projector. 

READINGS: Readings are: Jeanne H. Herndori, A Survey of 
Modern Gramniar; Harold B. Allen, Applied English Linguistics; 
R.. G. Geist, An - Introduction to Linguistics. These books are 
moderately priced paperbacks. There will be readings available 
in the reser\'e book room on languageas language. The student 
will be asked to select and read some of this material during the 
semester. ., 

' ORGANIZATION :._ There will be . one oral report to the class, 
group projects presented in class, and three papers, three to four 
pages each. There will.be two^exams in .class. The exams: will 
be a mixture of objective and subjective questions. All tests 
and papers count equally toward the final grade. 

Edward .Vasta 
EngHsh 313 / : . . ; Z / - y. v 
Intro. Engl. Lit. I 

CONTENT: AS the title implies,' the studies of this course will 
be confiiied to English literature with an emphasis on interpreta
tion and understanding of the material pressented. The^ study 
will, present the classics of all periods and genres. Due ' to : the 
limitation of time, entire selections and works-will ;not' (cannot) 
be read and studied in great dejpth.' Therefore,-many-representa
tive sections, parts, and units will be. used.-. ; . ;; ; ^ . -

I t is Mr. Vasta's wish that the student, with the guidance 
of the teacher, fill the goal of „die„title. of the course—that of 
being introduced-to the wide field of English - literature; and -
profiting from; a direct acquaintance .and" experience,.wtih it. 
As the'course develops, the student should'gain.a^.sense^of the 
craft, an. appreciation of the^ literary atteinptj; and, some know:l-
edge of - the historical: development of the .literature. .; Irij^Mr.; 
Vasta's .words, the primary goal ,\yould be that-the stiidehts.gain 
in~ their "ability tq=read •well,~cope with, .and-understandliterature. 

"niereareXnopre-requisites, for this course,; nor. is it; necessary:, 
for the student to. t j ic: the,second part of ;thê ^ 
offered .during.the. second, semester^ . ;. .. 4. ,4.i/ j : - "i>; -^:>r;..': , 

. .PRESENTATION^: The; course is .based on informaKdiscussipns;^ 
of the readings, iectiires wilLbefgiveh-asJ,they" are'-needed~,pn •:-
factual, inaterial such as'prosody,- historical?ahd,=:,cultural; back-v 
ground,^and^so on.~Audio;visuaV£aidsj.wnifbemused ifiâ ^̂ ^̂  
and' applicable, at; the,3i.irie.;. ;.<","::.?.:'..,_'x'Sy'i;/"? ̂  
,, ; READINGS :- .Onlyl onejtext}. is required i for;.,this.s course.J; Jt>is,J 
the Norton Anthology,of £nglah^LitefdttueliVol/rj£an^ 
purchased for approximately,five; dollars inVpaperback-V./;.i:|:̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ 

. , ORGANIZATION: .^There^wll^be.,:fiveJbrjisixishortj^ "̂  
paperSjlAe topics q^^which.wiir vary;andfarejus^ 
cording, toVthe.preference of the^student:-i;,There|willE,be^ 
term a n d a fihal,-_both of which:wdll be;inVclass.&;These 
be designed : to ;be; learning expenehces,.both-:f6ristudent^ 
teacher.:".-.,.--^ -.-: . ,.-. , -\.':-.-"'-i^^''/4\"'V ,^^-i]M'!\ia-=";^vJ^ii';j?..t^^:;'' 

COMMENTS: Mr. Vasta,^-after^a -long ;absence:;from; teaching 
this course, is returning to i t ;at ;his :own,.^request?and»shows_a^ 
definite enthusiasm for the;Subject. .-; . - j ' ; :^-l; ;J.-. f.̂ '?i; >r.̂  <;•; *' 
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Although, at times, it may seem that the discussion wanders, 
the professor has control of the ship and eventually leads.it to a 
predetermined harbor. - His preparation for, his. classes is always 
thorough and well: d o n e . - . - ; : - : . ' { •' . .1.;. • :..;. -', 

With respect to' i^rading, three criteria are:used for tests ancl 
papers: 1) the individual's ihtellectual'level (this involves one's 
ability, to be aware of" and to grasp important "consequences, re
lationships, etc.) ̂  2) the arnourit-'of'effort put forth.by the stu
dents, and 3) . the:actual concrete tnbwledgepf'the.subject; 

. According, to. Mr. Vasta,'the-course, is. primarily in the class
room with tests and papers being-additional specifics.. Faithful, 
attendance(althpugh .absences, are permitted) is recornmerided." 

Mr. Vasta; is hpt,.only honest and fair with students,-but is" 
very open to their .desires and -vyishes. Eariy in. the course the 
direction of-the course is discussed.and suggestions are not only 
urged and welcomed, but acted'upon: The.majority;of students 
find this .flexibility not only"'feiFreshing but -very rewarding as well. 

J. :X. Brennan ' / V 
English Sir ; ; . V y _ ; 
The Ejdstential Novel ..---- \ 

CONTENT: The-course explores the, complex formulations of 
existential visions: into fiction.: A prior: understanding of the 
world view operant here, not necessarily in factual knowledge of 
the ontological content so much as in, experience of the par
ticular- sensitivity, serves.as what could be called "helpful prepar
ation." This meaningfully, reduces to the requirement (and 
perhaps the goal), of a vigorous .human consciousness. . 
, - .PRESENTATION: The-lectures are . at .once' insightful and 
very coniplex, and as such are derhanding of class discussion; the 
extraordinary feel that'the.student is really needed in the search
ing is genuine. .The most.incisive content of ja'Brennan course 
is the occasional interplay, ther dynamic tensions of co-searching. 

READINGS: ' Dostoevsky,, .Woiw -/rom - the -Underground; 
Tolstoy, The'Death of Ivan Illyich;:,Conra.d, Heart of Darkriess; 
XSmmnno, Abel Sarichez; K.afka, The^Trial^ and Metamorphosis; 
Camus, The 'Stfdnger;.,WTigKt,':The-Man -Who Lived Under
ground; .Hesse,,.Steppenwolf; ;^Malraux,_- Man's, Fate; .Sartre, 
Nausea; Becket,,.Mglloy;yJiellow,Herzog." . ' ." ' . -
- ORGANIZATION: Required" are about. 20 pages: of .original 

writing, either in'four papers of 1 equal length," or; in; two such 
and -one -longer wofkl. Mr. Brennan marginalia will • be extra
ordinarily.ihfrbmative,; fair,'arid, provocative; you:.know how ypu 
are doing. -Thefinal cpunts 30%'. Class'participation is a, (decisive, 
c'orisideratibn,. ani,:is; encburagedjJariH:.,dernarided .by the com
plexity "of the-readings". . . ' ' ; . - - . " ? . - : - • . . • '•. - ' 

COMAIENTS: Mr. Brenrian'sf lectures -pierce through^.the in
tricate, intensity pf;.the'readings dovvn. into an. unsettling depth' 
of: huriian 'corisci6usness.-:-;The/course"-is,-,simply,.:a' serious Ren
counter with the; existential perspective on.man'; (on oneself,: the 
student discovers).-'.-^ •:"'.>,•-•-'-::";- - ' • ' • ; . . . ' _ - ' . " . - . - • 

DonaldTGuitS[Tezf^•":^Wc,l-}^ f ^ V 

'i^ngMi^^^^-'n^^ :-:.\:; 
The;--Npvid:itrV^< î5-"^?^>i>"^^^ ::,. 

/ CONTENT :jj^This=is'a-;ri(^:cburse^^ balanced 
survey.j: The: exariiinatioh jpf repres^^^ the genre . 

. is'.expected:JoVdiscloses'basrc^ifprina^ 
limits,qfj-tfc;-peculiarrart.'.rA^^^ .per- , 

: specByef mighV;:b|: i^Has;Geiyarites/in-J3o^ 
thing-ithau.ithe^/npvelist-Imight^ ! Another question" 

ijnightbe:,\Can; we.detect ^ariy real e'volution of ̂ the form?"rThis 
r.methpdfbf-inquiryfiiriplies an attempt tosee novels'not as. mere 
'.Wstbncalj<dpcuirieiits,jbut: as . viable-rmanifestations', of -a - coii-: 
tinuousiliterary'experience...Although .the-English traditiori-and: 
twentieth, century are .admittedly favored, the approach to these; 

;wbrksslibuld help; the student to an insight into the novel:at: 
>}l:.stages-pf.;its; development or non-development. J: : ? ' ; . : ' 

>, READINGS ::̂^ Course readings will include ten novels ^and {two. 
shorter ndve]s,,tp,be chosen from among the following: Ceryahtes, 
Donj Quixote; .peioe,:^Robinson Crusoe; 'Fielding,, Joseph An-". 
drews; Dickens,' Great .E:fpectatibns or Flaubert,. TheiSentirnental 
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Education; Toltoy, Death.of Ivan.Illyich; Lawrence, Lady_ Chat-
terly's Lover; Joyces, Portrait of the Artist as;a .Young Man; 
Koih, .Call:It Sleep;.Coniad, Heart of Darkriess; Conrad, iorrf 
/fm; -Mailer, .4rmiei -of-the.Night; 'Wa.ugh, Decline and .Fall .b'r 
hQssmg;{The-Golden Notebook.r'pTOm. this proposed list,*at least-
oneivork'willbe-dropped.-:;•-•; , .- ,• 3 , ' I ^ ..; - -. .'--.-: - ..-' 

;» ORGANIZATION::. Student obligations:include a paper of ten to 
-twelve pages,- a jrnidterm and the final. • , - - „ , ' ' . . - • . . 

James Walton - -
;English'322 ' • • -, X V-' . ' :: 
Tlie.;Nover ; \J, 

, CONTENT: The goal of this lecture course is to introduce-the 
student to. a most inclusive idea of literary form,-particularly that 
of the novel. Mr.,Walton takes a variety of,approaches in order to 
familiarize.the.class with a wide range of critical methods:. - . 

- PRESENTATION: The lectures on the first two books.serve,as a 
long, slow orientation session. During this period, which may take 
up to half the semester, Mr.Walton-acquaints the, student with 
-the study of. the. novel and introduces him to : the archetypal 
themes to. be found within. His lectures consist of'his intensive 
critical analysis of the various novels and the comparison and cor
relation of. their themes, := - ' - .:-'\ - ' \ 

READINGS: .The books to be studied are: Cervantes, Don 
Quixote;: Bunyan, The Pilgrim's.' Progress; -Deioe,.- Robinson 
Crusoe; Balznc, Pere Goriot•.'Dickens, Oliver Twist;j'FlanheTt, 
Madame Bovary; Conrad, Lord Jim; Joyce,. A Portrait of the 
Artist As A Young ManjiKafka., The Castle; and-Borges, Fic-
bibnes. Reading keeps the uneven pace.of the lectures. 

ORGANIZATION : After the study, of the.fii"st two novels a take-
hoirie examination is given. Two other short, highly concentrated 
critical-essays are assigned-on novels of the - student's 'choice, 
roughly 3^5 pages eachl'A comprehensive take-home final is given 
at the end of. the semester. The papers are to reflect the student's 
own critical thought^ not. that-of Mr. Walton. Imagination is 
highly prized as-well as literary style. 

-COMMENT: Mr.-Walton is by his own admission an egotistical 
teacher. .He derives great persohal satisfaction from his teaching, 
aridr the student gains from-his emotional involvement" in the 

• course. The. frequent• digressions add; to ;the lectures, for !Mr! 
Walton's tangents often provide new perspectives, of the;novels. 

Ernest Sandeen 
English:-327 : . 

. -CONTENT: Mr.. Sandeen operates this course on .the premise 
- -that.it takes-two. people-to make a poemT-rthe poet; and the' 

- - reader... -The entire" course- is oriented: to^ the response ;of the 
• student.to-the-poems-discussed in "class. -:,. . 1 ' ," _ 
..- Throughout the semester, Mr. Sandeen looks at, such topics 

, "as -po in t of view and tone of-the ,poem^-imagery,: sentence and 
.-> stanzastructuresj meter,, rhythm, blank verse, and-free .verse. A 

';great deal-of time^is spent on the modern"rand^conteiriporary; 
-•poets.-,.: •-•--\"" =• .-~v : - " • ' • , ^ • : ' •- - > ,^ . ' : / / • ; ' - ' " • " -

• _ -t- .-PRESENTATION:- Tbe course is a discussion course:-Drl San-, 
deeri-does-very-little ..lecturing. -Movies are used (around: four' 

; ;: last;'semester) .as well as .tapes.--% ;_ '-_ -i . - . - , ' ; ' \--" : 
J . .READINGS:; Readings consist of the poerns,discussed.iniclass.; 

,:.-'rThree.'.sarithologies.-are-.used; ;.These texts, aretnot^definite' for 
;, riext>,semester; .but-there ..will be-.one dealing .with the .classic, 

' .,- poets, phe.,with" the' modern poetsj and one with- the coritempor'ary 
~ ./.;songwriters.:*:The reading load: is -by.:no means heavyvA.The 
• •'•scostfofi texts'.last semester.-was.around- $10.00.-": v.;-,-.,. -•-;/;:,;"./ .; 

,-l^;...t,, ORGANIZATION :,.There^are-^ between.', three la^^ 
- .-.'required^of-the/student^.Thee length- is:betweent\^^^^ 

-•V _V-pages;;'rThere;is .one'-teke-hpine,final. - M . 
:; :,'"regarding tests^^isrthatttheif»:purp6se is- to-continue -the;learning: 
'l.-y-.prbcessp-'^sv;--:"-t- ='-• ,&.._*." 'j^^"h ~: V^;-'v':\j-' yy^-r ."-^:-rK{.i';'--^ \--' _ 
• /. ;,c.tt COMMENTS : .The= .̂course is' very- good >_for. the^ student .waiiting-
#,-: 4either,!-to'. becomeiexposedi to. poetry, .or: tdrwideh 'his' readings 
r̂?; I: and knowledge in - the field: ".Theifelaxed meetings -are' veiy; con-J 
•: '"y^ducive 'for the very.= freewheeling>discussions;; that usually take " 

place. Mr. Sandeen also has optional meetings at his home on 
-various^ nights of the week.: Students who have taken him are 
"veiy. enthusiastic in their praise for the course, and for the way 
Mr. Sandeen handles the class. 

James vEJoubieday i . 
>;Engish:331:V-"::= - : ; 
,:Age of the Hero ; ^ ; ^ , 

" CONTENT: (This course exaihines;such fundamental literary 
prpblems as the character of the hero in the "heroic age," his 
function within his" culture, the nature of the code which he 

" einbodies: and serves, and the attitude of the poet and his.audi-
- ence toward the; hero. The general student, and even the stu-
\ dent of literature, knows the hero only in degenerate forms or in 

antitype; this course is an attempt to understand his original 
nature. • - • -- • - ; •-, ; - , 

PRESENTATION: Mr. Doubleday relies on a lecture format. 
However,- there will be as much discussion as the students desire. 

- Audio-visual materials are hot emphasized. 
:- ] R E . \ D I N G S : ' Students will study works from Old Irish (the 
Tain Bo Cuailnge), Old 'Welsh (the Mabinogion, Culhwch and 
Olweri, The Drearn of Rhonabwy), Old English {Beowulf, 
Finnesburg, The Battle of Maldon), Old French {The Song 
of Rolaiid), and Old Norse (some of the Eddaic poems, Njaly's 
Sdga,'Hrafnkel's Saga, the Saga of Grettir the Strong), all in 
translation. The exact editions have not yet been selected. 

ORGANIZATION^: There will be no tests or final. Students have 
the choice of writing two short papers (7-10 pages) or one long 
one (15-20 pages )i Topics are selected by the students. 

COMMENT: Mr. Doubleday possesses an excellent grasp of his 
- material, although his knowledge may occasionally be obscured 

by a deliberate lecture style. Mr. Doubleday is not a dynamic 
speaker, but a scholar who exhibits a profound respect for the 

.opinions of his students. 

Richard, Sullivan 
English; 301 • - • ; \ 

. WritingiFictiori I . 

; ' C O N T E N T AND ORGANIZATION: Each, student submits three 
short stories or their larger equivalent during the semester. They 
are mimeographed, distributed and criticized by the:class and 

-Mr . Sullivan. Anonymity is preserved. The students' own 
"works provide the only texts for the class. 

COMMENTS: This course provides an excellent opportunity 
for the student who wishes to try his hand at writing, needs a 
deadline to motivate him, and desires critisim of his work. Mr. 

~ Sullivan has a lot of "inside" knowledge about the art of \vriung 
fiction. However, because the students are basically incompetent 
in their knoweldge of how to criticize short stories, the discussion 

, at times can be something less than provoking. At any rate, 
the experience of writing creatively, if only for one semester, 
certainly justifies; the value of a course like this one. 

.'Jqlm.Huber . - :. - _ . -] 
;:̂ English^334 - : ^ ^ ; ;̂ ^ 
.MedievaL Ideas. Of >Lpv^ 

r:,.c< CONTENT: IThe course is .primarily concerned wi th tracing 
-the' love .theme, through- a variety of medieval perspectives, espe-

--cially-'jthe-courtly ,love;tradition and-the religious -view of the 
- topic . . The student will'begin with a few background readings 
,-,.in-rclassical theories of .love-v/hich were available to medieval 

iwriters, Plato; Cicero, On Friendship; and. Ovid, hut the major 
;.wbrk-of .the course will be done within the reading list. Digres-

," sions,,of,;course, will occur, and the class will investigate areas 
T-of their curiosity,iideas such as: Is the love-wish a death-wish? 
;-Is i the - anti-sexual attitiide a part of our medieval heritage? 

Was -Chaucer's Pardoner gay? The authors include Boethius, 
i Von Strassburg, Chretien de Troyes, and Chaucer, and the read
ying list is a solid foundation for the course. 
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PRESENTATION: Mr. Huber is a great believer in class dis
cussion and this becomes the central format of the course. He 
does give short lectures, usually of the historical nature, but 
oftentimes discussion will follow from that point. For the most 
part, Mr. Huber vwll introduce a problem(s) upon which the 
class \vdll ^vrite a short two-page paper. The discussion evolves 
from the handling of the problem. Mr. Huber is respectful of 
the student's insight and many times the problems and questions 
he asks are ones he has not yet answered. Although the courtly 
love tradition and spiritual attitude on love are the two major 
topics, Mr. Huber encourages and often leads discussions into 
areas where, as he puts it, "we have no special competence but 
a great deal of curiosity." Although all the readings are in 
Modern English, Mr. Huber will many times read aloud sections 
in the Middle English so that the student will perhaps acquire 
a certain appreciation of the original. ' 

READINGS: Boethius, The Consolation of Philosophy; Inno
cent I I I , On the Misery of the Human Condition; Andreas 
Capellanus, The Art of Courtly Love; Chretien de Troyes, Ar
thurian Romances; DeLorris a n d D e Meun, The Romance oi the 
Rose; Von Strassburg, Tristan and Isolde; Clifton Wolters, ed.. 
The Cloud of Unknowing; Hellman & O'Gorman, Fabliaux; 
Brian Stone, tr.. Medieval English Verse; Chaucer, Canterbury 
Tales (Bantam Dual-language edition). Total cost:,about $16.00. 

ORGANIZATION: The course requires time, but it is hot diffi
cult - to keep abreast of the work. Insights are the .key to the 
course and this is why a cai-eful reading of the texts is required. 
The problems posed in class help the student in his reading and 
the numerous two-page papers become an aid and not a chore. 
Mr. Huber will have questions for .these short papers on each 
work read '(10), but in the past he has required only fiv̂ ê of 
them for grading purposes. These papers can be written as the 
student reads the work. There Avill be one short paper (6-8 
pages), and a long paper (15-20 pages), of ^hich-Mr. Huber 
expects a scholarly effort. The long paper gives the student the 
opportunity to investigate a particular idea; ample time is given 
to prepare it. There is no midterm^ and the final exam is 
open-book. . 

COMMENTS: In the past, many people have been appre
hensive of this course, basing their judgment on the title. Don't 
be apprehensive; you will be dealing with an exciting concept, 
its development and use in the literature of the Age of Chaucer. 
The course has been changed to a 300 level,course and non-
English majors should feel no qualms about taking this course. 
Mr. Huber has a sound knowledge'and scholarly appreciation 
of the.material, and he• successfully conveys this-to the,student. 
His amiable personality and openness to the student make for a 
positive experience; The reading list is excellent and the presen-. 
lation of the material, through discussion and report, is most 
effective. Because of Mr. Huber, the class becomes a delight. 

PaurRathbum .: . ^ :• - . . 
English;344A;^v;• ^ J: ; ^^^;^V^^;.;^ ; , . ; :. i j : ' • 
Early Shakespeare : • - ; -

CONTENT: .Mr . Rathburn's i'arZj' Shakespeare course is to be-
a two-semester course, with the fall semester covering a selection 
of early works up , to airound the 17th century." There will be 
time spent;on the life of^Shakespeare, arid soriie .work' on :the-
sonnets arid .poetry, of'the. writer., Mri Rathburn's ,;lectures^- -the 
readings, and . anyp the r media he :uses, intend:totprpv6ke_jthe", 
student to get :more involved Tin Shakespeare's,f-^yprks through 
outside readings, papers, "discussions or-the like.',';, -̂--i • lf7;; .̂ ^ -'--'i 

PRESENTATION: Dependirigpn^ its size, Ithe-^class^ will fbe 
mostly lecture,: with time .Tor questions "arid; sometiiries discussion; 
Recqrdirigs of the .plays; ^re .reser\'edjseveral^ltiiries ,weekl)̂ ^̂ ^ 
students are encouraged -to partake .in, these.ljTherefwillrbelop-"' 
tioriar weekly discussion. sessions 'for^,those'inteirested.jiFirially, : 
Mr. Rathbum plans to have movie versions qf.-soine. of thefplays: 
shown for.-his'Hass; î fJ.V r.r';•--:-". -^"-'i-' '•'''-'',''',• .~\~S':- , ;- ' ' . i-

READINGS: At this time, > it is uridecided" whether ;Mr.7Rath-
bum will order The: Complete Works''of. Shakespeare, edited- by.. 
Hardin. Craig ($12.95), or>the- Pelican Edition of the complete 
works. I t is encouraged'to buy a hard cover complete works . 
over the paperbacks. „ .. : . >!^ ,- c , _1 . ^ - r ,::"1.; 

ORGANIZATION: :Mr..,Rathburn plans .to :p6ssibly^have rStu^ 
dents write three papers arid do three;take-home tests;.=yEach 

third of the course vrill, be noncumulative in regard to the 
take-homes. , • . . . . 

COMMENTS: If you are interested in reading and digesting 
Shakespeare,-Mr. Rathburn's course>is well, worth your, while: 
The written work,promises to-be challenging, with-dissatisfaction 
proceeding from a half-hearted effort. "Mr.rRathburn is well pre
pared, yet spontaneous, and at ease with a'class that "wants to 
be there." To praise more is absurd;. Only the line at registra
tion limits the size of .the class. -. 

Paul McLane -
EngUsh 345 \ V \ ^ :• - ''-
Shakespeare ; ; . . . . . 

CONTENT: Mr. McLane tries,in this course to convey a basic 
appreciation for the work of. William Shakespeare. Because a 
majority of the class are usually-non-majors, an attempt is made 
not to go into too much detail in.the individual analyses of the 
plays. Instead, Mr. McLane presents each play as he and other 
critics understand it in overview. An emphasis is placed ori the 
major works of Shakespeare with a particularization of famous 
characters and quotations. He hopes that he can give significance 
to these works as important" milestones in modern literature. 

PRESENTATION:' Because Mr: McLane feels that most of his 
class have had. little or no contact-with Shakespeare before, he 
presents the course in a lecture form with criticism and analysis 
of each separate play. He does field any questions asked of him, 
but he never initiates any class discussion; 

READINGS: The,only required readings for the course are the 
fourteen or fifteen Pelican Series plays, that Mr. McLane lists. 
The, books range in price from 65 cents to $1.25. A reserve list 
of critical works is handed out at/the beginning of theiyear for 
any outside interests.- .One to two plays are covered each week. 

ORGANIZATION:, Two:papers and two tests are the general 
requirements in course work. The two papers are to, be from 3-5 
pages in length, and the. tests are a coriibination of identifications 
and essays. • The. tests usually emphasize the material - taught in 
the lectures-^the quotations, are always-mentioned in the analysis 
of each play as,given.in,.'class. Mr.-McLane looks for the ability 
of his students t o : express themselves-in an organized rrianner 
both ori the papers and on his tests. ' T h e objective portions 
weigh far,less than the'written iriaterials ori .the grade, and the 
two - tests and. two papers, are about "equal - in, the determinatiori 
of the final grade: \ ., - . .' . 

COMMENTS: Mr. McLane definitely aids the student in learn
ing to appreciate Shakespeare; unfortunately, the appreciation 
comes rnore from the power: of ̂  the works'than from the analysis 
given in class. "Although Mr. McLane .attempts not to over-
analyze, he, goes into, such detail that he; elicits boredoiri in his 
lectures. Everi though, this happens, his-presentatiori of, each 
play does, aid the • student .;iri ;uridefst'aridirig"!more fully what he 
has read.- A bi-oader- knowledge, of the'= works of Shakespeare 
brings a' broader knowledge, of literature.^ Mr..McLane passes ori 
such knowledge,-but;the time takeri"to receive it seems extremely 
long. " \ :^---; •\"*:':'.f-,'-.--":--^.'':''-',V'••''•^"•:v>-.-- ---•- - . _ 

A: L: 
English-345.i;y 
Shakesjpeare" f: 

•,'SyJ;,..;<Xv^.?•;.s-:-.A-

-,;C.. CONTENT :\'=Mr;iS6erisrdesm 
Shakespeare:.^and ;his?.plays;|d 
with additiprial.eiriphasis^given,to'the'historical'cifciimstances sur
rounding' ,the';plays.'as:V\y.elKas Shakespeare's,'personal,-developv 
ment." Ai.^??,9ndary,-/thbugh._:iniri6^^^^ pi;; the'icourse is,, 
according.(to -Mrl .Soens, "exposure) to'^.the ,b6dyj"of,?w6rksyas an 
added item"ih purJcultufalisbarik accounts.''.-.iTheJrstudent", is ex-, 
pected to gain an extensive knowledge bf^-JtheT'staging- techniques, 
and icoriography !,as well as the Jiterary, significance; of. the/plays.' 

PRES^ENTATION: The cqurse is composed of^a.mixture of lee-:: 
tures and discussions, the fomerrconstiiutirig'fthe 
class time. .The:staging of.productioris:byfstud^^^ 
a, significan^t portion •'of'/the.; cours£°:;^"v 

•i READINGS I;-}. Hardm^Saig^-^^d^^ Cpm'pleie:W^^^ : ,of 

> -' ; :VV->;-:" ^^, : U T ^ 
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Shakespeare; Bentley, Shakespeare and His Theatre; Auerbach, 
Mirnesis;.' Styan, . Shakespeare's- Stagecraft; Spurgeon, Shake
speare's- Imagery;^ 'Pa.itndge; ~ Shakespeare's Bawdy.^ Required 
texts total about $25—the Hardin-Graig most.of that with a 

-$l3. tag. ;-_; -,. r--:- "i -i-f-/.:,:"..: '-• • --'.^, \ - -(.>\ .._ ,̂'-~ 
ORGANIZATION : ..The student is required to submit three 8-10-

page analytical-papers and tp take the final. Appearance in one 
in-class production is also maiidatory. , . .. ,. : „ 

COMMENTS: Mr. Soens' knowledge of his subject is broad, 
and his-lectures are well-presented. He covers the plays in a 
unique manner; the emphasis leans slightly more to the theatrical 
aspects of the material, right down to the swordfighting tech
niques of the 1500's. The student performances give one the 
opportunity to become involved,,as well as adding, a touch of 
fun. Note-taking is impossible,/and not necessary a t that. Dis^ 
cussion is minimal, and the papers are challenging but very en
lightening. Mr. Soens'. grading is lenient. 

' . The course is interesting, worthwhile, and occasionally quite 
enjoyable. -The .work load is a little, heavier than moderate, but 
the student is required only-in.conscience to do the reading.. 

A. L. Soens 
English 320 / . - . ' 
Drama 

CONTENT: English 320 is a historic approach to the evolu
tion of drama from the Greeks to Becket and Pinter. The course 
concerns itself with the treatment of the dialectic between the 
audience and the stage, the establishment of models for analysis, 
and a look at individual dramas as theatrical icons. 

READINGS: Becket, Waiting for Godot; 'Rostand, Cyrano de 
Begerac; Barnes, ed.,= Eight Great Comedies and Eight': Great 
Tragedies; Pinter, The Birthday Party; Corxigan, Tragedy, Mean
ing and Form axid'Comedy;'Qohn, Casebook on Godot. 

Thomas. Jemielity 
English 351 -
English Literature 

EngHsh 451 . - V; 
Johnsoh-Boswell" Seniinar , 

English. 528 . -
Classical and. 18th Century Satire 

public and private journals will also be read. By the time the 
course is over, the student should have an appreciation of John
son's and Boswell's literary talents, as well as a deep awareness 
of- their personal lives. Mr. Jemielity wants the student not 
only to understand the material: he wants the student to expe
rience the men, their ethical attitudes and their religious expe
riences. 

-Since Johnson and Boswell were biographers, the course em
phasizes the genre of biography. Mr. Jemielity spends consid
erable time explaining biography as a legitimate and effective 
art form. This seminar is the only course in the English depart
ment where biography is studied in detail. Thus, the student 
would be well advised to take the course—if only for that reason. 

:READINGS: The reading list will be available in Mr. Jemiel-
ity's office,.Gil,.during preregistration. Mr. Jemielity plans to 
cover.Johnson's diaries, letters, his major and minor poetry, his 
preface to Shakespeare, and his biographies of Savage and Pope. 

, From Boswell, the student will read the public journals, the 
private journals, and the Life of Johnson. 

ORGANIZATION : The course is a seminar. Expect to take an 
active part in all the classes.. The student will have to give two 
to three class presentations, which will serve as a basis for the 
subsequent papers.. The student presentations are important. 
The course depends on the students. Mr. Jemielity can provide 
insight and direction, biit the students must show a willingness 
for quality discussion. 

ENGLISH.528 . , 
CONTENT: This course is a thorough, examination of satire. 

Mr. Jeinielity acquaints the student with the author's viewpoint 
and the social forces that, acted upon the author^ He an
alyzes the mind of the satirist and the time in which the satirist 
wrote. -He himself displays an ironic wit that highlights the 

^material. -
,. -READINGS:. The book list will be available in Mr. Jemielit/s 

office during preregistration. The course will cover Juvenal, 
Horace, Aristophones, Pope, Swift, Gibbon, Johnson, Austen, 
Blake, and probably Voltaire. 

-ORGANIZATION: This will be • a lecture course, but Mr. 
Jemielity always welcomes discussion and questions. Under
graduates should not shy away from the course. Mr. Jemielity 
respects their opinions and invites them to enroll. 
. -. COMMENT: Mr. Jemielity knows the 18th century, but that 
is not the only reason why you should take one of his courses. 
Mr. Jeinielity teaches you to think. His ironic wit and his prob
ing questions cause you to react; they cause you to explain and 
justify what you say. Mr. Jemielity likes to explore the ramifica
tions of your thought. His interest in students is well known. 
When you. ask; a question, he actively listens. Though he could 
easily intimidate you with his expertise, he allows you to search. 

ENGLISH 351 . - : . , . . - . 
CONTENT: This course acquaints the student,with the English 

writers of the early eighteenth century.; Although it is a survey 
course, do not be misled into "thinking'Mr.'-Jemielity will give 
a cursory'examination of the' material. - He will - emphasize the 
principal works.-of .̂  each author,'\but he always presents an in

-depth: analysis;. His lectures on Pope and Swift should.be espe
cially, interesting. He has ah ability to position the works,in a 
historical-.and religious-context.•--. • -- ' ," >' .> - ' r f 
-., READINGS:; The reading list will be available in Mr. Jemiel-
ity's; office, G l 1, during preregistration. Tentatively, Mr. Jemiel
ity. .will. cover Dryden,', Pope,\ Addison, Steele, Bunyon;. Defoe, 

. arid.Swift. The^course.will also.cover three plays: The Conscious 
L6vers;-:The Ti^ondon'Merchant and The Beggars,Opera. 
' ('.ORGANIZATION:: This coiirse'will.probably be lectures^ How-
ever;.^Mr}--Jemielity "always; welcoriies^ discussion and: questions by 

-the.Vstudents.iHis timetable'depends on the. students^ .There .will 
. be. three; short- papers. and • two,: possibly three, examinations dur
ing" the'semester. A final can^ also be expected.-t. ., : . 

J E N G l i S H ^ i s f V / r 'J- ':'-.i:\ ^ ~[' f r';'-;-' /.'-::';•;-, --'\ 
^IjX CONTENT : This seniinar is' an-intensive,-and .extensive exam
ination ;of Johnson and Boswell. .Mr.,;Jeiriielity-tis interested.in 

. contrasting, and comparing the public and private images of the 
•two.^men. ; Therefore, the. student:^will read Johnson's -diaries 
-and.letters as well as his major and minor poetry. Boswell's 
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Leslie Martin 
,English:356 
Restoration arid Eighteenth-Century Comedy 

CONTENT: The class is proposed as a study of themes, forms, 
and functions in comedy, from 1660 through the career of Jane 
Austen: Plays'by ,Dryden, Etherege, Wycherley, Congreve, Far-
quhar. Gay,-and Sheridan; verse satires by Dryden, Svirift, Pope, 
arid Johnson; hovels by Fielding, Steme, Smollett, and Austen; 
essays froni seyeiral periodicals; Swift's Gulliver's Travels and 
Johnson's Rasselas; and some bathetic, or unintentionally comic 
performances by Shadwell, Gibber, Ambrose Philips, and other 
"dunces", together with one or two awful plays and Fielding's 
parody, Tom Thumb. 
. . . PRESENTATION : The course is predominantly taught by lec
ture but each class session usually contains audio-visual material 
and a series, of questions put to the students once a confident 
general structure of topic is set up by the lecture. The questions 
are:comfortable for both student and teacher and usually serve as 
the'direction for more detailed development on what comes to 
light. 

. Mr. Martin plans to continue to complement the days' work 
with a wide variety of Audio-Visual materials which include re
cordings, excerpt recordings of the material, and related pictorials, 
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paintings, music and song to "convey the general color of the , 
period. He would also like to plan with the students certain 
"daysV within the scheduling to devote entirely to the presenta
tion and exposure of this kind of related material. He claims the 
possibilities to be unlimited and opportunities of this'kind for him 

- are rarely passed up. - ^ ., 
READINGS: The class will meet three times a week and read

ings will be selected from the general list presented in the content ' 
section. The texts, then, are "generally inexpensive" (bookstore 
prices) paperbacks, collections and anthologies: Total price oyer 
the course of the semester can run anywhere between $10 and 
$15. Martin does not use any secondaiy materials in his 300 level 
courses. The student then is expected to cover from one to three 
plays over the week. 

ORGANIZATION: Three papers, probably varying between 5 
and 10 pages, are planned for the course,: together: with two 
examinations, the precise nature of which are iiot determined 
until-later. Once into the semester, however, such specifics'tend 

.to float in a kind of arbitrary liinbo, somewhere between depart
ment requirements, class response, Mr. Martin's convenience,'and 
everyone's enjoyment of the class. Ample time is guaranteed the 
student, though, to prepare for tests and papers. In the past, 
papers have suflfered in many cases because of a lack of specific 
assignment of topics: However, this can provide an opportunity 
for exploration in expression. Mr. Martin is especially open and 
available for agreement, advice and criticism. The final grade is a 
review of whatever grades exist by the end of the semester. 

COMMENTS: Martin expressed his pwn comment on the class 
in two interesting ways. First, that people should "warit" to read 
the type of material that-Will be covered arid that, his course is 
"disrecommended to the sour, the saturnine, and the surly." The 
man has a very capable and commanding knowledge and linder-
stainding of his subject and quite a romantic view of its time. 
This, in the past, has been seen as an asset from the student's 
position. Mr. Martin becomes thoroughly immersed in a kind of 
"verbal ebullience" in his delivery that can efficiently and enjoy-
ably balance the pressures of the classroom. His.style, above this, 
provides for encountering a broad picture of the individual work 
—^influences, relationships, interpretations, anecdotes, and per-, 
sonalities—^and includes, a specific cataloguing of theme, form, 
and symbol on the blackboard. . • ; 

Students will encounter a noticeable! amount of Mr. Martin's 
personal opinion during the course, of a class, but he' is the first to 
acknowledge "these as only opinions which'students are in'no way 
required to "parrot." Tt is important to note that the section en-
titied content should not be" viewed as "expectations" in a limited 
sense of title and achievement, rather as a loosely determined area 
in which Mr, Martin ;works. The reading syllabus is usually re
vised (pared down) during the semesten But opinion has it that 
the revision is adequately complemented by'his use of audio
visual materials and the unique insights,and skill his style affords 
to the subject. - : 

Patrick Xallahan 
Enfflish..360 :, V; 

- ; . - -i 

-t3^ 

The British ifRomanticMjc^^^ . 

• •. CONTENT:--/This-cqui'se, divided-roughly-into''two.parts^-will-
cover two' generations"-'of; Roiriahtic.^ poets. ; ;The first ' con
sists" of Blake, .Wordsworth and" Coleridge;'the?later-p^ 
sidered will be/SheUey, 3yi:on and Keats.^B 
these,authors, Mr. Callahan will- devote; soirie time -to'erilight-, 
eninig prose-works as well, :such; as tlie/Prc/a<:e fo f/̂̂ ^̂̂  
Ballads^ Defense of Poetry zn^ Coleridge's''Bwgrdphia'Liier^^ 
in order to discover the phildsophicar'and aesthetic relationship ; 
of the author to his work.. ' - '-;'-•:^^^'j'i'-.-f/^'f''!---^'i^:r^^^'-: 

- PRESENTATION: The format .will be,primarily/discii'ssi6ri'with;_ 
an occasional lectiire to fill in details.>;However,=the :text"c6ritainsr;= 
enough background information about the ";authofsJ andf^^tiieir" f 
works to reduce the Tiecessityof these lectures. :-:,V'9f''*''rf,^?y3''f'i5'.:! 

READINGS: There is only one "required text:'•'•jBngZir/i^/Joman--.- '̂ 
tic Writers,-edited by David Perkins, which costs;s$10.56?'^lso^' i-
there will be a few suggested Teserve feadings;<'c}:^'>'-U =v/-S?.°--f 

ORGANIZATION: Course requirements are 'three •papers'; of I six % 
to eight 'pages in length which -require' some ronginalj'thought,;a? •; 
midterm and a final, both of:wliich are^ given] miclsdsyir^Ji^^'^xf'i 

COMMENT'S: Mr.. Callahan has taught this'course on both 
the graduate and the undergraduate levels many times in the 
past, and his knowledge of',the material;is. impressive. He. treats 
the works'of'the artists in relation to ^ the Romantic movement 
as well as to their personal philosophies, "giving the student an 
excellent sense of perspective regarding'the material. He pro
vides a broad scope for ' the student both;in choosing the most 
representative material and. in furriishirig;usefulinfonhation rela
tive to the poets' lives and .times. .; - . - . . , . ' 

Robert Slabey.; / .• ' 
English 38^ -' ,; .^ / ' ; 
American: Literature to 1900.; . _ 

- CONTENT: In.this survey of the American-literary tradition 
-the coverage is extensive rather than .intensive, with attention 

divided between trends and iriovemerits and representative.texts. 
.A.fter a brief consideration of. antecedents, the course will focus 
on. the major cultural movements of the nineteenth centur>'. 
American prose, ppetr}^, and fiction will.be studied:as an artistic 
reflection of intellectual,-^, social, and .cultural forces impinging 
on the sensibilities of writers. 'There are*no pre-requisites. 

PRESENTATIONS,The lectures, are formal, concise, and well-
organized. Slabey, however,; gladly-accepts any questions. 

READINGS: The basic.text, Irving Howe's T/ieLfferaiwre O/ 
America: Nineteenth, ^Century (McGraw-Hill), will be supple
mented with several iDaperbacks:; Franklin's\4Mfofezo^rflj!)/i;', The 
Scarlet Letter, Moby-Dick, and. a novel by.Henr)' James. The 
total cost for these paperbacks is about $10.00. The reading load 
is moderate"and,the"students will haye ample,time to complete 
each assignment. , -•-•:::--::.. .. - ' . :--•:.--,- ; . . , -

ORGANIZATION: IStudents'-wiU'write. two one-hour examina
tions, five or six short (one-page) papers,.: and, a final compre
hensive-examination. The-final grades are, always a fair estimate 
of one's performance arid; improvement,throughout the course. 

COMMENT: Mr. Slabey clarifies the intent .of the course from 
the very beginning^—to give a broad yet related survey of the 
literary .'developriierit of .the nineteenth century. The classes 
usually range from 70 to 80 students, elimiriating'the,possibility 

-of intimate or. detailed discussions. - Howeveir, Slabey compensates 
ior this with his. extensive/.knowledge ~ and {enthusiasm for the 
course. One is immediately"'attracted to ,his dynamic and ef
fervescent approach ' to lectures—ari; experience' one will never 
forget. Mr. Slabey encourages and is readily.available for con
sultation: The subjective exams.'are r^preseritative of the material 
and class notes. For;those-with an;extensive, (rather than in-, 
tensive) interest in this-area, Slabey should not be overlooked. 

Thomas Werge;^, . , 7 ^ , ; " . 

^Ajnericari; Writers rSiiiye^^^ * V-:'; 7 - 1 

-'- CONTENT:- 'A study .of selected: works of "fiction and poetry by 
major -Americari-; authors,'; of.-: the snirieteenth - and;? twentieth 
centuries;"' •-;'"';̂ ;,"r5î '.''#J'.̂ :-̂ -'î .':v; ^-j-^j:.,/"/:: " i^'-;K--'. ^ 1 . ; ; : ; J' "".., 

- PRESENTATION: ;;The;-foririatiof3-%the""course -is, primarily, 
- lecture. -:However,;J Mr. V-.'Werge'~-iri'coirj5brates '̂into 'his-, ̂ ^ 
lecturing-':theutechni_qVe: of r'̂ JDOsing:-:questions -w 
thought • oriftheTrpart;'of\the-;.s'tudenb-'Q 
•frorii,.the-studerits!are2'em;quraged.V'f^^^^^^ ' • - ' " ' • 
,.r •REApiKGs:ffTqe,fSelfcledj:^ 
Hoiih '.of^'the^'fSevenp'GaM^ 

-{Bohhs-MerTiliyiriJimesprTurntof/tk^^^^ 
•{iHeil ):;:^lnimanj^L^aves^^ -Edition 
r {VikingY.ljEVioifiSeU^^^ (H^rcpurt/i;Brace:' & ;."VVorid); 

S:\ORGANnzATibN':?r Two> thfee-m 
{••-1.:- •-'-':-%<••.•••=--.-.-v--t.^rr.'i:.'."t----.Si'.' .'-"- -?,<-'. o-ic-"-li-"—'-•---- i'"-<-,;".--, ,-•" 

y£:>twell-ofgariized;%Mr.6i\VCT^^ 
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excellent. His tests are very fair, and they dp require the student 
to be well acquainted with the material... Because of their short
ness of length (three page maximum), the major difficulties that 
a student may encounter in doing the papers are to develop^a 
sharp focus and. to,. be;-clear arid .concise, without, exceeding- the 

• assigned, limit.'. . . . - ... ^ '. . . . • / .. . , - . . , - .;. 

John McDonald . 
Erigiish^385 ;\ ' f /V , ^ ; . . ; • , . ;;"; 
Major American: Writers I 

CONTENT: ' This course will focus on the works of.Nathaniel 
Hawthorne, ,Edgar Allen PoejEiriily Dickenson, Hehry, James, 
and Mark. Twain, and how these«authors envisioned their role 
as artists in NineteenthTCentur>'. America. The primar>'.. concern 
will be the rnoral aesthetic and social, implications, of their, chosen 
identities,-with sorne attention.;given to political corollaries.. A-
significant part of ;the reading consists of literature about ..the 
creativeiiess of literature.' The remainder of the reading list.deals 
with characteristic work^ on other; themes by each author. . / 
. ,. PRESENTATIONV Though' the format of the course is.largely 
in lecture form, the. presentation wilf be informal.'..Questions 
are welcomed arid encouraged, and'. there ~ is always, room, for 
discussion-if the studenttakes the initiative. 

READINGS : Hawthorne, Selected Tales, and Sketches .(^thc 
course will cover;about ten.selections), The Scarlet Letter,;The 
Marble Fquh;"Poe,\Selected Prose and Poetry; TUckenson, Final 
Harvest: Emily Dickenson's Poems; James, Great Short Works 
of Henry James (includes.four selections). Portrait of a Lady, 
The Spoils of Poynton; Tyvain, Great Short Works of_ Mark 
Twain, Huckleberry Finn, A Connecticut Yankee-in .Arthur's 
Court. AH books, are. in paperback • and cost a little, under, $20. 
Howevei-, one will probably be able to pick up all of them used. 
.. ORGANIZATION:,There will be, a one-hour exam and a.final. 

Also - required. are two short papers of about five'pages and a 
longer one of about ten. pages... The student is afforded the best 
opportunity, to express his pwn-ideas in the.papers. , 
, COMMENT:.-Students who have taken, this course last fall 
have said that Mr. McDonald did an excellent job of presenting 
an overall picture of the artists in their nineteenth-century Amer
ican " setting, as well as rendering an informative treatment of 
specific individual works. Mr- McDonald is readily available for 
assistance and advice, and it is suggested that the student take 
advantage of his guidance, especially before writing a paper 
foir him. ' , "• - Z ' •. - - '. . ' 

.Robert'Slabev; 
::fen îish 389: V / . , : , . : ' ' • 
:The Southern Literary .Tradition; ; , , 

; -;. CONTENT:-Since Southern'literature is distinguished not by . 
-material alone-but by. tone, and attitude, this course will .bp an 

/excursion into a country of,the imagination father than.a suf\'ey 
of regional.,writing.,^.The cultural.arid aesthetic bases.will =be set. 

,- in Cash's T/ie Mind of-Ahe. South, especially .Book,I (which stu-
: dents.should"read,during .the summer).and ,Tate's "ArSouthern 

Mode, of, the' Imagination."- The course will, then .make ;a .his-
, .torical,progress from; the Fforitief.. and'^.the .pid;'South-tO;.the 

pireserif day. ..There .are no pre-requisites for "this; course besides". 
• a general -interesti in the literary .developriierit.. of. this area; . . . . 
- rT ^PRESENTATION : Although, therei.will jbe.a. few;lectures,-rnost 
•sessions .'will,be :inf6rriial''discussipn... Readings, b 
..quired btooks.should;.be expected;'.Exact.prpcedure^^ 
. merits^ .will,-; in? part',"'be.^determined •- by;-, the, size,' of.; the ' class ...arid 
Vthe-interests oLJts:;members;-";/',/;---,̂ ^^^^ ":--,--:,;; ^,i-..Vi--; r 
.<.;%READINGS :.;.;The- texts^will.Jnclude Cash's The, Mind iof^.the 
' ;̂ pwVA, .,(-yintage)J>T,urri&^ 
^'Gmlds\iJDihyCentiiry^^Sd :\Mernl\)'; Narrative, of 
•ii)ietX}f^-4''of"''- F^?derick.:i. Dpuglass-} (Dolphi'n); -r^Mart; Twairi's , 

plays by Tennessee Williams {Summer and Smoke, A Streetcar 
Named Desire, and The. Glass Menagerie); and a contemporary 
novel, probably Styron 'sr / ie Confessions of Nat Turner. Most 
of these are paperbacks; the total cost—about $15.00. 

ORGANIZATION: Students will write mid-tenn and final ex
aminations, one lorig^ and several short papers.. The final and 
long paper will each count a fourth of the final grade, and the 
remainirig half will be based on the student's performance on 
the mid-ternij-short.papers and class participation. 

J. D. Garyick 
English 390 A : ' " " . 
Modern British Literature I 

. '..."CONTENT: The course will be an "attempt at an enlightened 
sur\'ey of.moderri British, literature, in the period 1890-1930. I t 
has no pretensions beyond those of a survey course, but Mr. 
Garvick. observes that this is not inherently unsatisfactory. 

. PRESENTATION: Lecture. He will, of course, entertain any 
.questions which arise during the course of the class. 

_• READINGS: The following is.a tentative readings list: Shaw, 
Man and Supefrrian; Chesterton, The Man Who Was Thursday; 
Gonrad, .The''Nigger of the'Narcissus and Nostromo; Joyce, 
Dubliners liLnd. Portrait of the. Artist as a Young Man; Forster, 
Passage, to India;. T. E. Lawrence, Seven Pillars of Wisdorh.; 
D. H. Lawrence, Lady Chatterly's Lover, Apocalpyse, and selec
tions from his short stories; Vifginia,Wolff, To the Lighthouse 
of AfrJ. DaWaa;ay.. Intimate familiarit}' with Conrad's Heart of 
Darkness is; assumed, in more, ways than one. Poets covered will 
be Hardy, Kipling, the War Poets, Yeats, and T . S. Eliot; the 
text, will be the clothbound .Morfern British Poetry, by. Louis 
Untermeyer' (Harcourt Brace), and will be used in both the.first 
and secorid.serriesters of the course. 

ORGANIZATION: Three exams, in class; no papefs.^ 
COMMENTS : This is the. first time Mr. Garvick is ofTeririg 

this course—an. exciting prospect in an area of particularly keen 
interest to.him. 

Richard .Sullivan ; - . 
EngHsh;401-: ?" - ^ ; 
Advanced Fiction Writing 

COMMENTS: Everything^ about this course is identical to En
glish 30r excepit the quality of the work expected of the student. 
The course is intended for. the student wh6;has had some writing 
experience of. who cari demonstfate some writing proficiency J." 

Francis-O'Malley ? 
English-416. : - / : ^ ^ 
Philbsoph)'̂  of Literature 

C;Richard'Wright's.U'nWToniVCAfWren (or.BZacit:^ 

; ^ P R i L « 2 5 , v l 9 7 2 ^ ^ y ^ ; " '̂ ^̂ ^̂  

, s CONTENT : What happeried to art in western culture since 
the, Middle Ages? M r . O'Malley, believes that mpst artists and 
,wfiters afe.no longer working in the service of God and. the 

.hiiiriancomrriumty, but; have, falleri prey to-the Au6m of indi
vidualism iri their artl This, he sees, has led to the disintegration 
of style arid the betrayal of human and divine truth..Mr. O'Mal-

:ley7examines5both,artists whp have persevered in the "Quest of 
the=Preserice'''(Rilke, Sostoe\^skr, Ririibeaux, Claudel, Kafka) and 
those who.have riot. In these-men, artistic creation flourishes as 

•a spiritual expression. ' •" -,.-' . . . ,, . 
; /^, JpRESENTATiON :.-Mr. O'Mallcy. Icctures. bi-weckly in a manner 
!distinctly :his-own-rr-pdetic-,;and .powerful, by reason. of , his own 

,'-corivictipnl",_'-̂ ,̂'-> •-.-'-,.̂ -;;'..•..:-:.•-,.•"-.-•-,--.•;..•-•"'"'.-. - - . ; . - ' . v . "•.•. -,.. 
:; ;,"VREADINGS :;;,Mr. .Q'Malley's lectures are !the '.'texts'-'/ of the 
,course.^:-_^,.;^/;i. -•'-•-S:.-;.')---'-;-"-..-.-,:-."-^" "--'-- .-̂ -"̂  -^--V"'"."^. "" 
,{>VxP^9'^'^Ii?'^'ri°'^'*v..Creative efforts and \vritten. reflectionsrare 
^ericouraged:^; Students .create,their own of ganizatipnfpij.the course 
.iby^-arrarigmgrcolloquia with Mr.-O'MzdIey..,̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ;̂..':̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ 
; ^ j ; COMMENTS : Mr. P'Malleyl irispires the respect,-and^rlove. of 
:his 'students.. I t is .difficult to make a distinction..betweeiL, this 

"- -'^'^~ - • ' - " ' • ' ' - ' - " • " "' . ' - ' '' '''"'•'"- .. 2 3 
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_ J^^ -^^i^T^^^; ; £ , ,-̂  : #SS^ 5^;-;«^:<r'%r5*fr^"rS#^ 
;'*'* -•>!»^S='»'!5S^*^ -trS*; yf^i^f^^ 

" 'i';S# -;_»»»<-rf>̂  iri-3. -JIBES',<.-vjr̂ j»%'f,-r.'_.Jiij*Sr- <j»;?Sr.-a!'^i^3}.:,;j<r.. <S5Ss3!sSS*?'-

^ x s A ^ i y ' - • ^ ^ ,"f*^*"-*^' ^ ^•^*^- -.^^i*^t^?!^i=! • - ^ ..»t:S4!'--,•_•&'. -Ss*? '%XS-iiF^ 

^..'^^v-rt^- fi^S*** - -^ .-Sis'. ';;ii^y-^;fi^ -if^-t 

.-̂ «?:;;"J«HW"yr' 3?-= "'-S ;̂ :f«/^?i^ z(^^i^t% -yind^U^ -yf^^jr^r^ 3S.- i&-
tjacsJT'-'J ĵl-3e-«sft5».5a>isi' ^- rt/rc- .-<i-^^ î̂ &^s.̂ -; .s^Jt .^3£ 5 s ^ 

^»s?etifew rc-ijife. i3s'.'}^- ZM^^.rf •.<n^f^ # ' 3^5-3?* ^>*s?fis^ JJKrJici. 

itJ: zJ35;s?3t sMiK- ^ae; ;!»iy?'; j^i^fiwrrfJ -J*- 3 J - « « ^ * ^ 5 ^ 5 & C » ^ 

..«r£.'.is>e :sr.c; isfel3!SJ>erf.- i^.i;?t- .4 f-ĵ J/i?̂ ? T?*«- :Sfe?i« •*«&• i i i i i ? 5 

''kt>iis. i5-fcrAt&s--rt : ASidi^_^ Ufj^^^ ••'4 ^^PK^;;. e:£. S-feCsrae 

'Svcssiarr:'.. • iJiyfpJi:^ DfppSisnii 'J:asi; JiC^^x^-; SB^^VOS, i - s z ^ -

iS;:«J»Sr'- (iit3«jS,,; 3J«HJ5tt:;: ^,^v€l^ S-f-'^i-^ ''"^3£ 

srt- -;S r&e i?*#> - , ^ . 'i^; -tarB?; stTjisfes. «c x*s«:;'5^- Tx^ i s a ^ : ^ see ^gssrjtf. .our K 

T^A'xe-^ii'- • yi^- :JSc!J-

Sisr 

^^^jf^»r - ^ 5 ; S ^ ' •f^iiiistC'. ' • t ' ^ . ^ ^ ' ^;^s«^-- :fe^- -'fifn-'>:i^ ;6af- #fe* :?̂  :fe 

:}._f,^j^,pjf' ifti^ -^tXfii^t ^ -S^- ;>:^iiii-t fta^tpiir'ii^sfi^" fSts/iwi?:, 

..^jtUfrt^, " ! ? . ^ . .v:?*#- :t<=i*: 'tf*«i!<: ' i t - ft^»^ ''^X\ r i^S? 'J^Jl- i « : 

5J>5>ii/^^ :k- j$i^; ; i ^ ; j i j ? ^ -

'?,V-?^ ffe'''-* --*?''<ivPf-'.; f y '^'t- .i!4?i/->^>^"^ ^«e{i>X*i»C 5i»d-'>-'^/ 
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(/mitmvfiU^fdkv^nm ?ffm k\». mincer of iOi^^^dftty 
fif^i^m mid ifdMmiiiP/ dkatr^e pr<m ¥^ m tfniMuk on 

mihnof &mammt th^ d/ecfr^k^lneemi'^AU htm ^^sidtnii,, 
lyf UmuM fn4w4n ffm idth mnUiff, ^udfn^^/MImiude tiie 

2 4 - ' • ' 

s -W';^;. 1Jt/£ ^s^assii. ^suiaiiC 51 fscrSr prec&e faxriwie^s of trte 
3S:3rs^.. '-Oitt -Jie .̂ iKsrCjOTC ic:e » x regnrgSstwe;. TEej- are in 
:i^r. SSJJ: .i^jjife 2e -aiafey •£:.• jise i&t woris of t£e per5cc 23 2. 
-*trj5}i*„ TI5«s*: > ^ iasK» fe - î*^ ^j^^r prcsfe scfie essrcfses. Tiie 
Jiss;rSiS gait -^Sifl^jcss 5^c%r sa^rr :rcst of the we%fet of t£e grsGe. 

rii««tr.£r--:::t:; X*; -i« 3» : i e rigfti-e: die course work: is feziand-
.iijj- sAii ixs.- ic J&u XteiSs- Mr- Dssris jcnows xhh n:^rerf?T. and. 
^-iiKisyw^ife- S i .-SSSJ^STT i CKsScent and casual^ ba t dpfrr^iely 
.trt?: 5ic:iii. "JSis ^-ynrK znrjyx£s. to impart an almost di^nitfve 
'izSiv^Ji^S^ "X. sbe: :iu£::sr^l. and an attenti^-e student w2I gee it. 
l!!-ce :S^s i i&^ei^ fjxzzsrj'?^. but not necessaril?' anss re (as a 
Sra; « j c«S ib i i -iC Sfc Da^is might convey}. Humor cas and 
>tiC 4fi«»lEiS ,Si •SClO:^^^C7Zi£:, points. 

IBe^^re €^ the Absurd 

Coi'-Zx-stz: JbsussiiT entitled "Shakespeare and liie TaeaEre 
fsc rSit ,*r.«ssd.~ me comse this semester %vill not attenrpt to 
\ivx::zcrj/x- S i s f e ^ ^ a i s -with the modem absurd playwrights as it 
-Sii i s Sij; jasL xmi vf3I use only a couple of his vixsrSs^ along 
505& 45K; « r r^i3 sjsdie\-al pia\-s and a play by Bea Jonson. in 
c-x-'Sfx v^ siiaae a coatext from -which to look at the meaiiiiig of 
tSe 2fo3i:r.-2 2S ci2jsa. The main part of the course -s îli then 
«s2mfee ^ ie laodeni "theatre of the absurd'": selected plays by 
gJsdtsit- insKsco, Genet, .Arrabal, Grass, Pinter, .-ybee. Stoppard, 

.5^f£«-?AT30>'r The course %\-ilI be a mixture of lecture and 
fSassK-Sii'G, 2iid students -will indi%-idually or in teams ""^ead" 
•%u*: cSas <5iin3g' the semester. 

Siitaracos' Although Mr. Robinson Adll delete a large 
ssssft^r cf Shaiespearean plaj's from the list pre\-iousIy used, 
fe wsfl zdd quite 2̂  few other plays and, therefore, the reading 
fea'/aoUosK: dijier substantially (appro.ximately 30 pla>-s). .-Ul 
<//• &«#s jsfeys ai« in paperback editions, and many times 2 or 3 
(A fl&KE wH be in the same edition,- hence the. student \v-ill not 
Is^e to jmrcbzse 30 paperbacks. In addition to the plays, 
M a r ^ Erfin's critical study The Theatre of the Absurd (re-
vked tspdzied editaon, 1969) will be required reading. 

CbiCAjyiZATiox: ^Ir , Robinson expects from the student 
*1^fd vrorkf iniaginadon, willingness to explore, and to speak 
vpf even if absurdly." There will be reports for discussion, 
2 or 3 relatively short papers, arid a final paper or examination. 
'fhere mzy be an option to substitute one "creative work," e.g. 
^ pfefj, for one of the papers and Mr. Robinson may also 
««fc all students to keep a nmning "un-cbmmon-place book" or 
^ghmrd joumzL" 

THE SCHOLASTIC 
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COMMENTS: The workload for this course is quite difficult, 
but the student seriously interested in getting deeply involved 
in this often fascinating realm of literature would certainly 
benefit from Mr. Robinson's knowledge of that area. His en
thusiasm for teaching can be somewhat clouded by the dryness 
of his lectures, and his rigorous academic style can mislead one^ 
into thinking him, unapproachable. Neither of these is the case. 
He is excited about his work, and always open to suggestions 
and private discussion. The success of this class will be mea
sured by the student's degree of readiness to work hard and 
creatively. 

Raymond Schoen 
English 449 
Milton 

CONTENT: This course will focus on a close study of Milton's 
works, with special attention given to Paradise Lost and the 
minor poetry. The Aemid will also be read as a prologue to the 
study of Paradise Lost along with small bits of prose where they 
clarify a poem. The aims of the course will be: to discover 
Milton's poetic techniques and main themes, and to acquaint the 
student with different methods of approaching his poetry and 
poetry in general. 

PRESENTATION: The class will proceed by discussion with 
only very rare lectures. 

READINGS: The required texts are: John Milton, Complete 
Poems and Major Prose, ed. Merritt Y. Hughes {Odyssey Press, 
1957) $8.75; and, Vir^\\,-Aeneid, trans. Patric Dickinson (New 
American Library, 1961), Mentor Classic MT348, $.75. 

ORGANIZATION: There will be four short papers (2-3 pages), 
and one longer one (6-8 pages) plus a final exam which will 
give the student an opportunity to express his thoughts on the 
course material. 

COMMENTS: Mr. Schoen brings to the study of Milton a 
sound knowledge of the material and a genuine enthusiasm for 
the poetry. These qualities, coupled with this responsiveness to 
students, enable the course to succeed on the level of information 
and enjoyment. 

Eugene Brzenk 
English 466 
The Two Cultures 

CONTENT: This course examines the controversy, most re
cently conducted by C. P. Snow and F. R. Leavis, which has 
engaged leading intellectual critics of America and the United 
Kingdom. Mr. Brzenk will trace the history of the confrontation 
between the - sciences and. the humanities beginning with the 
Renaissance Quarrel of the Ancients and the Moderns; the 
emphasis will be on 19th-century concepts of culture focusing 
on^Benthain, Coleridge, Mill, Garlyle, Arnold, and Huxley. 

PRESENTATION: Mr., Brzenk's lectures are usually informal 
and require a'minimum of note-taking, - but an important > part 
of the class often comes from class discussions. As in the past, 
students have given oral reports of a particular aspect of the 
course which was not studied in class. The individual research 
js, perhaps, the most important aspect of the course and is 
always worthwhile.; .' - . 

READINGS: Basic texts include: Raymond Williams, Culture 
and Society;/^ohn^ Stuart Mill, On Bentham and Coleridge; 
Matthew Arnold, Culture and Anarchy; Thomas Carlyle, Past 
and Present. Subjects for papers and discussion will also include 

• the Strangers and Brothers novels of C; P. Snow, the criticism 
of F. R. Leavis, novels like Charles Dickens' Hard Times or.the 
philosophical writings of Bacon, Hobbes and/or Hume, depend
ing upon the individual student's interests. 

ORC-VNIZATION: The course will be conducted as a seminar, 
and students will write a term paper, of about 15 pages plus 
several shorter assignments, which can take the form of class 
presentations. There will be a midsemester and a final. The 
student is encouraged to read on his own and with few secondary 

' references to use as a crutch. Final grade is based on papers, 
oral work, and finals. 
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COMMENTS: Mr. Brzenk received his masters at Iowa at its 
Writer's Workshop (along with Flannery O'Gonner) and hopes 
to conduct the fiction writing class along the way of close dis
cussion of a student's work so that individuals have experience 
in.writing and in criticism. Mr. Brzenk's other course will 
incorporate his concentrated lectures with class discussion. Most 
find him and his courses worthwhile and interesting. 

Carvel ColHns 
English 482 
MelviUe 

CONTENT: The object of the Melville seminar is simply to 
look at one author, Herman Melville, in an attempt to under
stand both the author and the man. Unlike a survey course 
which tends to "skim" over the best of the best, some care will 
be taken in tracing the literary and psychological development 
of the author. All facets of the author's character will be dis
covered during the class discussions. Melville's relationship with 
Hawthorne, much hinted at in previous seminars, will be ex
panded to provide added flavor to the course. There are no 
prerequisites for the class other than a working knowledge of 
serious literature. 

PRESENTATION: The course is strictly discussion; the more 
participation, the better the class. 

READINGS: The seminar will cover, on the average, one book 
per week with added attention to Moby Dick. A selection of 
Melville's poetry and some of Hawthorne's short stories will be 
available in the form of handouts. A vast quantity of reference 
works will be on reserve at the library for further individual 
study. Typee (Northwestern University Press paperback). Red-
burn (Doubleday Anchor Book No. A118), White-Jacket (Rine-
hart Classic No. 132), Moby-Dick (Bobbs-Merrill Library of 
Literature No. LL5) , Pierre, or The Ambiguities (Signet Classic 
No. CT271), Great Short Works of Herman Melville (Harper & 
Row, No. P3094). 

ORGANIZATION: There will be one term paper, of approxi
mately 1500 words, due near the end of .the semester. An oral 
report to be given in class on one particular work is.required 
of all members of the class. There will be no tests or quizzes. 
The final grade is determined by the oral report, the term paper, 
and class participation. Participation is by far the most import
ant. 

COMMENTS: Mr. Collins can only be described as a re
searcher's researcher. His knowledge of the subject matter is 
overwhelming. The course will be successful if the student 
keeps certain goals in mind, not the least of which is obtaining 
insights into himself as both reader and serious critic. The class 
discussions either make or break the class. Mr. Collins will keep 
the conversational ball rolling with his amusing anecdotes and 
valuable insights, but it is up to the students to provide the im
petus for an interesting course. . Due to popular demand, Mr. 
Collins has agreed to teach two sections of his Melville seminar 
this coming semester. 

J. D. Garvick 
Enghsh 488. ; -^ 
Hemingway 

/ C O N T E N T : The course will concern itself with an examination 
of all, or nearly all, of the works of Hemingway, including the 
posthumous and unsuccessful ones. (Students, however, will not 
read Torrents of Spring, y/hich Garvick, in imitation of Samuel 
Johnson, described as "trivial, gross, and dull.") I t will con
sider, among others, the following questions: To what extent 
and in what terms is Hemingway a stoic—Catholic or otherwise? 
What was his opinion of God? What understanding did he 
have of the human condition? What was the Hemingway code of 
ethical behavior? He will provide, as material integral to the 
course, some historical background to the Hurtgan Forest cam
paign of Fall 1944. He will examine the nature of Heming
way's stoicism by considering that author as part of a tradition 
also embracing Epictetus and Camus. 
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Wha:t is sought is a radical understanding of this author, not 
merely a liberal (i.e., easy) academic,one. The only prerequisite, 
Mr. Gar\'ick observed Emestly, is that students be prepared to 
be "receptacles for truth." 

PRESENT.\TION : Mr. Gar\'ick will occasionally permit dia
logues, but his usual st>'le will be lecture. The larger the class, 
the more predominant will be this latter mode—^usually to the 
amusement and enlightenment of the class members. There will 
be frequent dittoed handouts, together with.use of the black
board to rivet attention upon the several quotations (from 
highly diverse sources) to which he will refer in the course of 
the period. "The presentation of the course will be not unlike 
Patton's presentation of armored warfare in the Lorraine cam
paign." 

READINGS: Nearly all the-works of Hemingway, certainly all 
the major ones, in separate editions; Camus, The Myth of 
Sisyphus and Other Essays; Epictetus, the Enchiridion or the 
Moral Discourses; frequent dittoed handouts in class; readings in 
outside criticism on reser\'e. 

ORG.^NIZATIGN : A substantial paper and a final, in-class ex
amination. And, of course, much Hemingway. 

COMMENTS: -This course is a new offering; Mr. Garvick is 
rather eager to teach this material. 

John Matthias 
Alodem British Poetry 
English 490 • 

CONTENT: The basics, including an introduction to prosody, 
a demonstration of musical effects, and discussions concerning the 
problems of of aesthetic judgement. The focus of the course will 
be on the following poets: W, B. Yeats, Wilfred Owen, David 
Jones, T. S. Eliot, Ezra Pound, D. H. Lawrence, W. H. Auden, 
Dylan Thomas, and Ted Hughes. The course will conclude with 
a study of the establishment poetrj' of the '50's, of poetry as an 
aspect of pop-culture (in Liverpool), and of the work of certain 
contempory poets continuing the "dominant international mod
ernist tradition in Britain." 

PRESENTATION: Though primarily a lecture course, Mr. 
Matthias makes great use of any relevant audio-visual material 

-available, and leaves plenty of time for class - discussion. The 
amount of, reading is gigantic," biit is balanced by there being 
only two required papers -^ne long paper, and a take-home final. 

READINGS: John Matthias, 23 Modern British Poets; Sanders, 
Nelson & 'Kosentha.l, Chief Modern Poets of Britain and America, 
Volume 1; Poets of Britain; Robin sielton, Poetry of the 
Thirties; Damd Jones, In Parenthesis; T.S.EUot, The Waste 
Land and Other. Poems; Ezra Pound Selected Poems; "D.H. 
Lawrence, Selected Poems; W:,H.' Auden, T"Ae Oratbrj; Harvey 
Gross, Sound'and Form in Modern^Poetry. 

COMMENTS : Besides being a Ver>' dedicated and brilliant 
teacher, Mr. Matthias is a practicing poet—^vvhich means that, 
he takes poetry as something a bit more serious than a rainy-day 
hobby. There is a. great.deal to read, in fact, to cover it all, 
you'll have to eat, sleep, and breathe poetry. And if you take 
this course, you might want to" take the second-semester version, 
(499)-Contemporary Poetry, although this is not required,?As a 
whole, this courses comprises a comprehensive view of the poetry" 
of the twentieth century and provides a very clear/picture of the 
modern poetic condition.,: - - . . - - , . , . , : . : 

Donald: Guiterrezf; 7-^;^V. \1; ;^ y ^ iV r 
English^494 • - - ^ ::; ;7 /'^: V:;- l^-'i-i "̂̂ ^̂  
-D/-:H.-'Lawreiicey-''-; ;.̂ -;̂  -r"\v-'7 ̂ ;':V;::,---C/--;:C"''%•: 

CONTENT: AU the varied genre, and'modes>in which D . H . 
Lawrence found expression will 5 be "considered-in - the r new 
English- 494, designed to, proceed as - a -"semi-seminar." .: As one 
of the foremost subjectivists of:the century,-Lawrence yet sought 
to reconcile the subjective to the external. :Through-examination 

;offa-wide variety.of Lawrence's works, riot oiilyiis";justice-done' 
therman, but also an appreciation of his^peculiar method'is felt 
from varying perspectives.;'. Attention" r to ; this >- adaptable : iinity. 

26 ':- •' ^-' : ' ' ' ' - ' '•'/'• -••'•^ - ' ' : • - " '•' -̂̂ ^ •'- • " ' • - -^^-r-

will make possible a tour of the Lawrencian landscape without 
fatiguing dissipation., , • - . 

READINGS: Due partially ;to- fluctuations in. the publishing 
world, the. definitive reading, list is not yet available. However, 
Sons and Lovers, Women in Love, and Lady Chatterlfs Lover 
will represent the novel genre. St.;Mawr and The Man Who 
Died will receive.attention along,with four_other shorter novels. 
A volume of selected poetry, and a collection, of selected essays 
will also be examined, as will Etruscan Places, one of Lawrence's 
"travel" , books. A - symposium; is planned for. which one half 
the class will read one. volume of the short stories and the 
other half another. _, .. , 

ORGANIZATION: Prior to the finalexamination, Mr. Guiterrez 
plans to implement certain "pedagogic innovatipns" as opportu
nities for creative, evaluation of student progress in a manner 
amicable to the nature, of the material and reverent to the 
author. Not yet able to. declare what forms these opportunities 
will take, he observes that quizzes "and oral examination, sym
pathetically conducted in a manner designed to stimulate further 
inquiry, are possible alternatives. The genuine interest of the 
class, he' hopes, wilf facilitate imaginative and more-than-service-
able evaluation. . . ..- . 

Thomas Werge 
English 571 ' . . ! 
Early American Literature 

CONTENT: A - study of. American literature from the New 
England Puritans to Thomas Paine and Charles Brockden Brown. 
The emphasis .will be on the ideas, styles and preoccupations of 
the New England mind during the Seventeenth Century and as 
they influence, and rare influenced by, Eighteenth-Century ra
tionalism. Although the Quaker piety of Woolman's Journal 
and the rational moralism of Franklin's Autobiography suggest 
the complexity of American. literature - arid thought in the 
eighteenth century, they also articulate a dialectic and continuity 
that has characterized American literature from its beginnings. 
If time allows, the course will examine, briefly several of the ways 
in which the New England - and. early Americari tradition in
fluenced, and was used by such later American authors as 
Hawthorne, Emerson and Melville. , 

PRESENTATION: The course is a mixture of lecture and dis
cussion where professor and students are seated in a circle. 

READINGS : Perry - Miller, ed.. The American . Puritans 
(Doubleday); Taylor, The. Poetical Works' of Edward. Taylor 
(Princeton); Cotton Mather, Selections {Jia.(ner); Wollman, 
John, Journal and-A Plea for the. Poor; (Corinth); FrankUn, 
Autobiography- (Yale) ;.iPame, Thomas Paine:. Representative 
Selection (Hiir & , Wang); • Charles Brocken. Brovvn, Wieland 
(Doubleday); Perry Miller, Errand into the Wilderness (Harper). 

ORGANIZATION: "Mr. Werge requires,three five-page.papers 
and a brief .presentation before the class. .The papers are critical 

-in nature,-;demanding.close -analytical atterition :.to::the texts. 
The topics-are^somewhat^liniiting, but generally challenging; not 
busy-worki :but-. exercises in -critical--and •.irnaginative writing. 
.There is also afinal examination. 'The exam;is truly apocalyptic, 
demandinga synthesis of primary.'arid secondary textual material, 
as .well.-as ra firm ygrasp of^.the .significant, lecture/discussion 
material. •>,,.,"---^---•.--'..:*: --J--;:-----.-...-?'1 '--̂ -',-'.', -J" , . - . - • . . ,- -

COMMENTS :=^This course:^deals .withf;Mr. Werge's particular 
area of.interest^in literature, and-in philosophy, the meaning of 
the .American-;experience,-arid:the:.-sourcesjof-pirevailing,patterns 
of thought .ijn -Airierican -literatuire^ and philosophy. .;Ultimately, 
the course is about* the- peculiar. Americari .cultural experience 
that, began!with the rPuritan "erirand into the wilderness" and 
that finds its enduriiphilosophical and literary apocalyptic vision. 
It:is highly.;demandingUri:time5and.effort,:arid is based upon a 

; thorough ;andcoriimuriaU search for "the, significance of the early 
-American, experience.:vi^ccoOT to -anyone-^ with a 
seriousr interest;.iii] Arnerican .culture philosophy,i.and literary. 

. response: to .reality :-,••:,: js .'• (A , -I 'r'u,; <- '-•--:'• " - . . , . - . ; , - ' . . - : . . . . ' 
• ' .Mr.:Werge,: himself,'risj-aJoose:-and = open Jteacher^^one. of a. ^ 
:: special: batch>Jofeyoung;(scKolarly,'^ 
fessors, He.tk'ripws-tW inateirial .well and is;-becoming increasingly 

. adep t at .the >rt.^of teaching. Nevertheless;- the quality .of the class-
irooip expeiriencejdeperids :to .a: large extent on the,seriousness of 



the students', response to the texts (many of which are extremely 
difficult). At times the.course seems f00 structured; but this is 
usually due, to the students' lack of familiarity with the material. 
Also, the.course deals with cultural,.philosophical, and theological 
ideas, as well as with literary forms; this presents a problem to 
those students who are less at home with interdisciplinary studies. 
But with a lot of effort on the.part of the students, Mr. Werge 
can make this, course work. One generally .leaves the final ex
amination with a sense of genuine intellectual accomplishment 
and of an appreciation of his own complicated cultural heritage. 

Edward Klline , , 
English-510 
Computer Applications in Linguistics and 
Literary Stylistics , 

CONTENT: This course attempts to give the student an intro
ductory understanding of computer technology and its applica
tions ~ to humanistic. assignments. The student is introduced to 
techniques of data processing via the. time-sharing and batch 
modes. The course includes an introduction to structural lin
guistics and model programming, or flow-charting. There are 
lectures on past applications of the computer to projects in the 
humanities, and. especially to literary investigations. . There are 
no prerequisites to the course. 

PRESENTATION: A mixture of lecture and discussion. 
READINGS: An Introduction to Linguistics, R. G. Geist, 1970; 

Linguistics and Literary Style, Donald G. Freeman, 1970; Pro
ceedings of the IBM Data Conference on the Humanities, 1970. 

ORGANIZATION: One oral report. Four papers, 3-4 pages 
each. Two exams consisting of both objective and subjective 
questions. The exams will be given in class. .Weekly assignments 
will be done on the computer. Papers.and exams count equally 
toward the final grade. 

; COMMENTS: All the .students spoken to were pleased with 
Mr. Kline's courses. Some think that any course Mr. Kline 
teaches would, be, interesting. Students .find that Mr. Kline ful
fills to the letter the plans and promises about his.courses which 
he makes in course descriptions and on the .first day of class. 
Students, end the senifester thinking that they have learned a lot. 
The content, of his lectures is solid, and the lectures and the plan 
of the semester-are well organized. , The lecture style is highly 
animated and entertaining. Mr. Kline is good at moderating 
discussion and at assisting discussion. when ~ students give class 
reports. .His grading policy came under - criticism from - some 
students; they think that his criterion for,grading sometimes is 
hard to understand and that the^ grading itself is. soinetimes 
arbitrary and erratic. Mr. Kline is always prompt .in, returning 
materials submitted for grading. Students consider, the work
load not too difficult, though one has to work steadily through
put the semester because.of the weekly assignments. 

John Huber 
English; 516 '; C . . . : . 

-Theories of Rhetoric 

'CONTENT: This course will be a survey of some, major, works 
of rhetorical theory in each period; classical, medieval, renais
sance and modern. ,Mr. Huber intends to divide the.course into, 
three.major, sections. .The first will concern" the discussions of-the 
readings oii classical rhetorics-Plato's attack on rhetoric, AHs-
totle's logical technique, and ;Cicero's and.'Quiiitilian's foirniulae 
of "'Invention ;(the art 'of discovery),,'Disposition (the art of 
arrangement), and;.Style;..; The second part of the course,will be 
a.inore rapid; survey .of, the development of .rhetoric,: with;, more 

. lectures and student reports.'.. Time, spent "on this sectipn depends 
oh how much time the. stiidehts wish tospendion'the" third, part, 
the/application of all this-to thelpfactice of. criticism. . -•>. .? , ; 
. i PRESENTATION : ; Class'-discussion will be a;*major feature ^of 
the,, course. Students will.- workV on,; frequent;.- short "(2;page): 
working papers inspired by problems^discoveired'in" th'e.'reiadiiigs. 
These papers will .become the foundation.;of many.of the.discus-

^'sions. . ' . .", - ' " . ; " ' .-•-=!-'."••"'•.•:.'"• 5.- c.--^'':-'---' 'i-{/--': 

READINGS: Readings from Plato, Aristotle, Cicero and 
Quintilian will be.done by all.. Individuals may create their own 
reading lists from Augustiiie, Geoffrey.; of Vinsauf, Erasimus, 
Ramus, Puttenham, Blair, Campbell, Whately, I . A. Richards 
and Keniieth Burke, or—within reason-^—anyone else. ; ; 

ORGANIZATION:, Aside . from the frequent short working 
papers there will be a mid-term, final exam, and a term paper. 
Although the work load appears heavy, keep in mind that the 
individual will_ many times be pursuing an area of his own 
interest. The exams will be concerned with a, general under
standing of the concepts discussed in class. 

COMMENTS : The course is for graduate students and curious 
undergraduates; it assumes no previous acquaintance with the 
subject and indeed assumes no final answer to the Platonic 
charge that rhetoric isn't worth it, after all. 

Ernest. Sandeen 
English 577 ' 
American Poetry to 1900 

. CONTENT:This course is a study of the poems and of the 
poets' ideas on poetry which together make up the American 
poetic tradition to the end of the Nineteenth, Century. The 
course will be historically oriented as the poetry will be viewed 
in the context of the times. An interest in poetry is assumed, 
along with some knowledge of how it works. 

Emphasis will be on Whitman, Dickinson, and Emerson. 
Other poets considered are: Bradstreet and Taylor (briefly), Poe, 
Bryant, Longfellow, Whittier, Very, Thoreau, Melville, Tucker-
iriah. Crane, and Robinson. 

PRESENTATION: The course \vill be approximately half dis
cussion and half lecture. There will not be much use of audio-, 
visual aids. .̂  . . . 

READINGS: Three texts will be usedt American Poetry, ed. 
Allen, Rideout, and Robinson; Walt Whitman, Leaves of Grass, 
and Emily - Dickinson, Final Harvest. The student will be ex
pected to read selections from about fifteen books held on reserve. 

ORGANIZATION: There will be two ten-page papers and from 
two to. three, two-page pa;pers. . 

COMMENTS: This is the first time the course has-been of
fered at Notre Dame in four yeaK. 

J. D, Garvick 
EngHsh-589 
T. S. Eliot and the Tra:dition 

CONTENT: The course is concerned wtih an intense study of 
the complete poetical works of Eliot, together with consideration 
of several of his important critical essays and a few of his plays. 
The inquiry will be pursued against the backdrop of the larger 
"tradition" within which Eliot considered himself to be oriented 
^-which" includes Donne, Baudelaire, Camus, Borges, Samuel 
Johnson, Beckett, Conrad, Chesterton, and, in Eliot's later 
years, Jesus. One of the crucial questions explored, central to 
most'of. Eliot's work and critical theory, is the relationship be
tween "Tradition and the Individual Talent." The aforemen
tioned-writers will be explored insofar as they shed important 

. light upon or were part of the source material drawn upon by 
Eliot in his poetical works. There will be an especially keen 
concentration upon TKe Waste Land and Four Quartets; noth
ing, however,, will-escape .Garvick's, scrutiny. - Beethoven, the 
Fugs, - aiid Debussy, among others, will be introduced where 

-pertinent.'. :,•••"/ ''•-*• .; : - . -̂  • . . - . .- • -- ;'^ - ' , 
... The.course was.previously offered on. the400 level; this sem

ester's, version,will, be ."so ;much more elegant, much more m-
telligeht"i because of its more advanced listing.; Central concern: 
"Shall I at least.set my lands in-ordei:?'', \, . 
v" PRESENTATION: Primarily-lecture.- However, the energy and 

rarige of a', Garvick ."lecture" must be experienced to be believed. 
. His technique closely parallels Eliot's poetic technique of "radical 
juxtapqsitiph'.?.':an,r his\ association of only seemingly unrelated 
authors aiid/or concepts.. He will play'Eliot's own readings of his 
major .poems, arid offer his own dramatic interpretations of 
others. . , ; - . . ' 
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READINGS: Eliot, Selected Poems, Four Quartets, Murder in 
a Cathedral, The Cocktail Party, Christianity and Culture; 
Borges, Labyrinths; Angel Flores, ed:. An Anthology of French 
Poetry from Nerval to Valery in English Translation; Jung, 
Memories, Dreams, Reflections; Chesterton, The Man Who Was 
Thursday; poetry of Donne; Baudelaire, Fleurs- du Mai; S. 
Johnson, Rasselas; others according to individual needs arid 
interests. There will be many, many dittoed handouts; also, there 
will be optional (but highly recomriiended) readings in Eliot's 
critical theory on r^erve. Greatly helpful is BI C. Southam's 
A Guide to the Selected Poems of T. S. Eliot. 

ORGANIZATION: A single paper and "enlightened social be
havior." Depending on class size, the course may be conducted 
evenings in Mr. Garvick's living room. , 

COMMENTS: There is a method to this.man's seeming mad
ness. His enthusiasm for the material is literally infectious. One 
will become totally, immersed in Eliot arid will almost begin to 
breathe, in strong-stress metre and discuss the objective cor
relative at breakfast. At least, that was the experience of this 
reviewer. The range of his associative capacity is manifest, 
daily, yet his, passionate love of Eliot willserve tp carry the stu
dent along with him on his frequent labyrinthine explorations. 

Government 
Paul Eartholomew 
Government 340 
American Government 

CONTENT: This course, is intended to familiarize the student 
with the structures and workings of American Government. I t 
does just this. There is a minimum of theoretical background 
thrown in, but it is basically the mechanics of the system which 
are presented and studied. The bases for the study of these 
mechanics are both the Constitution and laws of the government 
and some of the major Supreriie Court decisions. The course is 
one of the four basic requirements for Government majors and 
there are no prerequisites. 

PRESENTATION: This course is basically the lecture type. 
Mr. Bartholomew's lectures are very well organized, although 
this fact might not be immediately evident because of his off-the-
cuff style. Some firid the lectures dry, but they move at a sus
tained pace though not so rapidly that note-taking is difScuIt 
Questions are welcome.and replies are usually to the point, but 
discussions of any length seldom develop, due either to the nature 
of the material,or Professor Bartholomew's way of presenting it 
or both. 

READINGS: There is quite a bit of required reading for this 
course. The text. Government by the People - by Burns arid 
Peltason ($9.95) is rather large and nearly all of it is covered. 
I t is not the most, interesting. text in the world, as it seems 
very reminiscent of high school texts on American Govern
ment. In addition to - the "text, the student is required to 
read selected articles/from each week's U.S. News and AVorld 
Report which are on reserve in the Library. About 50 Supreme 
Court cases are also covered. These may. be read in. full in the 
Library, but- i t is m u c h easier and much "quicker to .̂  use l^ar-
tholomeWs-Summaries of, Leading Cases .on -the Constitution. 

ORGANIZATION: The course requires foiir, 5-10 page research 
"reports, which - are' very -straightforward and- require." little- im
agination; These, are graded-qn a 1-10 scale and are usually not 
difficult.--The quizzes are another story.."'^Contrary to what'their 
name would indicate, these are extensive-exams-.(not cumulative)-. 
which; require -a great-, deal of preparation,-- especially, meriioriza-
tion. The foiir reports are worth the' same as two exams arid; 
together with the; three quizzes, make up 75 % of J h e grade.. The 
remaining:25% comes from a cumulative final. \ L~ / " • : 

- COMMENT: The aim of this course is to teach,the student 
the" structures and workings of/.American .Government, and. 
whatever else can besaid of the course, it seems to do a good, 
job of,that. Many students dislike Mr.^Bartholomew's dry; style, 
but others find him easy to follow and very, much to; the point! ,.; 

"Mr. Bartholomew's knowledge of-ihis subject" area-is ;unex-
celled.--JHe is one of the eiriinentauthorities in his field,;'arid-mbst 
of his students are impressed by; his knowledge.? Mahy.'object -to 
his'tests, which require the student to regurgitate'/irote^answers; 
but, nonetheless, preparation.for-them4reqiiires/that.the;Student 
learn his: material; .Quizzes ^rfrom .; past ^ years --are ^helpful- in 
narrowing^, down the /subject;:riiatter"f6r%he'tesfsjftMr^^ 
tholomew.does not object to. the.studerit^sperusarr.bfi.past tests 

^ : > • / ^ ' . ' / " - ; - : - . : . : : : - : ^ : " = / ' ^ ' ' - ' - - ^ - - - . ^ ' . : - • • " " - -

and realizes that, the student canriqt rely solely on these past 
quizzes. 

This course is difficult, and since it is a requirement, it 
probably provokes more gripes than it ordinarily would. But if 
the student enters it with an'open iriind, there is much to be 
appreciated about the course. 

George Williams 
Government 341, , 
International Relations 

CONTENT: Mr. Williams' primary aim in this course is to aid 
the student in learning to order information so that it is meaning
ful, and can be conveyed to others; Thus, the basic goal oiF this 
course is to add coherence to facts. The course is broken into 
three segmeri'ts: an examination of the formation and activities of 
developing nations; a.treatment of arms-arid deterrence; a con
sideration of international organizations. 

PRESENTATON: A lecture and a 75 minute discussion are held 
each week. ' . 

READINGS : The readings are Deutsch; The Analysis of Inter-
nationaL Relations; Rustbn, A World of Nations, Problems of 
Political Modernization; 'Kennedy, Thirteen Days; Art and Waltz, 
The Use of Force, International Politics and Foreign Policy; 
ClcLude, Swords into Plowshares; George, Woodrow Wilson and 
Colonel-House. There zre also several readings on reserve. 

ORGANIZATION : There are thiree 75 minute tests which are 
long essay, and cover/material in the readings. A final is also 
given. - ' ' / . ' ; - .-. . ' . 

COMMENT: The course^is well structured with very good 
readings. Lectures are designed to convey general principle, rather 
than a large amount, of facts. I t is difficult to take notes during 
Mr..Williams' lectures. However, since the lectures are designed 
to give an overview,/notes are not absolutely necessary. 

Tests are fair and deriiand,knowledge and understanding of 
the readings. Grades - reflect. the student's understanding and 
interpretation of the readings. - \ 

Gerhartr.Niemeyer^ ^̂̂̂  - > ^ ^ ^ / 
Goyemrn^rit'/342.{; Ĵ ^ .v. 
Political:;:Tlie6ry .yi :C • > >,; / . 1 .. 

- CONTENT : Mr. Nienieyer's" course, is a s of basic'political 
thought with.:the major-^emphasis oh concepts of the highest 
good,: historyV" the state of'nature,, and the nature, of man's po-
liticaririteractiqn'as posited by various Western thinkers. Primary 
importance.jjs'placed', on Plato, Aristotle, and Augustine, with 
subsequent /ariaiysis of ^ Aquinas, Machiavelli, • Hobbes, Locke, 
Rousseau,. Burke,.arid Mill: .There are no prerequisites for the 
course,, although : prior-acquaintance with Plato's Republic is 
helpful.nThe courseJs a-'requiferiient for, and generally limited 

; to, goyernnient majors. : ^^ -
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PRESENTATION: The basic structure of the course is two lec
tures per:week by Mr. Niemeyer and a discussion period mod
erated by the T. A. The lectures, while covering a considerable 
amount of material, are concise,. well organized, and well pre
sented. '• Adherence t o . a , basic analytical structure which is 
flexible enough to incorporate the various political thinkers dis
cussed, allows the student to easily follow. the development of 
the lectures, thereby accentuating, the value of the smaller group 
discussions with the T.A. 

READINGS: The readings are as follows: Henry Frankfort, 
Before Philosophy; '• Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics and , The 
Politics; Augustine, City of^ God; Hobbes, Leviathan. Although 
the amount of reading is not excessive, the material is demanding 
and most complementary to the lectures when done meticulously. 

ORGANIZATION: Weekly half-page papers reflecting the stu
dent's comprehension of the reading material are required, as 
well as two one.and one half-page term papers. The brevity 
of these papers is disillusioning, for an explicit and concise un
derstanding, of the topic assigned is needed to correlate the 
relevant material into very little space. There are two tests 
(mid-term and final) which are demanding but very fair. Em-, 
phasis for the final grade is placed on the tests and term papers, 
but individual participation in the group discussions and the 
weekly papers also are determining factors. 

COMMENTS: Criticism of the course seems to be twofold. 
First, students bemoan the lack of relevancy of the course, but 
relevancy is subjective and not the ultimate criterion. Anyone 
willing to honestly apply himself will find the readings from 
these primary sources very rewarding. The high quality of Mr. 
Niemeyer's lectures adds profound insight as well as providing a 
viable complement for the overall balance-of the course. Sec
ondly, Mr. Niemeyer has been criticized for often injecting a note 
of conservative dogmatism into his approach. His conversation 
is well founded with an expansive, scholarly base and. anyone 
wishing to question this approach should be well prepared to 
substantiate himself with sound backing. The course can pro
vide for. the thoughtful a valuable exposure to well structured, 
tightly knit reflections. on political thought by one of America's 
foremost conservative political theoreticians. 

Edward Goerner 
Government 
Literature and Politics of Albert Camus 

= CONTENT: This course is an. intensive study of the plays, 
novels, < short stories, and philosophical and political essays of 
Albert Camus. The attempt is to focus equally on both strains of 
Camus' thought—the philosophical and the artistic—and, hope
fully, to discover the points at which they converge." Camus', posi
tion as a member, of. the Resistance and his dealings with Jean 
Paul Sartre and other Marxist intellectuals establish him as a 
focal figure in modern political philosophy. His relationship with 
.Frangois. Mauriac and other members of the French Literary 
Renaissance implies additional aesthetic considerations. -

PRESENTATION: This course proceeds by student presentation 
and seminar^discussion. The-class meets once a week for three 
hours. The quality of any particular meeting varies wdely accord
ing to the, quality of the presentation, class receptivity, weather 
conditions, etc., etc. Mr. Goerner has a special talent for organiz
ing discussions and though his comments may be sparse and in-, 
frequent .they are always' well-informed and very .much to the 
p o i n t . ; . • - . ' •. - • • ' . - " ;• 

''"': 'READINGS: The texts, all;by Camus and required oh an aver
age of one per class meeting, include: The Stranger; The Plague; 
The Rebel; The Myth_ of Sisyphus; Caligula; State of Siege; The 

•- Misunderstanding; The Just Assassins; Exile -and the Kingdom 
(a collection of short stories); Resistance^ Rebellion and Death; 
and'The Fall. Mr. Goerner would also like to include The Note
books of Albert Camus if an English addition is available. Though 
not required, students are encouraged to read the texts in French 
and everything except The Notebooks is avail3.bl&'in th&:two 
volume edition published by Pleiade. The English editions are all 
available in reasonably priced paperbacks. Mr. Goerner notes that 
the Pleiade edition is far less expensive in France than it is in this 
country and suggests that any students who might be travelling 
in Europe this summer procure it there. ", ^-:^r^^i^s-'^'r---^::^' 
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; ORGANIZATION: Each student is expected to present a one-
hal t hour, class presentation on one of the texts. Assignments are 
made at the first class meeting. This presentation is then, sub
mitted to Mr. Goerner in the form of a paper approximately ten 
pages in length. ,. . 

COMMENTS: -Mr. Goerner's knowledge of Camus is absolutely 
first-rate and, what is more important, he has a feeV for the 
method of thought that shapes all of Camus' writings. Mr. 
Goerner's seminar style is; to ask leading questions and probe 
individual responses before offering his own reflections and for
mulations on the material. This style, combined with the nature 
of; seminar courses, makes Literature and Politics of Albert Camus 
a poor choice for anyone seeking a knowledge of Goerner's 
thought as reflected in his Comparative Governments, courses. A 
seminar requires patience. In the case of a Goerner seminar this 
is a patience well rewarded. The course is very much an experi
mental one, and differs greatly from lecture courses by distribut
ing the burden of responsibility for its outcome equally on stu
dents and professor. 

Edward Goerner 
Government 401 
Democracy and Its Critics 

CONTENT: This course consists in a close, critical reading of-
some of. the major texts in political philosophy. In the past the 
emphasis has been on Hobbes and Rousseau. This fall Mr. 
Goerner is including the tradition represented by Aristotle, 
Maritain, and Simon. 

PRESENTATION : Mr. Goerner plans to combine lecture and 
discussion. 

READINGS: The texts are all classics and it's easy to find 
second-hand copies. The reading load is light, with emphasis on 
quality and not quantity. I t will probably be necessary to read 
them more than once. The texts are: Aristolte, Politics, Bk. I l l , 
c. 9-18, Bk. IV, c. 3-10, Bk. VI , c. 1-4; Hobbes, Leviathan; 
Locke, Second Treatise of Civil Government; Rousseau, Social 
Contract; Maritain, Man. and the State; Simon, Philosophy of 
Democratic Government. 

ORGANIZATION: One term paper—topic to be chosen in con
sultation with instructor. A mid-term and a final—both demand
ing essay tests. 

COMMENTS: The texts are all excellent and repay the close 
reading given them in this course. Mr. Goerner's intellectual in
tegrity and the breadth of his philosophic knowledge are a happy 
combination for elucidating,and drawing connections among the 
books.read. And his intellectual honesty is what is behind two 
criticisms of the course—first, that the professor at times lost the 
students in raising the implications of certain fine points, and 
second, the tendency to raise many questions, rather than to look 
for answers. Bvit most of the time, Mr. Goerner's insights are 
deep,, and often brilliant, which, combined with his ability to 
express them, insures that this will be a demanding and first-rate 
course. 

Alfons Beitzinger 
Government 405 
Political .Science of Plato 

Government 407 
Political Philosophy of Plato , 

CONTENT: Mr: Beitzinger emphasizes that his courses are 
basically analytical. He provides an exposition and interpretation 
of the constructs^of these philosophers, along with the invaluable 
aid .of Ahis-; personal analysis. • While there are no specific pre
requisites^ '=Mr.. Niemeyer's Political Theory (Govt. 342) would 
prove beneficial: . 

PRESENTATION: Ideally, the courses would assume the form 
of a free-flowing'discussion of the theoretical constructs presented. 
Since'the-courses'Jare designed to provide the student with an 

; immediate'^^^inspection into the total, thought of Aristotle and 
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Plato, the classes more often are the lecture-t^-pe format. Mr. 
Beitzinger is readily open for. and encourages, questions or com
ments. The courses never proceed so rapidly that a student 
cannot obtain a complete understanding ol each topic. There 
is ample time devoted to summary and review. In the past, the 
professor has been noted for his apropos comments on the status 
quo of .-American politics. Dialogue or rebuttal concerning these 
comments is accepted. 

READI-NGS: The texts of these courses include the principal 
works of both men: Plato, Republic, Apology, Creto, Phaedra, 
Gorgias and one or two more, dialogues: Aristotle. Nichomachean 
Ethics and Politics. All the works are a\'ailable in paperback, the 
probable cost being SIO. 

ORG-IXIZATIOX: There are usually three tests per semester, 
including the final. A paper may or may not be assigned, de
pending upon the make-up of the class and the sincerity of the 
students. The tests are wonh 3 3 % , 25% if the paper is included 
in the final grade. The tests are of the essay variety and are 
given in class. The tests are ver>' fair but rigorous: and. as 
indicated, more than sufiicient time is allotted for rex-iew. 

COMMENT: The professor brings a number of years of ex
pertise into these two courses: he has studied and taught these 
Greek philosophers for a large portion of his academic career. 
As such, he possesses the capacity to provide the student with an 
incisive presentation of the fundamental thought of both Plato 
and Aristotle. His courses are consistently well-structured, well-
prepared, and intellectually straightforward. In addition to 
being concerned with the formal and technical aspects of his 
courses. Mr. Beitzinger is available to students desiring "extra-
class" discussion. One final note, while Mr. Beitzinger encourages 
open, class dialogue and argumentation, the student must be wary 
of his own ideological predispositions. 

Walter Nicgorski 
Gk)vermnent 413 
The American Founding 

COXTEN'T: The title for this course is appropriate. The 
time period covered is that of 1776-1789, between the Declara
tion and the Ratification. However, this is not-a historj' course. 
A^ccording to Mr. Nicgorski's 1971 syllabus, this course "provides 
the occasion and hopefully the stimulation for understanding the 
political theories that guided the fundamental formative acts of 
American political life." Some attention is given to "formative 
acts" prior to 1776. 

PRESENTATIO.V: The method of teaching is that of "sit-down 
lecture," Le., Mr. Nicgorski lectures while sitting down thereby 
encouraging questions both on particular points and on general 
considerations. "Effective participation" is one of the "minimal 
requirements for completing the course." 

READINGS: There is a handful of hand-outs. One-third of 
the readings come from the Reserved Books. Required readings 
which need to be purchased are: Farrand, The Records of the 
Federal Convention of 1787 (Vol. 1) and Eidelberg, TAe Philos
ophy of the American Constitution. In 1971, a book on The Anti-
federalists edited by Kenyon was used. Mr. Nicgorski' will prob
ably decide to use another edited work. Also, with the demise, of 
the course "Political Order" there will be fewer students \vith a 
background in The Federalist Papers; hence, there will be read
ing assignments in this book. . 

ORGANIZATION: Since class participation is necessary, so also 
is class attendance. In 1971, students were permitted-three cuts, 
with leeway given by the professor. There-is a, mid-terrn and 
a final. I n addition, one must submit a "major paper" (15 pp?) 
on one of the founders or submit a major critical essay analyzing 
and evaluating Tugwell's and the Center for the Study of 
Democratic Institutions' proposed new.U;S^ Constitution.-

COMMENTS: Reading assignments and class "attendance; are 
essential (both _for grade. and knowledge) -because; the course 
purposes in-class understanding and critical-devaluation.. The 
efTectiveness of Mr. Nicgorski is not challenged. Of~cdurse, the 
effectiveness of the entire course depends also iipqn the-caliber 
of the students (usually government majors.) ; - _ ' . f^' .-̂  

The readings are moderate and the secondary^ sources:^ are by 
significant scholars. They consist of short- and long-essays.: '-y:"-^ 

Two years ago, Mr. Nicgorski attempted to cover two,volumes 
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of Farrand's Records. In 1971, the course was to be evenly 
divided bet^veen pre-convention, convention, and post-convention. 
However, the first half was spent on pre-convention and therefore 
little in-class evaluation of.the'Antifederalists was possible. This 
defect was not serious since a l l the classes were rewarding. 

If you are not inclined to reflect on America's "formative 
acts" then you will find the course uninteresting and the classes 
dr\'. If you do seek such reflection then study under Mr. 
Nicgorski. 

Gerhart Niemeyer 
Government 415 
Eastern Political Thought 

CO.N'TE-NT: This course focuses on the thought of China from 
Confucian times through the eleventh century. Although compari
sons with Western thought are inevitable and welcomed, the 
main thrust is to understand Chinese thought on its own terms 
as far as is possible without having a command of the Chinese 
language. -

PRESENTATION : The course is run as a seminar with each 
student being responsible for delivering a papier on the day's 
readings with discussion of the paper and the readings following. 

READINGS: The readings are: DeBary, Sources of Chinese 
Tradition; B. Watson, Chuang Tzu-Basic Writings; B. Watson, 
Han Fei Tzu-Basic Writings; B. Watson, Hsun Tzu-Basic Writ
ings; B. Watson, Mo Tzu-Basic Writings; Ssu-ma Ch'ien, Records 
of the Historian; Chu Hsi, Reflections on Things at Hand; Wang 
Yang Ming, Instructions for Practical Living. 

ORGA.VIZATION : Each student is required to rewrite two of the 
papers he delivers to the class in light of the class discussion and 
the thought thereby engendered, A final examination is also re
quired. 

COMMENT: From the point of view of the undergraduate, the 
value of the course is greatly enhanced because of the graduate 
students' taking the same course. The caliber of the discussions 
usually reached a higher level than customarily experienced in 
completely undergraduate courses. There was some division of 
opinion concerning the overall evaluation of the course among 
the students ranging from ecstatic to completely disgruntled; but 
that is, perhaps, to be expected in a course which requires as 
much attention and industry as this one. Mr. Niemeyer's depth 
of thought and apt comparisons ivith Western, especially Greek, 
thought cannot be questioned, however. Those with a sincere in
terest in the material and a willingness to work are strongly urged 
to take this course and make their own evaluation. 

Gerhart Niemeyer v -
Government 409 
Modem Political Ideologies ;. 

CONTENT,- .As the title suggests,, this course is a study of 
ideology, defiiied by Mr, Niemeyer as a/'perverted idea system," 
Communism.and Fascism, the preyelant,ideologies of our day, are 
studied thrpughian.attempt to trace their intellectual.roots in 
medieval and Enlightenment political.speculations, Mr, Niemeyei: 
hopes to have his students experience in themselves the moral 
and spiritual disorder that; characterizes ideological systems. This 
course is designed.to lead into the spring semester sequel on the 
reconstruction of,political"theory; Students will find that having 
had Mr, Niemeyer's course in'basic political theory will prove 
helpful in the sequel,; •-. ;.* ..'.-^r • •^,i.^ .',' .• , , , .- .. 
^ .PRESENTATION:; This;dependsvon.:the^size o f t h e class. If 
small, Mr. Nierheyerfwilluse student; reports ;6f-20-25 ^minutes as 
the basis for, discussion." If.-larger,; theiclassiwill have to consist 
entirely of discussion. ..sMn'lNiemeyerr is-.an; excellent seminar 
teacher; ;his .comments; on;studentyrepprts" and 'observations are 
fair, butfmercilessly:inc:isive4;-He;:demands (and pften:pbtairis) a 
high h degree;, ofj. illtellectual:accuracy and precision" from' his 
classes: .'--I v"^; i '^ ' ' ^-.cy-''?"'-'-" '̂'•'}-.:k-:-'̂ -'';r''̂ {:? '̂••-"•"''v''-•''.-• / -. • 

. ;;; READINGS :>;' The. -• readings '-> (all i paperback).; are:;, Norman 
.Cohn,ltke Pursuit:ofhheiMilletiium^^^ 
o/.=r6eaBan'anj.Dcmocrac3';.John' Stuart .Mill, ;.4ui^^ Comte 

,and-Pqsitivisrn;:^KcTheTt:_M^Tcuse,y.One_ip^ Man; 
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Albert Camus, The Rebel; either The Prophets of Paris or The 
New World of Henri Saint-Simon (both by Frank E. Manuel) ; 
Mr. Niemeyer, Communist Ideology; and (tentatively) Grant, 
Ideologies. If available, .Mr. Niemeyer'will also use The Medieval 
Manichee. Total cost: approximately $18-20. 

ORGANIZATION: There are two exams, a midterm and a final. 
Both are highly demanding, and call for thorough knowledge of 
the material. There is in addition one critical book report, in 
which the student has a choice from among three or four books 
assigned by Mr. Niemeyer. The emphasis in these is on critical 
insight; mere regurgitation of the text will not suffice. While 
class discussion is not per se graded, it plays some role in Mr. 
Niemeyer's final evaluation. Grading is exceptionally rigorous. 

COMMENTS: This course is a superb educational experience 
in every respect. The serious student will find himself conduct
ing not merely an intellectual exercise, but an examination of 
the sources of order within his own soul and within society as a 
whole. As such, the course can become agonizingly relevant. Mr. 
Niemeyer tolerates no slipshod thinking; however, he is open to 
all honest and intelligent questions. CertJiinly, no one with an 
interest in political theory should pass up this course, and any 
government major will find it rewarding. One caution: this is a 
difficult course, and a decent (let alone good) grade will require 
quite a bit of work. 

John Roos 
Government 421 
The Congress 

CONTENT: AS the title of the course implies, the subject matter 
is the -United States Congress. The course attempts to acquaint 
the student with the basic structure of the institution, its theoreti
cal basis, and with various theories as to the manner in which it 
functions, with the view toward understanding its historical role 
in the U.S. • Government as well as its strengths and weaknesses. 

PRESENT.ATION : This course has, primarily, a lecture format 
although Mr. Roos does encourage discussion when the appro
priate opportunity arises. 

READINGS : There will be a total of five or six books required 
which will include the following: Ripley, Power in the Senate; 
Lowi, The End of Liberalism; The Federalist Papers; Galoway, 
A History of the U.S. House of Representatives. 

ORGANIZATION: There are two tests and a ten to fifteen page 
paper required. 

COMMENT: The course is characterized by e.xcellent readings 
and interesting subject matter but has suffered from two defects; 
Mr. Roos' lectures, at times, reflect a tension between organization 
and a tendency to-ramble, either of which is quite enjoy
able and. informative but which do not work well together. 
The students in the course have tended to be inert and seemingly 
uninterested in working or in understanding the subject matter. 
This second defect is doubly unfortunate. Not only is there much 
to-be gained from the rigorous analysis of the readings and en
thusiasm for the siibject matter which Mr. Roos brings to bear, 
but it seems to be the general concensus that the fault lies in the 
students and. not in the instructor or subject matter. This is an 

, excellent. course which- is being reduced to a good • course by the 
unresponsiveness of the students. Those sincerely interested in the 
workings of the U.S. Congress are advised to take this course. ^ 

Peri Arnold 
Government 429 
Group Politics 

Government 437 .' 
American Bureaucracy 

GOVERNMENT 429 , , 
CONTENT: The internal governance of private interest groups 

and the resulting claims that they place on the body politic are 
the central foci of this-course. The empirical and theoretical-
investigation of this subject area requires a study of the pluralist 
model which describes interest groups and their actions and, in 
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doing so, iriake various normative claims about their legitimacy. 
The result is a development of factual evidence about the 
politics of groups into a coherent theoretical framework that can 
be compared to the justifications for these groups and the claims 
that they-'place on the public arena. There are no prerequisites 
and Mr. Arnold welcomes. students of varying majors. 

PRESENTATION: This course is taught through lectures which 
are, usually attention-holding and are often touched with an in
cisive wit. Since few students have much factual knowledge or 
theoretical background in this area of investigation, there may 
be little class participation during the early part of the course. 
But anyone who is willing to conceptualize at a fairly deep level 
will find that Mr. Arnold is courteous and quite willing to dis
cuss questions and challenges at length. Although many students 
may find solace in his definitely leftward asides, the course 
transcends much of the common liberal/conservative confronta
tion and radical cliches will receive a cold reception. 

READINGS; The required books are: William Connolly, 
The Bias of Pluralism; Robert Engler, The Politics of Oil; 
Grant McConnell, Private Power and American Democracy; 
Robert Michels, Political Parties; G. Wright Mills, The Power 
Elite; Mancur Olsen, The Logic of Collective Action; and Robert 
Dahl, Who Governs which cost a total of about $20. There will 
also be a few articles on reserve in the library. The reading load 
is moderately heavy although the books are not particularly diffi
cult. 

ORGANIZATION.* There are two tests, a mid-term and a final, 
of the in-class variety. The final is cumulative in the sense that 
it requires a working knowledge of the ideas presented in the 
first half of the semester. Tests, although they do not require 
much brute memorization of facts, call for a thorough under
standing of the main themes of the course. There is a major 
paper (about 15 pages) which gives the student an opportunity 
to apply the ideas of the course to the practical situation of a 
particular organized group. This project is intended to involve 
a good deal of investigatory work and precision of thought. The 
paper and tests are counted equally in determining the final mark. 

COMMENTS: The objective of this course is not simply to 
provide one with facts about group politics. The readings and 
lectures do a thorough job of discrediting, practically and theo
retically, interest group politics and small constituency types of 
pluralism. In the process, Mr. Arnold is very effective in tying 
together organizational theory and the ideas of voluntarism, pro-
gressivism and orthodoxy. But he fails to offer any cohesive 
alternative. Also, Mr. Arnold, in his first semester teaching the 
course, seemed to rely too heavily on his readings for factual 
material and direction for the course. On the whole, .however, 
this course is a good one in that it answers these questions: Who 
benefits from, our political system and how do they justify it? 

GOVERNMENT 437 
- CONTENT; This course is intended to be a general survey of 

the rise of the Federal bureaucracy, its politics and relationships 
to other governmental institutions, and, finally, an investigation 
of problems in the contemporary bureaucracy. In- attempting 
to avoid a monolithic view of bureaucracy, the course will deal, 
in part, with the political and historical factors leading to the 
genesis and = rise to power of various agencies. As as result, 
American Bureaucracy seeks to develop ideas about the reasons 
for the establishment of Federal agencies, their nature and the 
manner in which they interact. There are no prerequisites. 

PRESENTATION; Mr. Arnold's lectures, which tend to follow 
the readings,'- are interesting, well organized and sometimes 
humorous. As a result, he is able to make dry material more 
acceptable. Although Mr. Arnold is open to questions, the lack 
of background in this subject area on the part of students tends 
to preclude extended dialogues or class discussions. 

READINGS; The required books are Corson and Paul, Men 
Near the Top; Davis and Dolbeare, Little Groups of Neighbors; 
Herbert Kaufman, The Forest Rangers; Lewis Kohlbeier, The 
Regulators; Gabriel Kolko, The Triumph of Conservatism; Har
old Seidman, Politics, Position and Power; and Peter Well, 
American Bureaucracy. Together with a number of case re
prints yet to be decided upon, total cost of the reading material 
will-be'in the neighborhood of $20. In addition, there will be 
extensive reserve readings. The reading load is moderately 
heavy and the works are sometimes tedious, although the cases 
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present interesting examples of the ideas important to the 
course. 

ORGANIZATION: There W U be two in-class tests of the essay 
t>pe which will emphasize an understanding of the major ideas of 
the course rather than an accumulation of facts. Good notes 
are a definite asset. There will be a short paper, probably 
around six pages, on a topic to be decided upon at a later date. 
Each test will count 40% and the paper 209f in determining 
the final mark. 

COMMENTS: In the past, students have remarked that the 
course is too intensive and disciplined and the readings too dr>' 
for the undergraduate level. However, a new emphasis on a 
survey of the subject area and changes in the reading list may 
deal with these problems. A more substantive criticism is that 
Mr. Arnold tends to become top-heavy with theory in certain 
areas. But he recognizes the need to develop empirical observa
tions into coherent systems if academic inquiry and, morepver, 
facts are to be useful. In general, American Bureaucracy is a 
good course because it recognizes the need to theorize about the 
nature and characteristics of various Federal bureaucracies be
fore they can be shaped and guided, and fulfills this need 
effectively. 

Paul Bartholomew 
Government 431 
American Constitutional Law^ 

CONTENT: American Constitutional Law deals with the 
Constitution of the United States and the interpretation and 
structure of its contents. The ruling case law regarding the 
structure and powers of government is discussed with an eye on 
the points of law illuminated in the Supreme Court's decisions 
and the. reasons for those decisions. Mr. Bartholomew hopes to 
inculcate in each student the dual-ability to speak and write con
cisely and precisely, and the further ability to recognize and pull 
out the important points of a presented argument. The pre
requisite for this course is American Government 340. The course 
is limited to Government majors. A_ class size of two dozen can 
be expected if the trend begun last semester continues. 

PRESENTATION: For those with memories of American Gov
ernment, little need be said about Mr. Bartholomew's controlling 
lecture and discussion styJe. J n , this course where the lectures 
generally follow the case book-text, he delivers his remarks in 
a crisp and methodical manner that encourages discussion by his 
students. Mr. Bartholomew prefers this varied, presentation and 
has, in past years, even gone to such lengths as omitting details of 
a particular case under consideration to see if his.students are 
being attentive. He clearly relishes the subject matter of this, 
course and expects his students to attempt to reciprocate his 
interest with their own. -

READINGS: A single text, Ruling American^ Constitutional 
Law ($3.95), authored by Bartholomew, is'used throughout the 
course. I t is divided up into nine interrelated sections, arid'con-' 
tains both major and; corollary cases that fully cover-thel, field 
of American Constitutional Law. Remarks, by; the. au thor are 
included a t the'end of; each section which'aid'in.making clear-
the difficult points'and restrictions in the particular case areas. 
Also, occasionally. throughout; the semester, Mr. -Bartholomew . 
passes out additional lightxmaterial,-mostly historical in. nature^ 
In addition, the small volume Constitution:'Leading Cases , 
($2.95)," also authored by Bartholomew, is recommended for 
quick; reference. = ,'••'-'''-• - / ' . : . = "-

ORGANIZATION: The; work load in this course is:light in 
volume" but. heavy in content. Mr. Baftholomew.'expects that/at 
each; session every, student will have digested the. material to be= 
discussed, briefing the cases as a learning aid whenever Ipossible; 
Concerning the written requirements, a short "mini^essay"- oh one 
of the sitting justices can be expected as can a inidterih examina
tion and a final, both written in class. Half of the final'examina-
tion takes the form of a review of the rules and 'rationales of 
Airierican Constitutional Law as discussed'- duriiig the fsemester.. 
This paper, prepared prior to the-final, test date, is no insur
mountable barrier for the student who has kept himself abreast 
of the progress of the class. In fact the prepai-ation of the paper 
was termed.by many to be adequate study for the-final examina
tion; Percentage-wise, two-thirds of the final grade is determined 
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by the mid-term examination, the."mini-essay" and class partici
pation, with the remaining third coming from the final examina
tion. • _ . r. ' - : - , - • 

COMMENTS: The course in-American Constitutional Law is 
one that should be seriously considered by those concerned with 
a possible. legal education in the future. Mr. Bartholomew 
brings to "his position a wealth of knowledge and experience that 
is clearly .adequate;for all. those who feel, the urge" to test his 
understanding with their own. For those interested, it is a worth
while course and experience that "should not be rnissed. 

Raymond Cour, C.S.C. 
Government 434 
Supreme Court History 

CONTENT: This course.offers the student a brief account of 
the role of the United States Supreme/Court in American his-
tor>'. Lectures and readings focus on the Court's three main 
historical periods: the struggle to establish the supremacy of 
national over state government; the era of economic protection
ism; and the current judicial emphasis on civil liberties. The 
only prerequisite; for,, the .class is . an introductory course in 
American history or American government. 

PRESENTATION: Father Cour's, presentation consists of a 
. lecture on the assigned topic for the day, interrupted by questions 
and comments - from the - class. 

RE.ADINGS: The basic,text is the fourth, edition of Kelly 
and Harbison's standard. The American Constitution. Also re
quired are: McCloskey, The American Supreme Court; Cardozo, 
Nature of. the Judicial Process; Levy, American Constitutional 
Law (Essays); Jackson, The Supreme Court in the American 
System of'Government; and a judicial biography, to be selected 
by the student from a list prepared by the instructor. Approxi
mate cost of the; books is $15. ' -. 

ORGANIZATION:- TWO fairly demanding in-class essay tests and 
a final, all .of_ which require both a comprehensive knowledge 
of the subject matter, and the ability; to interpret and compare 
various judicial trends.. The student must also write a term 
paper and a.short book report on the judicial biography. Topics 
for the terrii papers are to be-chosen in consultation with Father 
Cour; length is -not specified, - save that it must be'such as to 
"adequately cover the subject." . 

C O M M E N T S : - T h e traditional complaint about this course is 
that the instructor's lectuire style does hot do justice to the 
material. To be sure. Father Cour is very soft-spoken, sometimes 
approaching a, monotone,, but he is also a scholar with a fine 
grasp of constitutional law and history; with a little concentra
tion, any interested student will benefit' from the lectures. 

The books are excellent; .they are of moderate,length, infor
mative, and, most importantly,^ well-written^—a quality that goes 
far to make ..their reading more enjoyable.'As mentioned before," 
the tests are lengthy and challenging, but; not impossible. Anyone 
who puts his time and effort into the class will be rewarded .with 
k. deeper understanding'of . the subject, and with a grade that., 
will not play havbcwith his GPA.-,.; •.:.;-;. - ., 
. . .• In .conclusion, this bourse is certainly worthwhile for.one who. 
is,interested in-American;government, for;it will give him a new 
perspective on,the branch-of.theifederal government that is at 
the same, time the weakest, yet in,some ways, the strongest.of the 
three branches. 'I t wilFalso show him how political events have 
shaped.the SuJDreme's Court's decisions;in the past, how this 
process continues up. to his day, "and; the.famificatiohs it has for 
the future. -'.' ' . ; ; .- >-.; '-'>--_'I: --<'{ •-, ;. . - ' . • 

-Wesley'Daley-y,:; "; ::^;.;':'. ;"-%> •̂̂ •̂ ;•>•"i" '- ^r'^^'-
Governnient.439- j - ">: . ;^ : ;> 
Afro-American y.SJ3PoIitics;^yX•^ ' 

CONTENT: 'Mr . . Dalieycomrhences. with a discussion of South
ern Negro politics and shifts to the; scene :df Northern Negro 
politics, drawing comparisons-between the-two. Mr. Daley also 
proceeds to examine the relationship between Negro and white 
politics, focusing, on the distinguishing and overlapping features 
of the two phenomenon, their separateness and interdependence. 

PRESENTATION:. Mr. Daley allocates most of the class time 
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lecturing on the reading-assignments. ' 
READINGS : The syllabus includes: James Q. Wilson, Negro 

Politics: Search-for Leadership; Harry Bailey, Negro Politics in 
America; Matthews and Prothxo,' Negroes and New Southern 
Politics; and Harry Holloway, Politics of the Southern Negro. 

ORG.^NIZATION : Course work entails the assigned text; read
ings; a midterm and final exam; about 3-4 quizzes during the 
semester; and a term paper roughly 10 pages in length. The work 
load is not overbearing. The tests examine the student's compre
hensive grasp-of the material rather than requiring regurgitation 
of specific details. • . - -

COMMENTS: While the texts assigned appear to be dated, 
being published in-the 1960's, the readings and the lectures have 
proven interesting. Although Mr. Daley at times appears myopic, 
he does take an interest in his students and makes himself avail
able for assistance and discussion outside of class. The lectures 
are attention-holding but tend to become tedious. The readings 
and lectures overlap to a great extent, so that the course content 
can be adequately grasped through the readings. 

D. Kommers 
Government 443 
German. Politics, East and West 

CONTENT: Essentially, the course examines the constitutional 
system, governmental structure, party organization, political 
processes, political economy, political culture, and foreign policies 
of East and West Germany. Attention will be drawn on the 
strategic position of both nations in central Europe. 

COMMENTS: This is a new course fall. Mr. Kommers will be 
returning from a year of intensive study of the German political 
scene. -He has cultivated an interest in German politics for many 
years, and after this experience abroad, Mr. Kommers should 
contribute a wealth of information to any course he teaches on 
this country. 

. If past American government courses taught by Mr..Kommers 
are any indication, this course should likewise be rigorous, with 
extensive readings and an all-important term paper. This paper,, 
which usually includes a conference-defense session with Mr.. 
Kommers, will probably constitute one-third of the final grade, 
with a mid-term and a final exam counting for the remainder.. 
Anyone signing up for. German Politics should be enthused and 
prepared for woi:k. 

Christopher .Osakwe 
Government 445 
Government and PoHtics in Africa 

CONTENT: This course concerns,itself with the following five 
aspects of government and politics in Africa: political institutions 
in Africa f African political ideologies, including the concepts of 
imperialism, colonialism, pan-Africanism, apartheid, African 
socialism, etc.; writings.by leading political idealogues in African 
today,-such as Nkrumah, Jomo Kenyatta, Nyeere, etc.; African 
Law,- including comparative constitutional law of African States, 
political institutions, party systems, and the role of mass organiza
tions in Aifrican politics; and the role of the military in African 
politics. The course-is concerned with a post-independence study 
.of.Africa,'that ;is,'from the la te 1950's to the present. Colonial. 
.history"is"discussed only as it affects recent constitutional and 
.political development;-Dr. Osakwe suggests that as a prerequisite 
. those .'who • consider taking the = course divest themselves of any 
ethnocentric values they might; harbor. 
• . ' -PRESENTATION: Size pemiitting, the forinat of the class will 
be lecture-seminar. A preliminary-lecture consisting of.primarily 
historical background-is provided:by Mr. Osakwe, which is then 
followed by a student report on the reading for that day/After 

• that, a graduate-type seminar-is conducted. *• -; - X"' •' . 
•--READINGS': Not presently available. • ' - ' - ' . ; ' ' V- -, • " 

ORGANIZATION : There are no examinations: One 10-15 .page 
final terrii paper is required, based upon either topics provided by 
Mr.* Osakwe or. topics suggested-by the'student-(provided they 
are relevant to class material). Each stiident is required to pre-
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sent one oral report during the semester on the reading^ for a 
given day. Active participation in the seminar is required. All 
three requirements contribute equally to the final grade. Regular 

. attendance and adequate preparation "for. each class is expected. 
- C O M M E N T S : "Mr. Osakwe has been exposed to American, 

Western European, and Soviet universities. He has attended 
Moscow State University in the U.S.S.R., termed the "Soviet 
Harvard.". Extensive reading ^vill be essential in this course. 
Much can be gained if much is put in. 

George: Brinkley 
Government 449 
Soviet; Government 

CONTENT: The,course is broken down into six sections: the 
historical background of Russian politics and government, and 
the causes - and.events of the Russian Revolution; the political 
philosophy of Marx, Lenin, and Stalin;^ policy-making and the 
structure, of the Soviet State and Communist Party; Soviet society 
and culture e.g. laws, courts, police, education, religion; the 
Soviet Economy; recent developments and future trends. The 
course is open to non-majors and majors alike with no pre
requisites. 

PRESENTATION: Mr. Brinkley lectures with only an occasional 
glance at: his outline. His knowledge of the subject, sense of 
humor, and ability as a lecturer make for interesting and lively 
classes. Extensive note-taking is required, but the lectures are 
well-ordered and easy to follow. Mr. Brinkley welcomes ques
tions and his answers reflect His mastery of the subject. 

READINGS: Professor Brinkley expects a significant amount 
of reading for the course. He assigns about five paperbacks and 
also wants the student to do additional outside reading. An 
extensive syllabus is distributed covering the six sections of the 
course, and the student is expected to do some reading in each 
of these sections. The student must submit a reading list with 
each test and a cumulative list of his readings at the end of the 
semester. Students considered the work load as average. 

ORGANIZATION: Since Mr. Brinkley would prefer to see the 
student spending his time reading on the subject there are no 
papers required. There are three tests and a final, each counting 
equally and each covering one-fourth of the course. These tests 
are essays with general questions which give the student a chance 
to exhibit all he knows about each area. The student should be 
prepared to take the tests in such a way that the complete essay 
is clear, critical, exact, and thorough. 

COMMENT: Any comprehension of the world situation 
certainly must depend on an understanding of the Soviet phil
osophy and system of government. This course will give the stu
dent a good understanding of how Russian historical develop
ment influences the present system, what the Marxist Leninist 
view of the state entails, and how policy is made in the Soviet 
system. This study of Soviet government also helps the student 
better his understanding our American view of government. All of 
the students interviewed highly praised Mr. Brinkley both as a 
teacher and as an individual. All definitely recommended the 
course for both majors and non-majors. Almost all take him 
again for additional courses. The only recommendation is that 
he spend more time discussing contemporary problems. 

George. Williams 
Gdvemmerit 459 
Sources of Foreign Policy 

, / C O N T E N T : Sources of Foreign Policy as an academic ad
venture is an attempt to acquaint students with the active role 
attitudes, and psychology play in politics. Mr. Williams intends 
to" let the students explore the connection between the psychology 
of political leaders and public policy, and plans to place special 
emphasis on public and private attitudes on foreign policy issues. 
The seminar discussions will progress from the study of individual 
politicians to the formation of public opinion, and on to national 
ideologies and "inodal" belief systems. Students will review 
work oh the "authoritarian personality," political culture, 
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propaganda, and if sufficient interest arid time allow, give at
tention to the writings of Erik Erikson as well. Prerequisites for 
this course would seem to be a basic interest in the material to 
be covered and a disposition to go at its study in earnest. 

. PRESENTATION: This course will be taught as a seminar, 
probably with small enrollment. Mr. William's interest is in 
the student becoming - involved and enlivened by associating 
with the material and thus he hopes to keep the sessions as dis
cussion-oriented as the students and. the material allow. . 

READINGS: A textbook. Personality and Politics^ Problems of 
Evidence, Inference and Conceptualization/.authored hy Green-
stein, will be used in addition to at least these two short volumes: 
Isiah Berlin, Hedgehog and the Fox; and Alexander George, 
Woodrow Wilson and Colonel House. Much of the reading will 
be taken irom. journal articles put on reserve in the librar}'. • 

ORGANIZATION: Besides the class-by-class reading, one can 
expect a written self-analysis and two short essays to be required 
as well as a probable final examination. 

COMMENTS : Students are warhed that what is learned in 
this seminar might have little bearing on what they have studied 
in other government courses, and the instructor feels himself to 
be operating on the fringe of the traditional sphere of political 
science. But he feels, nonetheless, that this is an important field 
which enjoys growing awareness at other leading colleges and it 
should have its presentation here as well.- Realizing now, after 
the fall semester ivhenthe course was first offered, that students 
have virtually little or no background in psychological and 
personality theory arid systematic analysis on the "micro-political 
level," Mr, Williams intends on being additionally flexible with 
regards to the students and their difficiilties with the subject 
material. For those acquainted with him from other courses, 
his enthusiasm for both the subject material and the individual 
student remains. If one is interested in what this course hz.^ to 
offer and is disposed to do the work required, a very worthwhile 
learning experience will be enjoyed. 

Peter Moody , 
Government 455 
Government and: Politics of Asia ; 

Government 457 - \ 
The Cornmunist Movement in Asia, , . ; : 

GOVERNMENT 455 ; f ' • \.; v ' { 
CONTENT: This course covers three countries which are 

considered part of the "Chinese culture area," that is, China 
(including Taiwan),- Japan, and Korea.^ Although the: course 
will contain some theoretical considerations, the principal focus 
will, be of - ari-'analytical' nature.;^ The course, will concentrate' on 
these, nations' move toward.modernization, the concomitant 
impact of.^such. a d r i v e on the.;traditional p61it.ical structures,, 
and: the search for new forms of politicarorder.i I ~:, -.:'' '.' 

.PRESENTATION: -As; yet Ithis has riot/beeh deteirmined- the 
approach-will-depend 'upon the class size and student. reaction 
to Mr.^Moody's present format., Mostlikely,' the class, will consist' 
ofriihformal,. lectures-with'.ample opportunityr'-fpr'?discussion on 
any point treated in. the^readirigis^or, lectures.^.. ,./V^^ " ,; 
"I'. READINGS: The readings are:-Pirig-to and Tang. Tsdii,; China 
iri .Crisis, Yol. I, Books V, 2; Robert:A.'Sc'alapino,arid:Masuriii 

- Junnosuke, Parties and Politics- ihl CoinTnentary Japdny-yfarren 
Tsuheishiy Japanese Political Style;, Gregory, ;Heridersori^{)(rorea: 
The Politics of'the Vortex: These readings "cbniplement-the 
class lectures aiid .iriust be done.' TTotal cost; of -the 'books , is' 

'less-than'$20.-" '' \ '^)':}'^''-r^-{^'-~'-"':''^\<-''-lJ-'^'^^y^^^ 
-[' ORGANIZATION: There will be a. midterm and a final,'taken 
in class. Tri addition, each student .must prepare three analytic 
book reviews on" books\bearirig, interest, however"-remotely,-with 
the subject matter 'of the course.'--These books''cannot';be'.,th'e. 
required reading. A term paper may "be done.in lieu, of the three 
reviews, provided the paper's subject, is relevant to the course 
and approved by Mr. Moody. The tests.are of a.general essay 
type, dealirig with the central^points, of the; lectures arid the 
required-;readings. These tests.-require both, a "comprehensive 
understariding. of the concepts presented and a girasp of the 
material in the readings. Such exariisy are'graded very fairly 
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and should present no great difficulty to the conscientious stu
dent. Each book review, averages 10% of the final grade, as 
is the liberally graded mark for class participation. The midterm 
is worth roughly 25%;and the final.35_%: : 

GOVERNAIENT 457; > ,.. - ; \ 
CONTENT: Marxist theory originally developed in the context 

of Western Europe while that area was; undergoing the indus
trial revolution. The original theory .-predicted, that a revolution 
would result from .this industrialization. Marxist politicians, how
ever, have been most successful in the underdeveloped parts of 
the world, where the industrialization tends to follow the. "rev
olution." This course examines the way. in which Marxist poli
ticians in Asia have adapted, oi:'failed to adapt, their theories 
to the environment in which they must work and also treats 
the consequences of: these adaptations. . 

PRESENTATION AND ORGANIZATION: Basically the same as 
Government 455: ; / , 

READINGS: The readings include: Robert Scalapino, The 
Communist Revolution in Asia; Douglas Pike, Viet Cong; Robert 
Thompson, Defeating Communist Insurgency; and Donald Za-
goria, Vietnam Triangle. The cost of the books is approximately 
$15. . . ^ . . . 

COMMENT: Mr. Moody possesses a great deal of knowledge 
concerning Asian affairs.and politics in general. When such ex
pertise is combined wdth his lively, informal style of lecturing, the 
result is a valuable educational experience. His courses are well-
structured but not. rigid, to tlie extent that he is reluctant to 
digress for the benefit,of his students.;He not only invites ques
tions and comments during class but also.respects what his stu
dents have to contribute. Mr. Moody is readily available outside 
of class and is always inclined_to..spend extra hours,assisting his 
students., If there be any "drawbacks", to the courses, it is the 
extensive amount of outside reading required.. 

Stephen Kertesz 
Government 475 : 
Diploniacy in the Atomic Age 

CONTENT: The history of diplomacy,;its past successes and 
failures, along with a detailed analysis of more recent diplomatic 
techniques, provides the subject matter for this upper-divisional 
•government; course.;-In the early, weeks of the semester, Mr. 
Kertesz will review, the'^growth of. traditional .diplomacy in the 
West, beginning in .Greece.and Rome, extending down through 
the Age of Classical Diplomacy, and into modern times. The lat-

, ter part of the. course concerns study of the organizational ineans 
by which diplomacy is conducted in'the nuclear age, specifically, 
the way in .which multi-lateral diplomacy facilitates the. interna
tional exchange of ideas iriTthe U.N:,-NATO, arid the, European 
Community. The. Professor in tends to.place particular emphasis 

•on-the ways, in whichi'diplomacy.can^be used in the search for 
peace-in-the,J970s.l. : ' ' • ; / . ; ; . - , ' . . - .. .r .: . , , : . ; . — ' -

- PRESENTATION:; The.course^will consist primarily, of lectures, 
Valthough-Mr.iKertesz';,welcomes-and; even; encourages class diV 
• ciissiori.; • In , fact,-r.each" classjopens vwith -Mr.. Kertesz ans%yering 
questions subriiitted. beforehand •by-rthe;students. .:,The lectures 
religiously-f6llow,;the:Professor's own book,~.T/ig Q,uest forPedlTe 

. Through~Diplomacy, arid/- at- times,ibbrder on redundancy: In-
termiuently ^Mr.vKerteszJ-.will ask- students questid not .only 
to,"test their knowledge,;but!also; to ascertain who is there, and 
who isn't'..vExcessiyelabsenteeism-islfr6wned>up6n:r ,; , ,. , 
; - .-READINGS :.;As. suggested,^ abpy.e, the "matrix; of the course is 

: The.Qjuest, fo/.PeaceiTJir'oughjDipr works will, in-
cludei.Qalheres; lOn^.theM 

:%Niicols6ri; ;I)£/)7omac)'; Lasky,|^T/ie ^gZy fi?uwian;^;Lederer and 
Burdicky^The}Ugly^American;^£nd C^^ 
PoZ£iic5.'^rPeriodic handouts will'cqnstitute the.remairider of what 
is, a; moderate reading; load;.'; Book prices "range/ f roiri;^$ 10. tO; $ 15. 
.; iORGANIZATION: KThere; wiir:;be; a-mid-term, , a : final,; and 
perhaps;-an oral • exarii. . T h e written, examinations j^will (each) 

-consist of an objective arid an essay "section." Lecture rriotesfand 
textualtmaterial are given iequalcorisideratioriV^l-Whileyaccurate 
indicators' of'Jthe depth of ; the. student's kriowledg'ej nlthe-.tests-
have;, beenj criticized in . the past, fof;;.their^ imirioderate.; length. 
.The 'writing -requirement, twq/three.i-five-page 'papers .plus ; a 
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10 to 15 page term paper, is rather heavy; however, deadlines are 
not rigidly adhered to, and the general nature of the topics 
provides the student with,freedom to express.his own opinion on 
the matter at hand. The final grade will reflect: the overall 
performance- in the course, no special emphasis being placed 
upon any one facet of it. 

COMMENT: Mr. Kertesz brings consideirable expertise and 
experience to bear upon his analysis of modern diplomatic trends. 
This, coupled with his sincere concern for the students as in
dividuals, makes the course a worthwhile undertaking for those 
genuinely interested in the subject material. One caveat should 
be sounded, however. Students rapidly , discover that some 
aspects of; the course-(e.g. stiidying the structural nuances of 
the organizations within the' European Community) are indeed 
soporific. Therefore, it would be advantageous for those thinking 
about taking the course.to peruse The Quest for Peace Through 
Diplomacy to validate their'interest in this particular field. 

Pomerleau 
Government 453 
France: Politics and Society 

CONTENT: A study of the political culture and ideological 
conflicts, political structures and policy orientations that have 
shaped modern France. Prerequisite is Government 343. 

Pomerleau 
Government 463. 
France: Foreign Policy and 
International Affairs 

CONTENT: A study of the basic features of French foreign policy 
and foreign relations, noting the domestic sources of foreign policy 
in the Fourth and Fifth Republics and the French position on 
such questions as the EEC, NATO, Africa and the Atlantic area. 
Prerequisite is Government 341. 

Wesley Daley -
Government 469 
Selected Problems of Foreign Governments 

CONTENT: Studies of selected problems, of foreign govern
ments and politics, with an emphasis on comparative political in
stitutions. Crosslisted with Black Studies.. 

CHristopHer Osakwe . . . : , 
Government 478 
Interriationar Prpbleriis / . .; . . . . 

. . ' CONTENT: :This course ̂ concerns itself with-the following six 
..aspects of:Soviet foreign policy: political and ideological, inter-_ 
pretationsof Soviet, foreign policy;-Soviet intelligence operations; 
the politics ;of~" the Soviet-Union un Africaand how, this is tied 
into overall Soviet foreign policy^ strategies; Soviet foreign'policy 
inspecific areas, such as the Middle/East; Sovietc foreign policy 
within international organizations; and a general survey of Soviet 
foreign ipolicy as regards east-west relations.- Theoretically, the -

/ take-off^poiht of the.course is.thejCqmmunist Manifesto of. 1848; 
practically^ the cburse-begiris :.with,;i917. Strictly speaking,* from 

; 1917-1929^ there existed i no defined Soviet foreign: policy, hence _ 
this is;mostly historical.analysis.-;The policies of Stalin,'Khrush-. 
chey, sand-' the; preseht .Sovietltroika are, examined. The course -
coricliides" withyspeculativeriforeigh.policyiVespecially interesting/ 

,;this"cqmingisemester iii view'pf Nixon's'visits to China-and'the 
;=U.SiS.R.':,The only.funolfidal prerequisiterforthe course, is .that ; 

the;student be willing. t6-dd:a.good.deal;of- reading.^?- "' .-'": ' 
if' t'\PRESENTATiON: -The -format ;,of-'Uhe cla.ss- is best described; as j 
lecture-seminar. A preliminary";lecture consisting • primarilyi:of, 
historical, background is provided by Mr. Osakwe,-^which: is then -
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followed by a student report on the reading for that day.* After
wards, a graduate-type seminar is .conducted. 

REi\DiNGS: There are three primary texts for the coursei 
Adam'B. Ulam, Expansion and Coexistence, ($4.95); Alvin Z. 
Rubinstein, The Foreign Policy of the^ Soviet Union ($5.95); 
-Zbighiew-Brzezinski, The Soviet Bloc. There are 15-20 supple-. 

- mentary texts. AH-texts are on reserve at the ND Library,; but 
. t h e student is, expected to purchase the three primjiry texts and 
- the text which he. reports on. 

'' ORGANIZATION : There are no examinations- One 10-15 page 
final-term paper is required, based upon topics provided by Dr. 
Osakwe—student suggestions for topics, if relevant to the course 
material, 'are permissible. Each student, is required to present 
one. oral report during the semester on the reading for a given 
day. Active participation in the seminar is required. AH three 
requirements contribute equally to the final grade. Regular 
attendance and adequate preparation for each class is expected. 

COMMENTS: Mr. Osakwe has been exposed to American, 
Western• European, and Soviet -universities. He has attended 
Moscow State University in the U.S.S.R., termed the "Soviet 
Harvard:" He selectively merges all three types of experiences 
into a viable and cohesive learning atmosphere. The presence of 
graduate students in the class enhances the undergraduates' op
portunity to obtain knowledge ordinarily not found in a class of 
this sort. Yet, you only get what you put into a course such 
as this. The reading is essential! 

Theodore. Ivarius 
Government 481 . 
International Gommunism 

CONTENT: This is a one semester course dealing with the 
nature of communism and its historical development in the world. 
The first half of the course consists of an intensive study of the 
theoretical and practical aspects of communism up to the Second 
World War. The ^ second half focuses on the origin of com
munist polycentrism and its effects in different areas of the 
world. The purpose of the course is to give students not only a 
good knowledge of communist theory, but also an understanding 
of how communism works and what role it plays in the world 
situation. Some previous knowledge of Marxist theory and 

-Lenin's writings is helpful, but not essential. The class consists 
mostly of seniors and a few grad students. 

PRESENTATION: Classes consist mostly of lectures with some 
class discussion of assigned books. Mr. Ivanus' lectures are 
usually. quite interesting and contain a wealth of material. 
There is only one drawback to this course—since the class meets 
only once a week, class lasts two and one half hours. However, 
there is usually a five or ten minute break iii the middle of the 
class! A great amount and variety, of topics are covered in each 
period^ but Mr.: Ivanus knows how to tie everything together 
and keep the student interested. 
:''- READINGS:' The reading list for next year is not yet known. 
Mr. Ivanus chooses a wide ^variety, of books on communism and 
tries to present more than one way of interpreting theory. All 
of the books are well written andfairly interesting. The books 
relating to particular areas of the world provide the student with 
the - necessary background: In addition, mimeographed articles 
are passed^ out in class from time to time. At times the reading 
assignments tend to-be quite long, but ample time is provided 
to catch up. : All texts are available on. reserve. 

-ORGANIZATION: There is a-midterm and a.final examination, 
both-of which cover an enormous amount of material.' Each 
student.-.willibe.irequired, to read about five books and write a 
bibliogi'aphic,essay "discussing their, content. One or two of these 
books will b e of-the student's.own choosing. ^Lr. Ivanus is a 
fair grader and the tests:are-a good-exercise in evaluating one's 
grasp-of the subject.. .f_: . :• 'V . \ 

' rCoMMENTst.ThisJs n o t a n easy coursej but if the student is 
really, interested'ih.'.the!subject,:it.is a very rewarding experience. 
Mr:,!lyanuS',is an.excellent teacher. He tries to know each of his 
students;persoiially, and is always willing to help with personal or 
academic;.:problems..'By"the;end of the course the student has 
aSrxhuch-.better understanding-, of the ihternational situation and 
how-to-,analyze it." -No' other course gives a more complete 
analysis bf- cbmmunisrii as a world force. 
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History 
L. Leon Bernard 
History 321 
France 1500-1789 

CONTENT: History 321 is a survey course which emphasizes 
the social and cultural development of France within the 289 
years covered in this semester. There are no prerequisites for 
the course, but this is the first part of a year-long study of France 
from-1500-1813. However, there is no required continuation — 
each semester can be taken independently. 

PRESENTATION : Mr. Bernard encourages discussion but relies 
mainly on a lecture format. He plans to have extensive slide 
showings. 
READINGS: Neale, Age of Catherine de Medici; Wedgewood, 
Richelieu; Wolf, Louis XIV; Havens, Age of Ideas; Ford, Robe 
and Sword. There will also be three or four works which have 
not yet been selected. 

ORGANIZATION: There will be two tests (each worth 20% of 
grade) and a final (30%) . In addition, there will be a required 
term paper approximately ten pages in length (30%) . 

COMMENTS: Mr. Bernard begins the semester as if the 
students have no historical backgiround. This style is helpful for 
nonmajors, but may be tedious for those who have a.background 
knowledge of the period: The lectures also tend to repeat the 
material covered in the readings. However, Mn Bernard knows 
the period well and is an interesting speaker. His most valuable 
asset is the concern, he shows for his students.; Mr. Bernard 
demonstrates a true concern for the learning experience of- each 
indixadual, even though the classes are large. ' -

James A. Corbett 
History333 , ':- - ' 
History of the Middle Ages I 

CONTENT; This course deals with political, economic and 
sociaV developments. in-the Eurdpeari and-Arabian worlds from 
the fall of the Roman Empire until approximately 1150. There 
is a ; continuation'of. this course' in the spring semester which 
carries this study through thevfifteenth centur>'. Iii both semes
ters Mr.i Corbett.;plans' to emphasize the creative spirit'^of the 
Middle Ages regarding the development of constitutional govern
ment, the adaptation of the Catholic Church to a. changing 
society, the development of rational thought in the western 

-world and irnportant ideas in art and architecture. .Major his
torical, events covered in the:fall semester include the rise arid 
decline of the Garolingian Empire,}the' Moslem and Viking in
vasions of; Europe and. the first stages"f of the investiture con
troversy. :•'.'-,-"'.:' ;, ' ...-~;:/ ;.'.=•,..''"'•, r>r; ;-"- .̂-?..:•'.,'• .-_""• --' . ' -

... PRESENTATIO.V:/~Mr. Corbett -presents this Jcourse in a , 
lecture .format, and: encouirages; questions a t ; any .timel: in the 
class. Sometimes-there-are. .class:; discussions-on-articles in -the 
Sulliran:book:mentioned below,}on days for- which, the articles-
ardt6}bt>ead.^;': '- ' '-i: ='': • ̂ ;>C/f^;y\-r_ --'>•"^;'">---">:i'--. J;t.-'".^;^/. 
.v. 'REApmos:-• Tlie;follo\wrig-;b'obks,"'all.-'availableuri?^^ ' 
are ; required .-for ;"the>.course: ? Bousszird^-^The:-.. Civilization ['ofy~ 

: Charlemagne;sSullivsin; Critical/Issues infHistory::JTh'elMiddle' 
Ages; • Bloch, Feudal .Spcicfj';.^T'ierhey,^ Cmu?o/:^ChtCrch and] 
State;'. 1050-1300,;^. Pirenne, ';Ecqno7nic':yand::=Sociar'H^tofy^-.- of^'. 
Medievd'.Europe; ticiiiiT^ 
tory' of :iPoiiticM-Thought: :Th^^^^^^^ 

'Historical.fAtlas..Ti^oweyer,'{6n^ 
_ in;,its entireiy'duririgfthe first semester• thV/reaidirig J6ad:f6rteach"} 
semester isinot particularly heavy. rAnd*sinceTallt,the{jaLfOT 

• tionedjbooks- otheir ;thari.Boussard's£will;.be. lised-Un''-the,;spring,';' 
students:, taking' both! semester '^coui-ses,5aire --spared-;'froms greatT; 
overall expense.•'"_ - . " - 1 . •-]^y-^'^;r^y^^^^\:'^\iAi?y:^:k'^&i-?'V^f''.' 

ORGANIZATION : There will be two in-class exams and a 
term paper required for the.course; each,of the exams and the 
paper will count one-third of the course grade. Each exam 
consists of. a number of objective, questipns and. one or two 
essay questions; the objective,section usually includes some very 
rigorous questions, but their difficulty is" considered in the grad
ing of the exam. :The essays generally deal, with an iriiportant 
part of the material covered, and require substantiation fromthe 
required readings. The term paper demands research from out
side sources, primary ones if possible, and Mr. Corbett insists 
that topics be sufficiently narrow in scope for detailed' treat
ment. Most of the term papers in past years have ranged from 
ten to twenty typewritten' pages. - . 

COMMENTS: Mr. Corbett's primary goal is to let the student 
discover the creative spirit of the medieval world and its rele
vance to the-.present; in this course, he. succeeds fairly well in . 
that task. .Some students, feel that there is an overemphasis of 
Church history in; the course, and. these people ofteii. find the 
course tedious and. uninteresting. Yet-it, must be remembered 
that the Church was much closer to the ordinary person in 
the Middle Ages than was the state, and in-fact, the Church 
was greatly intertwined in government with the secular au
thorities; thus-miich of the history of the Middle Ages deals 
with the Church. Mr. Corbett's lecturing .style is straightforward 
and somewhat dry; therefore, one must, have genuine enthusiasm 
for the subject to benefit from these" lectures. This is also the 
case concerning the readings in the course \yhich are soinetimes 
wearisome, but on the whole, very good, especially the works 
by'Bloch and Heer.-Students, both; histor>' majors and non-
majors, should consider whether., they ;really .desire to learn 
about the Middle; Ages before they enter the course; if they 
don't have this desire, then" they will probably find the course 
boring. If this historical-period, has interest for a student, he 
should-.find the, course to b e a good experience and should 
receive a good grade for a reasonable, b u t riot too time-consum
ing: effort. Mr. Corbett i s a very fair grader and gives the stu
dents plenty, of-time to do.the readings; 

James-Ward , , -f - „ .- ,-
History 323 V ; ;:, ; ' > ; ^̂  , } .v. : 
19th Gentiiry fFrance . \ ^̂  ; 

: CONTENT:- An examination, of France, between the, years 
1789. and 1914 occupies ..this .course. Erriphasisjs-placed upon 
a fairly, detailed. knowledge of the period,- yet triyia , are .not 
required. , ;Dr."'Ward ; insists -^onlyV.that.-'the .student. "read "the 
readings. .Therefore,"-the,,'prime.'.prerequisite, for this course is 
that; the studerit-'be;able£to^think.,-jTholigh the'course usually 
attracts, junior'-andv-senior^lhistpry majors,-.,"soph6iriores are J n 
abundance.v';''i\'.^\''.-.i"-V"';:.'v^.K ,-;'-':'•:•','T .̂̂ "-̂ -!'-- - '^. .-'';•-•:.-,..-•,"•-'-- '-, 
, , :-,PRESENTATi"6N.:>I)r.vWard-,refuses!t class alter
nates'; betweeii'w'ellTguidedi^discussionf (he: 
questions);- andynfdirmatiye illustrated .!taiks.^ Before discussions 
in. class, =which ,always>concern {readirigSj*. short = quizzes 'are given. 
The readings,{and .quizzes/prepare; the£student ;fpr.the:mid-term 

: and_the,;firial; ^both.]tests^arej'emineritly;fair?and; well-phrased."!.,, 
.: . 'icREADiNGS: ; .A^,bw^ 

; Gagnbn's: Franc/j-S'tKc^-f/7^ about, 
. seven ;i additional iworks;-^^ gainirigV'a^^slight 
amount.'='-o_fj:-insight{.?.£ifYĵ ^̂ ^ '' 

- * :-.-• OROAINJITATIOM-^.Onp'c^-fin^l'^frT-Vrl**' r»r»n'cictc:'/\f 'Wf^Aae.- T 

f ;•: COMMENTS': ;^! ri-$tW r contribute. . -The : 
•: readirigs:j~present;;lJie ./iri^ tJihej; "quizzes î help.A fix.?" the 
;inaferial 3 iri\;theiitudente^^ 
< finds ;himselfi.prepaireH;;to;^ 
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talker; his :class does-hot conduce sleep. History majors,, nat
urally, . interest'themselves most in this- subject. Non-majors 
suffer, no more disadvantage herCj however, than in any. other 
readings' course; - . . . _ -

Bernard NorUng. 
History 349 
History of Europe 1870-1920 

CONTENT: This course consists of a general survey of Euro
pean history from the-Franco-Prussian 'War to the" Versailles 
treaty.' While cultural and intellectual, history are by no means 
ignored, the course stresses, the political, diplomatic, and mili
tary developments of the period. Mr. NorJing has no particular^ 
historical or philosophical axe to grind; he has quoted with" 
approval the definition of. history as "just one damn thing after 
another." 

PRESENTATION : Mr. Norling is undoubtedly one of the 
finest lecturers.on this campus. He spices his lucid, well-organized 
presentations .with historical anecdotes, as well as with his in
imitable reflections on the .current scene! Questions are always 
welcomed enthusiastically, and Mr. Norling takes great pains to 
separate his own "editorializing" from the course material. 

READINGS: The reading load is exceptionally heavy, even for a 
history course. The books are chosen with great care, however, 
and student response is generally favorable. Next semester the 
list (all paperjoack) will include Barbara Tuchman's The Proud 
Tower; George Dangerfield's The Strange Death of Liberal 
England; Alistair Home's The Price of Glory; Stefan Zweig's 
The World of Yesterday; A. J. P. Taylor's biography of Bis
marck; Remak's Origins of World War I, Nicholas and 
Alexaridra; Thibault's Jean Barois (a novel); and a collection 
of readings called \/4n Age of Controversy, of which only a small 
part is used in this course^ and-.most of the rest in the 1920-
-1972 course taught in the spring semester. There may be one 
or two other books. Total cost: approximately $20-$25. 

ORGANIZATION: Reading quizzes are given on each of the 
books, averaging about one every week and a half. These tend 
to _ be essay or short answer, but .occasionally Mr. Norling will 
throvir out something of a more objective nature. Students may 
elect.to do a report on the assigned book as a.substitute for the 
quiz. -There are two exams, a midterm and a final. Material for 
these usually comes.from the.lectures, and normally represents 
a combination of multiple choice and essay questions. Grading, 
though rigorous, is eminently fair. 

COMMENTS: Mr. Norling offers a number of courses in 
modern-European history, and this is one of his best. -Doubtless 
Notre; Dame's most colorful, conservative, and an .open and un
abashed believer in original sin, Mr. Norling has shaken-more 
than one student's faith in human nature by the . insouciant 
pessimism he brings to the study of history. No one, however, 
should be put off from this, course because of Mr. Norling's 
ebullient anti-liberlism. The period under study is immensely 
fascinating; the. readings are excellent, and the teaching ori a 
par with the best this University-offers. No history major should 
pass up the chance'to experience Mr. Norling, and government 
majors will also• find particular profit in. this course. Anyone . 
with •- an • interest in history; - however, cannot '• fail to ' enrich ' his 
educational experience at Notre Dame by.taking this course., ." 

•Marshair.Snielser - ;. 
;History^363:^t.I V r 

ricaii-Revolution. I 

-:':a~GoNTENfY-rAmerican Reyolutiori I- is an..in-depth study of, 
,; the period* beginning in. 1763 iwith the Great Warr for Empire 
;and'-concludes.in.the period between the;surrenders of =Bufgoyhe 
iand;Cornwallis;.-.The second.semester;of this course.coritihues;to 
<the\ election; of ..Washington-in U 7 89.-Although; thee cl^ 
•iip 'largely, of junior-iand senior-history -majors,, there is .rip-pre-
;:requisite for the course except ah interest-in.theVperiod.;.^":?;; 
'rV7;PRESENTATioN:4?This: is jprimarilya^ lecture, course;: M^ 

ser has a - thorough knowledge" of this period . in; history. ¥ The 
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atmosphere, in the class is friendly and questions are encouraged. 
An.overhead projector is used for maps and important.data;; 
The lectures follow the general outline in Mr. Smelser's manual 
of American Colonial History. 

READINGS: The basic texts are Alden's The American Revo
lution, 2ind Smelser's American. Colonial and Revolutionary 
History (second edition). -The supplementa.ry readings are 
Colburii's-T'Ae ColonialrExperience: Readings in Early American 
History; Ha.vfke^s ,U.S,. Colonial-History, Readings and Docu
ments; Walsh's r/ie- Mind and Spirit of Early America; and 
Morison's Sources and Documents Illustrating the American 
Revolution (second edition). The readings.are very good and 
the student is required to read only those parts of the books 
related to the course; 

ORGANIZATION:; The student is required to do at least four 
one-page book analyses, one on Alden's text. The other three 
may be taken from the bibliographies in Smelser's manual,.The 
due dates are spread evenly throughout.the semester. There is 
also a mid-term, and a final, usually objective. Material is taken 
especially from the lecture notes arid also the readings. The. tests 
cover the material-in depth and are quite difficult- The final 
exam is worth 50% of the grade. 

COMMENTS: American Revolution I is an excellent course. 
Mr. Smelser. possesses an astounding amount of knowledge and 
in addition takes an active interest in his students; He is a well 
organized and interesting lecturer, and his dry wit does,much 
to keep the subject lively.. Those who want only a high grade 
should not take this course, but for those; interested in a profit
able, learning experience the course is a must. 

Vincent P. DeSantis 
History 396/596 
The Diplomatic History of the United States I I 

. C O N T E N T : This course deals with the foreign policy of the 
United ,States in the twentieth century—from:the end of the 
Spanish^-Americari War to the present. I t will treat such matters 
as the Open Door Policy, American Intervention in World War I 
and World War I I , the Big Stick and Good Neighbor Policies in 
Latin America, the Cold War and Peaceful Coexistence, Vietnam, 
and American Diplomacy in a Nuclear Age. 

PRESENTATION : This course will be one of the few courses in 
the History Department limited in size. Mr. DeSantis plans to 
have approximately 25 students enrolled in this course for the 
purpose of stimulating class participation. This will include dis
cussion of common reading and class reports as well as lectures by 
Mr: DeSantis. -

READINGS: The. principal text for undergraduates will be 
A History of_ United States Foreign Policy by Julius W. Pratt. 
Other readings will come from a variety of books and articles 

-SUchaS'Ross Gregory^.Tke Origins of-American-Intervention in 
the First World War; Herbert Feis, The Road to Pearl Harbor; 
and Walter LaFeber , America, Russia, and the Cold War, 1945-
1966. ;, . : ^ -
• = ORGANIZXVTION: There will be two.one-hour examinations in 
class and a. final examination. In addition to these tests, Mr. 
DeSantis may have each student complete several one-page, book 

•analyses based on a prepared form. At this time, however, he is 
uncertain about this last requireinent arid, thus, he is equally 
uncertain as to exactly^.how the student's grade will be de-
tenriined; . . . 

- COMMENTS : Mr. DeSantis has desired to teach a course with, 
a small enrollment for a long time and finally appears to have 
gotten his'wish. Seminars do not usually figure in semester offer
ings, in the History. Department for. the simple fact that Notre 
Dame.has more history majors than Schlitz has gusto. Sheer 
nuiribers prohibit the seminar-type approach, but it is exactly in 
this , type of format that the strengths of certain teachers are 
brought out. I feel that Mr. DeSantis is one of these teachers. 

,"-"He is a very thorough historian whose capabilities have been 
liriiited soriiewhat this semester by the zoo-like atmosphere of 150 
students in a hothouse Nieuwland Science Hall. His somewhat dry 
lectiire.-manner vrill be aided greatly in a seminar where he will 
be free to "let himself go" on certain topics, rather than whip 

'through a survey-type course..He has proven to be easily acces
sible to students seeking his help and this fact enhances his worth 
as a teacher arid his course as an educational experience. 
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Carole Moore 
History 365 
Women in American History 

CONTENT: This course will investigate the social role and 
public image of women. It , will allow students to examine the 
hazards and possibilities, the shortcomings and the accomplish
ments of previous experiments in the restructuring of family 
institutions and sexual roles. I t will study both the variety and 
the continuity of women's historical experience. This is the first 
time the course has been offered. 

PRESENTATION: Lectures will be given twice a week and will 
provide the necessary historical and social background to each 
period^ including information regarding family structure,, child-
rearing practices, women's economic function and legal position. 
The third hour of the week will be devoted to discussion period 
and students will analyze and discuss relevant cultural documents 
as assigned each week. 

ORG.^NIZATION: Each member of the class will choose one 
of the weekly lecture topics as the subject of a paper. Students 
will also lead discussion of their chosen topic in the weekly 
seminar. In the paper, the student should generalize about the 
prevailing image and status of women and should then suggest 
the origin, social uses, and underlying weaknesses of these ideas 
about the position of women. • The paper, should be between 10-
15 pages with appropriate footnote and bibliographic citations. 
In addition to the paper, leading of one discussion," and . partici-. 
pation, there will be an hour-long midterm and a final exam of 
the essay type. 

. The tentative weekly lecture/discussion topics are. as follows: 
Introduction/General Survey; Women in Pre-Industrial America; 
the Cult of Domesticity, 1830-1860; Women and the Frontier; 
Women's Suffrage Movements; Education of Women;, Social 
Feminism and Progressive America; the Twenties: Emancipa
tion?; the Thirties and the Effect of the Depression; the War, 
or the Short Career of Rosie the Riveter; Home After the War; 
Minority Women in America; arid the New Feminisrii. . 

Samuel Shapiro 
History 367 -^ ', > .. .^ ; 
Black American Histoiy 

CONTENT: Afro-American History: The Slavery Era deals 
with the history of Africans in. the New. World from the origin 
of the slavetrade in the 1440's to the abolition of slavery in the 
19th century. Mr., Shapiro covers a variety of.topics and authors, 
wishing to present a more objective picture of the black.rman's 
heritage. ' ' • , . ' -' . .' • ^s\ i ^ >;-_", r , 

PRESENTATION :^.The course,' is taught in lecture form, with 
many handouts accompany the"talks. There is time to ask ques
tions and discussion 'sessionslyOutside Jclass, there -are ,weekly 
movies and periodical lectures at. which attendance is mandatory. 
The movies are shown at, several times to assure that all will be 
able to attend. - - ' , , 1 / . i - ' - ' . -
r READINGS: The following books are required:_':maps of^'Amer-
ica and Africa; Wiedner: :A: History; of South Africa South-of. 
the- Sahara ($2.75)'; Cuitii:: Africa. R'eThembered .{^2.95); 
Btgler: Neither Black nor iWhite: ($2.95) ;?^J8^ussell:\r/i^ "Free ~ 
Negro In Ffrgfnfa.i ($2.00); Narrativefofthe'-Life'-of Frederick 
Douglas)(50 cents); G^oigeS]zcks6n:r:Solidad^Bfo'theri{^li5Q) 
or Eldridge Cleaverz Sdul^on'Ice or'The~iAutobiography. ofi.Ma^^ 
colm:~X' X$l-50);'Olnistead: yThe.;Slave}:Staies :Before-,tKe^(Civil 
War-($1.65) ;"Botkin:.I^3»;.M3»,Bur/feni)o^ 
Slaiiery asd Cause of the Civil War ^{%2:25)iliilg^nsori:^^ 
Life indBlackRegirrient:{%\.5^)i^kmi\iSldvery{%V.5Q).-^^^^^ 
'}•'- ORGANIZATION: 'The work of.'the;course.consists-bftcommbn 
readings arid short ^written coimrients are" expected to,,be: handed 
in weekly. Regular attendance,at lectures,.films, and otheirfpresen- , 
tations of the Black Studies Department is also required.- There" 
will be a. final examination. >,- > : . ji'.' --" 1 "- V.'^.yir--^'jj:<f 

COMMENTS: There-is,iriore work'than average "iriMhiscoiirse/': 
but it rates good enough that*no one shoiild-shy away.fromfMr.-; 
Shapiro's Afro-American History, sequence. THe exams Have,:been,r 
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strenuous in the past, but are not a significant part of the grade.. 
The weekly papers are intended to beof a critical nature, not, too 
long; the reader's reaction to the work is what is expected.-Dis
cussion was often cut, off sharply, in the past, but discussion ses
sions are being set up this semester.Tf you sign up for this course 
expect colorful lectures, fairly well organized, and plenty of op
portunity to.delve into the history of Black America. 

Vincent P. DeSantis . 
History 373/573 / : 
The Gilded Age/ : •' 

" CONTENT: This course deals roughly with the period from 
1877-1900, known as the "Gilded Age.'', This last quarter of the 

. nineteenth century saw the. evolution of modern America as we 
know it. The course will deal with such themes as the rise of 
industrialism and, urbanism, the, last, West, the advance of the 
oi-ganized. West, the impact of: immigration, the plight of .the 
farmer and the Negro, the intellectual and cultural life of the 
gilded age, and the'ernergence of the United States as a world 
power. There are no prerequisite's to the course. 

PRESENTATION: The course.will be limited in size. I t will 
include lectures, discussions of common reading. inaterials; re
ports in class, etc. There may'be several one-page book analyses 
based on a prepared form.. . ' 

READINGS: The course has not been offered by Mr..DeSantis 
for sometime and the reading list,has not yet,been drawn up. 
The readings'will come from a variety of books and articles such 
as H. Wayne Morgian's (ed.) The Gilded.Age; Lewis Mumford, 
The Brown Decades; and Hoogenboom (ed.) T/ie Gilded Age. 
There will, most likely, not'be a principal text. 

ORGANIZATION: There will be two one-hour examinations and 
the final examination. Drl DeSantis's exaihs are usually essay in 
nature and require thought. There'may, be several one page book 
analyses based oh a prepared form. ^ , ^ • -

COMMENTS : Mr. DeSantis' knowledge, of American history 
has enormous depth. The Gilded-Age represents his area of 
greatest.expertise. The period considered here is relativly small 
and the treatment will be exhaustive. , " , , " 

The course,will be limited to about 25 students. This will 
have a substantial .effect upon Mri-DeSantis' teaching style, per
mitting more..discussions," personal • contact- and less,reliance on 
strict, lecture; (His American Politics-course this semester has 
suffered frornoverpdpularity, with close to 200 students.) 

Mr. DeSantis' lectures are well prepared, diverse, interesting' 
and fairly easy^ to'take notes'froiriV He ' is also a personable ap
proachable jriian, very amenable to'meeting with students outside 
class. To anyone, .^yith an interest in modern .America and her 
emergence, in history," the'cpurse should prove of,value. 

Samuel Shapiro,7.V / V-̂ ^ ; , .̂  
: History ,319b;ir>^i{;i' /'̂  "̂  ;^/l ^̂ -̂  V , :" ' \ 
Mexicoj and; Mejdcan^A^ History.. 

• CONTENT: -This-;course ;is'a-;wide-rariging. examination of 
Mexico -arid -Mexican^Americanfhistoi-y, from-the earliest civiliza
tions ; to ; the 'Present; day;'- Although', approached froin; - the, tradi-

• tiorial historical.-perspective/^thisicourse also emphasizes the art, 
music, literature an'd4ifestyle,6f.the people jof.MeM Centiralin 
this examination; is;the.fascinating'blend of races from the.New 
and Old iWorlds, :'aHrare;:phenomen6ri-'^^ the .Northern ..Hemir 
sphere; Poiiits'of;historical= emphasis; will: includerthe early cul
tural-fonnatidns,--.'U.S;-Mexican relations/ the*̂  19th-c'eiitury rulers 
SantalAna-Juarez, ;theDia'z, the Mexican Revolution, contempo
rary'Me>dcari|pplitics, and the problems of the:Chicano people.. 
:"i>;PRESENTATi6N:;;.There will be free give and take if-the class 

, sizeJrem'ainsJasisrnalKasit^has bee^ in the past. Lecture, will be 
;-the>usual;fpfmatj but" there is a good possibility of one or more 
- field;,ttips;"diiring^^ the- semester. Also, included is a dinner at the 
j3r6fessor>.liom^^ Mexican food and tequilla. V^ 

•':•?^^^^^}^2^yp^}^^'^- some. adjustment possible, the• reading^ list 
;wiIl^coritain:^^aya;(GaIlenkamp); Aztecs-of Mexico- ('Vaillant); 

Cdnqu?stjiof,m^ (del Castillo); The..Manila Galleon 
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' (Schurz);.The Labyrinth of Solitude (Paz); Two Years Before 
the .Mast {Dana); The MexicaiilVar (Singletary); The Caste 
War_ of' Yucatan (Reed); Mexican Politics During the Juarez 
Regime; Mexico iriPictures {HaW);.North From Mexico (McWil-
liam). In addition there will be a wealth of handouts, maga2ines, 
etclj to supplement the reading list. 

ORGANIZATION: The. main ingredients here will.be a book 
report, inid-terin and final. Strict grading percentage procediires 
do" not worry ;the Professor but it may be assumed that they are-
rated somewhat equally. . , 

COMMENTS : The. Professor's knowledge of the subject matter 
is thorough and Jiis style is engaging. The ma.terial covered is 
voluminous and could proye tedious if the area of study does not 
interest the student..However this consideration, the great variety 
of that material and the excellent reading list will provide the 
serious student with an excellent view of Mexico and her people. 

J. Philip Gleason 
History 377 
American Immigration 

CONTENT; This course offers, a brief survey ofthe patterns of 
migration, settlement and adjustment to American life by the suc
cessive waves of immigrants from colonial times to the present. 
This course is followed by, and is a pre-requisite for, a second 
semester course which vwll focus on selected problems in immigra
tion history. The course is new at Notre Dame. 

PRESENTATION: I t will be basically a lecture course, although 
questions and class discussion are invited.: 

READINGS: Jones, American Immigration; Hansen, Atlantic 
Afi^gration;. Hahdlin, Boston's Immigrants; Handlin, T/ie Up
rooted; Higham, Strangers in the Land; Cahan, The Rise of 
David Levinsky; Glazer and Moynihan, Beyond the Melting Pot. 

ORGANIZATION: There will be three one-hour examinations 
and a final over lecture material and readings. A 10-15 page term 
paper dealing with some aspect of a.specific ethnic group's ex
perience is also required. 

Frederick B. Pike 
History 385/585 . : . , : 
Spain and Spanish America, 1469-1700 

' CONTENT: Dealing with Spain and itsxolonial expansion into 
the New World, the course stresses the inter-relationship between 
events in the Iberian peninsula'and America. In 'addition,'it em
phasizes; race relations in Spanish America and the rise of reli
gious, - social, econoinic, . cultural, - and political institutions and 
traditions that have continued to exercise an important influence 
in-the Hispanic world to the-present time. For history majors the 
couirse may be counted for credit in the Latin American or Euror -
pean field. - ; . - - ; -

;. PRESENTATION : A lecture approach is employed and questions 
. are welcomed. Regular use is made of maps. Mr. Pike also hands 
oiit, mimeographed^ outlines,,and bibliographies of his, lectures.' 
These are a helpful extra.' \ ,,, . .-,, -. 

? (READINGS :. TWO paperbacks are^usedas basic, textbooks: J. H. , 
Parry, Imperial Spain .{Mentor: $0.95) and Charles Gibson, 
Spain Jn America.^(Harper: $1.95). Tp addition;the student-is. 
expected.,to'read approximately, seven -paperbacks, two of,-them 
assigned, .the others selected by the-student from, titles suggested 

,by_^the instructor.'.,-, ;- . , • ._ , - / = . . • 
ORGANIZATION : .Two book reports of approximately, four, pages 

-each;are;required...There is.a midterm and a final-exaniinatipn, 
botk/of Jtheiri take-homes. The .tests .are .difficult., and, require^ a; 

,goiod.knowledge of the,material. One's grade is based.heavily on. 
ithe-Uvo'.tests:;.";-1.-.;; V̂ V -.--"̂ -if̂ ';••"•--''., rf, - .• •::'•:'-':-' '--'.,^'.-
X-|;COVIMENT:. .This.is a n .excellent course. Mr. Pike's lectures are 
very.;good-77well.prepared;, interesting,,,and spiced, with a lively 
.wit./Mr.; .Pike is an -enthusiastic-; scholarand teacher. His ̂ ex^-. 

;-pertis.e .and.personal.experience, enable him to convey •the?;flavor. 
' of.-; Spanish and - Latin yAmerican. culture and history,- as well as :•, 
.'the^fincfand-not-so-fine ppinte.^of.infprmation..The;.c^^ 
well, either., as an introduction or .'.to-rproyide. "greater-depth for.; 
-those, already somewhat familiar, with the field.-Among those ;-wlib; 

;AeRiL;25,-1972 v-: 

have, taken it-there is general agreement.that It is well worth the 
work reqiiired.; .. 

Thomas Blaiitz, C.S.C, : ; . 
:Historf4Dr ; : ; - ; " ^ , . V { 
New Dear Era 

, CONTENT : This coiirse deals with the basic historical inter-
pretations of the New Deal Era. The subject matter is placed 
in the. broader "context of .American history by interpretations 
of the period that brought about the New Deal (the age, of 
normalcy^—the' 1920's) and by interpretations of the results of 
the New Deal in the '40s and '50s. The main thrust of the 
course concerns the interpretations by historians and by FJD.R.'s 
contemporaries of the methods and goals of the New Deal itself, 
and of the personality of Roosevelt and the New Dealers. Every 
effort is made to include the broad spectrum of historical inter
pretation—from those who saw the New Deal as a radical 
departure from traditional American values to those who viewed 
it as a highly conservative effort to save an unworthy capital
istic system. - , . 

PRESENTATION : The "course is designed to be .a seininar "on 
the New Deal. Father Blantz generally starts class with some 
introductory remarks on the week's topic, and attempts to guide 
the discussion in the direction of that topic with his personal 
insights into the discussion. However, the contributions of each 
of the students are the essence of the course. The very purpose 
and design of this seminar is the sharing of insight and'consid
ered opinions of the stiidents on the various New Deal inter
pretations presented in the readings. 

READINGS: There is one book of required reading in this 
course each week, averaging 250-300 pages. These books form 

' the basis for the.* discussions and therefore must be read with 
care. The books used last semester include: Only Yesterday, 
Fredrick Lewis Allen; The Age of Roosevelt {three volumes), 
Arthur Schlesiriger, Jr.; The Great Crash, J. K. Galbraith; 
An Encore for.Reform, Otis L. Graham; The New Deal: What 
Was It?, edited by Morton Keller; Franklin D. Roosevelt and 
the New Deal, William E. Leuchtenburg; The Future of Amer
ican Politics, Samuel Lubell; and The Crucial Decade and After, 
Eric Goldman. These .books'may be purchased at the bookstore 
for around $20. One or.two copies are placed on reserve, but 
due to the.length of the assignments, it may be preferable to 
purchase the books outright. . . . 

ORGANIZATION: Three tests, or two tests and a paper (all 
counting. equally toward the , final grade) are used by Father 
Blantz to evaluate each student's progress in the course. Due 
to -the seminar-nature of the course, class participation is also 
considered heavily. The tests require a sound, basic knowledge 
of the historical events of the New Deal as presented in class 
and in the readings. .They ' a re . not; however, exercises in role 
memorization, for. Father Blantz challenges. each student to 
develop his own interpretation of- the various aspects of the 
New. Deal based on; this required knowledge. 

Robert Burns . ; . 
Historyi432V:- • /'.. . . ' 
Stuart'England^^ ,. . ' . . . . . -

. CONTENTS: "Stuart^England" will study thej political and 
social:history of..Eiigland from.1603 to 1714- The events and 
problerns of- the'.'period will- be examined-.using the :varied; ap
proaches of. lectures, discussions,' readings, tests- and papers. 

PRESENTATION :-The course statement promises the inclusion 
of-, discussions to supplement, and clarify, the lecture materials. 
Audio-visual imaterials; profitably, included in Mr. Bums' other 
sections, may b e utilized similarly.in ."Stuart England." 
% zfREiVDiNGs: T h e : basic...text-i is Tudor and Stuart Britain, 
14-7J-1714.'. Supplementary readings;will be. chosen from G. P. 
Gooch, -Lawrence,Stone, David. Matthew,. C. VJ Wedgewood, 
John' Buchan, S: R.7 Gardner, Maurice.Ashley, and Jack Hexter. 
The readings,\ if .all .completed, <;will require a good deal of time, 
but.ofteri.are;.not,included in,exjuninations. The students should 
ask-iMr. Burns.:which 5boqks will-be jconsidered on the tests. The 
textbooks-will ^be considered. on the tests. The textbook should 
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serve the student in the reading of the supplementary readings. 
ORGANIZATION: There will be two examinations and a final, 

all in class. The best questions are either broad questions about 
a particular period of study or questions about particular prob
lems. They are fair- and graded fairly. A problem-oriented term 
paper is required. This usually involved the study of a collection 
of materials in the reserve book room and the adoption of one 
side or the other on the problem with which the materials deal. 
I t is usually a good exercise in historical study and criticism. 
The examinations and paper are weighted evenly. 

COMMENTS; "Stuart England" should be a course suited to 
Mr. Burns' stj'le. The use of a standard text is a valuable aid 
in understanding the lectures when they depart from a chrono

logical order or assume too much. The supplementary readings 
are more valuable with the background supplied by the text. 
I t is emphasized that the students should ask which: readings will 
be covered by tests. The body of supplementary material is too 
large for a careless budgeting of time... 

More difficult than the course materials is the enigmatic 
character of Mr^ Burns. Previous course descriptions have noted 
the one-sided manner with which he approaches the course. The 
seeming reluctance of Mr. Burns to reveal the other facets of his 
personality may prove disappointing to some. Stiidents may 
be able to resolve the mechanical problems of the course without 
Mr. Burns' involvement, but his involvement would improve the 
course appreciably. 

Languages 
Robert Vacca 
Greek 111 - \ ' -
Elementary Greek . 

CONTENT: This five credit course is an introduction to 
classical Greek. Mr. Vacca says: 

1 ) 1 try to get away from textbooks and into a real text— 
Plato—as quickly as possible. On the average the class starts 
Plato in the tenth week. , , 

2) I t r / to hold memorization to a minimum: 
a) by stresssing phonetic changes and morphemic analysis 
b) by developing a conceptual grasp of grammatical theor>'. 

3) I try to teach something about Greek civilization as well as 
the Greek language. 

4) Although Plato is the main author, other material in the 
period from Homer to the New Testament is also presented. 

PRESENTATION: The grammatical period is spent largely in 
lectures from both a descriptive and historical viewpoint. Once 
the class begins translating, there are assigned readings in Greek 
on MWF. TTh have no assignments, but-are for discussions 
about other authors. 

RE.XDINGS: Chase and Phillips, A New Introduction to 
Greek; Goodwin and Gulick, Greek Grammar;- Liddell and 
Scott, Greek Lexicon; a Greek text of Plato (Oxford Classical 
texts). Total cost about $30, but the books cover both semesters. 
There are also numerous dittos distributed covering the exta-
aneous matter. . / i 

ORGANIZATION: In addition to the,regular translation, there 
is a variable number of tests. "The number of tests is inariverse 
proportion to the size of, the class! In general Greek has fewer 
tests than other, language. courses." : . -

COMMENTS : Greek is, undeniably,, a difficult language. Tt 
does, however, repay whatever effort is put into it. Robert Vacca 
is at home teaching Greek, and his enthusiasm Is a considerable 
bolster against exasperation with a language which is definitely 
not like English. Mr. Vacca. is precisely the kind of teacher'the 
Greek language needs: one who understands it thoroughly and 
who can generate and maintain interest in it. The Greek language 
got a bad reputation frorh t>'rannical dons in Victorian-times, 
and it is a shame. Mr. Vacca's course always undergoes .a'mod
erate attrition at the end of the first semesterj.of those who re
main, a large number take Intermediate Greek from him. Stii-, 

.dents of Greek are regarded as a precious commodity,'and are 
therefore given as much attention and assistance as they'desire. 
Students occasionally wish they had a finner grasp of the prin
ciples and particulars of Greek grammar, but it seems to be 
something which has to soak inl And the early translating gives 
a sense of achievement, a gbodthing indeed in a language that 
occasionally seems to be out to get you: Mr. Vacca hkes to 
talk of it as a wrestling; match, with the language responding' 
to^ a little manhandling. ' : " - -
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Laurence Broestl, C.SiC. 
German 341 ; ; 
Prose Masterpieces v 

CONTENT: This course deals with selections from all peirods 
of German literature. The. course" wiir begin with Eschenbach, 
go through the Romanticists, and finish with .recent authors. 
Father Broestl wants to,shed light on some modern'problems and 
sees the selections as relevant to this theme. Discussion and read
ing will be in German. .The prerequisite is two years of German, 
and "no sophomores need apply." .-

PRESENTATION: The presentation will be a combination of 
lecture and discussion; Little use of audio-visual equipment is 
seen; perhaps a flick or two. >. . 

READINGS: Some small Reclam books will be used, as well 
as materials from periodicals. The forecast is one hundred pages 
per week, but then Reclam books are small.' - , . 

ORGANIZATION:.Father Broestl waiits this, to be mainly a dis
cussion course; papers will number at most three. The grade will 
be 75% based on participation and:25% on a Schlussprilfung. 

COMMENTS: FatherBroestl 's style is colloquial. He injects 
humor into his classes, which have.,been.described as "fun." In 
the past.,his classes have not overemphasized brain work; they 
may.be enjoyed, but especially if the work assigned has been 
done. . . , . , . . . . 

J; William H i i n t , . v ; " . 

Greek400: ; . - - ;̂ :-r^ " ;' " .. 
Greek Glassies in ^Translation . 

CONTENT:- This course offeirs a. background study in the 
tradition and ' understanding of original sources, for different 
Humanities majors. Among;the authors studied will be the 
Fathers of' Philosophy, Criticism, Tragedy, History and" Epic. 
The Greek;authors are treated in a irianner which ties them 
together, and each reading tends to further enhance the next. 
Hopefully, the stvident will develop an understanding' of the 
development of Greek culture as it is revealed in literature and 
also an understanding of the Western debt to Greek culture.^ 

PRESENTATION: The course will be a balance of lecture and 
discussion, with emphasis on lecture. Mr. Hunt may bring hand
outs and outside sources into the discussions. '̂ , 

READINGS: Homer, Illiad; Aeschylus, the Orestia; Sophocles, 
Antigone; EuTpidts; the Medea; Aristophanes, the Birds; Flato, 
Phaedo, Crito dind Apology; Th.\icydidc%, Pelopbnnesiah Wars; 
Aristotle, Poetics. Secondary works arid commentaries aris not 
required. r 

ORGANIZATION: The one demand which Mr. Hunt makes of 
the student is that he read the material closely. There will prob
ably be two papers, a;short one.in mid-semester and a longer 
one at the end on topics of the student's choice. In addition to 
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these papers, 50% of the grade.wll be based on a,final exam. 
The exam,may, be take-home, but will definitely be essay. 

Randolph Klawiter 
German 400 , , 
Scientific German 

CONTENT: Twenty minutes of the class period will be de
voted to grammar. The rest;of the time will be spent translating 
German scientific essays into English. The object is for the stu
dent to learn to read and understand scientific German. AH the 
readings will be from this, our twentieth century, and most will 
be from the last twenty exciting years. Prerequsite for the course 
is one year of German. 

PRESENTATION: The class will likely, be directed by Mr. 
Klawiter with students participating briefly in response = to his 
- questions. 

READING: Readings will come from Deutsche. Ue'bungen (a 
grammar) and a German scientific reader. . 

ORGANIZATION: The class works three times on pre-assigned 
selections. There will be a, quiz perhaps once every two weeks 
on material directly from the texts. There-will also be a final. 

COMMENTS: This-will perhaps be more traditional than a 
literature; course, and hence students may get less a chance to 
experience Mr. Klawiter as a person. 

Joseph A. Gatto 
Russian 435 
Russian Literature 1 

. CONTENT : By using Russian literary texts translated into 
English, the course aims at surveying Russian literature from its 
early times to the end of the 19 th century. Emphasis is placed 
on the major authors of the last century: Pushkin, Lermontov, 
Turgenev, Gogol, Dostoevsky, and Tolstoy. Prerequisite being 
avid interest and some familiarity with Russian literature. 

PRESENTATION: The lectures are usually good, based on the 
teacher's own research. Responsibility is placed upon the stu
dents, however, to make the course successful. They are en
couraged at all times to contribute personal insights. The 
atmosphere is quite relaxed, with Mr. Gatto providing the 
unifying force between lectures, discussions, and the assigned 
texts. 

READINGS: The texts are good, sJDecially chosen from each 
/of Russian literary history. They range from manuscript excerpts 
and short stories to major noyel—e.g. Brothers Karamozov. About 
eight books constitute the reading with sufficient time alloted 
for each assignment. There are no papers or exams.: Instead, 
groups of students choose an author and give a minor seminar on 
the man and his works. A two-fold aim is thereby achieved: 
the student reads and becomes acquainted with the major works 
of the authors, but becomes deeply involved with one particular 
writer. Student responsibility extends to a personal grade 
evaluation at the-.conclusion of the course. 

COMMENTS: This writer enjoyed the relaxed atmosphere-of 
the class and the congenial personality of the teacher,,as well.as 
the learning experience gained from the'other members of the 

:;class. She would reconimend. this class to anyone who has ever 
/'turned chicken" at the sight of a Russian novel.: , 

Aleksis RubuHs 
Russian 445 -
Literature in ̂ Russian I ^ -̂  A = 

CONTENT: This course^is the first,part of a two semester 
chronological'survey of Russian'literature" aiid literary movements. 
Mr. Rubulis lectures in Russian and it is suggested that the 
student have at least two years of ̂ .Russian language courses 
behind'him. I t is possible to take this course with less than the 
suggested language study if the student is fairly" proficient; in 
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the language. Stress is placed not only upon factual material, 
but also upon expanding the student's vocabulary. Mr. Rubulis 

. uses English only when the class does not understand a particular 
point he is trying to make. 

PRESENTATION: This course consists entirely of lectures 
which are all well prepared. Usually Mr. Rubulis will give a 
short biography of a writer and then the class will read a selec
tion of his works in Russian and traslate them. Mr. Rubulis 
also gives an interpretation of the work and encourages class 
discussion. From time to time short illustrated films on a selec
tion are shown in class. 

READINGS: There is no book for this class. All the reading 
selections are mimeographed and passed out to the class. In 
addition, Mr. Rubulis passes out a book on the lives of various 
Russian writers which the student may keep for reference. The 
readings vary greatly in style. Some are fairly easy to read, 
while others which are written in archaic Russian can be read 
only in class. A considerable amount of time is spent on Pushkin 
and last year The Captain's Daughter was read in its entirety. 
For the most part the readings are well chosen and quite interest
ing. • -

.ORGANIZATION: There are three tests including the final. 
They consist of two or three essay questions and, if possible, 
quotes from four or five selections read for which the student 
must identify the work and author. The essays are to be written 
in Russian, but the student is allowed to use some English if he 
runs into trouble. The tests stress the major ideas of the par
ticular writers and the student is encouraged to present his own 
views on a woi:k as long as he backs up his comments. Mr. 
Rubulis is a very fair grader. 

COMMENTS : This course is well worth taking for the student 
who has a serious interest in Russian literature. Mr. RubuHs is 
most willing to help his students' learn Russian and gain an ap
preciation of Russian literature. The amount of Russian spoken 
in the course depends upon the background of the students in 
the class. If possible, Mr. Rubulis would like to have discussions 
with the class in Russian. The classes are uually quite interesting 
and the teacher's enthusiasm for. the subject often rubs off on his 
students. 

J. W. Hunt 
Comparative Literature 450 
Classical and Renaissance Epic 

CONTENT: By a literary analysis of the major epics of 
Greece, Italy and England—as well as through a reading of some 
related heroic poems—the student is introduced to the epic 
"genre" and acquainted with the distinct but related voices of 
some of its principal poets. Although many of the themes treated 
recur and evolve throughout the poems to be read, equal stress 
will be given to the meaning of each poem in itself as an organic 
structure. In general, understanding of the problems that are 
treated in epic poetry, understanding of the epic tradition, and 
undeirstanding of the epic dimension of thought and expression: 
AH.this should grow during the course as a by-product of the 
siiccessive readings from Homer to Milton. There are no lan
guage prerequisites, although a knowledge of either Greek, Latin 
or Italian would enhance the student's investigation. 

PRESENTATION: This course is both lecture and discussion, 
with the emphasis clearly on discussion. The class is small, allow
ing Mr. Hunt to converse informally and to dwell as long on 
each text as is needed. 

READINGS: The course concentrates on four major authors: 
Homer's Iliad and Odyssey, Virgil's Aeneid, Dante's Divine 
Comedy, and Milton's Paradise Lost. As much as time allows, 
three shorter works will be read: Gilgamesh, Beowulf and the 
Song of Roland. Mr. Hunt is famous for his numerous handouts: 
anything and everything which will add to the understanding of 
the material. He has many secondary texts and commentaries 
which are helpful and recommended, but not required. 

ORGANIZATION : Mr. Hunt has only one demand of the stu
dent at the beginning of the course: very close reading of the 
text. Two papers will be asked for during the course, a short 
paper in the middle and a longer, ten page, paper at the end. 
There is a comprehensive essay exam at the end of the course, 
and may be take-home. The topic for the papers is left up to the 
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student, as long as they are based on the course material. The 
grade is based about 50% on the test and 50% on the papers. 

COMMENTS: Mr . Hunt's classroom manner, effectively com
municates his interest both in the student's ideas and in the 
student himself. He introduces a vast array of outside material, 
in. order to enrich the: dimension of: the discussions. When he 
comes upon a sufficiently interesting point in class, he will, ex
plore and elaborate until, eithei* it .is wholly-exposed or he is out 
of breath. The student quickly learns, that i t J s to his own ad
vantage to sit and listen 'whenever the professor-has the urge, 
to lecture. Mr. Hunt's treatment of both the material and the 
student combine in this course.to add a rich dimension"to the 
study of epic poetry. . : ., 

We feel thai the following outline, which describes the. Pro
gram in.Comparative Literature, may be of interest to some 
students. The program is located in the Modern Language 
Department and will begin operation next fall.!The courses 
listed in the outline may be evaluated in another section of 
the booklet. Several of them are not available during the fall-
semester: • • -, - - ' ' . • . " , 

Program in Comparative Literature 

This program is designed to clarify central problems common 
lo different national traditions, and to formalize cross-cultural 
work toward definition of literature-as a unified discipline. The 
aim of the program is to develop beyond competence in one 
literature a capacity to deal with periods across national lines 
and -with genres throughout their evolution, relating literature in 
the process to different arts and to other Humanities, areas. The 
sequence requires 10 advanced courses and; a, reading knowledge 
of one foreign language. One introductory seminar is shared by 
all students, arid one related Humanities, course is later chosen 
individually outside literature. Within' this later framework the 
student organizes with approval eight courses, to fit his special 
interest; four in any-single literature selected from Modern and 
Classical Languages or English, and four in Comparative. Litera-
tinre chosen from those described below.. These are open also 
as electives without language' prerequisites to all: Humanities 
majors. , . . : ;. ,, .̂  , :> . 

COURSES:. . ; . > " ; ; , -.: ^ : .\ ; •.;-

AleksisJRubulis; ^ .̂  ;=> ^i ; •; ; -> . , . : — 
Coinparative Litefatiirer^ ; :V= ." ^ 
East European.^Literature ' ^ ' : :' -

A study ;of r the principal' literary schools, .movements J and 
writers .ill East-Central -Europe;.and 'their "conflicts>with . both 
Eastern and W^terri'cultiires. Fa i r semester."^.' C/^ :• . 

Alel^is.'RuBulis ,/^-1^ I .• "̂  ̂  \-;:'V :̂  
Coiriparative-fLiterStur^ 338>^ 5^'''1} fe^% si ^ V 
Literature of/thfe; SoyiSt ;Reput)lits; .̂^ 

A study of the- priricipai;.;litefa^y^ schd^ 
writers among the Soviet nationalities land"'anW^aminatioh^^ 
prehistoric Caucasian^herbic:epics;/' v ?-':̂  * r î }"T":i'?iA'/;#'>>" 1 / ;'n 

• Tosepli" Gatto '- ; / •'•^''-^?-^-^:^;M'^f'-'ii^!:--^ '̂'':" 
Comparative Literature 351 '1 :f: :̂  ?y^v5j%i î  
Major Characters;in ;Litemturd^{^iO^SI^5';r^^ 

Study, of Electra, Tristan, tFaust/and jDpn Juan; as ;thernes 
evolving through different nationalliteratures. .Fall semester:^ r.; 

. 4 2 • ' - ' ' .'̂  ;'" ' : • ' - - ^ • • " " - ^ - / ." 

J. William. Hunt: and Staff 
Comparative Literature 400 
Seminar in Comparative Methods and 
Criticism . . ; ' ' . 

Theory of literature and methods of ̂  comparative" study ap
proached thorugh primary and critical .works. Fall semester. 

Joseph Gatto : > ; ; . ' ; . / : 
Comparative Literature;435 f 
Russian Literature'pf; the 19th Century 

A study of writers-from Puskin to Tolstoy with .attention to 
English and Continental influences upon them. Fall semester. . 

Joseph Gatto V 1 ; 
Comparative Literaturie: 43 6 
Russian and Soviet Literature of the 20th 
Century . ; t - . ; . : ' ^ 

A study of writers-from Chekhov to Solzhenitsyn suiT'eying 
prerrevolutioiiary, European; trends in Russia and later: Socialist 
Realisni. Spring, semester.. , , 

J. William Hunt ^ ; , -
Comparative; Literature 450 • 
Classical and Rienaissance Epic 

Developmental, analysis of; the.epic genire defining its methods 
and purpose; Principal readings' in = Homer, Virgil, Dante and 
Milton. Fall:semester. - ' ' : : - ; • - . . , " . - ; . ' 

J. =William;^unt V'f!'- ^ ^̂  • :̂  
Comparatiye Literature ;45 2 .;; 
The-Natiire;o|;^ragedy ;.;^';-

' ;;.Iriductiye siirxey; of j h e tragic Jgenre exploring its nature and 
significance;-Readings^;frpm^-.Classical,'''Renaissance, T^eo-classical 
and Modern-periods::SRririgsemester:;-;^^^^^^^ 

Kla^us^Lanziriger^ ;̂ ;'r.̂ ;"" ĉ v;̂ ^̂  . .- . .̂  . ./^ 
Gornparativ.erLitefatur^^ ': . 
American-European JLite^^ / 

,. ;A;comparative:seminarrbn-cfoss^Atlantic literary arid cultural 
relations;from^ the i 9 t h . century to "the,present. Also listed, under 
Ammcan Studies.^ Spring s e m e y t e r . ; . - - ; ; . ; , ; > ' 

-Randplph^Klawiter l-- '̂''=^-ili(^ j'^C;;-4" ^P'^^i;'-^^^ ••< 
Comparative Litei^iirei 471 %^>:,"j^^ cZ \::rA 

\The Age; of Enlightenment^; S V^--,^ 

-. •:; An investigation of:; the, ..deisticf, concepts; of :;;manJ;;society,' 
religipn and /aesthetics i i n ,tl8th-cen.tury.?Finglarid, -France/.and 
Germany.Fall semester. ->/ V >{:^:;-:;;><;!? r '-":.-, •, ,-



Randolph Klawiter , 
Comparative Literature 495 . 
European Romanticism. 

An inquiry into the philosophical principles of theRoriiahtic 
movement - through analogous. national literatures of Europe 
from 1770 to 1840. Fall semester. -̂ . . . - • • • '•-'-. ,• 

Randolph Klawiter 
Comparative Literature 485 
Renaissance Humanism ' 

A study of the sources, goals and aspirations of 15th century 
Huinanisni and its subsequent relations with the 16th-century 
Reformation. Fall semester. 

Further course, for, the major of a. Comparative Literature 
nature listed here will be found described under English: 3H-
(The Existential Novel), 312 (The Education.Novel), 324 (The 
Criminalin Literature), 333 (The City as Symbol), 396 (Mod
ern European Fiction), 405 (Comparative'Seminar), 410/(Age 
of the Hero), 422 (Comedy), 432 ('West-European Medieval 
Literature, and 540 (Satura: The Book as "World). , 

Francis? Lazenby 
Classical; Archaeology 
Classics 455 

. CONTENT: This course is designed as an introduction to the 
science of archaeology through the study of the art and archi
tecture of ancient Greece. Through an analysis of education, 
food, clothing, religion, household arrangements and political in
stitutions, one gains an understanding of everyday life in the days 
of-Honier; Plato, and Aristotle. The coiurse begins at Homer's 
Troy, moves to Crete, Mycenae, and Delphi, and ends at the 
Acropolis is Athens. 

PRESENTATION: The presentation consists mostly of visual 
material selected from Mr. Lazenby^s extensive slide collection. 
All the slides are exceptionally good. Due to the visual nature 
of the course, regular attendance is highly recommended. 

, READINGS : There is only one text. The Greek Stones Speak 
by McKendrick (95c). ^ . 

ORGANIZATION : The final grade is determined by three quizzes 
(more than ample preparation is given), one informal, oral 
report, and a final. . , 

:COMMENTS: Mr. Lazenby is.a very enthusiastic mentor who 
is rnore than willing to field any and all questions from the class. 
He is abreast o i the most recent literature in his field, and has 
an intimate knowledge of everything that goes on in tiass. Lec
tures are suppleinented with artifacts displayed from Mr. Lazen-
by's personal collection. No previous knowledge of Greek or 
Latin is required. . . . 

Francis Lazenby 
Classics 450 
Greek and Roman Mythology 

CONTENT: The professor hopes to cover the main. Greek 
rhyths and highlights of the Roman myths and • conclude the 
course with a discussion of the mysteries and Mythra. The 
material is not approached thematically, but factually and from 
a standpoint of relative importance. .The Greek world generated, 
niany interesting myths with influence on. the "VVestern world in 

. art and literature. I t would be impossible during the time avail-, 
able to. elaborate on the recurrences of various myths in .Western 
culture, therefore the emphasis is placed on a factual,study of the 
myths: theinselves. Greek mythology predoinihates, as often 
Roman mythology was either reworked history or captive Greek 
mythology. There is no language requirement or other pre
requisites and the course is open to students from all colleges. 

- PRESENTATION : By the nature of the material,; the course 
is taught in a lecture situation. However, Mr. Lazenby becomes 
familiar with, each student by name, and\ is always willing,,to 
answer J questions. There, is ' a chance that the course, will be 

.taught in two sections, so that each class will have 15-20 stu-
•derits.,-,>.' -._. . . -. '_ , '-J' •: ' . . • . ' , ' ' •' ' V , '••""-

,READINGS:: The basic text for ..the couirse is Classical .Myth-. 
bZogy rby.'Morford and Leiiardon:} The -reading is by, no means ' 
difficult^ although there,is much information to.be.remeinbered. 

' ORGANIZATION: There will be five aiihounced quizzes which, 
will aiccount for two-thirds of the grade. Although this is more 

..work^for-the professor, this'makes it easier for-the student, as 
the material does not pile; up too heavily before a quiz. = There-, 
maining'third of the grade is .based-on. an objective final .exam! 
The questions' are comprehensive, 'aimed.at ' the student's gen-

-.-'eral knowledge of mytHologj'.'l For example,' the. professor would, 
and each student is'able to speak in every: class, there ivillbe iio. 

"final."/If ;'not^-' an ;ofal - final;---isjgiveh.'-. A'--;paper' which ' covers 
•-seyefals.works'.is-also expected, and is''due- at 'the-."end of'-the 
- coiirse/;; Grades .{are based' mainly on \the; paper- aiid.; discussion, 
•with.ithe oral;final, when necessary^' being used .'to /see' if the-
; "studerit/has read the material.'. For- exarhple, the professor -will, 

ask- for,~parallels' between myths--rather than-:the^ niore-particular 
-r type; of {question asked ;in the quizzes.- ..•-"', ' "-/•/ '"--••. '" ' - / : ;??/ 
.: '>• .COMMENTS :/ Greek and;'-Romah'mytholbgy.f.constantly^ J^cvirs/ 
-.in>our;everyday;-use of language'and" in^buf^contact'-yyith.art'^and' 
;literatufe.;?*."The,,presentatipn of ,the;material,iis/more/,than./ade-/ 
/quat'e-ahd* the lecture is never too ".quickly-Vpacedi;/Mr.fLazenby, 
-'.certainly: accornplishes -what-he'intends;to/do!:;-- -/ . '" /".'/ -.'/"'/-/" 
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Walter M.Langford 
Spanish 465 
Latin American Short Story 

CONTENT: This course is most highly recommended as being 
most useful for students who have a background in Spanish 
beyond the level of elementary or intermediate Spanish at Notre 
Dame, or their equivalents. The course will be conducted in 
Spanish, biit is primarily a reading course, and, therefore, 
reasonable,, proficiency is expected. Greater attention will be 
paid,,to the reading and individual analysis of each story than to 
any/analysis within a literary historical framework. There will, 
of course, be some mention of broad. categories such as periods, 
major stylistic schools, principal authors, etc., but emphasis will 
be on the further learning of Spanish. 

, PRESENTATION: Classes will be a combination of lecture and 
. discussion. Mr.. Langford's clarity and deliberateness in speak
ing should make the job of following his lectures not over
whelming for someone with a familiarily with spoken Spanish. 
Discussions will center around stories read in common or reports 
of,stories by students which are not read in common. 

READINGS There -will be one text common to the class, an 
anthology; of. short stories probably in the three to five-dollar 
price range. Other collections and anthologies will be on reserve 
in the library from which the student will get the remainder of 
his readings. 

ORG.\NIZATION : Participation in class discussion and one-
page analyses of the stories read, will be the chief factors in 
grade determination, and a final .paper of from six to ten pages 
•will also be.required,.developing an-analysis of the work of one 
author,. period or country, or comparing and contrasting. the 
outputs of tvyo authors, periods or countries, for example. Very 
few .and very brief quizzes will be based on any historical or 
critical-information - on the literature studied which might be 
given;in lectured The same-sort of material -will be the. content of 

. affinal examination which will be of minimal value in the final 
grade-deterinination. Most valuable for success in the course 
will/be a ^constant reading eff"ort. 
/-.I-COMMENTS : ./Mr. Langford balances his course between a 

.-language-:.course, and . a literature course. I t tends toward a 
preoccupation with Spanish,in the classroom. Langford's lecture 
is/a valuable .vocabulary lesson. Literature is experienced chiefly 
in/the readings themselves and the student's critical instinct can 

-best be/vented in the analyses of stories. Well-placed questions 
caii trigger an answer full of interesting data and opinion and 
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are worth asking, given Langford's extensive, background in 
Hispanic culture. 

Robert Vacca 
Greek 464 
Archaic Greek : 

CONTENT: "The course deals with the literature of Archaic 
Greece (8th-5th centuries B.C.)—^Honier to - Herodotus. I arii 
chiefly interested in bringing out the religious, pplitical,, and 
moral ideas that are the. foundation of classical Greek civiliza
tion. The historical context of the literature will be supplied 
by supplementar>' lectures." 

PRESENTATION.- The course will be largely lecture-with-
questionsj with occasional discussions. It is completely in En
glish. 

READINGS; Homer, Iliad and Odyssey; Hesiod, Poems; 
Lattimore, Greek Lyrics;/Pindar, Odes; Aeschylus, Persians and 
Eleven Against Thebes; Herodotus, The Persian Wars; Burnet, 
Early Greek Philosophy; Kirk, Homer- and the Epic; Finley, 
The World of Odysseus; Nietzsche, The Birth of Tragedy. All 
in paperback, total cost about $20.00. Recommended readings 
will be on reserve. • - -

ORGANIZATION: a) Three take home essay tests, all on the 
same question, b) A paper-^maybe^—of fifteen pages. "If I 
assign one, it would be on the same subject as the test ques
tions, enabling the student to pull together and make an organ
ized statement of his work throughout the semester," 

COMMENTS: Robert Vacca is a good teacher. His massive 
knowledge of Greek is apparent in his lectures, and the excite
ment with which he- teaches is commonly, infectious. _ I t is a 
pleasure to watch a teacher who actively enjoys being in the 
classroom. While i t is not accurate to say that all his students 
become deeply involved in his courses; a- surprisingly high 
percentage take and enjoy more than one of his courses. Mr. 
Vacca makes himself very available for extraneous discussion 
with those who want it. The Greek mentality is especially 
accessible to us children of America, and this-course,'by virtue 
of its considerable J-ability to give the student, a background 
ill Greek thought, is valuable. -

Sister Soplironia Cariveau ;• 
Modern Language 493 
Dostoevsky ' > . 

CONTENT; The course is basically concerned with the main 
works of Dostoevsky,. his life, and his philosophy. By: using; 
outside sources. Sister Sophie also brings in many Russian critics 
and their Ibpinions of Dostoevsky which bfoaHens one's under-_ 
standing of-both the, author and :his works. There.are no pre
requisites for this, course:' ." V .. - i-v~ -, ; ' , > , . ' • 
f~ PRESENTATION::Sister Sophie combines both:lecture and class 
discussion in;a'very skilled manner!-.The emphasis"is plaiced"on 
discussion, withJectiires being.usedonly to'introduce works and 
to clarify certain ;p6itns. ::These discussions are directed, by 
Sister -Sophie inj^such a wayl that; theVstudent?delves.into 'the 
liiahy varioiistaspects of Dostoevsky.;- By/askiiig^ poiiited;philoso
phical-questions^ she- ehcoufagesi'tlTefstudent^ a deeper 
look into the works ahHthereby-f gain ai; bet ter \ i^ 
both the man and:;his:Avork.-.:,; £':V- ; i ".t;f ."I',̂  , . -. ; . , ' , 
i READINGS: ' "White. Kniglit,'V;"The-Christman-Tree-and; the. 

_W^dding,'^ "thV/Gentle;rPreacher,l';and.."T^^^ 
Ridicitlous Mian" 'm~Best Short Stories;of' Dostoevsky, House of 
the Dead, Notes froni, the •Undergrqiind/Crime and Punishmenty 
The Idiot; The Possessed, and The Brothers Karamazov. The 
student is given ample time to do these various readings. . . ' . , j 

ORGANIZATION: The stiidentis expected to keep up with the 
readings and participate in the discussions. If the class is sinall, 
each student is able to speak^ in every class, there will - be - ho 
final. Tf;_not, ah oral final is given. A paper which covers 
several works is also expected and is due at the end of the 
course. Grades are based-.mainly.on the paper'.and ;discussion, 
.with the oial-final, when necessary,-being used to see if the stu-' 
dent has read;.tlie material. ' , - ,-V : : ... -
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Randolph Klawiter 
Contemporary Literature 495 
Romanticism • . \ 

CONTENT: Selections by the Romanticists of England, Ger
many, France and Italy will be offered here. Mr. Klawiter hopes 
the "readings will give -insight »ihto.>' theological, philosophical, 
aesthetic, historical: and psychological questions. Ideally, the stu
dents will develop their own principles based on what they have 
read. This class will be conducted i in English, but language 
majors are welcome.-, ~ - ." . '. . - ,, ' ' :' . ' 

PRESENTATION: This will be less Mr. Klawiter's responsibility 
than the students'. While he may-open atopic^ or ask probing 
questions, the students will carry the ball from there. If you're 
afraid of usiiig your oral talents, this may not be for you. The 
class will meet one night a,week;." -

READINGS: One of the texts will he Romanticism (Harper & 
Row). The other readings will be taken from a bibliography on 
Romanticism. , - . " ' : j . 

- ORGANIZATION :. The student will be expected to report on 
three books from; the bibliography. These won't be short one-page 
book reports, but to sonie extent probing reflections on the works. 
The student will, show what" he's worth through class participa
tion. A final will be .given which will,be a thinking, learning ex
perience and hot an exercise of memory. . . 

COMMENTS :.; Mr. Klawiter is .demanding; if a student knows 
something, he will elicit it. Though he knows Romanticism thor
oughly,.lie does not;lord it over his students. If the students are 
willing- to.do' their share, with Mr. Klawiter's guidance, they will 
know what Romanticism is all about. 

Klaus Lanzinger / 
German 495 
Contemporary German Prose' 

CONTENT: The fountainhead period of German literature 
since, Goethe" is the' thematic,^ point of reference for Mr. Lan-
zinger's development of the emerging .German novel. The course 
stresses the synthesis of the diffuse European literaiy movements, 
and counterrnbveiherits of the" late 18th and early . i9th cen
turies. Mr. Lanzinger. moves from the intricate bourgeois realism 
of Thomas Mann to the naturalistic strain led by Gerhard Haupt-
mari and .Arnp-Hdlz, to theneo-fomanticism of Herman Hesse, 
the psychological .-realism of rArthuir Schnitzler and the sur
realistic and dadaistic tendehcies in Franz Kafka. . - -

READINGS: .Primary readings include Mann's Buddenbrooks, 
Hesse's 'Das'Clasperlerispier (Magister.Ludi), and Kafka's Der 
Prozess, with secondary emphasis upon inteirmediary authors to 
complete the^picture^;The "primary readings the course are 
capaciqus.;hbvels,cbut Mr. Lanzinger breaks down the,reading 
assignmeiits into reasonable episodes. - ' 
, - O R G A N I Z A T I O N : Course requirements are two papers in 
Gerihan, 5-8 pages, ahd.midterm and final exams. Classes usually 
do hot "exceed; 20 arid Mr. Lanzihger's, charismatic old-world 

.disposition makes him easily accessible'to students. ' 

Klaus Lanzinger .: . : :£j, _ .̂  
German:"-*-': :r--^-'-'''': •i-f"'^-'rr<::'-^-:-- '.-•' -'' •'''--•::}' 
Coiitemporafy Ĝ ^ - . ; . 

• V, CONTENT: "^The developm&t of the.German h^^ 
to ;.1920i:wiII be the,:topic oft this icourse. Th6, period will be 
experienced' through^readings and discussions of ai few, works. 
Mr:;-Lanzinger. wants'- to- derrioristrateithe,-development.: of tthe 
international hovel before the Great .War by way of: the,Ger-
.mah;.. novel. An advanced German or literature! survey course 
in;German is the.prerequisite. It's hoped that the course will 
consist mostly of juniors and seniors, with many an: Alt-Inns-^ 
brucker. The class will be conducted auf Deutsch..•,:•,,- ,•. r, 
;,; PRESENTATION: ;The class .will meet once a, week, together 
and.once a week in two sections. The first session-in the.week 
will likely be a lecture; the smaller sections will rely more on 
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discussion. Mr. Lanzinger. usually gets right to the-point he's 
attempting to make. Perhaps, three of four themes will be dis
cussed-in a-period. " ' ' -'" - '• ; :- • r - . V - , 

READINGS; "Selections will be taken from Thomas' Mann, 
Buddenbrpoks; Herman Hesse, Glassperlenspiel;- Franz "Kafka, 
Prozess; and Schnitzler, iVoi/eWen.-About-seventy pages will be 
read* each week. - ' - - - • , - " - ;' ^ 

ORGANIZATION: There will be two 4r5 page papers to be 
done, in German, concerning literary - themes from - the - works. 
Mr. Lanzinger expects students to come up \yith some good. 

personaltirisights, based on their reflections on the works read. 
There will:also be two objective, comprehensive exams. These 
usually consist of twenty or so shoirt-answer questions. The 
papersfwill be given somewhat more v/eight than the exams. 

;• COMMENTS: . Students don't have trouble keeping up with 
assignments in this course. Though Mr. Lanzinger has some 
firm; ideas about literature, he is open to new and different 
views. He expects these to crop up in the essays. Mr. Lan-
ziriger is not overly demanding; you will get out of the course 
what yoii put into it. 

Music 
Sister Robertia Urban 
Music 210 
Introduction to Music , . 

CONTENT f This is primarily a course in iriusic appreciation. 
The aspects of musical shape are considered in terms of sound, 
texture, timbre, rhythm, harmony, theme and motif. The overall 
musical shape arid structure is examined through the works, of, 
Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Shubert, Stravinsky, Bartok and 
others.The aiin of the course is to convey, to the student what he 
should listen for in a piece of music as well as how to listen for 
it; to acquire some appreciation of music and, ultiiriately, to en
able the student to make a critical appraisal of a musical worlc. 
One change which is to be introduced next semester, is with. 
regard to the number of credits for the course, which- are; to be 

, raised to three. 
PRESENTATION: Because it is an appreciation course, the 

format of the classes emphasizes the listening;aspects. There are 
some brief supplementary commentaries made by Sister Robertia. 

READINGS: The text for this course is Listening to Music, 
Crocker and Bassert ($9.95). 

ORGANIZATION: Work outside the class includes attendance at 
five programs and a short paper on each. Most of the classwork 
is,of a listening nature. The lectures, when given, are designed-
to supplement the text as well as to guide,the student toward a 
more complete understanding of music while listening to its 
perforriiance. ; , , ' . ,, , , 

COMMENT: This course is designed to give the student a 
background in music appreciation. I t is for those who have little 
or no such background or understanding of the various aspects 
of ihiisical sound and structure. The work load is not demanding. 

, The text used is not always complete in its presentation of the 
material, but this deficiency is more than adequately.compen
sated for by Sister Robertia's commentaries. The course attempts 
to give a good foundation in music appreciation from the point 
of view of musical sound and is directly applied to, and derived 
from the works of music which the average person could reason
ably expect to contact throughout his life. The atmosphere in 
class is informal and relaxed and consequently a good deal of-
material is covered. I found the course valuable in that it enabled 
me to participate with greater understanding in the experience of 
music—both in concert and^ recorded performances. 

Daiiiel Pedtke^^. ' ; : ' • > :V : 
•Music^212'.'"••; ':-f^:'::':'-^->r/ '"'^'[ "̂-'";: -^''.'" 
ClassicaLMastefs ;r V, -r;^ = ;,v̂  - > // - ,. v 

•( CONTENT: This course'concerns itself = with the classical period -
of music history, and with^ the symphonic material written during ̂  
this period. Ten symphonies.;afe covered: J threeby Haydn, three . 
by Mozart,, three by: Beethoven 'and one ^by Brahms. The "class 
attempts to provide the students-who.have either limited or no 
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musical,background with the ideas, structures, styles and tech
niques which embody this particular musical genre. 

PRESENTATION: The format of the course is basically lecture. 
The first two weeks of the class are devoted to an explanation of 
the basic principles of music, as well as a survey of music history 
leading up to the. classical period. During the rest of the semester, 
the various symphonies are discussed individually and played in 
class. 

READINGS : There are no required readings for this course. 
. O R G A N I Z A T I O N : There are three tests plus a final exam, with 
the major emphasis placed on the final. The tests involve the 
playing of any given section of a particular symphony, which the 
student is expected to identify, as well as name the composer and 
answer - certain other questions. There are a number of short 
identification quizzes given throughout .the semester. The student 
is also; required to turn in a notebook at the end of the semester 
for evaluation. 

.COMMENTS: Mr. Pedtke does a commendable job of explain
ing the ideas behind, and the structures of, classical music in lay
man's terms. Little outside work is required of the student, al
though it is highly recommended that he prepare for the tests by 
listening to the symphonies in the audio-center of the library. The 
student is not expected, and should not expect to leave the course 
with a firm understanding of music theory. The course, however, 
provides enough comprehensible information about symphonic 
structure to give one an appreciative ear for classical music. 

Father Patrick Maloney 
Music?213, \ -
Introduction to Opera 

^ CONTENT: ,In this course, the student is exposed to the litera
ture of operatic music from its beginnings in the Baroque period 
to the tweiitieth century, with an emphasis being placed on the 
opera of the nineteenth century. Father Maloney attempts to 
provide the context in which the drama, as well as the music, of 
opera as an artistic genre may be experienced by the student. In 
addition, he seeks to convey a better understanding of the human 
voice as a musical instrument. This is accomplished through a 
comparative analysis of several interpretations of the same work, 
in order that, at the course's conclusion, the student may be able 
to evaluate the performance, as well as the content, of a par
ticular opera^ I t is an attempt to give a historical, as well as an 
artistic and critical, perspective of what can be expected in the 
world • of opera. Although no particular musical background is 
required, at least a basic desire to discover the meaning of opera 
is assumed. 

. - . P R E S E N T A T I O N : The major emphasis in the course is on 
listening. Lectures are designed to supplement the readings, as 
well-as to'stimulate and guide class discussion. 
. ; R E A D I N G S : There are two required texts for this course: 
Opera as Drama—a critical work by Joseph Kerman ($1.95); 
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and Opera Themes and Plots—a handbook of synopses by Rudolf 
Fellmen ($2.25). 

ORGANIZATION: The usual assignments for this course are the 
listening to and criticism of one or two operas from a personal 
point of \'iew, taking into account the historical, dramatic, musi
cal and performance aspects of the work(s). This is the bulk of 
the outside work required.In addition,; much outside Jistening is 
suggested and encouraged with ,the intention of broadening and 
intensifying the understanding of opera.. The, number- of. tests 
varies from semester to semester and are used primarily for. the 
student to focus on his own exploration of the materials with 
which he has come into contact. This involves a familiarity, with 
the readings and lectures, but also allows for any knowledge or 
experience of opera which the student develops on his own. . 

COMMENT,: Opera is a part of the world of music—and of 
drama—which is sometimes overlooked. Father Malbney, who is 
himself a singer, brings to the course an extensive background 
and thorough understanding of the material. Although the re
quired workload is not particularly heavy, a student taking this 
course is expected to apply himself as-much J as possible to the 
exploration of opera as a complete artistic genre. The entire 
presentation and organization of the course is directed toward 
the individual student response to the literature of opera pre
sented,- and, ultimately, the value of the course and the intensity 
of the experience of opera is determined by the student. The 
material is presented thoroughly and in an effective combination 
of listening, lectures and discussion. For those who are looking 
for as complete an exposure to the literature of opera, as an intro
ductory course will allow—and who are willing to give as much 
of themselves as necessary—this course can be rewarding and is 
recommended as such. 

Charles A. Bibndo _ 
Music 232 . : ; , r : : 
Easic Harmony 

CONTENT: The Basic Harmony course might be considered a 
continuation of the material presented in the Fundamentals of 
Music course. As the Harmony course is somewhat more in depth 
—^presenting a basic study of modulation and chrorbatic harmony 
—3i familiarity with the material presented in the Fundamentals 
course is assumed. -- '; . . ' " • ; , ' 

PRESENTATION: This is a lecture course. ; , , 
READINGS: The text for' this* course is Walter Piston's 

Harmohy. - ' ' " \ ; * ' •• " -.. • " 
ORGANIZATION : The course is structured around Mr. Biohdo's 

lectures and a. discussion of the inaterial preseiited.Assignihents 
are given to increase the student's ability to work with music.and 
increase his familiarity with it.-.Tests are. given "• periodically., 
through the semester, primarily as a gauge to deterinine the,depths 
of familiarity with the subject matter. . ' . -.1 "," ^,, - ': '- .. 

COMMENT: Despite its more technical aspects, ;thislcourse: is 
for non-majors. I t does not go into the depth of music analysis 
as a major course, but theinaterial necessary to a'^further'urider-
standing of music is presented in an enjoyable and fascinating 
manner. A student who completed the \york for^this course :would 
find himself: in a position to. give, a basic analysis, of-a.'work r of 
music and could, if he. chose to do so, go on to study: music and 
its theory in greater detail..Mr. Bipndo stimulatesVa greater ap
preciation of an interest in music_by revealing i t s basic:concepts. 

Charles A.'-Biorido;>"•;." :-V'-"x 3'- ii'-̂ ;;;4&H:5 -̂̂ '.;DC'\ 
Music 230'^^^":-t ,;j;:^^-: ? ; - ;? log:^J^| | : vl^;?^ 
Fundamentals, of Miisic ; :-^^>;'-:^4#^ [-'̂ s?̂ ;; v 

CONTENT: AS the name suggests, this course is?a study of;the. 
most fundamental aspects of music theory. I t i s , a course for,non=^ 
"majors who have virtually no- previous". backgfound-T-iri music 
theory and who wish to study music a bit 'more deeply; than a, 
simple appreciation course. The emphasis is.- on_the functional 
aspects of theory. Mr. Biondo-presehtSi the'important,harmonic 
formulas which serve as, the.basis for. further study.-He begins 
with more modem styles of music familiar to the students, and 
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traces the similarities, of these pieces to those of a more classical 
variety; In this ,way. the student is led to a greater understanding 
of the structure and operation of'music. With the background ob
tained from. this, course, as student might wish to continue his. 
exploration of the-world of music. , . , , . . - . 

PRESENTATION: This is a lecture course. - , . . = . 
READINGS: There are no required texts. The material for the 

clciss is presented entirely from.Mr. Biondo's personal manuscripts, 
r.ORGANIZATION:: Mr.-.Biondo's lectures.provide the structural 

nucleus around which the course is built. These are both informal 
and informative..Ea'ch-day he reviews the material covered in the 
previous class. In . this way. a cuinulatiye'review is built up over 
the course of the semester. There are three tests given during the. 
,semester,;for;all of which, there is ample preparation, in class. As
signments are given'each, day .in order for. the student to focus 
on. what he has learned, and to ' teach him how-to apply that 
knowledge-to specific:iniisical situations. 

, COMMENT :.:This is an.excellent course for people, who, have 
little .previous familiarity-with music and who .would like a 
greater, understanding of its. techniques and basic formulas. The 
purpose of the-course is to foster a-.greater enjoyment of music 
through greater-awareness .of its operations. The ever-increasing 
enrollment testifies.to the;Success and enjoyment derived from it. 

Father Patrick Maloney 
Music^253 ,,; • ' ' • ' : , : j ; ' . . - " 
Vocal Music, and Techniques 

: CONTENT: This course is given.cyclically by the. Department 
of Music, aiid is offered subject to. .'the number of students en
rolled. -It- is primarily ;(iesighed:fo'r- music-education majors, 
though it "may = possibly be taken by general edu'cation..majors 
who might plan, to teach .music. At least a minimum under
standing of music theory is irequired. The direction of this course, 
is toward the developrhent of- a familiarity with elementary school 
textbooks of'music-These.will be examined and evaluated from' 
the point' of view of their adaptability to the classroom situation 
and ability to teach .music on the elementary-level. The four 
current, schools, of .thought .:which will receive primary emphasis 
are: the Montessori,^ the. Carl Orff, .the Kddaly and the Dalcroze 
meAods.; ' . ; . ' -• ' . • ; : . - . . \ , ,--:.'.-;^ ;:';.'•':- .'. . - . " 

PRESENTATION:, ,Thermaferial,pf"the;course' is to bfe divided 
arid given-primarily.; seihihar treatment.' , - , . , . ' . 

READINGS: The texts.which.are^_to"ibe-studied, in".this course 
will - be - determined .upon-the'release' of .{summer-fall, publication; 
lists.-.There; wilFalso,be7as.iriuch:reading. of books and periodicals 
in the field of .music education as is possible. ;.... ' ' ; ' ,, 

.ORGANIZATION: ;.There/-are.:.to ;be.; several specific, topical 
seminar fassigninents., Thes'e- will .involve % short, papers on the 
readings;and: textsvexamined, cas ..well..-as short reports'on.,the 
visits to classrooms in the .SouthtBend 'school system, .which are 
planned.".These'-assignments\will constitute the test prograrrifor 
the course and are not, therefore, essentially designed in terms of 
a'questiqn-answer.'forinatr'"'.',;^;.,-''-.-'Tj-' V-V-• . • . . . -̂

Sister Robertia Urban 

;Music-242r:^'.'.^-;.V;^3:= 
History of Music -̂ '.-;.;!' 

. .CONTENT: This^ section of .Music History, is the ;^ part, of a 
two-semester study of the.^evbliitiori .of; music. Because it is.iri-. 
tended.to present.a deeper, analysis of the History of Music, this 
course is .primarily designed for music, majors, though; non-majors 
with at least some background in "music and with 'a desire to, ex
plore the'field somewhat more deeply, may also take, the course." 
A-.musical background • of some kind is'necessary for the first 
semester because the material 'presented during tHe first semester-
is generally less familiar to the student. It'is an attempt to examine 
the evolution of imisicfroin its primitive .forms up to aboiit the . 
time of J..S. Bach; In the course of the first semester, the theories, 
styles and structures of inusic which were to evolve into the music 
of the Classical and.Romantic; periods are thoroughly, examined-: 
and related to the developments of the other art forms. . f 
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PRESENTATION: The format of this class is primarily lecture 
and listening. In addition, slides are used to relate music to the 
art, sculpture and architecture of* the period under consideration. 

READINGS: The textbook for this course is A History of 
Western Music J by D. J. Grout ($9.50). In addition there is 
some recommended outside reading from related books, soui-ce 
materials from the peiiods involved, and an outside exainination 
of the music itself. , . -

ORGANIZATION: There will be quizzes about every -seven 
classes. These are designed to make the factual knbvvledge, pre
sented in class relevant and applicable to particiilar situations. 
To, show—throiigh the music—the history of music is the basic 
aim. In addition, either a term paper or a performance project 
and a filial exani are required. 

COMMENTS:. This course provides the student with an inten
sive exposure to the development of music in Western civilization. 
The eiriphasis is. always on the performance of the iiiusic itself— 
how it sounds to the listener—and not merely on what music 
theorists had to say about iti The study of how and why certain 
qualities of sound were developed, and how they iiifluenced later 
developments is the foundation for the course. Perhaps the early 
development of - musics ~̂  froni' the time of the ancient Greeks, 
through the Medieval and Renaissance periods, is not something 
which would be of interest to everyone. For those people—^both 
majors and non-majors—who are interested, however, the course 
provides the background .necessary for a' more complete under
standing of the. later developmehtspfrhusic.' Because of the in
tensity of the course,'the work load, is somewhat'heavier, though 
not impossible—^and always rewarding. 
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Sister.Robertia Urban 
Music 243 : 
History of Music 

CONTENT: This section of Music History is designed pri
marily for the non-major, and its content has been revised since 
its presentation last fall. Next semester, the course will not present 
a study of the early developments of music, but will begin with 
the late Baroque (Bach and Handel) and extend to the early 
Modern period (Debussey and the Impressionists). In addition, 
the Classical (Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven) and Romantic {in 
which the forms and styles, rather than individual composers will 
be emphasized) periods will be studied. The emphasis of the 
course is to establish a historical perspective of music in relation 
to the other arts. 

PRESENTATON: The format of the course Is a combination of 
listening to examples of music from the various periods, as well 
as discussion and lectures. 

READINGS: The text for this course is Music in History by 
McKinney and Anderson and may be purchased in the bookstore 
for $9.95. In addition, suggested bibliographies of outside reading 
and listening will be given out. 

ORGANIZATION: Several short papers comparing composers 
and works within a given period are required. In addition, two 
more detailed, though not necessarily more lengthy, papers com
paring two periods or. the development of a period are assigned. 
There is also some required outside listening based on class 
material. There will be a test on each period as it is finished in 
class.-These tests will be given during class time. There will also 
be one .take-home test of a listening nature. There will be a final 
exam; a t - the , conclusion of the course. Where possible, a per-
fonnaric& project is encouraged in place of one of the more im
portant papers. The grading system breaks down, more or less, 
to 1/3 emphasis each on class participation, papers and final 
exain—rthough this system is varied slightly each semester. 

COMMENT: Originally, this course had been the first part of 
a two-semester format, and it traced musical development up to 
the time of Bach. However, because of its non-major emphasis, 
the development of ancient and Renaissance music has been 
dropped. This, I think, is a wise choice on the part of the De
partment of Music. The musical development from the time of 
Bach is usually of greater value and interest for non-majors. In 
addition, the study of early music can be somewhat difiicult with
out, an understanding of theory previously acquired. As it is, the 
course attempts to convey an understanding of music in the con
text; of cultural and artistic development as a whole. Its analysis 
of music is rather more historical than a general music apprecia
tion course. Sister Robertia attempts to convey the perspective in 
which music is seen as a reflection of the entire culture of the 
civilization of a period. I t is an excellent course for those seeking 
this approach to the world of music. 
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Philosophy 
John Fitzgerald 
Philosophy 231 
Philosophy of Man 

CONTENT: The course aims to examine fundamental issues 
about' human behavior and ethics. Both the nature. of ethics 
and the nature and requirements of man will be examined in 
various works of literature. _ The first part of the course will 
be concerned with metaethical questions about the nature of 
systems and morals in themselves and will draw heavily on "con
temporary" readings. The second part, which deals with the 
nature of man, will probably cover a wider spectrum of his
torical works. _ . . 

PRESENTATION: Usually consists of lecture on the texts with 
discussion encouraged. Mr. Fitzgerald gets extremely abstract at 
times and student questions will tie the presentation down to the 
text a little more. -

READINGS: Will include selections from Russel, Ayer, Moore, 
Hare, and Ried for the first section and Plato, Smart, Broad, 
and Harding for the second. Pandora's should carry a lot of 
these used. 

ORGANIZATION: TWO short papers dealing with concepts in 
ethics, objective quizzes for each section and a final. 

COMMENTS: This is an elective course primarily for Sopho
mores and Juniors. No previous philosophy background is re
quired so the course should be a representative survey and 
should be aimed more at Ideas and themes than peculiarities 
of various thinkers. The lectures tend to be pretty dr>' so the 
more discussion the books generate the better. Mr. Fitzgerald 
will be able to answer any. question thrown at him and with a 
lot of comments and questions the course should be a good one. 

Jpseph Evans 
Pliilospphy 275 - : ." 
Basic Concepts of Political Philosophy 

CONTENT: This course begins with a reading of Antonine de 
Exupery's TAc Little Prince, Josefs Ticper's Leisure, the Basis, 
of Culture znd Plato's Apology and Crito, and proceeds to a dis
cussion of basic concepts of political philosophy such as:';man's 
vocation as a "see-er," the nature of the 'philosophical, act,'. of 
the 'aesthetic act/ of the 'religious act' as modes of 'transcending 
the workaday world'; irian's need for community; nature of politi
cal community; relationship between man and the body politic; 
the political,common good; authority; unity and diversity-in 
political life; organized international political community; rights 
arid duties; problem of private property; problem of capital 
punishment; the ambivalence of man and of human history." 

PRESENTATION: The course is a mixture of both lecture and 
discussion. Mr. Evans' highly distinctive lectures cover quantita
tively little "material." He chooses his words with painstaking pre
cision and repeats the fundamental ideas of the cbiirse again and 
again and again. A bright student could just about memorize the 
entire course word for word; The discussions are generated from 
questions asked during the lectures. 

READINGS: Plato:Apology, Crito, and the i?cii>ufcZic; Aristotle: 
Politics, Bk. I, Ethics, Bk. V I I I ; Antonine de Saint-Exupery: The 
Little Prince; Josef Pieper: Leisure, the Basis of Culture; ^: P. 
Capon: The Supper of the Z-cmi/ Emanuel Mounier: Personal-
ism; Jacques Maritain: The Social and Political Philosophy of 
Jacques Maritain; Man and the State; Yves Simon: Philosophy of 
Democratic Government; Robert Maclver: The Web of Govern
ment; Aldous Huxley: Grey Eminence; Gerard Manley Hopkins: 
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Selected Poems; Pope John: Pacem in Terris; Pope Paul: Popu-
lorum Progressio. - .' • -

ORGANIZATIONS.Students are,expected to participate in three 
in-class "serious writing engagements." The grade is; based on 
these and the final exam. Mr. Evans usually asks the students to 
answer very broad, open-ended questions which demanded under
standing and integration of. the-lectures and readings. For ex
ample: "Germs of insight found, in the Little Prince open out 
unto full-blown ideas in some of our other readings. Discuss." 

COMMENTS : One professor in the philosophy department re
cently remarked that this course is popular less because of the 
content than because of the quality of life of the professor. In
deed, most students do seem less interested in political philosophy 
than in listening to a man who is able to "pierce the dome of the 
v/orkaday world.". ; . -

Those students who themselves are able to do the same thing 
usually are wildly enthusiastic about the course and consider it 
one of the few good courses taught in the university. Those stu
dents who siinply. want to" learn the stuff' and do well on the 
exams generally find the course boring and repetitious. In this 
writer's opinion, the,course should be taken by any serious stu
dent. . . ; " 

Kenneth; Goodpaster . 
Philosophy^273 . ; :> ; . • 
Ethics /•' .V: . . . . , \ 

.CONTENT: ,The thrust,of,this one-semester course is an attempt 
to coriie to', grips. critically^'and sirnultarieously with problems of 
moral philosophy on : at- least three levels. The first level of 
problems is connected.with,the main forms of ethical theory 
(Mili-Utilitarianism,' Kant-Deontology, Hobbes-Egoism, . Stace-
Relativism, etc.)I,Secondly, problems connected with the meaning 
and justification of ethical judgments and principles will be^ 
dealt with (free-.will, naturalism,; intuitionism, noncognitivism, 
etc.). On the third.level,, concrete moral-problems facing con
temporary man, (abortion, sexuality,; human rights, war, death, 
etc.) are to-be handled.. Professor Goodpaster's main concern is 
to merge-the demands :df,theoretical:rigor inherent in a study of 

. ethics arid'the..feleyance of. these rigors in a contemporary atmo
sphere.. .-This; course iŝ ; open,to all undergraduate students. 

. PRESENT.\TibN:';Pfofessor Goodpaster has formulated an am
bitious program,''with-success deperiding in large measure upon 
"the,willingnesspf:the student to participate, question, challenge 
arid.study;. The format of the course.will be a blend of lecture, 
teacher-led discussion, and student-led, discussion. After a brief 
introductory-period,-the- class .{organization will be structured 
around lecture-discussions: on-topics relating to - levels ohe and 
two,-two class periods per. week,' with the. third class meeting 
devoted t̂o student-led discussion focusing on the third level. 

READINGS: The basic texts are:;;P.-W. Taylor's Problems of 
Moral Philosophy, second; edition, W. K.- Frankeha's Ethics, and 
J. Rachels' .MoraZ ProfeZem .̂ .The readings in .Frankena arid 
Taylor provide the basis for lectures, and student discussion 
primarily, revolves around, the ethical-problems raised by Rachels. 
.The assignment load is approximately;50-75 pages per week, 
some weeks more and.some,less.. The combined cost of the 
required texts,is in the vicinity of $15. - ; ; .. 

ORGANIZATION: There will be two in-class exairis during the 
course, a mid-term arid a comprehensive final, both of which 
require a working knowledge and comprehensiori of the readings 
arid lectures, along with the student's independent insights.. 
Professor Goodpaster hopes, as the^seinester progresses, that the 
student's abilities to understand arid apply-the material covered 
will increase, making a term project (7-10 page paper) a 
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serious, disciplined discussion of a contemporary moral problem. 
Each student will also be required to formulate an outline to be 
implemented when he directs one of the student discussion 
periods. The final grade is based on all aspects of the course, 
with the exam and paper grades weighing heavily. Also counted 
are Professor Goodpaster's evaluations of each student, including 
class discussion, participation and similar intangibles. 

COMMENTS: Professor Goodpaster both enjoys and takes his 
field of philosophy seriously. At times the. texts J collapse, into 
readings, of philosophical vernacular, but the structure of the 
course .necessitates the presentation and understanding of the
oretical concepts. , Discussion grows out of an understanding of 
the material, and is invaluable for comprehending the problems 
of moral philosophy presented.. Non-majors should not be in
timidated by the difficulties imposed by the material, for 
Professor Goodpaster's expertise compensates for some of the 
readings. The intention behind why one wishes to register for this 
course is critical, for the readings and understanding necessarily, 
accompanying them show true intentions quickly. If you intend 
to take this- course merely to fulfill a philosophy requirement, 
carefully reconsider your motives. 

A. Robert Caponigii , 
Philosophy 279 
Aesthetics and Principles of Art Criticism 

CONTENT: The chief purpose of this course is to help the 
student form sound principles and habits in. the evaluation of 
works of art in painting, in music, in sculpture, and in the ver
bal arts. The philosophical principles of art will therefore be 
dealt with as forming the basis for critical practice. 

READINGS: Authors in aesthetics to be consulted' will be 
Baumgartner, Vico, Hegel, Croce, Northrup, Fry, etc. These 
will not be read as inert texts, however, but will be consulted 
with respect to the problems which will be posed. Such read
ings will illuminate problems which arise from the direct cbn^ 
frontation with works of art.. . 

. ORGANIZATION: There.will be gallery vists, musical audition 
sessions, poetry and prose readings which will be selected with 
special consideration of. the kinds of critical problems . they 
pose. . • 

Ralph M. Mclnerny 
Philosophy 402 
Ancient and Medieval Philosophy 

' - • ' , ' ' . ^ • - " ' • ' 

CONTENT: This is a survey of the Ancient and Medieval 
periods touching on major figures, problems and writings.. The 
aim is.-to.give .the student.a first hand acquaintance %vith the 
rise and development of .philosophy, among the Greeks, especially 
Plato and Aristotle,.and its-continuation in the Christian, era 
with such men as Augustine, Bonaventure and Aquinas. The 
subject matter concerns the ideas and people out of which West
ern Civilization comes. .. . 
. . ; PRESENTATION: ..Although it is a . lecture course, questions 
are.readily accepted.. The amount of information to be covered, 
with which many in the class have had little or no experience, 
discourages, intensive questioning. Mr. Mclnerny found that 
most, qiiestions were directed by -Philosophy majors regarding 
their work, on the paper they had been assigned. .He felt this 
to be a good indication to non-majors in. the course of what 
interests might be generated.,.^ . . . 

. •;READINGS: The books to be bought for this course are three: 
Greek Philosophy: Thales to- Aristotle, edited by Reginald 
Allen,:$3.45; Medieval Philosophy/edited by John F. Wippe and 
Allan B. Wolter, O.F.M., $3.95;-"and From the Beginnings of 
Philosophy to Plotinus, by Ralph M. Mclnerny, $5.95. The last 
book is an addition to the, readings required for this course 
when it was last offered. Previously the reading burden was 
n o t g r e a t . T h e way in which it was divided allowed for adequate 
time, with consistent effort, ro finish as the course required. 

•; ORGANIZATION: For non-majors the course has a midterm 
and final exam. I t is likely that the midterm will be a take 
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home, however, the final will be given in class as specified by 
the exam schedule. For majors, in addition to a midterni and 
final exam, which will be designed differently from the non-
major's, an expository paper of 2500 words is required on an 
important and well-defined doctrine of an important ancient 
or medieval philosopher. Regarding the midterm and final, 
study guides are distributed to aid exam preparation. The exams 
are primarily to discover the extent to which one has acquainted 
himself with the course content. The course grade is determined 
by the two exams and, for majors the single paper, each obtain
ing equal emphasis. 

COMMENTS: The nature of a survey course requires that 
there remains much to be. considered. However, the course is 
an invitation for the student to expand upon the experience. 
The success of this course is determined by the way in which the 
subject matter is presented. Mr. Mclnerny expresses an in
terest and facility vrith the information he presents. Mr. 
Mclnerny shifts rapidly from topic to topic and expands upon 
particular problems. This creates a certain disjointedness which 
sometimes bothers people who prefer a more orderly presenta
tion. Consequently, both majors and non-majors occasionally 
feel inadequately prepared for the course. However this sense 
of inadequacy is often a necessary prelude to discovering the 
depth of philosophy. The feelings of inadequacy and difficulty 
result from the course's presentation. The passing, often cur
sory treatment of the material eventually reveals an integrated 
historical perspective. The perspective creates an awareness "of 
the material's importance and is then pursued to greater com
pletion. If the student allows himself to become sensitive to Mr. 
Mclnerny's perspective upon philosophy, the course can be the 
occasion of personal growth. And, finally, as that growth takes 
place, its relationship to the subject matter encourages the stu
dent to continue the exploration of the material and the growth 
on his own. 

EmanMcMulHn, C.S.G. 
Philosophy 286 
Ways of Knowing 

' CONTENT: Father McMuUin taught this course about ten years 
ago in the General Progarm and called it his all-time favorite 
course. I t has been updated since then, but the format is basically 
the same. He is going to evaluate different disciplines and com
pare the various ways that knowledge is attained in these disci
plines. He will cover Natural Science, Theology, History, literary 
criticism, and Mathematics. The methods of discovery and jus
tification for proofs in the different fields will be seriously con
sidered. Father feels this course is geared for people who are well 
into their major already and invites people not only in philosophy 
but in other majors as well to broaden the viewpoint in the class. 
Father wants to put things together in the different ways of 
knowing. 

READINGS : There will be no textbook for the course, but 
ditto-ed articles will be distributed by the instructor. A bibliogra
phy with books pertaining to the subject matter will also be 
handed out. . 

ORGANIZATION: This will be a seminar type course and there 
will be one major paper and a final exam. Each student will also 
be required to do a report in conjunction with the paper. 

Sheilah Brennan 
345; Philosophy 
Existentialism 

CONTENT: In this course insights will be presented from 
three existentialist view points, as seen in the philosophies of 
Kierkegaard, Sartre, and MarceL The course deals w t h what 
it means to be a human individual; what is involved in human 
freedom and. responsibility. Human interrelationships and the 
individual. before God are also themes considered. There are 
no prerequisites. 

PRESENTATION: The format of the course consists mostly of 
lectures. In the lectures the readings are clarified and a solid 
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feeling for. existentialism is conveyed. Miss Brennan welcomes 
and encourages questions and discussion. 

READINGS; Readings concentrate on the main principles of 
existentialism in selections from A Kierkegaard Anthology, Sar
tre's Being and Nothingness and> Barrett's Irrational- Man. Stu
dents will also read Sartre's Nausea and Maicel's The Philosophy 
of Existentialism. The weekly readings are not overly long, but 
are often dense. Together these paperbacks cost under $9.00. 

ORGANIZATION: There will be a combination of three in-class 
exams or short papers, perhaps two exams and a paper, plus a 
final exam. 

COMMENTS: Dr. Brennan handles the subject with a deep 
knowledge and a fine ability to express the heart of existentialist 
philosophy. Her lectures make difficult concepts clear and man
ageable to the students. Miss Brennan's enthusiasm for teaching 
and her real concern for her students will be evident to anyone 
who takes her course. 

Joseph Bobik 
Philosophy 353 
Existence of God 

CONTENT: This course is being offered for the first time 
next semester. It deals with arguments for and against the 
existence of God. The approach will be mostly . a historical 
one, with the later part of the course covering _ contemporary 
philosophers and their views. Professor Bobik plans to divide 
the course into four sections with the first covering arguments 
for the existence of God, the second covering arguments against 
the existence of God, the third covering. the view that his 
existence can neither be proven nor disproven, and the fourth 
section covering the point of view of those who say that God's 
existence is intuited rather than inferred. 

PRESENTATION: The course is a mixture of "both lecture and 
discussion with more emphasis on lecture. Professor Bobik's 
lectures will mainly cover the reading assignments and. the argu
ments found in them. 

READINGS: The readings for the first section - arguments 
for the existence of God—^will come from Plato, Aristotle, An-
selm, and Aquinas. The readings foi". the second section on 
arguments against the existence of God will come from Hume 
who will argue from the problem of-evil, and Scriven, who will 
point out the fallacies of the arguments for the^ existence of 
God and come to the conclusion that He doesn't. exist.. The 
readings for the third sectioii will be from Kant and Ayer. The 
last fsection will have ' readings' from varioiis ..contemporary 
philosophers with empiricist backgrounds; . 

ORG.^NIZATION: There will.be three or four.tests,.an,,optional 
paper, and no final. Professor Bobik's tests, consist of a wide 
range, of questions on the subject matter with the student hav
ing the choice of picking two or three questions out of a possible 
ten or twelve to answer. All tests are essay type question tests. . 
. COMMENTS: . This will be a new course next year iso there 

are.no past'experiences on anyone's part with it. Professor Bobik 
is the Assistant Chairman of the Philosophy Department and thus 
will be dedicated to making the course a good one. . ; 

Biswambhar Pahi / 
Philosophy 359 
Indian Philosophy ^ y . 

CONTENT: This course concerns itself with different Hindu 
systems in Indian philosophy along with a short study of Budd
hism towards the end of the semester. The purpose is to provide 
the interested student with a basis in Eastern thought not only 
philosophically but morally and religiously as well. Mr. 
Pahi divides his course into different sections, each expressing 
different themes of Indian study. The course starts out with 
a -Study of the Vedas and Upanisads. These contain ancient 
religious writings and myths and show the advancement of 
man's spiritual horizons. The next section of the course covers 
the'.Bhagavad Gita which is a book discussing morality, and how 
life should be lived. Included in this section are several yoga 
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systems. The third section of the, course covers the Carvaka 
which includes within itself a theory on knowledge. The next 
section covers one of the. oldest systems, the Sarnkhya-Yoga 
system. = Included in this,section are doctrines on the.self, cau
sation, and yoga. The-fifth section ;is' on the .Nyaya Vaisesika 
system which , includes thoughts on . knowledge, the self, and 
God. The last section of study is on-Buddhism. -. 

PRESENTATION: The-course is. mostly a lecture course with 
discussion "and questions 'each.-occupying a fair share of the 
classes. Mr. Pahi takes the time to write a great deal of 

. material on the board so.thus notes taken in. the course, are 
usually some of the most- complete on campus. Handouts are 
also distributed to the .students. These handouts carry a short 
synopsis of the-lectures and they, are given out for each system 
studied. Professor Pahi's accent presents a minor problem at 
first but after a while the student-gets used to it. Besides, as 
mentioned earlier, he. writes a great deal of what he is talking 
about on the board., , ^ 

READINGS:. TherCrare two main books used in the course, 
A Sourcebook in Indian Philosophy hy Radhakrishnan, and 
Oriental Philosophies by Kohler. There are. also, assigned out
side readings on reserve iri>. the library. On the whole, time 
spent reading for the course is a litde less than what is spent 
for most other courses,; as Professor Pahi's lectures contain" inost _ 
of what the student will learn. 

ORGANIZATION: There is a midterm and a final. There are 
two themelike papers (3 or 4 pages) and one paper about ten 
pages in length. The longer paper can be replaced with an in 
class report by. the more adventurous student. Professor Pahi 
does not care for short answer tests. 

COMENTS: This, is • a good course for those who are a little 
. wary of philosophy courses' in general because the material is 

a little' bit easier-to understand and the main points given are 
interesting and covered well. At times Professor Pahi spends 
more . t ime than is required on certain topics and it tends to 
make .some classes seem repetitive. Those interested in covering 
subjects by analysis will enjoy this course because Professor Pahi 
likes to apply analytic inethods to selected topics. The philosophy 
majors who have taken this course all-seemed to like.it well 
because: one tends to retain a lot 'of the information that is 
covered in,.class. 'This last'point'indicates that this is a good 
course to take if you plan' to study anything else.that has' an 
Eastern influence. Professor Pahi" is a good natured man and is 
always available for the students who need a little extra help. 

. He is understanding if,you are late,in, handing in a paper and 
he has a genuine enthusiasm for the, subject matter. 

Herbert Johnston 
Philosophy 371 ::r / ; ^ 7 
Business Ethics ; 

CONTENT: Mr. Johnston feels his job as a teacher of business 
students is to make them conscious of the existeiice of moral 
problems within business situations, to provide them with the 
moral principles to apply to those problems, and to give them 
practice-in making such applications.- All three of these aims 
can be combined. Each of them can best be achieved in com
bination-with the other. By analyzing actual business cases,the 
student is made aware of these-moral problems and the decisions 
applicable in these areas. '< - = 

PRESENTATION: The course depends on the involvement of the 
student to a large extent. The lectures are aimed at informing 
and enlightening the students on the principles found in the 
readings. The voluntary student-led discussions are the basis of 
the class participation. The amount one gets from' the' class 
depends to a great extent on what he puts into it. 

READINGS: A text, "Ethos and the Executive/' by C. C. 
Walton along with a case book were the basis for all readings in 
the class. The amount of reading is not taxing. In order for the 
cases to be intelligently discussed the reading should be completed 
before the class. - . : 

ORGANIZATION: Mr. Johnston prepares a very exact syllabus 
for the student with reading assignment and discussion topics 
listed;-There,are two tests and a final, all being given equal con
sideration. Class participation; as. discussion leader and in general 
qiiestiohs, and comments is,considered very important. 
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COMMENT: Business Ethics is a good course but it has a great 
deal of undeveloped potential. This is usually the result of a 
lack of. student participation in cases the student can't identify 
with or ones that seem too idealistic. The discussions are- there
fore, in some cases, superficial. Major points are sometimes-hard 
to pick before the tests. The work load is not heavy.and Mr. 
Johnston will try to initiate clas participation, but the ultimate 
benefit one can get from the course depends on ones ability to 
see if and how the discussions relate to everyday life. 

Charles:Weiher, G.S.G. 
Philosophy 386 
Perceiving and Thinking 

CONTENT.- This course is being offered for the first time in 
Fall '72. Although there are no specific prerequisites for this 
course, Fr. .Weiher assumes that the student has had at least 
a general introduction to philosophical thought. Even though 
the course deals with quite a specific topic in philosophy, the 
scope of philosophy of knowledge is so broad that it touches on 
practically every area, and Fr. Weiher wants to emphasize 
that, consequently, this course will not be a very highly tech
nical one. The course is basically described as one.in "reading 
and discussion" with occasional "informal lectures". Fr. Wei
her expects the students to come to class with readings done in 
preparation for discussion. He hopes to consider the question 
of what knowledge is and to discuss areas such as the nature 
of perceiving, sense data theory, skepticism and phenomenalism, 
and the existence of mental entities. He sees the course as basi
cally an efTort at correlation, with emphasis on the symbolic na
ture of thinking and perceiving. •. -

READINGS: Readings have not yet been finally selected. 
There will probably be four paperbacks required, with a reading 
load of perhaps 40 pages per week. 

ORGANIZATION:. Regular class attendance is expected. There 
will be four or five.tests of the takehome variety required of 
the students, the last of which is the final examination. For 
each test, Fr.; Weiher expects approximately 3 pages in response 
to a problem which he selects on topics covered in the course. 
The. final grade is based on these tests, and a students partici
pation in class discussion will favorably influence his grade in 
borderline cases. 

Biswambhar Pahi 
Philosophy 431 . 
Introductory-SymbolicrLogic \-. 

' C O N T E N T : . This course aims at a rigorous introduction to 
mathematical logic; and though there are no formal prerequisites-
(i.e. the presentation assumes no previous knowledge) the amount 
and complexity of material "toiibe covered necessitates that the 
course proceed" at .a pace .which one- without- either a firm 
mathematical background (math major or minor), or, at least 
one previous • logic; course would find most demanding. -In 
fact, those without such prior preparation would do well to avoid 
Philosophy 43L ' - : . -• ' .: ' .- . ' 
1..r< Mr.-Pahi intends'to'cover set,theory, triith functional theory,, 
natuiral deduction techniques (a,rigorous;but intuitively acces-

;sible,-,method.=.of proof whose advantage is' its heuristic quality 
which, makes, logical proofs "somewhat easier to develop than 
does the. method of standard axiomatic.treatments), application 
of thcifriatufal deduction.-technique to propositional calculus 
and quantification theory,- semantic tableau. method of state
ment decidability, semantics of .logical quantification, with con
sideration. of the. Post Completeness Theorem for Propositional 
Calculus, and,finally Godel's Completeness Theorem for Predi
cate Calculus with equality. ~ 'As is indicated above, this - course 

, is designed primarily for.'mathematics or philosophy ̂  majors 
(and philosophy graduate students). In. the past, students.with ; 
strong interest in computing science have also found Dr.''Pahi's; 
course rewarding. . , , ':'.!- "' - - .: - -'. " 

PRESENTATION: The coutse is/almost entirelyllecturej but 
Mr. Pahi earnestly solicits,questions. He. concentrates on elicit-
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ing .̂ student understanding—as opposed to covering a predeter
mined block, of material. 

READINGS: No texts are required as .Mn Pahi provides the 
class with an extensive set of prepared notes. However, students 
are referred.to Richmond H. Thomason's Symbolic Logic: An 
Introduction, as well as to various materials on reserve. 

ORGANIZATION: Weekly homework problems, one writing 
assignment dealing with one or more papers on reserve, one 
paper dealing with some specific topic in logic not treated in 
class" (in the past, students have written on topics as diverse as 
Deoiitic logic, the ontological consequences of certain theorems 
from contemporary logical sysems, and mathematical aspects 
of logic), one midsemester and one final exam combine to 
determine the course grade. Mr. Pahi intends the writing as
signments to offer each student the possibility of exploring 
some specific area of logic in which the students finds himself 
particularly interested. 

COMMENTS: Dr. Pahi has taught this course for a number 
of years. Or rather, one should say, he has been developing 
this course for a number of years; for changes in organization 
and presentation have been extensive. At this point Dr. Pahi 
feels more satisfied with these structures than he has in the 
past; aiyl this statisfaction serves to indicate that students will 
discover a course most capable of attaining its specified goals. 
Students, taking his class will also quickly realize that this con
tinual reevaluation of the presentation of his material is only 
one of many indications of Dr. Pahi's genuine concern for the 
progress of his students. Class lectures are thoroughly and care-
fuly prepared (an infrequent student comment is that he at 
times proceeds too slowly over matters which his students already 
comprehend), and he is eminently accessible outside of class. 

.Students who posess the requisite interest and ability are strongly 
advised to consider Philosophy 431. 

A. Robert Caponigri 
Philosophy 389 
Philosophy of History 

CONTENTS: This course will begin with the consideration 
of the manner in which the philosophical problem of history has 
suggested itself to various thinkers at various times: i.e. from 
the problems of writing history, from the effort to characterize 
man's specific mode of existence, from the nature and course 
of institutions, etc. Hence, it will be seen that the" philosophy 
of history is no single thing but a cluster of interrelated prob
lems. The effort will be directed to determining what this 
cluster of problems have in common and what might be ex
pected from the resolution of them. Both the holistic, hermen-
eutic, and analytic approaches to these problems v/ill be con
sidered. 

READINGS: Illustrative texts will be selected from a variety 
of authors: the Greek historians; St. Augustine; Renaissance 
thinkers: MachiavelH; etc; and the modems: Hegel, etc. The 
selections wiir be taken for the most part from Nash "(ed.) 
Ideas.ofllistory, 2 vols, paperback, Dutton. What is aimed at 
specifically for the.student is sophistication in evaluating his
torical claims. . , . 

.Kenneth Sayre'-
Philosophy 403:. 
Plato ""^V. ' :•. . . 

' CONTENT: Mr. Sayre hopes to "do a little serious reading 
of Plato" with his students. This course is his personal favorite 
and - his knowledge of Plato is extensive. Mr. Sayre will con
centrate on selected early and middle dialogues with an eye 

. to both depth and sensitivity in reading and a critical response. 
PRESENTATION: The class will be organized along standard 

lecture lines. Each selection should be read prior to the class 
in which is will be discussed, where a general presentation of 
the material by Mr. Sayre will be mixed with student questions-
Mr... Sayre's, class presentation is usually well-organized but 
informal. ' . 
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READINGS.- One book, the Collected Works of Plato, Hamil
ton and Cairns, ed., about $10.00. Readings should cover the 
Apolog}', Crito, Phaedo, Euthyphro, Ion, Protagorus, Meno and 
selections from, the Republic; 

ORGANIZATION,- One paper, midterm and final, weighted 
about equally. . . , 

COMMENTS: Although the course does not presume any 
previous backgrouncl in Plato, it wouldbe good to be sure of an 
interest in the material to be covered. If you have the interest, 
Mr. Sayre's expertise will make the course an enjoyable one. 
The exams are tough but fair and the'material is usually ex
plained in detail, particularly if questions are asked. 

Kenneth Gdodpaster 
Philosophy 423 . 
Ethics 

CONTENT: This course has been offered before at du Lac, but 
it will be the first time for Mr. Goodpaster. In essence, therefore, 
a new professor means a new course. Structure ,will .be similar 
to Ethics 273, but this more advanced section will be more 
theoretical, and deal with more particulars. Offered, for philoso
phy majors, some of the topics to be discussed wil lbe relativism, 
egoism, utilitarianism, deontolog}', free will, and justification of 
ethics and moral problems. 

READINGS: Mr. Goodpaster is fairly uncertain about the text 
and course materials, but will surely implement W: J. Frankena's 
Ethics, and recommended readings are S. Gorovitz's Mill: 
Utilitarianism, R. P.. Wolff's Kant: Foundations of Metaphysics 
of Morals {%\.95), and G. J. Warnock's Contemporary Moral 
Philosophy. • 

ORGANIZATION: Many aspects of the course-have yet to be 
decided, but many of the basic themes from Philosophy 273 will 
come into play in a much more detailed manner; The work 
load will be more rigorous, and more will be expected from the 
student More emphasis will be placed upon philosophical theorj-^ 
treated in a more sophisticated fashion rather than on applica
tion in handling the subject material. Students'will be left to 
apply particulars on a personal and individual basis. 

Vaughn I l .McKim . ; ; v 
Philosophy 443 ' :; 
Analytic Philosophy V , ;. \ , 

_ CONTENT: This course.presents ah introductory survey of a 
major current in 20th .Century "philosophical thought. (Some 
would regard the Analytic movement as the md5t_ important con
temporary philosophical orientation.) Paramount is the question 
of the role played by language, in the formulation and solution 
of philosophical perplexities. The subject is .-treated historically 
with emphasis on the work of certain prominent philosophers. 
However,.such a presentation necessarily, becomes thematic for 
the sake of coherence. So the.student receives_a balzincedview 
of both principal individual contributions and the more general 
overriding, concerns, characteristic of the traditioh. : There^ are 
no.'specific prerequisites; but students with little oi-'no^philo-
sophical background would be advised ib. look elsewhere. ,-(Tfe 
course is generally composed mostly of philosophy majors and, 
even a number of philosophy graduate students ,-,^but it also 
has attracted a substantial number of non-majors 'who have 
done well.) - ' • -" -

• PRESENTATION: The imposing amount of material to be cov-.. 
ered and the introductory nature of the course demand that it be 
mostly lecture. Mr. McKim's presentation is of a high intellec
tual level but he bends all efforts to elucidate his often abstruse 
subject matter. He usually succeeds, and always encourages 

, questions -when an explanation seems to have missed the mark. 
-READINGS:.Required are mostly papers contained in The Lin

guistic-Turn, ed. by K^jRorty; Philosophy in the 20th Century 
Vol. I I , ed.;by H: O:-Aiken; The Blue and the Broivn Books, hy 
Ludwig Wittgenstein, and material . oh, reserve. Secondary 
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sources to be consulted include One Hundred Years of Philo
sophy,-hy J. Passmore. (All sources to be purchased are avail
able in paperback and total cost should not exceed-$15.00.) 
One is not expected to read all of-the selections in each work; 
but the reading assignments .>re rather deinanding. 

r ORGANIZATION: i Two papers and two exams comprise: the 
written load. Each is weighed equally in determining the final, 
grade. ".As should be expected,- tests emphasize factual content-
rather than -interpretation. (Exams, cover both lectures and 
readings.), r . . . - , .'• ' • ' - ' . -

COMMENTS: AS noted above this course attempts to organize 
a vast amount of material into a form which can be assimilated in 
one semester. This necessitates a rapid pace which renders con
tinuing preparation on the part of the student mandatory. One 
cannot merely attend class and.catch up with the reading before 
each exam. The reading load is too heavy and one who has failed 
to previously, do the assigned papers will simply not find himself 
able to take advantage of the lecture. Mr. McKim maintains 
a difficult balance between breadth and depth of treatment. The 
result is demanding but satisfying.,The course is recommended for 
anyone with sufficient experience .who manifests an interest in 
serious philosophy. , " 

Cornelius. Delaney ; 
Philosophy 429 ^ ^ ^ 
Philosophy of History--

, CONTENT: . T h i s course is being offered for the first time 
in fall '72. There are no specific prerequisites. Mr. Delaney 
plans-to concentrate on two major areas of the philosophy of 
history.in this'cburse. First, there will be an examination of the 
speculative philosophy of history. ,-Here the course will con
centrate on. such "considerations as, - "What type of .questions 
might one.be able to make about historical events and develop
ment?" Secondly, the course will consider the more, recently 
developed area, of critical philosophy of history.. Here Mr. 
Delaney hopes tO:consider JmoreTcritical questions such as "What 
does it mean~to,inake statements about-the history of man?" . Mr. 
Delaney. hopes ifor . participation from ; his students in seminar 

-discussions, in .the ,class.. He'sees this, as, an'integral part of 
. their coinirig. to understand the^speculative, and critical philoso
phies of history.' " ;-^- ' : , . ' . . ," ' ; . 

READINGS: Required readings-have hot. yet been selected, 
but Mr.; Delaney anticipates having two basic texts from which 
readings wll be taken. One of these will be an anthology of the 
philosophy of -.history antl, the . other _more of ah - introductory 

• text.";-- -\-{'^'yy'\K:- ^''-\. -'"_• -'^ .- ~ . - ":- -" :: ' 
, ORGANIZATION: There.will probably be a mid-term and a 

final e-xamination. and,one; research, paper (approx. 10-15pp.) 
; required for the course. The filial grade will reflect the student's 

performance;on jthe- two .̂ tests and: the paper, along, with some 
consideration.of his participation.;in the /;lass.discussions, 

Ernaii McMailih/:C.S,fe;i: .:̂ ^̂  
Philosophy 434: ;:v;V;-' - - V / 
Philosophy: of Science i:..? i ; ^ .. ., 

:', ' C O N T E N T : -Father, McMullin, is ^ teaching this course this 
semester with'Mr.-Gutting, but >vill handle it alone next semes
ter.^' I t will be.'qiiite. different;; The course will be--divided into 

-two paftsrfFirst; he will cover problems in con temporary, methods 
-ofisciehce;"lookihg- at : the nature,of explanation,-'discovery,-and 
proofvs'This'is a very lively area and will cover more:than half 
of. the semesten' ;-Secondly, he. will consider problems that arise, 
ffomi some scientific theories for philosophy, t As 'examples;' he 

:wiH'exainine the quantum theory in contemporai-yl physics^ and 
. relate it to the conception of causation^ Evolutionary; biology : 
and the nature of.man and problems in contemporaiy psychology, 
will also be posed as pertinent questions to the contemporary 
philosopher. This will be an excellent course for upperclassmen 
in-science and philosphy.. .'- ' •' 

READINGS: DittOred articles will be distributed. ' . - ~ ^ 
' ORGANIZATION : Primarily a lecture type course, but discussion 

wi l lbe encouraged.- There wil lbe three short papeirs and a final. 
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Psychology 
Ellen Ryan 
Psychology 341 
Statistical Experiments I , , 

CONTENT: This course is required for Jail-Psychology majors. 
I t is aimed at giving the student a working knowledge of sta
tistics used in ,evaluting experimental data. The content of the 
course is highly mathematical. However, a large background in 
math isn't.required and more emphasis is placed on theory than 
actual calculation. 

PRESENTATION: The course consists of two lectures and one 
lab per week. The labs involve a review session and a quiz. In 
the class lectures Mrs. Ryan uses an overhead projector a great 

' deal. Questions are welcome. 
READINGS : Fundamental Statistics for Psychology by Robert 

McGall is the only text used in the course. (§8.95) 
ORGANIZATION : There are three exams given during the 

semester. These are not meant to be cumulative but, because of 
the type of material, they usually are. The weekly quizzes 
are meant to prepare the student for-the tests and are used to 
raise a student's grade. 

COMMENTS : Mrs. Ryan is a very good lecturer. She tries to 
illuminate material that would otherwise be very confusing. She 
takes a personal interests in her students and is readily available 
for consultation. The course is for psychology majors only be
cause of the difficulty of its material. • 

Peter, J. Naus 
Psychology 473E 
Seminar in Social. Gerontology 

- CONTENT:-The course.studies the social aspects of-the aging 
process . througha social-psychological approach. This is not a 
survey course. Mr. Naus selects certain topic areas and covers 
them in detail. The major areas are ecology* of the aged,.which 
considers living arrangements,- neighborhood.-influences, and the 
effect of. urban influences; the establishment of Social Services, 
their'needs, evaluation, and development; and preparation for 
old age. , : _, . . . , 

PRESENTATION: There are three formats used in the class. 
Most classes-are lectures - by' Mr. Naus. Several^ classes are 
devoted to student, group presentations, while there are about 
five lecture-discussions .with guest speakers. 

READINGS: One text book is required, Busse & Pfeiffer, Be
havior and Adaptation-in Late Life. There are also about a 
dozen handouts during the semesterl ' . * 

ORGANIZATION: There are two.essay-type tests. Participation 
in a. group presentation is required. Also, a carefully pirepared 
paper, the length "of which Mr. Naiis prefers not to specify-is 
expected. The student is required to spend about twdhours per 
week visiting the elderly in nursing homes, or to serve as an interr 
viewer in a survey of the elderly. , --

• C O M M E N T S : The subject matter is dry, and the. lectures 
contain many unanswered questions because of the-dearth-of 

, needed research in gerontology. The lectures and the visits to 
the nursing home amply demonstrate the needs aiid concerns of 
this forgotten minority group. Mr. Naus is very enthusiastic 
about the subject, and shows exceptional respect and concern for 
student comments and questions. His enthusiasm and concern 
for the course and the individual student help: to off set the 
dryness of the subject. Thus, it is a valuable experience for 
those with an interest in the elderly. 
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John G^Bofkowski 
Psychology. 342 
Experimental Psychology I I 

.CONTENT,- This course introduces the student to the scientific 
methodology of psychology. Emphasis is on the design and 
report of - experiments in the context of major psychological 
areas. These include learning (animal and human), memory, 
transfer, scaling, measurement and personality. Mr. Borkowski 
hopes to convey an appreciation of research and show its 
relevancy to applied psychology. Statistics is a pre-requisite. 

PRESENTATION: Although this is primarily a lecture course, 
discussions are encouraged. Mr. Borkowski is always open for 
questions or opposing points of view. 

READINGS: Underwood's Experimental Psychology will no 
longer be the required text. Anderson and Borkowski's text 

• (chap. 1-8) will be substituted in the form of handouts for which 
there will be a minimal charge. Vernon's Motivating Children 
and another undetermined paperback will be required, as will 
various articles in the reserved bookroom of the library. 

ORGANIZATION: The grade is determined by four in-class 
exams (15% each) and four lab reports (10% each). The lab 
reports must be written according to the APA style manual and 
usually require much time and effort. 

COMMENTS : Anyone hopeful of continuing in psychology will 
find this course and Mr. Borkowski's teaching style both stimulat
ing and worthwhile. With a little effort on the part of the stu
dent, it can even be enjoyable. 

Chris Anderson 
Psychology 483 
Seminar in Learning and Motivation 

CONTENT: Mr. Anderson, in keeping true to his previous 
seminars, will attempt to> integrate and compare the scientific 
rigor of the learning and motivation psychologists with the 
experiential approaches of phenomenological and humanistic 
psychologists. In the learning seminar, Mr. Anderson will use 
the philosophy of science and the history of learning as starting 
points. These will lead to a more extensive coverage in the areas 
of classical and operant conditioning. Students will be exposed 
to, the theories of such learning giants as Pavlov, Thomdike, 
Watson, and Hull. Mr. Anderson will also expose certain the
oretical and practical aspects of the learning process. The motiv
ation seminar will deal with such concepts as "instinct," "drive," 
"aversive motivation," "frustration," "conflict," "perceptual 
aspects," and "needs." Mr. Anderson will then delve into 
behavior dynamics which will consist of reviewing the different 
motivational theories such as the dynamic, the associative, the 
drive and incentive theories, social, and the existential ap
proaches. The influence of learning theory on abnormal psy
chology will also be considered. The student can expect a rig
orous exposure to these two critical areas in the science of 

-psychology. 

There are no prequisites except a desire to expose oneself 
to -the rigors of learning theory. Some knowledge of psychology 
and experimental method may come in handy but this is not 
necessary. Mr. Anderson welcomes students who represent other 
academic disciplines even though the course is traditionally an 
"upper" division" course composed of juniors and seniors. 

PRESENTATIONS: Mr. Anderson possesses a "high-powered" 
style which, along with the interesting and provocative subject 
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matter, will provide for a stimulating seminar. He will not 
hesitate to use overhead projectors and videotape recorders in 
order to focus on the material. If all fails to stimulate the 
student, Mr. Anderson's wit, which ranges from the sly to the 
outrageous; will pick up the slack. He,seeks open discussion of 
the subject matter and rightfully expects a good return from his 
students. 

READINGS: The readings for this course are somewhat vague 
at the present but may consist of Frank Logan's Learning and 
Motivation as a primer in this area. A more intensive text in 
learning theory will probably be used in the seminar along with 
a number of outside readings, usually journal articles. The stu
dent should also be prepared to take extensive class notes. 

ORG.\NIZATION : There will probably be three required ex
aminations which are multiple choice in texture and difficult in 
essence. Mr. Anderson will use a "token" point system which 
will award points for review papers, outside research projects and 
other worthwhile endeavors. The token point system combined 
with the points earned on tests will compose the final grade. 
There is no curve in the final judgement but his point system 
is fairly liberal. 

COMMENTS: One problem which may arise in this seminar 
would be the ability of the instructor to thoroughly analyze both 
areas in one meager semester. However, Mr. Anderson will try 
to arrange the material so as to refrain from overwhelming the 
student. He does not expect superhuman efforts from his stu
dents, but he does expect a sincere effort to grasp the basic 
concepts of learning and motivation. He also expects his students 
to be bold enough to question and to contribute to the general 
intellectual atmosphere of the seminar. 

Thomas Whitman 
Psychology 47 3A 
Seminar in Behavior Modification 

CONTENT: "Behavior modification, also, called behavior 
therapy, is a general term referring to the systematic application 
of scientifically established principles of learning to the area of 
human behavior disorders. Just as psychoanalysis represents the 
wave of the past in the attempt to explain and ameliorate 
psychological problems, so behavior modification represents the 
wave of the future", (from professor's syllabus). Mr. Whitman's 
overriding purpose is to develop a basic appreciation for the 
learning theorist's views of behavior development, and to present 
a panoramic, detailed survey of the concepts, techniques and 
related research that is behavior modification. Of utmost im
portance, is an analysis and evaluation of the'efficacy of extant 
clinical and educational techniques. Simply, should we allow 
some systems (eg.'penal, educational, therapeutic) to continue 
to operate as they do? . -

PRESENTATION : Although this course is predominantly lec
ture, class size (25-30)j professorial encouragement and provoca
tive subject matter stimulate discussion. Each of M.T. Whitman's 
lectures is orderly, succinct and includes a ' substantial measure 
of material. Presentation of recently published, related material 
is emphasized. He uses one movie, and a tape recording of an ; 
actual therapeutic procedure. Don't cut. 

READINGS: A tentative list of readings is Control of Human 
Behavior, Vol II by Ulrich, Stachnik and Mabry ($5.75), B. F. 
Skinner's Science and Human Behavior ($3.45), and Jerome 
Frank's Persuasion and Healing ($1.95), supplemented by 8-10 
outside reserve articles. A well-defined schedule provided at the 
outset shows reasonable amounts of time between major readings. 
\ ORGANIZATION: The general format of the course depends to 
a good degree on student suggestions from class evaluation. At 
present, short, weekly quizzes are given on the readings. An in-
class midterm covers lectures, text and outside readings cumu
latively. The final, too, is in-class, including material from the 
midterm foravwd. Combined, the weekly quizzes are equivalent 
in point value to each of the two major.exams. Questions on 
all tests are generally short-answer essay (2-3 sentences), non-
subjective,. and demand a thorough, detailed knowledge of the 
subject matter. Insofar as it can be objectively evaluated, class
room discussion provides another means of earning points. Ad
ditional options include doing a written research project on a 

subject of choice, or. a clinical project at Northern Indiana 
Children's Hospital with a retarded child. For those with any 
long term plans in the field of psychology, herein lies a significant 
opportunity. Mr. Whitman would,like to see graduate student 
supervision of a structured practicum at the Hospital next year 
in order to provide a more organized and effective program. 

COMMENT: This course presents a clear statement of this 
behavioral approach to. man, develops a facility in using the 
learning theorist's language and concepts, and generates an 
interest in diagnosing behavior disorders in terms of their en
vironmental contingencies; The broad span of topics presented 
is the result of Mr. Whitman's own enthusiasm for this area of 
psychology. Such diverse topics as eradication of smoking be
havior, education of the inental retardate, and gerontology are 
pursued and thoroughly analyzed. With each new subject being 
couched in .learning theory,. the student readily becomes ac
customed to and rather adept at the use of learning terms and 
concepts. Mr. Whitman's lecture style is that of a scientist—cal
culated, empirical and fluent. Interested students are encouraged 
to contact Mr. Whitman for additional information. 

Gerald Giantonio ' 
Psychology 474E 
Seminar on Human Sexuality 

CONTENT: The purpose of this course is to give the student 
knowledge concerning human sexuality, an area that is con
sidered taboo and plagued by myth in our culture. I t also gives 
the student a chance to take a stand on the sex issues confronting 
us today, such as abortion, homosexuality, pre-marital inter
course, and pornography. The hopeful result of the course is to 
enable the. student to eliminate all his ideas of sexual taboo 
and to give.him the ability to communicate his feelings on these 
matters to others.. This course is open -to all undergraduates. 

PRESENTATION: Giantonio makes a great effort to enhance 
discussion. He usually opens with a brief presentation of fact 
and then allows discussion for the remainder of the class. Guest 
speakers are,frequently incorporated into the course. 

. READINGS:' The texts aie Human Sexuality by James.McCary 
and The Student .Guide to Sex on Campus. Additional readings 
are copied and passed,out in class. 

ORGANIZATION: Grading is based on three papers of 3-5 
pages in, length. . .̂  . 

COMMENTS: Mr. Giantonio is well suited to teach this course 
in that" his knowledge in the area is good. However, he will be 
the, first'to point out that his knowledge is insufficient in dealing 
with issues siich as abortion. .He emphasizes the importance of 
the individual coming to terms with himself. This is a good 
stimulant for discussion. In order to insure no one-sidedness in 
the. discussions, Mr. Giantonio tries to keep the male-female 
ratio, low. A student, male or female, can easily find oneself lost 
in the discussion due to the large size of the class; By and large, 
the student; will find the class thought provoking. 

Gerald Giantonio 
Psychology 580 
Physiological Psychology 

CONTENT; The basic purpose of the course is to acquaint 
the student with physiological and neurophysiological processes. 
The course serves as a preparation for an optional, in-depth 
second semester course in physiological psychology. The course 
material can be broken down into three fairly broad headings: a 
comprehensive review of neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, en
docrinology. In all of these areas, the physiological aspects are 
studied as they pertain to observable behavior. 

PRESENTATION : This is a straight lecture course. There are 
no seminars, presentations or laboratories involyed. 

-READINGS: The textbook is Milner's text Physiological Psy
chology (price $14.00) which is the same book that was used in 
last year's fall term. Mr. Giantonio also hands out a fairly ex
tensive collection of readings which complement the textbook. 
These readings are drawn from other textbooks and from the 
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periodicals. The readings from the periodicals are generally 
review and summary articles. 

ORGANIZATION: The final grade is established by averaging 
three equally weighted tests taken during the semester. There are 
no required papers in this course. The nature of the tests vary; 
they involve multiple choice, essay, identification and short 
answer questions. As Mr. Giantonio candidly tells his students, 
"If you really understand the class notes, and if you have done 
the readings and understand them, you're in good shape." The 
tests are comprehensive, they are demanding and they do relate 
both to the lectures and to the readings. 

COMMENTS : If a lecture course is to be successful, its success 
depends, in large measure, on the relative skill of the lecturer. 

Dr. Giantonio is a skilled and highly informed lecturer. The 
course preparation is obvious and his enthusiasm can easily be 
measured by .his rapidly increasing^ pace of presentation of 
material as his interest grows. This may well be one of the 
drawbacks for some students: the course moves! However, in 
compensation, there is good rapport between the teacher and 
students. Mr. Giantonio responds well both to questions and to 
requests for a diminished pace. 

The material of this course is interesting fare, but it is not 
recommended for those looking for an easy, final elective. The 
combination of interesting material and enthusiastic presentation 
generates a course that is invaluable for anyone interested in 
behavioral physiology. 

Theology 
Maury Amen 
Theology 200 
Shamanism 

CONTENT: Shamanism, to use Mircea Eliade's definition, is 
a technique ofecstacy. A shaman is one who works with the 
supernatural by being both priest and doctor—a kind of medi
cine man. The course will use Eliade's writings on shamanism 
as a point of departure for a specific consideration of the reli
gious practices of the North American Indian medicine man. 

READINGS : Mircea Eliade, Shamanism, Archaic Techniques of 
Ecstasy, Rites and Symbols of Initiation; Joseph Campbell, The 
Hero With a Thousand Faces; John G. Neihardt, Black Elk 
Speaks, The Twilight of the Sioux; Weston La Barre, The 
Ghost Dance; Joseph Epes Brown, The Sacred Pipe, Black Elk's 
Account of the Seven Rites of the Oglala 5IOMX; Carlos Cas-
tanada. The Teachings of Don Juan: A Yaqui Way of Knowl
edge, A Separate Reality; Jerome Rothenburg, Shaking the 
Pumpkin, Traditional Poetry of the North American Indians; 
Frank Waters, Masked Gods: Navaho and Pueblo Ceremonial
ism. These books are expensive. 

ORGANIZATION: Each student will be asked to research one 
specific instance of Shamanism" among the North American 
Indian tribes. Final examination will be essay-type. Class size: 
40. . -._ 

COMMENT: Fr. Amen is far more comfortable and effective 
working with a relatively small group of students. He dis
cusses and initiates discussion within such a situation fairly 
easily and one comes away from such. discussions with a sense 
of opportunity, encountered and available. I would recommend 
this course to any one genuinely interested in understanding 
through a personal encounter with a religious experience, one's 
own interest and involvement in the religious experiences of 
the American Indian. 

Rev. Jean LaPorte 
Theology 208 
Teilhard de Chardin 

CONTENT: The course is intended as an introduction to the 
works of Teilhard de Chardin; strong emphasis is placed on 
The Phenomenon of Man as well as other essays selected by 
Abbe LaPorte. 
. ' READINGS: Mimeographed essays will be handed out at the 

•beginning of the semester, comprising approximately 120 pages. 
I t is also recommended that students read The Phenomenon 
of Man. 
- PRESENTATION : There are two sections to the course; one 
taught in French, one in English. A working knowledge of both 
written and oral French is a prerequisite for the French section. 
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Father LaPorte encourages discussion and often has students 
prepare a, class presentation on parts of the readings. The class 
is conducted in an informal, relaxed atmosphere. 

ORGANIZATIION : Approximately twenty-one one-page papers 
are required, in answer to a question at the end of each reading 
section. The final is a short (3-page) paper along the same lines. 

COMMENTS : Abbe LaPorte is a very warm-hearted teacher 
who is very much interested in his students. His lectures are 
clear and easy to follow, though perhaps too simplistic.- Not 
terribly demanding, the course and Abbe LaPorte come highly 
recommended. '{Most, but not all, of the students in the French 
section are returning Angers people.) 

Stanley Hauerwas 
Theology 217 
Pohtical Ethics 

CONTENT: The computer title of Mr. Hauerwas' course is 
Political Ethics. He mentioned in class that the actual title may 
well be "Christian Social Ethics in a Democratic Society." EUis' 
basic premise for this course is that modem Christians are try
ing to assert that God is a God who has a wider concern than 
that of the individual soul; he is the God over all social insti
tutions as well, and is alive and active in his redeeming of this 
world. A question important for each individual is what is the 
relationship between his personal values and his involvement, 
voluntary or not, in social institutions. Mr. Hauerwas presents 
this question to his class not so much as a "thought-provoker" 
but as a very real, very pressing problem. Political Ethics is an 
attempt not to give the answer but to consider the problem and 
some proposed solutions academically. 

- The course is presented in two sections. The first 
deals with various theological approaches to Christian social 
ethics. These are: The Catholic Tradition (encyclicals). The 
Realist Position (R. Niebuhr), The Christological Position (D. 
BonhoefFer) and the Sectarian Position (J. H. Yoder). Al
though these are not exhaustive they cover the field quite 
adequately. The second half of the course is taken up with, 
broadly speaking, modem society in terms of political science 
and sociology. The interests of this half are varied: pluralism, 
technology, race, community, civil disorder, violence, radicalism. 

PRESENTATION: This course is presented in lecture form. 
Mr. Hauerwas is an able lecturer and is always well prepared. 
He is concise and is adept at getting to the crux of an issue. 
His daily presentation is generally a relaxed (that is, well-
interspersed with comments and quips that develop and eluci
date the topic) reading of written lectures. These are usually 
critiques and explanations of the readings, which should be read 
before the lecture. Mr. Hauerwas welcomes questions, com
ments and discussion in class and is willing to argue topics—if 
they are argued well and if they are relevant to class con
sideration. 
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READINGS: This reading list is long, demanding and generally 
worthwhile. Some of the books of the latter half of the course 
are eliminated and others are abridged to facilitate reading. 
Papal Encyclicals (3-5), R. Niebuhr, Man's Nature and His 
Communities; D. Bonhoeffer, Ethics; J. H. Yoder, The Christian 
Witness to the State; R. Dahl, After the Revolution; R. Niebuhr, 
The Children of Light and the Children of Darkness; Murray, 
JVe Hold These Truths; Riot Commission Report; The Port 
Huron Statement; A. Gish, The New Left and Christian Radi
calism; Reich, The Greening of America; Slater, The Pursuit 
of Loneliness; Nisbet, The Quest for Community; H. Arendt, 
On Violence; Berger and Neuhaur, Movement and Revolution; 
R. Potter, War and Moral Discourse; Malcom X, Autobiog
raphy; J. Hough, Black Power and White Protestantism. 

ORG.\NIZATIOX : Little activity is expected (generally rightly 
so) of the student. There are two tests—a midterm and a final— 
and a 15-page paper. The tests are difficult and demanding, yet 
very good estimates of a student's knowledge of the subject. 
They are both essay form. The topic of the paper is left to the 
student, with some adxdce from Mr. Hauerwas. Of the two, the 
paper is. more important. Mr. Hauerwas feels that a student 
should choose a topic he is really interested in and that he 
should learn from his work on the paper. Thus, the grading is 
60% paper, and 4 0 % the two tests. 

COMMENTS: Political Ethics is an extremely worthwhile 
course. Its emphasis provides one with some fresh, views of 
society, government, and their problems in the modern world. 
The most beneficial aspect of the course may be that by listening 
to Mr. Hauerwas' lectures, one might learn to ask the "right 
questions." Getting to the heart of the matter skillfully is an 
art he is quite adept at. One may learn much by being exposed 
to such skill. 

The readings are many, and it may well be that some could 
be eliminated from consideration. Mr. Hauerwas hopes to cover 
quite a lot of material and in the main he succeeds. However, 
some, topics seem to be considered enough to wet one's appetite 
but are finished before more thought can be given to them. The 
first half of the course is the only "blatant" theology. Some 
may wish for more theology and less political science and soci
ology. However, Mr. Hauerwas wishes to make his course more 
generally appealing (that is, to more than just theology majors) 
and succeeds. 

Mr. Hauerwas' style of lecturing is explosive and to some 
intimidating (though it is not meant to be) . Advice to students 
in his class:.ask questions, discuss and comment; these are wel
come and the results are generally worthwhile. 

This is not an easy course; it is not meant to be. I t demands 
interest and work and only those willing, to contribute these 
should take it. . -

Robert. J. Nogosek, C.S.C. i 
Theology 213 ^ ;: V . : : ^ 
Marxist-Christian Dialogue ] / - . 

CONTENT: Attention in the course will be given toiacquiring 
a basic understanding of Marxism-Leninism, especially through 
comparison and contrast with Christian principles and values. 
Through-reflection on the material the student wiir be encour
aged to develop skills in identifying and clarifying his own 
values, whatever they might be and to do some thinking about 
the future of world civilization. This understanding of Marxism 
will then be considered for the challenges and the. questions 
that . i t poses to the Christian mind. - . 

READINGS: The reading list of Nicolas BeidyaeVj The Origin 
of Russian Communism, $1.75; Reinhold Niebuhr, Children of 
Light and Children of Darkness; Giulio Girardi, Marxism' and 
Christianity, $5.95, or on.two-hour reserve; Peter Riga, Church 
of. the Poor, a Commentary on the Development of Peoples, 
$2.95. , . -, - , 

ORGANIZATION:. The only examination will be the final, 
which will cover the niaterial contained in the required reading. 
In place of the exam the student may opt for a half-hour oral 
exam. After the books by Bardyaev, Niebuhr and Girardi. there 
will be a=.required paper of 7 to 8 pages. .Class participation 
and attendance will be very important. Graduating seniors 
with at least a B average from the three papers and class par-
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ticipation are excused from the final exam. The grade will 
be derived as follows: the three papers 5 0 % ; class performance 
2 5 % ; and the final 25%. . . 

Fr. Biallas ; -
Theology 2 4 0 ; ; - ? 
Theology of Revolution 

CONTENT : Tr. Biallas' aim is to amplify the student's personal 
dimension and. give the student an;attitude of fresh awareness, 
new sensitivity to himself," nature, to others and to God by 
examing various existentialists.' and humanists. He tries to 
take off certain blinders: Some of the men taught include 
Feurbach, Nietzsche and Kierkegaard. 

PRESENTATION: Fr. Biallas has a sincere, easy-going, en
thusiastic lecture style and explains the topic thoroughly. . He is 
definitely a most interesting lecturer. He is spontaneous and 
values class discussion and questions highly. He has an ability 
to explain very complex. concepts:- He usually lectures the first 
fifty minutes of the class and leaves the last 15 minutes open 
for criticism and discussion.' 

.READINGS: The reading list will probably include The 
Portable Nietzsche; Bonhoffer, Letters and Papers from Prison; 
Kierkegaard, Sickness unto Death^and/or Fear and Trembling; 
Dostoyevsky, Notes from the^ Underground and The Grand In
quisitor. The cost does not exceed $10.00. Some of these may 
be resold. The reading load per week is not excessive though 
it is essential to the course. • . , 

ORGANIZATION: Fr. Biallas assigns two 7-10-page papers 
and a 10-page take-home final. Grades are based on the papers, 
class participation and 'the final. Fr. Biallas is not a harsh 
marker. . ' ." . ^ . . , 

COMMENT: Fr. Biallas encourages intelligent discussions: 
His enthusiasm is apparent and his interest is contagious. His 
lectures are • well prepared and-cohesive. This course comes 
recommended. Most of the students," when asked whether they 
would take- another course from Fr.." Biallas, replied in the 
affirmative. ' . . • -. . 

Joseph Blenkiiisopp 
Theology 301 --;: - = 
Hebrew Scriptures 

CONTENT: ;"AS the title of this course suggests, the principal 
aim. will be to acquire some insight.into, and acquaintance with 
the Hebrew Scriptures.'' , This course as. a requirement for- the
ology-majors." Much of,the.jjast interest of the course has been 
in Genesis, Deuteronomy and Exodus. Dr. Blenkinsopp presents 
techniques of the Torm-critical method of investigating scripture, 
an overview of the historical setting: of the :periods and an intro
duction-to the. thoughts and-world of biblical Judaism. In th& 
past, the general approach of the course has been problematic. 
However, Dr. Blenkinsopp wishes to approach the texts this 
semester more thematically, examining the progressive thought 
ofrthe Old Testament about sin, death, evil, etc. 

PRESENTATION: The course is generally lectures on the 
various Biblical texts and related topics. Dr. Blenkinsopp' is a 
quite, good lecturer and is very exact in his presentations. He 
hopes to generate discussion in the class and encourages ques
tions, often by asking some himself. He is usually able to answer 
the queries or,, if not, is able = to refer a student to a source 
which can answer theih. 

. :READINGS: The readings are,not overly, demanding and are 
generally worthwhile., Aside from, obviously, the Hebrew.Scrip
tures of. the Old, Testament, two very short history books are 
to be read: W. F. Albright, The Biblical Period from Abraham 
to Ezra and E. L. Ehrlich, A Concise History of Israel. G. von 
Rad's commentary. Genesis, and P. Ricoeur's Symbolism of Evil 
willalso be used. . Recommended readings are many and are 
extremely helpful:: T. Meek, Hebrew Origins; A. Alt, Essays in 
Old Testament History and Religion; ,W. Harrelson, From Fer
tility Ctilt to Worship. Students are encouraged to purchase and 
read a. good introduction to the Old Testament: O. Eissfeldt,' 
E. Sellin & G. Fohrer, A. Weiser, Bl Andesron. Dr. Blenkinsopp 
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recommends books in his lectures that are pertinent to the topics 
being discussed. Certain short readings are required from the 
supplementary readings as preparation for lectures. , 

ORGANIZATION : There are two tests—a midterm, and a final. 
They are a combination of objective (nariies and some dates) 
and essay forms. Neither is overly taxing but each is a good 
estimate of a student's knowledge of the subject. A term paper 
is ;aIso to be written: length: not less than-3,000 words and 
not more than 5,000 words. This is intended as an opportunity 
to develop some interest of your own and will have an im
portant part in final evaluation. 

COMMENT: Hebrew Scriptures is an interesting, enjoyable 
arid worthwhile course. Although it is a requirement' for the 
major, it is certainly not "beyond" any non-major. In fact, it 
may be extremely exciting for him to examine Scripture in a 
way he seldom hears. It is often the first exposure to Scrip
ture the major has also^all are in the same boat. 

Mr. Blenkinsopp is extremely personable and makes the 
course enjoyable. He is not the task-master as soine mistakenly 

. think nor is the course impossibly demanding. He certainly knows 
his subject and chances are good that when a student finishes 
Hebrew Scriptures, he will know something of it. 

Girardot 
Theology 246 
Far Eastern Religion 

, CONTENT : China and Japan have a rich spectrum of religious 
ideologies, some of them (Confucianism, Taoism, Shinto) indig
enous in origin, others (especially Buddhism) introduced from 
outside but so profoundly, merged with the Chinese and Japa
nese cultures as to present fascinating examples of religious syn
cretism. This is a new course. Mr. Girardot is presently com
pleting his doctoral work in Atlanta, Georgia. -

Wilken 
Theology 248 
Christianity and Pagans 

CONTENT: This is a new course. The original title for this 
course was "Pagaii Resistance to Christianity,"-though "Christians 
and Pagans" was more congenial to the computer. Instead of 
the usual approach to early Christian history "from" within," 
this course will consider early Christianity from the viewpoint, 
precisely, of the pagan resistance to the encroachments of the 
growing and expanding Christian^ movement. 

Robert J. Nogosek, C.S.C. = 
Theology 250 
Theology of G. S. Lewis 

CONTENT: Father Nogosek offers this course for the first time 
in the Fall Semester 1972. He offers an introductory, study and 
evaluation . of the theological' implications of the fiction of 
C.S. -Lewis , as well as ' several of his theological - essays. His-
remarkable insight into people and Christian- life treats such 
themes as mystery, faith, love, joy, pain, evil and redemption. 
Selections are froirithe best of his. space fiction, fairy tales, fan
tasies" and theological essays., . . . . 

' -PRESENTATION:• Lectures will be delivered whose aim is to 
"elicit questions for discussion. • - , ' " • 

READINGS: Out of the Silent Planet, Perelandra, Till We 
"Have Faces, The Screwtape Letters, The Great Divorce, Mere 

Christianity, 'The Four'leaves; four of the classic stories from 
the collection about" the Kingdom of Narnia which explain many 
of life's mysteries in Lewis' uniquely tender way (for boys and 
girls' of every age over. nine). Lewis authored each selection. 
They are available in paperback editions. This listing is the 
reading material for lectures, discussions and papers. / 

? ORGANIZATION: Class participation (25%) , three'papers re
flecting the student^s tastes for the literature (50%) , and a final 
exzimination (25%) constitute the grade. 

APRIL 25, 1972 

William Storey 
Theology 303 
Ghurch Evolution 

CONTENT: Church Evolution I is the first half of an entire 
year of Church history. I t is a chronological and topical survey 
of the historical evolution of the Church, emphasizing its theo
logical, liturgical and structural developments. This first semes
ter covers material from the beginnings of the early Church 
(Jerusalem, et al.) into the Middle Ages (1250-1300 A.D., 
approx.). The emphasis of the lectures is upon the historical 
facts of the Church's past. This, of necessity, involves the the
ology of the times, the politics, the social structiure, literary 
achievements, wars, language, etc. I t would be best to say that 
the lecture portion of Church Evolution involves a "chronolog
ical survey," to which the topical is affixed at appropriate times. 
The seminar portion of this course is more topical. Ghurch 
Evolution is a required major's course. 

PRESENTATION: The class meetings are exclusively lecture, 
although questions and comments are welcomed and are offered 
occasionally. The lectures are generally historical, generally 
factual with some historically interpretative comments and eluci
dations added. Dr. Storey is a good lecturer and is generally 
quite easy to listen to. The seminars are meant to be discus
sions of the readings of each particular week. Their format 
involves the reading of a number of papers \vritten on the 
readings and discussion arising out of these papers. These sem
inars are once a week, generally in the evening and are from 
two to three and a half hours long. 

READING: There are two or three history texts, each covering 
different time periods. Each is extremely good. Two used are: 
H. Chadwick, The Early Church, and R. W. Southern, Western 
Society and the Church in the Middle Ages. To get the most 
out of this course, these two books are indispensible. 

Each week a book is assigned to be read for the seminar dis
cussions. These are chosen topically within the chronological 
framework of the periods. They are, for the most part, primary 
sources. Those used in the past were: C. H. Dodd, The Founder 
of Christianity; Eusebius, The History of the Church and Early 
Christian Writings; T. Merton, The Wisdom of the Desert; 
Augustine's Confessions; Bede, A History of the English Church 
and People—The Song of Roland; Z. Oldenburg, Destiny of 
Fire; The Little Flowers of St. Francis; H. Wasdel, Peter Abel-
ard; St. Bonaventure, The Mind's Road to God. 

ORGANIZATION: N O tests. A book is to be read and a short 
paper (3-5 pages) to be written on the book each week. These 
are discussed at the weekly seminars. 

COMMENTS." Church Evolution is certainly not an easy course 
but like many demanding courses, is well worth the effort put 
forth. One can certainly learn some Church history—if he lis
tens to the lectures and does the readings. This in itself is 
quite an accomplishment. One is given the opportunity in 
Mr. Storey's lectures, but even more in the discussion and 
thought of the seminars, to learn something of Christianity's 
struggle to remain Christian. Each age encountered this prob
lem in a different way. In the readings and seminars, one is 
given the opportunity to consider these ways. And, .inevitably, 
this consideration of other ages speaks to the individual in his 
time., The Christian, and sometimes non-Christian, witness of 
different times comments upon the present and each individual's 

, encounter with the problem is this present. Answers are not 
provided. Paths are searched out; sometimes they are pointed 
out. To experience these things is very worthwhile. 

Of course, not all is milk and honey—Mr. Storey covers 
quite a bit of material (quite well) and it is often overwhelming. 
It often appears that what has to be said on a topic is unending. 
Lethargy in the lectures is common, not because of Mr. Storey's 
delivery- and style, but because of the immense amount of in
formation presented in each lecture. Likewise, one gets tired 

: eventually of reading and writing each week. Dread of the 
coming week (and book and paper) occur occasionally. 
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William Storey 
Theology 417 
Western Mysticism ^̂  . - . . 

CONTENT:-This.course will introduce students tp the strong 
mystical tradition in the Western.Church, that, at least, parallels 
mystical experience - and theologyjiri the Eastern Churches, and 
some oriental religions. Through.a study of, the experience pf 
some lattei:-day mystics, • especially the -chief., English mystics 
of the fourteenth century, Mr.. Storey proposes to show the 
similarity between this tradition and its biblical, counterparts, 
that is. its biblical roots, since the Bible itself is a record of 
several forms of experimental knowledge of,God. . H e plans to 
deal with . these English-mystics because they .s tand. out-sig
nificantly among other Catholic niystics; they are more accessible 
to us since they wrote largely in English and are.closely related 
to us culturally; and, not least of all,,he knows them best. -

The course will set the authors within the framework.of the^ 
medieval Church, eliciting what is common to theni 'within" the 
Catholic tradition. - I t \vill seek to analyze the experience and 
teaching of each of the mystics and introduce the students bpth 
to the .possibility and the availability of: the experimental knowl
edge of God. , : . . -

PRESENTATION: The class will meet three times weekly cen
tering around a format of, both lecture and close analysis and 
discussion, of. the mystical writings, themselves. , The size of -the 
class ^vill probably determine the freqiiencj'. of discussions. 

READINGS: The readings consist of The Basic Writings of 
Richard Rolle; The Anonymous Cloud of -Unknowing; Lady 
Julian of Norwich, Revelations of Divine Love; Walter Hilton, 
The Ladder of Perfectioh and The Book of Margery KempeJ 
Some general introductory material on mysticism may also be 
included. . V ." -•, . , . 

ORGANIZATIOIN: The student will write,a four- to five-page 
evaluative .paper oh each, of the mystics treated., The final 
grade will be based upon these and general participation in 
class discussion. . . . "^,, . . . . . - - .. 

COMMENTS : This course has not been offered; before, but 
indications are that it will be conducted i n . a manner similar 
to his; Church Evolution course. - This, ineans 'ample' time for 
discussion of the readings and a satisfying personal grasp of the 
material.. :At' the same, time that the student: may,• find the 
opportunity to know Mr. Storey on a,rewarding individual basis, 
he vifill also discover in ,h im a truly academic approach, which 
is certainly necessary to theological study.and this,study, in par
ticular.^ . - ; , - , . •- - .- , -̂ Z . v ^ 

Leonel;Mitchell :^ - - -^y-.-^'-" 
Theoiogy.4^1?:. . ' ;%:;; V̂  V :' >' .̂  . ^ 
The Anglican/Reformatiori-. V > - = . ); .. ; ,' 

" ' C O N T E N T : .'-This .is a:-one-semester', course-'{no prerequisites )-
in the histbryVof^the.Reformatioht-iri ^England,;.from the. split '. 
between Pope Clement y n r a n d . E n g ^ H e n r y :VIIT in .1529, = to 
the RestoratiohVoffCharlesflT as Iking ,in";\l662}:^The emphasis 
of the,-chronology-'^vill probabljh^.bel on'the-former-"half",of;,the ,. 
continuum, with" tlie accession of/Elizabeth, I being the pivotal 
historical event. 'Nevertheless, -Fr.; Mitchell; wishes -to. stress the,' 
importance of the;second half of-the,chronology for a true.iiii-
derstanding of the Anglican Church which resulted. Fr; Mitchell's. 
basic approach will be to demonstratethat, from 1529 to'^16Qlj. 
the emphasis was against the Chiirch of Rome; audir^frbm 160!•; 
lb 1662, the emphasis was against the presbyteriari-(Puritan) 
influence; arid tha t / the ' Via Media, . the/catholic npri-Romaii 
Church; of England, was=; the -result. ' . . - ,', •;'« ,.,X" S; t/>.;/?i~ >- i-: 

PRESENTATON: Depending on ; the. size of the class, Fr. 
Mitchell, will incorporate • cjuestions at - any time during the 
class, or perhaps ,a ' set day (once a week?) for discussion; 
otherwise, the basic foraiat,will be.-.lecture. , ; - . . - , . . 

READiNGs:^The required, texts-for. the course will be: A. G. 
.Dickens, The English^^ Reformation;, A..G. Dickens' and Dorothy 
Carr, eds.,, The Reformation in,England; and-H. G. Alexander, 
Religion in' Engldnd-^1558-1.662. Dickens is.probably the.fore
most historian, of?-the .Anglican/Reformation, and.his ,text will 

• be "of great>value;-the-text/edited by-Ms. Carr and.Dickens is 
a book of primary.sources; and,Alexander\\dll supply continuity 
forthe/secondrhalf of the course.. In addition, Ff. Mitchell will 
have iiumefous'volumes ;on reserve,.'all (or most) being, pirimary 
sources,' froiri:Erasmus" and More^to Ridley arid Cranrifier. . A 
bibliography:will,;be prepared,at . the beginning of..the course, 
pertaining'to..these arid .'other, texts, and sources, both on reserve 
and oh the shelves, of,.thel'library. Cost ôf texts:, about $7.00.-

ORGANIZATION:/Again,:,much ,>vijl depend upon the.size of 
the class. .Coricei7iing"^exams,.. the "class, will have the choice of a 
final exam:or, twojhourly exams'during'the:course"of the,semes
ter.. Two research papers will be,expected (8-10 pages), or one 
of iriofe substantial scope and-deptK;, A list of topics for papers 
will be available-: at" the beginhirig of the seriaester, for which 
utilization of'the'.readings/on reserve will be", essential, if-not 
riiinimal.: Fr. Mitchell does not plari on assigning topics which 
can be coveredMby the assigned texts alone. If the class is small 
enough, perhaps one of these papers would be presented by the 
student (onceja.week) as a semiriar of.sorts,! to be followed, of 
course, by discussion on .the.paper. 'But if the class.is too large 
to facilitate'discussion of. this kirid, or to get every student to 
present-his/or her "paper, then, they will be. of the ordinary 
(lie.," to 'be 'handed in) . .k ih^ ; ' ' ' - /-. ' ' ' - . . .* = 

COMMENTS : /This coui-se is ; new" to Notre Dariie, -arid so is 
Fr. Mitchellf/who is :finishing'his first year here after teaching 
at-Gerieiral Episcopal/Theolbgicar Seiriiriary. in New.York. He 
has taught brie:,6ther lindeirgraduate course here: The Meanirig 
of Woi'ship.(fall,=-'71)V which'.was''an introduction to the texts 
and rituals ofkhe*Christian liturgy. -In this course, Fr. Mitchell 
proved his vast knowledge of this topic. The "Anglican Reforma
tion' is-soiriethirig which/(obviously) =iriterests-Fr. Mitchell:very , 
much, and.,he-has;beeri;ari excellent teacher of subjects ^yhich 
interest hirii," although, he/ordinarily, takes some time-in each 
class, to "warm up," as it were,--usually,finishing the period on 
the-high,note./,He: is-enthusiastic and -warm; his office is always 

. open-to/studerits./The,course should prove interesting to-history 
majors/(to',gain ;.a-new;perspective on--the Reforination other . 
thanfthe: spectacles-.ofiLutheir and.ithe Germans); it would be 
valuable.foi: English ..rii'ajprs interested in .Elizabethan and early 
l-7th-cerituryi,literatufe,-ilo.";gairi:'the contextual, perspective- in 
which;-these-works rwererpi^ojduced; and, it-would be'- a .valuable 
elective,forthe,olpgy;TOajprs,t for.insights-into the dfevelopinenf of 
Tfotestant :(Puritan)_ theology,r^which' carried^ over into . the 
United .States;\arid - for: the-liturgical' developrhents which gave 
birth-to:HhevHigh/"Chur<Jir\-,^'-/^^^^^^ ' .' / - / / ' ,-•.- - -' 

GirardotH };%;/-;• "i;;?f:>,:/H^̂  / \-/--. - ' --•. 

i-TaoismfV/rf? :̂,̂ ^ :̂."̂ '-;,"'";:'-' -":':.: -/ 

;;/_C6NTENx5;̂ Qii&/g_f/t̂ ^^ traditions „pf Chiria, 
Taoism/finHs^its^'cla^^^ of/Lao ,,Tzu 
androf-'Chuarig[Tzu.:/It,is- aril;attenipt to/live iri accordance,with 
the %"'Way"tJ(Tao):f manifested •' irî f thel'^structure; of .the-. Cosmos, 
-with/its.rp<ilar:friipvement^^ (yin), and .expression. 
--Xya'ng)f:5TiiisJis.,afM .com-
pletiiigj^hisl.idpctorariw^ = / ,-.., / , ; ' 

mmmm: 
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business 

Edwin Aranowski 
Accounting 261 
Basic Accounting ; . 

• CONTENT; Mr. Aranowski offers an introduction- to the 
terminology and techniques involved in the- basic accounting 
processes. 'Designed for nonbusiness majors, the course is a one 
semester "overview • of - general- principfes. There .are no -{3re-
requisites. '\ -. - -, . - . . . - • 

PRESENTATION: Class, t imeis devoted mainly to lectures, but 
there is ample oppoirtunity for the student.to. ask questions and 
to-have problems worked. If need be, Mr, Aranowski. can rely 
on his vast experience as a-GPA to make his point clear. , ;; . 

READINGS: The basic text-is Pyle and White, Fundamental 
.Accounting PnVct/)Z«, Fifth Ed. Also helpful is Pyle and-Her-
mzhson," Prograrhmed Learning Aid For Elementary Accounting. 
The.'combined'cost'of these,is approximately $13. -. 

ORGANIZATION: The stiident is expected to read one chapter 
per class period in preparation for three in-class non-cumulative 
tests. The final counts as 25% of the grade and it is comprehen
sive. Tests iriay-be short answer or problems, depehding on the 
material'covered. Mr. Aranowski requires class attendance and 
is a fair though rigid grader. • '. >-' , . . , ; ; ' ' , " . , • 
" C O M M E N T S : . Though Mr;-Aranowski is,a:-.skilled accountant 
:arid highly qualified .teacher, an entertaining lecturer he is not. 
• His-well-prepared talks are fact filled though often'dull, to the 
'jpbint of being boring!"Rarely is.new material-presented,in-class, 
^though" many examples^ are'clarified and expanded here.; / '- "\ 

J-Raymqnd:Powell :-,U;;>,-^ > ^ i : .. ^ ;• •h'-.^'- ^ ;;, 
'Accounting •334vV---!̂ -̂'!̂ -̂ ,:/ĵ .f;̂ :-';̂ -̂ - ''•••-5'5;3---̂  _ 
;.Gost^CQntrolc^_,i"C '̂.v.rl-'i'v ' '^1^:^.-, '•!::•:•:-:;;is- '",-:•}. 

"-•••'•'- - CONTENT: ' Mr; Powell seeksCto.vcorivey to; his • students/ the 
3 importance arid the;-intncacies-of-cost- accounting. I T h e course.; 
• instills confidence'^ in;,the student -taŝ  he": learns-:to - handle ̂  various: 
/.price" and, cost sti^ategies 7iri\relatiorL-Ito • a - firrri's operatioris.-.vPfinT-
"T ciples £ of ̂ 'accounting - is V'a: :pref eirired fprerequi^ite.-;: > v-i'; \~ >;.:" &) f 
—-'-:>"PRESENTAT'ibN\V:MrV;'Powe^ hoiriework''.arid-Tei 
'*yieivs':this*iriatei:iaU'iri4he;5n&t-'p^^^ also-assigns i optional:: 
'¥oral-questions,-' which"a?-stiidenl- may^wish' to p.re"pare;?'Pdw'ell; 
'; occasionally makes iuse/of-^videotape• machines: and -electronic ; 

'^{4PRIL^5^^972 > • ^ ; • 

calculators in his class. 
• R E A D I N G S : Horngreri, Cost Accounting, and handouts. 

, ORGANIZATION: There are 3-4 tests and a final. One of 
these tests will be the morning Thanksgiving vacation begins. 
Attendance and homework comprise 10% of the gradcj with 
test grades making up the balance. 

COMMENTS: Mr. Powell comes to class with a professional 
outlook towards accounting. Many students are enthused about 
his course, thus, competition is keen. • • -

James Dincolo 
Accounting 476 . . -
Federar Income Tajces 

CONTENT: Federal Income Taxes: The major objective of 
the course is to create a general understanding of the tax laws. 
The student is exposed to the Federal Income Tjix Code and its 
applicability to corporations and individuals. The emphasis is 
placed on general concepts rather than minute technicalities. The 
course is a requirement for accounting majors. Therefore it 
will be composed primarily of seniors who are lucky enough to 
have their last name begin with the letter M thra Z;, in the 
fall semester. . 

-"PRESENTATION: Mr. Dincolo is extremely knowledgeable in 
the subject matter. Because of this he is able to put highly tech
nical aspects of^taxes into relatively easy terms. His insertion 
of very interesting anecdotes makes comparably dry material more 
palpable. Materials discussed in class are highly correlated with 
the assigned readings aiid to ther test material. 
. READINGS: The text used last semester was the 1972 Federal 

Tax Course.- This will probably be updated. The approximate 
cost is - twelve dollars. The readings themselves are long and 
highly sophisticated. 

.ORGANIZATION: There are weekly^ homework assignments 
composed of approximately ten problems which are often dittoed 
arid harided out before-the assignment is diie. There are three 
exaininations which determine the final grade. The exams covei: 
onlyt/iriaterialr discussed in class but often are toa long for the 

: tiriic^-alloted.-•, . v . . - . • 
%.:• COMMENTS: This is-definitely not a course on how to save 
"riiorieyxthi-bugh. tax tricks. I t is a course on the Federal tax 
,c6deCarid.ithe riiechanics of tax/work;. I t can be considered 
valuable to any business-oriented student or one contemplating 

.la\v?sch6bl:'-;The student gets but of the course whatever he puts 
'into it,°which'is left completely-up. to the-student. 

^--•C':' • ^' • . . . . - r ' ' - •, - 5 9 



George Viger 
Finance 371 
Insurance 

Donn Novotny 
Business 340 
Introduction to Computers and Programming 

CONTENT: Business 340 is . a business oriented computer 
course open only, to business majors. This i course prepares the 
student to utilize computer systems at ND and elseware. Mr. 
Novonty sees- that,"this course-may be .integrated with other 
classes in-Business for the solving of complex problems.; Topics 
covered in the course include: introduction to COBOL pro-
gi-amming; problem solving; comprehensive COBOL program
ming: tape. input and output;. direct-access input and output; 
hardware concepts; operating .systems arid job control-language,' . 
and terminal utilization. There' are" no'; prerequisites for-this 
course,' ' • ' .- .- ' , - • ' ' ' . . . 

READINGS: -The texts are: Mike Murach, Science Research.. 
Association Standard COBOL $7.95; arid ,!the IBM s/370 
Operating System ANS COBOL $4.50: \ . - . , 

ORGANIZATION: Grades-are based ori three exams and on ^ 
approximately 8-12 computer assignments. . - . 

COMMENTS: Mr.{.Novonty presents his courser well. Knowl-. 
edge, of the COBOL system; is yaliiable, since it is the. most 
extensively used system iii industry. V . , '; r . 

Farragherj.;Gonwa7^a:n(i,i^^^ •̂  ,. ;.- ,; 
Finance '̂37(3 '̂;;v f:t̂  ' / .v . " ' '̂̂  . \V^ - . •' " 
Principleslof Iriv^stinentsC ; : -̂ ^̂  t / 

.'- C O N T E N T : ' T h i s course'isjessentially a-suryey-examining, the•--._ 
mechanics ;I of ;:,iiiyestment,tparUcularly/^in\ithe>fsto^ , 
Topi«';cbvered .will "include stbc^^ 

• analyMS;5por^tfolio';mariag"ement,Vetc. ;-;'''K^ ,-'-i:'Q f̂?-°̂ /." '•"^' ^-••-: 
. f̂ =vPRESENTATidN:f "'TKey jjlaris; fbfsirext(semester>,m'e '̂ not-. .yet. 
completed j due-: to J at?; restructiiririg; ofjtKe^coursel^l? Preliminary 

..̂ plaris rcall'for; divisiorijofsHhe^se^^ 
business ^tuderits.withri^ 

.ground.-^" Current-pla.ns!call"fp^^ 
- the:; course'^this'. semester7:;to 'teacli> the; sectiorif^geafedf f6f<the ' 
\ riori-business/itu'dente;S> jr->S:̂ r'iV"'>'̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ .'•) 

•'•^'-;;REAPINGSV 5'Not|yet i;deteimirie'd.-/:f)'B^^ 
. ORGANizATioN.-JIn^me past'Mr.^F^^^ 

short papersjcfiveVpages^Siri;;^^^ 
Exams are, short: esay,trequifiiig ;applicati6ri'of- t^hejsiibjectfm^^ 
MessersI ; Coiiway and "Arriold have r riot/taught;;the|c6ufsec pre^i'.; 

- - '•- COMMENTS:>Principles'of = Inyestmeritsfis.highlyt^ecpriimerided h 
; tCanyorie jwithVih^ 
.jw6rld;!f:M6st|stndeh 
teke^ityagaini{%Npn;;b^^ 

f veryJinterSdngj-and riiot̂ ^ 

CONTENT: ': Mr.. Viger's course is a very good introduction 
to and survey:of:the. field of insurance. I t . i s a course which 
could prove very..helpful to the'student later on in life when he 
faces the, difiiculty of choosing different types" of policies for all 
kinds of insurance.'AH; types; of'insurance are discussed to a 
great degree within the. course. Insurance is a Finance elective 
and most of the students;'in the class .are business majors, but 
the course.is open .to all students." . '• 

PRESENTATION:; Professor ;Viger spends'most of the' class 
period lecturing, but" questions are always welcome. The subject 
matter - at times can. be dry, but the professor adds his . own 
charm arid humor, to make' things, more bearable. 

READINGS: General'Insurance. 
ORGANIZATION: . There, are.five or six tests given throughout 

the semester/-air of about the-fsame length and weight. The 
tests.deal withWaterial from the-book and "the notes from class. 
Class attendance is riot mandator}', but is strongly suggested in 
order to do well in the course. _ There are no papers or projects. 

COMMENTS:. Mrl Viger's^ tests are rather difficult and the 
student miist.'put, in-sorrie" time if he expects to do well. All 
in all the course is ver.^worthwhile. and well, worth taking for 
one's own benefit ; . ' , \ , . 

Paul/Conway . : f ; 
Firiance:2Bi: ,• \ f %; r ^ '•" V : 

, Business Finance',; ; \ ^ . ; > = . - , .. .;;\ 

CONTENT:, Mr.j Conway's course is ave ry good intiroduction 
,'to-the field of business• firiarice;-7The studerit studies, the field of 
corporate .finance andi all-its related subjects. The best descrip
tion of. the-; course: is related'by? the "Professor: _ "Following the 
current trend of approaching eriterprise; finance from the internal, 
prbblem-soIving--point-of.''view,.this course is designed to explore 

. the'"descriptivep''the'breticalf .'arid..^arialyticar materials , riecessary 
for ;a Tbasictunders tending" of "business finance."." The-, Professor 
uses.two.texts'arid;ra.:workboo.kf;.which-is-pu at the.stu-

^ •"dent's ..optioif,'geared at'̂ jhelpin^^ fully under
stand the.pfoblems.he will face in, the business world. The course 

, I is-a business; feqiiirement,-arid-riibst, of the .stiidents in the. class 
,.will-be•busiri«sfmajors,"y3u^ is:open to.all_students.' 

' :\ ; PRE"SENTATiON:i«jMr/:jCoriway:iis.a.:very- good., lecturer and 
vdoes,ia;;go6dljob'of;-relating\the^course to the, student. ;;Most of 
.the period;is':spentJori"Jec'tuHrig;;.%ri both'froiri 

-. .the\t'ext;;arid«'workboqK^^ and conversation and-
''-',: deriibristratiori.^.aridVanalysis-.bft'casesrafe. techniques-^ the 
' classxtqi;generatefjnteresL -,;.;V.~- , • .''- .~, ; - . J . ; 

, ./ ;^RiiAbfNGsJ!rfsReadin^ Corporate,: Financial 
••'Mandgenientjf&Yi^sm 

- /s6n';fcLnd-}]o\ihsqnyjS'elf-Cg^^^ Finance,''{Op- -
rtiorial)';^arid-'othef.^sug^^^^ " . . : / .= • -. 

:;. ,v> ;-ORGAI£IZATI6N: },Tĥ ^̂  full-p'eriod-.Jexairiinatibns^.arid- a'.firial. 
;•';- are?/giyen^^ :iThe're:-areJalsb- written "case' as- ' 
; Jsigrimeiits^ due;-;thrdugh6 sernester^^at specified dates., ;There -
."sis:no.frigid;foiririulatfor the- firialfgraded:,The-final.grade repre-
:'• ,sphts|the;rdver^r pertbrriTarice of .rthe,,student.; Although' attend-
VL^nc.ei.isVnoVl^^mandatoiy. r̂̂  is -'necessary-.-, to ; attend: regularly:-; in 

,r ordS:,;tqf:reaiiTair^^^^^^ 
^•; test^^material "coines ? fromt the^classi-nqtes.ij.'̂ v^^^^^^ : , ' jn ;',•,; -g';-; - - r.' 
•h'jSfifCo]!^f^ENfs:y::lSJLr}.;Conway'sIcourse -is\ aj-i-very.-good :base;- for , 
-̂ any'futureT.business«studeritV;fT^ 

: .^aimed/at .helping :thV^^ 
ythe .subject'matter: rfTh'e- student .mustjputrs6riiertiirie>in^pri; the . 

;i'subjectito\d6,^well.:vMn Conway?isCvery::fair;infhis,;gradirig:arid , 
/iisf alwaysnwillirig-ftb;help : the..student; IrThe^subject^^matter is 
riJ'coyeredryeiy^'.throughly arid-the -f 

%p^:^i^T'''-^;^--^-''-^^ V: .'-r - ; ? ^• . ; '^--%^^HTHE^SCHOLASTIC -



John L. Houck 
Management 488 
Innovation and Technology Management 

CONTENT: A case course that is designed to help the stu
dent understand, and deal effectively with, change and stability 
in the future. A long-range "macro" forecast of social, techno
logical and business.factors is attempted, followed by an analysis 
ofhow a business firm can make'it '"fit" with the changes that 

. will likely occur. 
PRESENTATION: The course is a seminar-type of.course that 

places equal responsibiHty on the student and teacher for the 
* discussions that take-place iri the. classroom. The. course begins 

and takes for its central theme the.question of which road busi-
, ness and society should-take in the United States, be it a Maxi--

murri Technological Growth, or,a complete emphasis on.Human
istic and Personalistic Growth. All areas in between these two 
.poles are-explored-in the discussions that take place in class. 
These discussions are-usually excellent because of the wide range 
pf,opinions, that are-present.with the members of the;class. -

.; - READINGS : A • person could go through, the semester without 
reading one thing in this-course but he would riot add ^much of 

. anything to the discussions. Books that are-suggested are. the 
-following: Greening of American, Pitrsuit of Loneliness/The 

Age of Aquarioiis,'Daedalus: Toward the Year 2000, the Making 
of at Counter-Culture; and'others, along the same, line,-Students 
are allowed and encouraged _ to bring up ideas from any other 

-books-that, they: have read outside, ofjclassand and use- these 
ideas as the basis of, or additioiis to the discussions. 

ORGANIZATION:- The student is expected to read some of the 
above-mentioned, books and contribute to the discussions in class. 

^The teacher.in no way tries to force any of this oh-the student 
biit instead relies on the peirson.to,motivate, himself, to do some 
reading and contributing in class.' The grade • is> based .mostly. -
oh; the quality \of the comments that a" person-miakes in, class.-

.Attendance- is riot required but a Jarge percentage ;6f thejclass 
. is always on hand. This only shows how.enjoyable:the- class is. 

Grading.policy is-yeryieasyt^.-One.or two-short "position papers" 
areidone/durihg^the: semester.'-'There:-are.no,.tests or lengthly-.. 

'.papers that:have;to.:be done; :!; -.--;•/. . ; . , .:„'".-.;..- ,.,•-='" 
. i ' -COMMENTS:, -For-this• writer, Mr..Houck's..Innovation and,'., 
i Technology';MaLnagement-. class .is the best .class that-'he has had 
; here-, at't.Npfre • Dairiel v= The. easy .organization; of the class" gives;' 
: the->student-}time. to= 'examineV.some of - his' .rowri .ideas - aihd. .let's 
; him pursue "things.completely outside-of the.course.-;If."afpefsoii., 
;,takes;an actiYej.fqIe.in .the classfodm;-proceedings, .he5Comes~put.-; 
'.of-',th'e;class.withva:much\better idea-fof.'how."he,\as. arfuture .-
ibusinessVnian,,is going:to.-treat, the -rest of-/sdciety-witii] his; fausi-,,'; 
.ness.v-Aside./rom,;that,jit.gives-th^e}studentf.grea "exposurejtoVla-
.wideirangej of- ideas ,and ;,6pinions^^.that^sorrowfully;aref.gfeatly;;; 
-lacking;onythis-camp,u's._- Fpr-ilthe/business^studentjVit'sianj^excelT;*; 
-;lentf;Way.torescape-from;someJoLthe tradid^ 
"^the.-business college and:-makesVbne'brdadeh;»his,jhori^^^ 
"the.non-business student; i t is|sHll;.antexcelIent,;cpurse:a^^ % ? S 
finitely;recommended. if ,one"is -able;-to ;get;yntojthe..'c6urse,i;asF i t , -

'-•iisually;-Closes;early;';-:-r:-^- .'" •'(•'.'i''^M^^)/v'':^[:?}^-::^0.y^.{'Ci:^^-r' \ 
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Salvatore Bella 
Management 373 . 
Union Management Relations 

CONTENT: The foci of this course is on the history of labor 
unions J and their impact in our society. Collective bargaining 
and the political-implications behind labor agreements are ex
plored. Contemporary union disputes are also considered. 

.: PRESENTATION: The course is not rigidly structured—it is 
part lecture arid part discussion. Mr. Bella welcomes student 
comments-that rhay clarify his own lectures. He also uses exten
sive handouts to supplement his.lectures. 

, . RE/VDINGS: A riew text is being considered for the fall. 
: ORGANIZATION: Mr. Bella gives two examinations on the 

lecture, handout, and text material. The exams will constitute 
60%.of-the gradel Two papers, which require individual creative 
thinking, are required.- The papers constitute 40% of the grade,. 
and;no outside texts are to be used for their composition. Class 
participation makes - up the final 10%. Mr. Bella also takes 
note of the student's improvement in the course. 

: COMMENT: - Mr. Bella is well versed in the field of labor 
relations. He respects the student's point of view, and his lec
tures make the course, profitable. 

Matt Starcevichr f̂ ; ^ .-
Management 475 .- : ' -
Persohnel Managem^ 

l^..;iGoNTENT:; The course -Will cover four major areas;^ riianr 
power; planning; selection,and.placementj training and develop-

.irient; arid wages-and salary; The.course's,approach will be the 
'applicatibri. of. theory to practical' situations in a straightforward 
^mariner.-r.This course;.is-,.required ,for all inanagement.majors. 
'Prereqmsiteus-the Principle.'Of'MM . . . ^ 
, ?-i;yPRESENTATiON:5.t This . coursc. is basically- lecture, bu t Mr. 

Starcevich},welcomes j:discussion and questions. . ; > . 
; ; ; i .READINGS "v; Audio-visual;; aids % will, be =; employed. ,: The text; 
has; riot yet.becii chosen. ; , . . ,. ; _ . . . - .;... ;. 

-ii-i-ORGANiZATiON:, Oiie-paper.T \yill be assigned and, an in-class 
mid-term-and firiali.will determine; the grade. Tests are "generally . 

:reviews;of:readings and lectures;;Class participatipn is also;ini-: 
•ipqrtaritCfjJ;j; ;5-~,:>;;.-,.,̂ :̂_f̂ ::>v;: f--'''-^y": •/ '^t'--'-,' '•.---. '-'^ - . ' - ' . ' 
i?,\c*;GpjfMENTsV An understanding^^of personnel management can 
f,6nly.-be^ari;.aid:,tp a^biisiness-fmajor.who will Imd-his.livelihood-. 
- in: ah organization;; ' .-.. .-.-•£- -T;-" - . • ' 
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engineering 

Architectural Staff 
Architecture .144; ^ . 
Design Theory ' / \ ; 

. C O N T E N T : The puirpose of this course is to introduce/the stu--
dent to the basic principles of the creative design process and 
to develop in iiim an understanding of the forces ^yhlch direct it. 
I t also begins to introduce the "student to the professional aspects 
of the practice of Architecture. Another purpose of the course 

. is to orient the student, to .the changing' needs', which he -will 
ha%'e to copejwith as a professional architect... There are no pre
requisites for this course, but this.is.hot to say;_that the topics 
covered iii the course are of common knowledge. A. major part 
of the course is discussion and. reaction to the-subject matter. I t is 
a course designed to develop in, the ^student'an aesthetic attitude . 
toward architecture: . ' . / ; . . -. - . • r--. : V , "' . . . 

" PRTESENTATION : This course^ is'presented-in-a lecture-discus 
sion format with an. emphasis placed upon visual .aids... During 
the.semesterj.a broad range.of topics are discussed.. The:student^ 
is exposed to each~member of the Archifectural. staff'in these 
lectures.' -.Discussion .is.; emphasized i because, the ;.studeiits'' are-, 
encouraged to develop an.understanding of thejthought "processes, 
which are requiired in design. ;,...--.- ':7^"'i-:/--!'i>y:i:''-:^''i .r^'^^l'^y'^' 

READINGS : Because of the natufe;.of this course, ho particular : 

.books are require'd:-. Hovvever, -Jspbks,are~placed oh-reserve in;the 
library for. the students ftO; refer! tor for. f̂ urthê ^̂ ^̂  -, . ° 

.;. -...• ORGANIZATIONr jApproximatelytS.-papers iof ,2. or 3{pages,are-
required, during^ the ̂ course of the,semester.-The topics!are chosen 
byj^the student,'biit are to be related,to .the!previously;completed 

.lecture;^eries.', Each "paper^is. graded .separately!,-with;the final 
semester grade being the average of .all of the papers!. Illiistf a-' 
tions are asked to be turned in with each paper," and;'these . 
should; demonstrate .an: application of the topic - to . real j'arch-

-itecture. Creativity is' an! important attribute for!;an;architect,-
and £ these, drawings help to develop such! a ; q'udity/ih;,the ; 

•stiident. •! .-..*;., : .... ^;\- .!; , - - '•;'f';^-"-!.!^^;'^-'•'';Ci!v;;-!>K_ ! 
-:.̂ ,: COMMENTS : iThe'Architecturallstaff does aivery;^q'6d,job;of -
providing a - series of" lectures which • introduce ' the "student; to i the,;-
field-', of- architecture.;; The •• professors encourage questiohiiig •: and -
discussion, ;arid- try to answer all of the questions >rithoufilDe- ': 

j;comirig--too technical for;~freshman. 'All/bf the members fofrthe!. 
j!staff; are; licensed- architects. -Therefore7-'theyrpreserit;a realisticV 
-.view, of the; architectural: profession to the student.!I!-' ;!̂  :;;i: "•;->:: 

Patrick. Hqrsbrugh and} Enricb Plati -
Architecture 5 4 1 - - .• 's:^" '' 'r •, ,--' 
Introduction ̂ tOjEnyironic Desig^^ 

CONTENT;. Open>to juniorsj.-seniors and!graduate students, 
this course is ah introduction to the concept ofucnvironic condi
tions as,the discipline which must influence design. "Emphasizing 
the needi. to;-comprehend-the'environmental .materials, factors and 

. forces upon fivhich;human conditions depend. Organized society, 

.on any scal.ey-.depends upon theJjetter-understanding of environic 
: disciplines>upon which:Jocatiori, .material and "design depend., A 
.revised .hierarchy .of V environic rvalues based, upon - ecological 
factors,-is.essential'..if.'any improvement of the. urban and natural 
scene.is-to be achieved."! r-i:.-;, ;--..."^ -.;; .; v ! , . 

. PRESENTATION . AND. - ORGANIZATION : Similar to Ecology of 

Cities,^Arch;M2..-;: c ! - ; " !y, ' ? '^^ • ' ' - •: ! 

Patrict|HprsBm^?cf;,\;^^^ -.;, .= ; f;, . 1 ,'.'• 
XArchitecture;?552!^!^^ \' ! - > ' ! - ; 
;;Ecol6gY;^vof^iti^^ \'i ,̂ .' - ' . j .;/> "•:' 

..'-"f CONTENT :n;"The5 city-shares--with', all;.other. forms !of-, life! an. 
-;.'aesthetic';ofc'purpbse'!^ywhich-^revealsgthe-: influences ;of' location, 

people ;and!funttipnI-'j-;Thejp^^^ the context 
;of :'th!eVcity'in'.time;a^^ ;':-'% .;' • < '! • ' : • 
5-:.;!i;The.!initial-Mcdiice^^ 
intrbduces:.the!-city;inya::different^^^^^ -vicissitudes-of 

;the. ;inariimate'!=f^abric ;riow , transposed-^^ 
.biqlogical--life;sin-!origin, striicturejiand"growth." *: • -i.;."! •;.; - •"-
;j;;yfTne:"coufse.;is;open't6"all majors-and is urgedvfdr! those who 

seek;ah- awareness of urban' conditions. -- •-•31". =. ->i':-. '-'!•, ~ ;•;-.'v =' -'•! 
!!; >! .PRESENTATION : ; Horsbrugh's lectures - are - inforrhal = and!- pre" 
. seiited "with, a thoroughness' that fully • commands;one's,attention;? 

He; encourages students to ask-.questions;which-usually, resultiih 
-interesting discussions with a diversity;allowed.with~studehts~>of; 
different' majors: Lecture is complemented ,with= use of '^slides . 
ari'd;yaridus literature; i[^.:fv-':^hJi:^s_,.-:'<^>,^ !,.';"- . ; . ; t , '•!'.'-. -! 

;; i ;!REAPINGS : A- varied -and. well.:!chosen' book I list is provided 
.with ;a range. oi, reading; for!those! interestedl-in; aesthetics, law, 
-sociology, history and city planning.- A short (.1-2 pages) paper is 
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John Lucey 
Mechanical Engineering 213 
Nuclear Energy 

asked from each reading expressing the reaction of the student. 
Books are available from the libraries. No text required. 

'^ • ORGANIZATION: The seminar meets once a week, for three 
hours. Students are required. to select and review a city well 
known.to them for presentation and analysis. A written review 
is to be submitted in support of the verbal presentation. Grade 
is based on the paper and class participation. . , , 

COMMENTS: Mr. Horsbrugh is open to all intelligent view
points. The . course depends-largely on the individual student 
who must incorporate Mr. Horsbrugh's - lectures and class dis
cussion with, individual research; As Mr. Horsburgh gives ex
cellence he likewise demands it from- his - students. ^ He has 
pr9ven to be a great aid and companion. \ , __• -

Charles. Ingram , -
/AerospaceEiigineering 213 - , . \ --
Space Technology— 
Applications and. Effects -on: Society - ; : ; 

;;... CONTENT: i_(New^ Course)-.The- material in" this' course is " 
designed to .be .non-mathematical:in nature. - According' to the. 
engineering departmentj-the.piiirpose of the'cburse is-to."provide 
a"̂^ survey? gi the,., space^ sciericeSj' to describe; in'; the appropriate 

scontext soineof the;;progress that has-been made and its.-impact" -
oh rsociety/; to-indicate ..the:-lines' along which .further investiga-'., 

;tipnsc.are being-considered."J^^:Tentatively-/the^ be dis-
. cussed {include: 1) 'TheUniverse and .Solar System;, 2).: History ; 
.off.Space .Exploration, 3).: Justification- of the Space/Program, 
;4-),'j?Applicatio^ns--'of.:vSpacV,-:Techhy^ It- is .expected /.that 
-today's-'engirieerihg'prograrns..\viir;:be "critically- vie^yed-in j ' ^ • 
^position .with socialjahd-.ecohoinic p relation 
-toTthe returns.'of ".̂^̂^̂  - to - society. . For those persons 
: who. a re | noF technically" 6riented,;the course should give them. ..•. 
>i'nsigh"t-Jo^engineering .'ih philosophy.; -\}'[ -,;-, J , ^>'r./ 
7 2r'?'^?s'E^''^ATi6N\-X.ecture-discussioh'.orientated.;/ Audio-visual '-•--
^.aids"Uh''forms;.ofrslides an.d'films:'' '" .- ,."; •"' ;.";V", -VT^ " j il̂ :=;'.=:-/- '̂  
' fv^READiNGs':" Expected, to^'consist of-.cpntemporary..litJratu^ 

. socio-technical - interest, = and-.i-.rea'dings .'̂ from / varioiis/ tephnical;;;\ 

. masazmes. 
vj'-'..ORGANIZATION: Shoft;papers]=pne*%am)vP6^^^^ 
^project i (depending on studenUinterest^ 
';"of/engiheeViiig to".the outsi'd_er.f-jClass";;discussion^to-bafoff{con-l'i' 
. siderable'importance. - - v-1-." -Iff- "I'lv-,'; :-•/':.".-.;?;,i.^;':,f; "ifl" "-JT • 

A P R I L / 2 5 , 1972 . / . ; : . V •'••'-[ 

CONTENT: This course is designed to acquaint the-non
technical student with an overview of the sources and uses, both 
current and potential, of nuclear energy. Topics covered include 
applications of "radioisotopes, biological effects of radiation, 
principle applications and safety of nuclear reactors, application 
and effects of nuclear explosives, nuclear fusion, and future 
prospects. There are no pre-requisites, zs such, and this course is 
open to all students. 

, PRESENTATIONS: Mr. Lucey's lectures were very -well pre
pared, interesting, and supplemented with several movies dealing 
with different aspects of nuclear energy. 

READINGS: The text is Sourcebook on Atomic Energy by 
Glasstone and costs about $14.00. Mr. Lucey also will hand ou t . 
several booklets from the A.E.C.'s "Understanding the Atom" 
series. 
. ORGANIZATION; There are 2 one-hour tests, together worth 

.1 /3 of the final grade; one paper which should be a critical 
review of some; aspect of nuclear energy about 10 pages long, 
worth 1/3 of the final grade, and a 2-hour final worth 1/3 of 
the final grade. 

COMMENTS: -Mr . Lucey's classroom style is very easy going 
and informal. H e . presents some very technical material in a 
manner that can be.understood by almost any student. There are 

. two separate gradiiig scales, one for science and engineering 
majors and another for arts and letters students. " " 

Tenney, Echelbarger, McFarland and Singer ' 
.CiyiljErigineerihg ;213 . >• : ; . ^ -.. 
M a n arid His Environment „ 

• CONTENT; Designed for non-eiigineering majors. • Involves the 
/study of, the relation of man to his environment, with emphasis 

. u p o n the. proper; control; of the environment by scientific and 
engineeriiig methods. Topics.include environmental problems in 
air, water, arid land, and systems approach to envrfonrrient. ^ 

v ,PRESENTATION:.Lecture-discussioii format, planned but. in
formal. Field trips "within the South Bend area. ; -
, r/RE.\DiNC,s:,{N6 .requ^ some suggested readings, \ 

,-.X. ORGANIZATI6N: .TWO exams, one-final, one term paper. A 
- choice allowed .between objective or subjective exams. 

.,%\CpJiJ,iENTs:^^^ everyone interested in. the 
, enyifqrimeritjahd "assocî ^̂ ^̂  such as pollution. A 
t difficulty;JEncouiitefed b y t is i a gearing the.course to 
tsuit the ; diverse .bacVgfbun^ individual students who, 
:lrepreseht^^a.wide,cross-se the student body. Technically, 
fSthei %ofessprs.. are-more than^"c^ and appear to enjoy 
sAeacjbirig-lthe course. . / : , - = / , , ; . , - - . 
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science 

Biology 

B B 

Ralph Tlibrson '\[ 
Biology 40iy401L: '^ \ •- • ;̂ ^ : 
Gfenerar Parasitology , / ; , : - ' ^ ' 

CONTENT: . The animal ^parasites of man and related hosts,,^ 
the pathology, caused by-these parasites,--'epidemiology,yife cycles, 
prophylactic and therapetuic control are consideredJ- Prerequisites 
are either Bio. 141-142 (majors only) of-Bibl. 201-202 (general 
biology) ._ _'; ^ ' .V' ' ' . - / - ; -" ~ ' ; ' - - ' ' / ^ - j ' • ' • - . - ' " ' / -"i "_':•- -'• •^''-,'^ "'. . '- ' ' " 

PRESENTATION:- Three lone-hour lectures, and one three-hour 
lab a rweek - with open, discussion, f Visual materials-are presented 
periodically. ' * . 1 \ : ; J: V /;%>-,; > " - ? : - - / ^ . "•. 

READINGS •;: Faust; Beaver^ and Jung, Animal.^^gents^ aiid 
V£ctors/gf [Human Disease; Cs^ 
Manual of .Parasitology.'-}: • • "-'• ' - • ' ; - ' 'S '-;•??'̂ î̂^̂^̂^̂  l'"--.- -• ' ' - ' . ; ' -• 

ORGANIZATION: Tyo.lecture -tê ^ 
class,'m addition to twplab tests requiring'identification of uri-; 
knowns^} All teste-are wei^^ ' ; •, -

'.' COMMENT: ;Mr; Thorson believes.a'studeritjshbuld'feceive a 
thorpugh" education for:.his f m6neyi?aiid-;;Ke?y^orH^^^to ; 
goal. He has a"^total grasp of the/sybjecY;reinforced b̂ .fî ^̂ ^ 
in Southeast Asia and the, Mideast, '^l of .iwhich:makes a lecture" 
50 well-spent.minutes. Eriipliasis in laSjs dn'thefreco^itiori and "̂  
identification of parasites;in natur^l,iocati6ns,',i.eJi, blood,^}feces\ 
and-body tissues. ' ' -^ .-.-•,- •""" "."\'"'';;v '̂5-'''-/r%'''-'-''-~'-' '"r?';;-''-^"-"-',--';''-

Ralph Thorsonl"-
OBiplpgy..20i;;26ii;^ C / ; ' ^ ^ ' \: 
Gerierar Biology >̂ f̂ :^'-;'^ '; ' • 

. C O N T E N T : Tntroductidh' to^living^ organisms," with.emphasis 
on biological';principles-'and,;processes; .This is a ' two semester 
course:;Prerequisite. ;is'.chemistry;il5-116. , . ., ;. . ; ; , . .-
\l;PRESENTATiON:«,Thrc^^ one three-hour 

lab ;per'='week|withH;op^^ Guest lecturers 
(biology f.depai-tmenf. facility )J''ipp'ea^ Liying 
material,^Islidesjland^Jte^^^ are observed jind 
iisedihvtheHabs7ri;-t;;:^'J'^.;'^>"->'"'rrj; Xt-h!".:!:"' '-'-.- ,•' '-''•' •• '• ' '"I'-Y 
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"^^.P-RGANIZATION:^'^^^ grade).;VJ'ib qiiizzes 
weekly.^arid>liand-ins>(309^) ;ai^ 
iilativer^emphaiiziiigrttem recently"obyered -material., -"' . r , . 
•,,t;iG.o*ii^?ENT:.vHard is encpufaged; in"; this course."- 'Mr.'̂  
Thbrs'on'; isCa-L'gqdd'{(and 'demanding) I; lecturer^- and '.the guests: 
add ;variety,'^t''differeritl viewpoints ;and.'̂ p̂̂ ^ this 

,part;.'6f ithe^ course.- The" labs are. good .and'.iinproveTeye'ry year./ 
.A}/wide'range of topics, incliiding'genetics,.physiology,..repro-_/ 
; ductionjiplants. and anatomy are considered.. After this course , 
•most students have a firm grasp of,what biology entails;/, ... ,,: 
/. '^However, the tests composed by Mr. Thorsen are tricky and ; 
;ambigu6us,ahjd require that the student memorize .the text, in- . 
eluding bibliography and footnotes; /The professor holds only a ; 
nominal respect for stiidents. If as tudent approaches; him with. 
a'' question concerning/ exams ' or a disagreement about. a ;test' / 
answer,; he receives a hostile reception. . 
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Chemistry 

Jeremiah Freeman _ 
.Chemistry 223-224 = . . / / .̂  " 
Elementary Organic Chemistry I and i r 

CONTENT: The course'siaim is to choose topics that are of 
primary importance in organic chemistry now and for the fore
seeable future. I t touches upon. such areas as basic organic 
compounds, their properties, and stereochemistry, and their rela
tive importance • in this world.i The course is intended mainly 
for the pre-professional students; and some science concentrators. 
Prerequisites are Chem 115 and Chem 116. 

' PRESENTATION : The course consists of- lectures supplemented 
by handout notes summarizing what Mr. Freeman feels are the 
more pertinent points in the readings. Weekly review sessions 
are at the disposal of anyone interested. . , 

READINGS: The text for the course is Organic Chemistry by 
Allinger, Gaua, De Jongh, Johnson, Lebel, and Stevens ($15.95), 
which can be supplemented, with the former text by Morrison 
and Boyd, although this is.up to the student's discretion. 

Daniel. Pasto 
Chemistry 235-6 
Organic Chemistry I; and 11 . 

CONTENT: Intended for Chemistry majors and - concentrates, 
the two semester course covers the whole spectrum of orangic 
chemistry, from its'historical origins in the early 1800's through 
the" rhodern ihstruihents of today. The first semester introduces 
the student to' nomeclature, structure, and basic chemistry of 
organic compounds. The second semester takes off from there. 
The emphasis is on the synthesis and chemistry of functional 
groups,. most of which were introduced in the first semester.. 
The main thrust in both courses is toward the recognition" of 
what to do when faced with a synthesis problem. Rote memor
ization is but, the student must be able to think the" problem 

. out. Pre-requisitesJ Chemistry 115 and 116.., -
. ••PRESENTATION; The course is a straight lecture couirse while 

questions" are welcomed if there is any poirit that is; unclear. A 
voluntary problem session is held weekly for those .'who feel the 
need for extra help.' . '.' - -' f [ ' - - ' " - • " • - -
: = READINGS;. The- text = presently in. use is a manuscript of 
which.Mirl* Pasto is a co-aiithorl The book^ is purchased through 
the professor at the; beginning of the fall semester for five dollars. 

ORGANIZATION;'The'student is expected to perform well on 
the" three hourly exams, .problem, sets, and final.-, All things weigh 

. into;.the,final grade.rPfobleih.sets for 20%, the'hourly tests for 
-:60%''and"-ithe'finalTor'20%. --'=••;"*';-. • ' r' : , " . ' " 
• -, COMMENTS; This course is requiired of, all Chem, majors and 
concentrate's, but two semesters >vith Mr. Pasto~is not all that 

" bad. A rigorous coursers offered but Mr..Pasto-is not unreason--
.ablejin his assignnientsahd is'veiry-.-flexible-iri working oiit due 
dates' and • tes t> dates.- - .Mi-.' -Pasto is available: for ^ helpTarid con
sultation . but he leaves it. up" to, the' studerit to. seek' him out: A 
very personable man,- Mr.> Pastq's i coiirse reflects his interest. 

-aiid• concern'for the student. ; ' • ' ' -"^" ' ' •-'-^••v"", ," „ ; -^ 

' Maurice Schwaitzf':?;'̂ ;̂ '̂ ;̂̂ ^^^ t"'..;'-'j ^^"'J''.: :'';'^' 
• Chemistry;3i2L::;:iA^̂ h:̂ .̂ =^̂ 7":̂ '̂ ^̂  V---1 \- ' ",• ,'r 
Physical; Chemi^tryj;;i;;,v!";^^^^ V =Ci 

. ; C O N T E N T ; Thei course; is;, desigend-to .give a rather, compre-
herisiveview of physicalichemistry;. and-is focused-on the molcr 
cular, aspects of thermodynamics riand quantum theory. .T^e 
subjects covered thoroughly-are quantum mechanics, theSchroe-
dinger equation, statistical . mechanics,.-and thermodynamics. 
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This course is in the chemistry major sequence, and most stu
dents are either majors or, concentrators in chemistry, with a 
few. Physics and grad studentsl Prerequisites are Chem 116, 
Phys 116, and Math 116. 

" PRESENTATION; The course consists mostly of lectures which 
are oriented to a derivation of the equations of physical chemistry 
from first principles. A weekly session with a grad student is 
available for problem-solving and other difficulties. 

READINGS; The text(s) for this course will be either Physical 
Chemistry, by Eggers, Gregory, Halsey, and Rabinovitch 
($14.95) or Molecular Thermodynamics, by Dickerson ( ? ) , 
and Quantum Mechanics, by Hanna ( ? ) . The text is often 
siipplemented by handouts and references from other texts and 
monographs. This outside reading is encouraged but not a re
quirement. 

ORGANIZATION; Four somewhat difficult, thought-provoking 
tests,are administered throughout the semester. They are gen
erally oriented toward the lectures, and include some derivations. 
"Plug-in" questions are non-existent. The difficult final exam 
is most important: if one does better on it than the average 
of his tests, it counts 2/3 of the grade; otherwise it counts 1/3. 

COMMENTS; This is a difficult course, but as Dr. Schwartz 
says in the first class, it is more coherent at the end of the 
seinester than during. This is because the material is very much 
interconnected, and it is hard to realize this while considering 
only one section in depth. The greatest drawback to the course 
has been eliminated: it will be taught at 11:00 rather than 
8:00. ^ Some mathematical complexities beyond first year cal
culus are encountered during the semester; these can be over
come by going to the problem sessions. Some of the best things 
in the course material are the derviations of the orbital shapes 
from first principles, and seeing ho^/ Thermodynamics can be 
applied to systems to derive most of the "Laws" of Physical 
Cheinistry (Nerhst equation, Osmotic Pressure^ etc.). 

Rudolph Bpttei 
Chemistry 333 ; 
Analytical: Chemistry 

, ' - ' C O N T E N T ; The course is a survey of chemical and instru
mental-inethods of analysis as applied to inorganic, organic, and 
occasionally biochemical systems. The instrumental techniques 
covered include an _ introduction to electroanalytical methods, 
absorption and emission spectrochemical methods, and separation 
techniques. Hopefully, the student will be exposed to a sufficient 
number of techniques so that when he encounters a new analy
tical problem, he can intelligently select the best method of 
analysis. Chemistry 333L accompanies the lecture course, but is 
not required- The lab consists of instrumental method.s of ana
lysis illustrating- material covered in Chem. 333. Experiments 
include: precipitimetric and complexometric titrations, electro-
gravimetry, coulometry, polarography, multicomponent spectro-

. photometry, flame photometry, gas chromatography, infrared 
spectrophotometry. 

PRESENTATION; Chem. 333 is primarily a lecture course, 
there is not. enough time for discussion. Students have been 
known to leave Mr. Bottei's lectures with ^vriters-cramp, as he 
is an extremely fast lecturer. A fair amount of the course is 
presented using an over-head projector. Students are given 
ditto sheets for most of the material. 

READINGS; Douglas Skoog and Donald West: Fundamentals 
of- Analytical Chemistry, cost $15.00. 
; ORGANIZATION; The grade breakdown in the lecture course 
is: 3-4 hour exams, 4 5 % ; final exam, 2 5 % ; 8-9 short quizzes, 
2 5 % ; and homework 5 % . Grades are,based in the lab on the 
accuracy of the unknown determinations and the lab reports 
reqiiifed o f t h e instrumental experiments. 

COMMENTS; Mr. Bottei teaches -with the philosophy that 
"the more the student studies, the more he will learn". Con
sequently, students taking "analyt" face an impressive work 
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load. Exams are of greater than average difficulty, but curved 
fairly. The lab is a worthwhile experience, with the chief goal 
being to "develop good lab technique". This part of the course 
suffers from an oyer-emphasis on your accuracy in the unknown 
determinations. Mr. Bottei's knowledge of analytical chemistry, 
his enthusiasm, and availabilit)' for consultation are excellent. 
It is a proven fact that if the student wants to learn analytical 
chemistry, he will learn it from Mr. Bottei. 

Roger Bretthauer 
Chemistry 420 
Principles of Biochemistry 

CONTENT: The major areas covered in this course are 
. proteins, enzymes, metabolic synthesis and breakdown of proteins, 

lipids, and carbohydrates, and structure and function of nucleo
tides. The major metabolic pathways and cycles are studied in 
detail, with emphasis upon those processes occurring in the 
human body and higher animals. Organic chemistry and gen
eral chemistry are prerequisites for this course and it is ad
visable to have a background in biology. 

PRESENTATION: Biochemistry is a lecture course which meets 
three times a week. The readings in the textbook parallel the 
lectures. Mr. Bretthauer covers a great deal of material in the 
lectures and presents information and insight not available in the 
textbook. Relevant questions are answered during the lectures. 
An optional workshop is offered two afternoons a week to aid 
students in working problems and to clear up any difficulties 
encountered in the lecture material. 

READINGS : The textbook for the course is Biochemistry by 
Lehninger. Although the price is high ($17.95), the book is 
excellent and presents the material in a straightforward manner 
with many helpful illustrations. 

ORGANIZATION: There are two hour exams, and a non-
cumlative final exam. Short quizzes which may or may not be 
given each week also count together as one hour exam. Problem 
sets are not assigned but are strongly recommended. The course 
requires a great deal of memorization but the exams are designed 
to test primarily the students ability to apply concepts presented 
in the course. 

COMMENTS: There is no getting around the fact that this 
course requires, a great deal of work. The course.is very fast-
paced. At times the student is held responsible for ihaterial not 
covered in the lectures, but is explained in the. book. This course 
gives the student a good foundation in the fundamentals of bio
chemistry. : 

Gerald Goe ..^ 
Chemistry 431- _ ' ; 
Structurar Organic Chemistry 

CONTENT.- Structural Organic Chemistry is a course "for 
senior chemistry majors and concentrators- who.' are . interested 
in learning the principles of structural elucidation in organic 
chemistry. The course consists primarily of an explanation of 
instrumental techniques which can be used in determining the 
unknown structure of an organic compound. In this way, back
ground information is presented" which is" useful in solving not 
only assigned problems but actual situations which arise in the 
laboratory. Topics covered include a discussion of IR, UV, 
NMR, mass spectrometry and optical rotatory dispersion. 

PRESENTATION: Mr. Goe bases his lectures for the most 
part on outside material while using the text as a supplementarj' 
source. In addition, time can be taken to discuss questions about 
the lecture material or the solution of problems. 

RE-^VDINGS: The textbook used. Organic Structure Deter
mination, is written by Pasto and Johnson (price $14.00). Other 
books which the student may find helpful in solving structural 
problems are found in the science library at Nieuwland- Some 
handouts are also, given to illustrate lecture topics. 

ORGANIZATION: There are two e^rams consisting of an in-
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class midrterm and a take-home final. There are also approxi
mately 45 problems assigned in groups of 5-8 throughout the 
semester.. Both ..the exams and the problems test the student's 
ability to interpret instrumental data in deducing chemical struc
tures. ' Some of the problems tend to be fairly difficult. The 
course grade is arrived; at by the following scale: mid-term — 
25%, problem sets —. 35%, and the final — 40%. Along with 
the course there is a separate two credit hour lab which demon
strates the use of many of the techniques discussed in lecture. 
Registering for the lab, however, is not mandatory. 

COMMENTS: This course is recommended for all chemistry 
majors and is especially suited to those students, either major 
or concentrator, who might be going on in chemistry and have 
occasion to encounter structural analysis in the'laboratory or 
industry. While the amount of:time spent on working problems 
can often be extensive, perhaps., more time-consuming than is 
warranted by a.two credit hour course, the educational experi
enced gained is well worth the effort.- In addition to acquiring 
a proficient understanding of the use of instrumentation, other 
skills such as searching chemical literature for information and 
taking a more logcial approach to. solving chemical problems 
tend to develop. Also Mr. Goe, because of his lecture style, 
makes the course very worthwhile. 

Hayes, Castellinb, Pierce and Thomas 
Chemistry-439L 
Advanced Physical Chemistry Laboratory 

CONTENT: The object of the course is to familiarize the 
student with.-the theory "and practice of techniques used in 
Advanced Physical Chemistry. Consequently, the subject matter 
is a group of 4 to 5 distinctly different experiments in Physical 
Chemistry, using very sophisticated instrumentation. These will 
include Molecular ' Spectroscopy of Todine, Electron Paramag
netic Resonance, Microwave Spectriim of COS, Laser Flash 
Photolysis of Pyrene, Stopped-Flow Kinetics, Ultracentrifugation, 
and possibly a Light-Scattering and/or.Molecular Beam Experi
ment. As these titles might, indicate,, the student is expected 
to have some^ familiarity .with the principles of Physical Chem
istry; most students are .at least in their second semester of the 
lecture course and have taken the 322 Lab. 

PRESENTATION: The course is divided into two-week periods, 
each of which is.spent on a given apparatus. The first hour or 
two of such a period consists.of a lecture-explanation of the ap
paratus and principles involved in the study. Almost all the 
rest of the, time is spent working in the laboratory. . _ 

READINGS: There are no texts in this course. There are, 
however, several assigned readings during the semester; these 
are either major works discussing the particular technique (e.g. 
EPR) or., original articles in the literature. These readings 
average 2 per experiment, and are very helpful for the subsequent 
write-up. '-. . 

ORGANIZATION: Between 4 and 6 experiments will be per
formed by each student. All require a lab report, which is fairly 
extensive. ; No tests or quizzes are given. The lab reports and 
the student's performance in the laboratory help to, determine 
the; grade. - . . 

COMMENTS: There are a number of really great things about 
this lab. The student/teacher ratio is yery low: last semester it 
was 4 /6 ! As a result, much personal attention is gained. The 
professors are available almost anytime, and they encoiirage 
visits by confused students. This is where most of the theory 
becomes clear, by discussing it with the professor after per
forming the experiment. The experiments themselves are im
pressive—^all are done on research equipment, so (unlike some 
other labs) they always work, and excellent results" are obtained 
(e.g. =0.5 ppt in the ionization potential of I , ) - The equip
ment is first-rate, and sometimes unique (e.g. the 800 Mwatt 
laser). Unlike the 322 lab, one works at a comfortable pace, 
and there is little restriction on hours spent in the laboratory, 
with less oh the deadlines for reports. The reports themselves 
are difficult and require some care and work in preparation. 
This is .not ,an "easy" lab, but the opportunities to work with 
these instruments and professors should not be overlooked by 
those interested in physical or experimental chemistry. 
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M. Schwartz and L. Pierce 
Chemistry 445 
Modern Physical Chemistry I 

Co NTENT.' The Course is designed to be an intermediate 
level treatment of quantum mechanics, quantum chemistry and 
molecular spectroscopy. Some of the topics covered in detail are 
explicit solution of the Schroedinger equation, angular wave-
functions, hydrogenic atoms, and perturbation and variational 
theories. Electronic structure and molecular spectroscopy will 
also be covered. The course is intended for senior chemistry 
majors and first year graduate students who desire a deeper 

treatment of theoretical chemistry than Chem. 322 offers. Pre
requisites are Chem. 322, and math through calculus, although 
vector calculus and matrix algebra will be of use. Most addi
tional math will be covered as needed. 

READINGS: The text for the course will most probably-be 
Karplus and Porter Atoms and Molecules. Coverage of certain 
topics will be supplemented with handouts. 

ORGANIZATION: This is a new course, and the organization 
is still somewhat uncertain. Mr. Schwartz will teach the first 
half of the course, the quantum mechanics, and Mr. Pierce the 
second half, the molecular spectroscopy. Heavy emphasis will 
be placed on a number (25-30 per half) of non-trivial problems 
to be worked by the student. The number and nature of exami
nations is as yet uncertain. 

Geology 
Erhard Winkler 
Geology 459 
Natural Resources in Modem Society 

CONTENT: The goal of "Natural Resources" is to present a 
basic but total, up-to-date view of the environment in which we 
live. I t is Mr. Winkler's belief that if the student can first 
understand how the balance of the Earth's resources should 
naturally exist, then compares this knowledge to observed effects 
of man-induced alterations, that he will then be more able to 
get a true picture of the ecological state of the world today, 
and possibly get some insights into how the world might be in 
the future. There are no prerequisites for the course, however 
some understanding of elementary chemistry would be beneficial. 
The selected subject matter is always geared for a general au
dience of all classes and intents and consists mainly of informa
tion every informed citizen should know. 

PRESENTATION: This course is made up almost entirely of 
lectures which are normally accompanied by either slides, over
head projections, handouts, or occasional movies. Graphs play 
an important, part in being able to understand much of the 
scientific data used, so Mr. Winkler incorporates a secondary 
course in graph reading along with the normal course material. 

READINGS: The texts include two paperbacks; one. Earth's 
Resources by Brian J. Skinner, (Prentice Hall, 1969, $3.75) and 
the other. The Biosphere, which is a collection of articles from 
the , September, 1970 issue oi Scientific American magazine 
(Freeman, 1970, $3.25). These texts serve as background 
reJferences to the. basic geological and ecological processes. of 
nature. But in order to see man's part in the up-setting of these 
-processes and in order to-stay as current as possible, articles 
from valid sources such as Science, Nature, and Time magazines 
are also utilized. 

. ORGANIZATION: The grade, for the course is based on a com
piling of scores frpin weekly quizzes, two. exams, and one paper. 
The brief weekly quizzes (5-10 short-answer questions) count 

-heavily in ,a student's final mark, and are graded on a curve 
vvhich is based on the combined points of all the quizzes. The 
mid-term and final exams each, cover half the semester's work 
and = contain only the material covered in lecture. The paper's 
topic-and length are left entirely up to the student as long as 
they remain reasonably within the scope of. the class.' 
. , COMMENTS : In our modern ecology-crazed society it . is 

easy to become confused with regards to the true state of our 
environment. . By giving - specific definitions for words such as 
pollution, ecology and environment, and by explaining exactly 
what our natural resources are,, the course tends to orientate a 
person so that he can judge for himself the validity of much of 
the ecological data presented by our modern media., This skill 
would obviously be of at least some value to a person no .matter 
what field of study he is interested in. 

. Mr. Winkler's own enthusiasm for the course adds much 
to his presentation which is usually very interesting. ^ His exams 
and quizzes sometimes contain ambiguous questions which often 
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cause dissatisfaction among the students, but the fact that all 
tests are always curved means that the proper grade will usually 
be arrived at. 

Raymond Gutshick 
Geology 454 
Introduction to Oceanography 

CONTENT: Oceanography is an integration of the sciences 
of Chemistry, Physics, Biology, arid Geology. Introduction to 
Oceanography, a course directed toward Marine Geology, is 
designed to reflect this integration. 

Subject material includes the JOIDES Deep Sea Drilling 
Project, from which major concepts are developing concerning 
the orgin of ocean basins. Environments of deposition related to 
mineral resource deposits and pollution are also studied. 

Course prerequisites are first year Chemistry, Physics, Mathe
matics, and Geology. Enrollment is limited to science and 
engineering majors, who have a good science background. 

PRESENTATION: Geology 454 is predominately a, lecture 
course supplemented with slides and overhead projections. Along 
with material from the text, Mr. Gutshick lectures on new dis
coveries and data taken from current publications. Handout 
sheets are discussed in class. Ten to twelve movies which are 
shown outside of class, are scheduled at the students' conveni
ence. 

READINGS: The text is Introduction to Oceanography by 
D. A. Ross. Four to five articles are assigned each week for 
outside reading. These articles are included in six pages of 
references compiled by Mr. Gutshick for students interested in 
further research. All assigned articles are placed on reserve in 
the Geology Library. 

ORGANIZATION: Geology 454 is offered every other year. I t 
contains two one-hour examinations, a 'final exam, aqd unan
nounced quizzes. Examinations require a general knowledge 
of subject material, as well as practical application of this 
material to oceanographic problems. 

Three or four "do it yourself laboratory projects are as
signed. Projects entail map work, observations of ocean flora 
and fauna, some problem solving, and short research papers. 

A field trip to Lake Michigan will be taken to examine 
oceanographic related studies utilizing the resources afforded 

:by Lake Michigan. The trip will be scheduled according to 
weather conditions. A $5 transportation fee will be charged. 

COMMENTS: Introduction to Oceanography touches all as
pects of oceanography:—biological, chemical, physical, and geo
logical. Though prerequisites have not been strictly adheared 
to, a good science background is necessary. Special emphasis 
should be placed on the Geology pre-requisite. This course 
leans heavily toward Marine Geology, and a strong backgroimd 
in Geology would benefit a student taking this course. 

Lecture material does not lend itself to notetaking and mem
orization. General knowledge and application, rather than speci
fics, are stressed, throughout the course, and in examinations. 
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Mathematics 

Alan Howard , \ 
Mathematics 205 : 
Elements of Calculus I I I . -, . -

CONTENT: This course covers selected topics in plane an
alytic "geometry^ infinite. series, functions of ; several .variables 
and piartial. differentiation. 'Th i s course is in ,the Math ' 205 
series and is a requirement for arts and letters pre-med students. 

PRESENTATION: The course is all lecture. ;? 
READINGS: The text this year "was Ca/ca/ur and Analytic 

Geometry hy. Bresch arid Ogilvy. I t is likely, though; that the 
text next year will be different. : ; ;- ' . > i ^ '• ~ , 

ORGANIZATION : Normally there are three or four.tests arid a 
final., Mr. Howaird sometimes gives extra credit assignriientsl 

COMMENTS: This; i s a good course for a riori-scierice student j 
who wants to take, a math .course which is 'not on the}; upper 
division level.'_ •" ^ / , . " . ' " : - - ' " ,:, -*\ ":;i' : ; - ^ 
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Ronald Goldstein. ;;-• >^ l̂r ^ ; 
Mathematics;2jL2:^'^" \>^ •,> ; ': 
Gompiiter/Progranuning arid Problem Solving 

' CONTENT.-^; This, course deals with modern; problem solving 
techniques'in applied mathematics. • More • specifically," the "areas 
that will be pbveredare liriear prograriiming, game thory, classical 
optimizatiori .methods,- Kiihri-Tucker Theory, arid dynamic 

- programmirig.' • While there are no^ prerequisites, s9me previous 
experience*;in, computer programming would prove to be riiost 
helpfulJ Mr." Goldstein is more concerned with-'methods,of solu
tion- than with.the actual prbgramriiirig that isiriyblved;-' How
ever, he will devote sbriie time to go over the basics of PL/ I arid 

; F O R M A C . : ^ ' ^ - y 7 . - ' '" y Z^- / '^" ' ' " ' • • ; • : •'•"'-^'?:?--'':-" "̂ , ' ' 
PRESENTATION: A large, class would .{necessitate a lectiire 

foririat for the course. If .the class is. small, .each student may 
be asked to give a presentation of soirie aspect of the material 
covered. .- V , _ ' ' ' , ; , : - ' .-

•READINGS : The text used is Nonlinear and Dynamic Program-. 
ming by Hadley. Recommerided books are \4 Gwirfgio PL/I hy 
Pollack and Sterling and Introduction to Operations Research 
by Kaiifriian arid Faure. . , . ~" / ; ,, 

ORGANIZATION: Depending on the size of the class, and how 
it progresses, there may be a test sometime during the semester. 

.The' assignments will probable form the bulk of the grade, 
although some foriri of final exam, can be expected. ': 
- COMMENTS: This is a course in problem solving using'the 
computer; it is not a course in computer programmirig. The 
computer is used merely as a tool for working out the computa
tions that are involved with the problem solving methods covered 

r in the course. Mr. Goldsteiri is an interesting and humorous 
fellow arid-a student should get to know him. His lectures tend 
to deal with generalities;-thus leaving the details to be! worked 
out by the student. The material is interesting, and theis course 
provides an excellent opportunity to discover the contribution 
that applied iriathematics is making to our society. 
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Patrick Ryan 
Mathematics 211 • 
Computer Programming I 

CONTENT: This, is an introductory course in computer pro
gramming and problem solving using PL/ I batch. Emphasis is 
placed on practical applications of the theory presented in the 
classroom. Integration, Gaussian elimination, the Gauss-Seidel 
method of solving systems of linear equations and linear,pro
gramming are among the topics covered. There are no pre
requisites for this course. This course is required for niath con
centrators. 

. P R E S E N T A T I O N : The class lectures are the most important 
part of the course because they present fundamentals of computer 
operation'. Homework problems are given in class, thus, it is 
important to attend class regularly. 

READINGS : Last semester, Mr. Goldstein used AFL/ 360: An 
Interactive Approach by Gilman and Rose ($6.95) and Ele
mentary Computer Applications by Barrodale, Roberts and Ehle 
($5.95). This semester,'as APL was not available, Mr. Ryan sub
stituted Aforfcm Programmfng^; PL/ J by MuUish ($5.95): A 
Guide to PL/I hyFoUack and Sterling ($7.00). was also sug
gested; this semester. . 

ORGANIZATION : The student's grade is determined by his 
performance on the homework assignments, quizzes and a final 
project which the student selects after consultation with Mr. 
Ryan. There are normally one quiz and one assignment a week. 
This semester two teaching assistants were available for con
sultation if, a student was having trouble. 

COMMENTS: This is an excellent course for the student who 
wants to learn something about the black boxes on the first floor 
of. the Math Building. There has been quite a problem. this 
semester with the new system (an IBM 370-155 with TSO— 
Notre Dame is the first place in the country tohave this system) 
which has a distressing tendency to turn itself; off.;; However, 
these problems should be solved by the fall. Also,* it is very easy 
to spend too much time on this course. The classes are seventy 
five minutes long—^which is too long for a math class. 

Mathematics 235 
Calculus III Enriched 

CONTENT: This course is intended to give the student a 
better understanding of the theoretical basis of the topics covered 
in sophomore calculus without spending a lot of time on irigorous 
proofs. The topics covered include vectors and parametric equa
tions, partial differentiation, multiple integration and infinite 
seiries. The professor may, at his discretion, add any topics he 
considers important but this is not normally done first semester. 
In approach. Math 235 falls somewhere between the drill of 
problem solving of Math 225 and the emphasis on pure theory 
of Math 265. The prerequisite is Math 126. This course is not 

• a requirement for any major and is composed, for the most part, 
of.physics majors and math concentrators. 

PRESENTATION: AS is the case with most math courses, the 
: classes are lectures with most of the time spent proving theorems. 
The professor teaching the course also conducts a problem session 
that meets once a week. * 

READINGS: The textbook is Thomas' Calculus and Analytic 
Geometry ($13.85), which is the book used by Math 125 and 
225. 

ORGANIZATION : In all likelihood, the professor will assign 
written homework, possibly on a daily basis. Last semester, the 
final grade was based on three tests (20% each), daily homework 
(10%) and the final ( 30%) . 

COMMENTS : The success of the course depends upon the 
professor teaching it. However, the math department has in the 
past selected excellent teachers for this course. The caliber of the 
students is usually high in Math 235. This course serves as a 
good preparation for Math 236 (linear algebra and differential 
equations), which is significantly different from Math 226. If 
you were bored by Math 126 but do not want to get into a 
strictly proof-oriented course, this course is recommended. 
Perhaps, the addition of vector analysis could improve the course. 
A good knowledge of vector analysis is of theoretical importance 
and also of practical knowledge to anyone taking Physics '247 or 
Physics 247M. 
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Mathematics 221 
Linear Algebra 

CONTENT: Mr. Huckleberry, rvVho taught this course last 
semester, considers its major-topic the theory and .mechanics of 
matrices. The course also covers some fundamental. concepts 
progressing to the study of algebraic structures, including vector 
spaces,, linear: transformations,'= linear- dependence and bases. 
Since tliis course introduces subjects which open a new avenue 
of study, for the math student, Mr. Huckleberry wants to convey 
a complete understanding.of the basic mechanical and theoretical 
concepts of linear algebra. This course is a requirement for 
sophomore math, concentrators; There are no prerequisites. . 

PRESENTATION:. This is.a lecture course.. The professor.enu
merates the basic ideas in the book and provides insight into their 
mechanical and theoretical aspects. ^ ' 

. READINGS: The'book" used this year was Elements of Linear 
^Zgcfcraby.lMoore ($9.95).; r : \ . ^ ' . f 
. ' -ORGANIZATION: This year, there" were two - tests. and a final, 
each of. which thoroughly tested thestudent 's comprehension of 
the material. -The final was comprehensive", and similar to the 
othertests. Mr..Huckleberry.had his students keep their homeT 
work, in a notebook that; was turned .in, at: the .end .of the. sem
ester.' He also .expected his students to^see him in his office on" 
a niore-or less.fegular-basis.',"'. -'.-.••-.." V -'.•-•.>-" •-_."'•-•'..;-:--

. C O M M E N T S : Students who^enjoy. ihath-will find.,thisi an in
teresting-and jjrofitable course.: This course:is also recommended 
to stiidehts-who=think that calculus is all there, is to math . -

m.:i 
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Mathematibs 265 ,, _ . . . . . 
Honors; Calculus I I I ' ; , 

CONTENT: This, course includes series and sequences, series 
and sequences, of; functions, vector, calculus, = the implicit and in
verse f unction, theorems and. integration up to Stokes' Theorem. 
Beyond that,"the professor may do-what he wants. For. example, 
last-year Dr;j Phan;devoted-.the" entire year to the- above' topics 
whilethis year. Dr. Chapin covered those-topics first semester and 

. taught: differential. geometry).second; semester.- .-Prerequisite for 
. this course is .Math. 136, '164,:or.>1.66., A-knowledge of-linear 

algebra, or a coricurrent-coursej .in; linear ^algebra-is very helpful, 
but iiotabsblut'ely'essential. •Math;265-is required for sophomore 
math;majo'rs;who make upj-the bulk'of. the. course. -, . '. . 

PRESENTATION:. 'There are'.thfee lec tures 'and 'one, tutorial 
session- a-week.-;;The'-lectures.are- usually, devoted, to examining 
-theorems.and examples,\yhile^;.the.tutonal .session.is for problem 
solying. :•' - " : - : ' ' " . " - , . ' - - - r- \-r,..- . • , - . - " - . 

' ,":'" READINGS:,.;The book is,usually Ca/ctiZMj of; Vector Functions 
. by. Williamson,^G^rowell and Trotter... Spivak's Ca/cw/Ki^.is helpful 
'.'in series^ and .sequences.-"., ,; .,-; f .';•.»"-_.,.-.-,• . . . . •- ...-

...ORGANIZATION:;;There >re,"jibrmally two. or ,three .tests" and 
a, final:;-Last yea'riDn.Phan^.sCtests-^vere-in-class; this year Dr. 
Chapin gave-.take; h9hieCtests;;(ppen5 book-and open .notes). 
The tests,,emphasize;'theoretical =cjoncepts,-a 

; not. e"xclude,d..;-:The ;weiglitingrpf:j;the;-tests;depends;,upon the 
professoir,v althoughi-homeworkv.generally;. counts for 10% to 
'2i>%c-ofiti[i&;giSd6i}^-j)^^ -;';. v-"-'"; ̂ c ; ,-;-;;.:" 

'^ ^'' ;. Q°^?^??^TS,- A^hilei;this;.;courst^^ for;;.the;ho"nors 
,. niathJprogram,-';physics^;;niajors,; pjemed.-.majors-'and evenV a 
;, G.P. ;major;;have;.takenJthis course; and.;done.;quite;well,(these 
. are ;. ridrihally^ - students: who? had -. honors math' .freshman year). 
. The professors whahave-taugHt'thiscoufse have been very helpful 

and^populai-^^with"'theyStiidents.;; The./book-'is' ;extremely, good, 
_;alth'ough;most'qf;ite^u;mm answers.; 

-. ."Vwhiclijas;frustrating; if: you/arej'not; sure;.yoii are;doing -the 
1 probiemlfcbrrectty.f'Thir^ to science ;stu-
.•,, dents ;-ifi;they)haye"a2go^ 
7 are\wilIihg}to spendTtime on;iL'n-y<^^ theory than is.' 
;.. taught;in'MatK'^-2 25̂^̂^ theoretical course:, 
; yotr shbiildJprobablyStake'Matii''235i^ fe ̂ t"" Q'.V ' : ' . ; . ; ' 

\--~ <-''\c>'~'K''-fc.t~'-y^-'"'^^^^^ -"• ' " i ' T . . "•.'-'.' .•'.-.- ^".'' 
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Norman Haaser 
Mathematics 517 . . . / 

' Numerical Methods 

CONTENT: AS the. title suggests, this course' is devoted to the 
formulation and use of numerical techniques for solving mathe
matical and engineering related problems. These techniques are 
then used on the.computer to solve the problems.". Initiallyj the. 
concept of the iterative technique is stressed heavily^ which is an 
ideal way to show the student the close relationship •mathematics 

: can have-withjthe computer;; After this relation is shown/ the 
course delves into topics such, as the theory of polynomial ap-
prbxiihation, interpolation polynomials and numerical.,integra-
tioii. ..The intent.of the course is..to infuse in the student tech
niques; of solving pirpblems which can be adapted to the com
puter and-thereby save tirhe.- Prerequisites for .this course: are 
sophomore calculus and some coinputef.'background. .The major-' 
ity.of'the students were.engineering-or physics' graduate students. 
- . P R E S E N T A T I O N : - Numerical, Methods is taught -in a lecture 
format. ' As the ;spirit 'of ' the course deiriarids that the student 
have a good comprehension of the material,-questions are always 
i n v i t e d . ' . • .'• ,•' • . • , . — , ' " . ' - ' . - , . - • ' 

f -READINGS; The text used' this year yfzs Analysis of Numerical 
Methods by Isaacson and Keller ($11.95): A useful, reference 
is .Intermediate Analysis by-Haaserv and. Sullivan. Mr. Haaser 
also gives out a good number of Handouts.which provide useful 
supplementary material to the lectures. ' ' • , 

• ,',"-'ORGANIZATION:-'.Assignments-- are sgiven- once every;.-three 
weeks. "These assignments require a very thorough /understand
ing of the material and, together with the^oral .final,-"constitiite the 

.basis"for grades. - - . ' , " ' .-; " ; . . .• ; 
. ;COMMENTS: Surprisingly, the work load does hot.over--

burden an undergraduate, considering ..that this, is a graduate 
;mathcburse."As.;the-level'of.mathematical rigor is-quite high," a . 
= student contemplating taking this, course' should feel at home". 
.with some .mathematical theory^.Mn Haaser. has effected a tight 
-organization in the; course structure and disseminates .the theory 
with ease; .Thus,' the pace of the course is rapid. He,also seems 
•to. care whether the student is learning the actual methods iri-," 
Ivolved.' Understanding, of the theory provides a; great insight into ~ 
whyfthe methods work but is not totally essential for. the actual 
computer programs. = The- main criterion for.' the person con-. 

.sidering this course-is whether he is willing to. make a geiiiiihe. 
'effort ito assimilate and,master the-techniques. ;•;:,"• .. " - .".'•• 

Mathematics 365 
Honors Analysis I ^ ' . 

. CONTENT:.;This is a.more rigorous treatment of differential 
•equations: than Math '325. ' This course first covers the-existence, 
uniqueness and techniques of solutions of differential equations 
and then.coyers,the same concepts for systems of differential 
equations. Math 266 is the prerequisite. A knowledge of linear 
algebr^a,• including canonical forms,-is very helpful. This is.a. re
quirement for junior-math majors. •-. 

: PRESENTATION: Three lectures a week. This year, Mr. Otter 
occasionally-promoted discussion by asking" the class whether a 
certain,claim-was true, and, if it was not, what was needed to 

. verify;', i t ."/. , ' • , -". '•-•-."'•-- -- •.--.• ' / - ' : - - - - " • 
READINGS: The readings will depend upon the professor who 

teaches the. course.-This year. Mir. Otter used. Orrffnary Differ
ential Equations hyBraueT and. Nohel ($14.95) and suggested 
Ordinary Differential Equations hy Birkhoff and Rota for refer-

-ehce;""-''^r---.• -• ,'- ...''" " . . - ' - ' '' ' ." 
,: ORGANIZATION : In most upper division math courses, there 

are two.tests and.a final. Homework normally coim'ts for part of 
the graded This'year Mr. Otter's tests consisted of two parts, 
one.donefin class, the other a one hour take home (closed 
book). One section of• the test was based on definitions and 
proofswhile and other part consisted of problems. 

. COMMEN,TS : •' This course is recommended to the science 
student who wants a rigorous course in differential equations. 
However, because this course'.assumes the student has no back
ground (other than integiation) in differential equations and 
because - it spends a, lot ^ of. time on existence and uniqueness, 
certain tppics covered in Math.325, such as the Laplace tirans-, 
form,.may not;be covered..-. .. • ', ' ' . 
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Mathematics 324 
Math Statistics 

CONTENT: The first of the course is spent on Elementary 
Probability and the second half on Statistics. Probability spaces, 
elementary laws of probability, random variables and probability 
theorems are introduced in the probability half. Sampling and 
testing techniques are discussed in the statistics section., At least 
one year of calculus is a prerequisite. -

PRESENTATION: The course uses a lecture format but ample 
opportunity exists to answer questions concerning theory or the 
problem sets. . 

READINGS:, The required text this year was An Introduction 
-to Mathematical Statistics hy/Brunk. ; , 

ORGANIZATION: :One problem set, consisting of five or six 
problerhs, was assigned each-week. -There were three tests and 
a final. The tests may be taken home. While the tests involve. 
problems, definitions and understanding of certain concepts are 
covered on r the final. -Homework,' the-final 'and. each-test are 
given equal weight for the final grade. All this may change, if Mr. 
Mclntyfe does riot teach this course next year. . . 

COMMENTS: The course was successful in that a basic under
standing-of probability and, statistics was achieved.. Since the 
statistics half of the course follows the probability half/ it tends to 
get rushed a t the end of the semester. The student does achieve, 
however, a working- knowledge of statistics so that he can study 
with'little difficulty the topics not covered.. The' text.used was 
not very readable, and hopefully will be replaced. 

Mathematics:325 . \ - . /:v :; ; : 
Ordinary Differential Equations 

-CONTENT: -The;course covers the theory of ordinary differ
ential equations, and is. normally taught by Mr. Mast. . I n the 
past,-the- student was not, assumed to have much previous 

knowledge of differential equations. However, this year Mr. 
Mast will assume that the students have had at least the back
ground of differential. equation theory taught in Math 226. 
Topics covered will include series solutions to variable coefficient 
linear equations, linear,.' systems, boundary value problems, 
Laplace transforms, and hopefully approaches to nonlinear dif
ferential equations. Basic linear; algebra will be reviewed during 
the course. Mr. Mast-will assume the student understands exact 
equations, first order differential equations and linear equations 
of the constant coefficients (including nonhomogeneous). This 
course is required, for junior physics majors, who ihake up 
bulk of the course. The emphasis of the course is placed on 
"understanding - the. material." That is, the students are not 
expected to work-out rigorous proofs, nor are they expected to 
grind out soliitions.to problems like variable coefficient problems. 

PRESENTATION:. Lecture is the method of teaching. Lectures 
in class often include digressions from the'book to show, for 
example, the applicabihty; of certain theories to quantum 
mechanics o r : three- body problems. Occasional questions are 
asked by Mr. .Mast to stir up interest: - . - .-. 

. READINGS: The texils Elementary Differential Equations and 
Boundary„ Value/Problems by. Boyce and . Dipirema ($12.95). 
Outside readings in; related topics not covered in. the text will 
be required.for. the take home .test. , - ., 

ORGANIZATION: Last seriiester, two one-hour tests were.given 
in classin addition to one take home test. Outside research was 
required to do.the,problems on the take, home. A final was also 
given. -~ Homework ' was given but .did not - count', towards the 

. graded:.- •;-,'":-' .:-;:,>••;-::,;' \ '-"./-"}.-' ' ' ' • - : . - - , ' - - . 
COMMENTS : This course would prove worthwhile for the stu

dent seeking.a nonrigorous understanding of the basic theory of 
-- differential equations. The woirk.load is reasonable, but the .pace 

of the course,is a little-slpw as Mr. Mast sometimes.spends too 
much'rtime,6n a given .topic. Mr. Mast is very personable.and 

-concerned'about his'students. However, this lectures often drag 
and his ability to hold interest is'limited. This course is recom
mended.;; for ..science-majors •,who have ho ^ requirement in dif
ferential equations. .- -.j , . '• . . 

- : • C.-,--.i V 
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Phvsi 

. Cornelius; Browne . . 
. Physics 247C 

General Physics I I I 

.- ^CONTENT: A rigorous treatment of electricity and magnetism, 
special relativity, propagation of electomagnetic waves and a 
brief survey of modern physics including energy quantization, 
thC' Schroedinger Equation and atomic structure. Prereqiiisites 
are Physics 126 and Math. 126. This course is required for 
chemistry majors and science math majors. The sequel is 
Physics 248G. ' ^ -

PRESENTATION: First semester, there are three lectures and 
one demonstration lecture a week. The demonstration lecture is 
simulates a lab with the; professor carrying out-the experiment 
and the class watching. " ; . ^ 

READINGS; Physics. II by Halliday and Resnick ($9.50), 
The Feynman Lecture Series, Vol. 2 ($9.95) and Introduction 

: to^ Special'Relativity hy Resnick ($4.25)' are used. -
. .ORGANIZATION: Four "Black Tuesdays"- and a final. . A l - . 

though this is listed as a departmental course, this is the,only 
section,'; and Mr.-Browne is: very easy to persuade . to delay a 

} test-a-week or.so.-.These'tests'are quite, a"; bit more: theoretical 
i (and more-difficult) than the tests'in Physics 126. Occasionally, 
"there is an essay queistion on-the test where= the-student is asked 
-to explain the principles behind one of the experiments carried 
di i t i r i the deihbnstration" lecture ' (previous .topics include-the 
Faraday Ice Pail Experiment and the Michelspnj-Morley Experi-: 

.--:merit):'-x Tf"'-?!.-. "''^""'";:''; .'•'• ' S''- '::. '^ f --J--', y^ '\:? 
>;,,:.\GoMMENTs: .This, is-nqt an easy course. If yoa, had the.-: 

;- least bit of ^trouble in ^freshman physics, vthis.' cpuirse is probably,, 
; not'foir Vou. iHowever/-if-you,iCaii make: it throu^ _ 
rypu.wil l see^that'it-'is extremely;worthwhile.v^ Every .year Mr. 
'tBfowne^looksVat the class.;listj^sees that about!three quarters of.; 
•; the/'studerits :are oh::dean's list;land announces^'thati-this-Js ; the. 
¥ most-impressive class list;he has ever seenlj".Mr. Browne is more ; 
.:. thahlwillihg ;td.;tell you'how,tp;d6' the pr6bleins'and.also-,rela 
•/some -entertaining.stories abpUt'^therold ,vah', der.-Gaaff generator.^ 

',;'at- M.r.T.- and ' the Notre; Darnel^poweri system.; This course .-is 1̂  
• irecommerided - to" students: who'- have a- good aptitude for ynath •;= 
'"-and,? physics.-''.'•'->-_; -'' '-=--7/-,, -^--'"''-'iT-f----'"'- -'; V'v/ -''^ \.^".''y . 
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PauLKenney 
Physics-203, .-
Physics of Urban arid Environmental Problems, 

GONTENT: Urban and environmental problems, chosen for 
their amenability to scientific study, are presented through case 

-histories. Each case consists of the appropriate political, legal, 
social, and economic background to the problem, the relevant 
.physics,; the necessary data, and a number of mainly quantitative 
questions. ;The- introduction of physics into the discussions is 
motivated by the contribution that physics can make to rigorous 
presentations and analyses of the problems. Prerequisite for the 
courseis any .of the one-year science courses normally tJiken in 
the freshman year to fulfill the university science requirement. 
This is a completely new couirse. 

-PRESENTATION: The course will be primarily lecture, though 
there is ample room for discussion. The exact details ^vill depend 
upon the number and composition of the students. 

- READINGS: ' There is ho required text, though-background 
readings'will probably be required. These will be taken from 
periodicals and varied sources. 
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Walter Johnson 
Physics ,247M 
Electricity and Magnetism . 

GOXTENT: .This four-credit course offers a more intensive 
treatment of topics which are covered in the second year of 
general physics. This course. is designed for, students in the 
Physics Majors program and for other qualified .students in 
science and engineering. I t examines, develops, and utilizes a 
mathematical approach to principles of electrical and magnetic 
phenomena of the propagation of electromagnetic waves. The 
objective is for the student to obtain a thorough understanding 
of electromagnetic phenomena from a theoretical perspective. 
This approach focuses upon electrostatics, charge conservation, 
steady currents, charge invariance, vector fields, Lorentz trang-
formations of coordinates, electromagnetic induction and the 
electrical and magnetic polarization of matter. The student's 
mathematical equipment is extended'by adding the tools of 
vector calculus: gradient, divergence, curl,' and ' the Laplacian 
operator. These are introduced into the course as they are heeded. 
The prerequisites are Generar Physics I and I I and^two semesters 
of calculus. \ . ; . . : . .. .- - ' , 

PRESENTATION: The course is organized into three areas: two 

hours of_ lecture, one hpiirS.for problem-sessions, and one hour 
of laboratory-demonstratiohs. The. lectures concentrate on the 
derivations of the important principles of electricity and mag-
netisrn.' The weekly-demonstrations.allow the student to observe 
the applications of theory with various-devices and electrical 
equipment. "Problem sets .are .worked out by ' the stiidents. and 
professor during .the .weekly, probleni-sessioh. 

READINGS : The textbook used is the Berkley Series Vol. I I on 
"Electricity, and. Magnetism,^' by Purcell. . -

bRGANizATiON: There. £u:e. four quizzes and a final, exam 
worth 60% and.30%,:of the grade respectively. These tests focus 
iipon the student's .understanding; and applying principles of 
electricity and magrietisin.. The ability to modify, transform, or 
derive physical relationships for a specific situation-, is also. re
quired. The final J 0 % - i s the professor's evaluation of .the stu
dent's perfoimance, and contribution during the problem-sessions. 

COMMENTS: Mr. Johnson is ah,excellent instructor. His lec
tures are.well-prepared and delivered in a.succinct and methodi
cal-.fashibn:iHe;has a mastery, of his material that few science 

.professors have..T'hc:Course:is a;rigorous;one, however.-The tests 
are fairly difficult,ibut.Mr^ Johnson.is;interested in eliciting, the 

, major, principles-- on exams -.rather than .-upon= parroting' back 
eqiiations.iTn general -this'coiirse introduces, the student to the 
type of reasoning necessary'for physics. , : . ' .., 

k -«̂  A'i*ea^:--^f "v-:^ •v-"̂ '" >f^-'-^ 
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Sperry Darden. _ 
Physics 302 , ; . ^ : 
•Introductipn to Modem Physics _ 

, . CONTENT; Th i s i s a one semester course in modern physics" 
intended primarily for preprofessional and engineering students' 
who have had a year of "calculus, chemistry and physics. The 
content of the course, will vary, depending on the makeup of 
the class. Topics which may be included are: an introduction 
to the special theory of-relativity, relativistic dynamics, elemen
tary concepts of quantum theory, the Schrodinger equation, the 
structure of the hydrogen atom, many-electron atoms,-atomic 
spectra including x-rays, nuclear structure and reactions, and 
a brief-ihtroductiori to molecular and solid state physics. 

•• RE.'CDINGS: A text has not yet been chosen for,the course. * = 
-, ORGANIZATION: During-the semester there will be two one-

hour-tests and a final examination.-Assignments-of*two or three 
problems may be given' periodically._ -' . : . *.'~, 

Brij Khorana .; ^ . ,,. 
Physics 321 . c ? VrV-^ : : ; / - ; : - : ' • ; ^ ^ : <->;:: 
Introduction t a Molecular Biophysics . ,i-/ j 

- .CONTENT: .This course- is intended pninarily, as 1 ah . elective 
for senior preprofessional students ,but is lalso open,to-students 
in others departments who have^adequatebackgroundslin.physics 
and ; chemistry.;; -Topics, to. -be. treated include the physics :bf , 
nerve,;muscle, and :eye; * molecular: basis, of nerve ; conduction, 
Iriu3clecontractibn,'vand^vision•, physics of .biological measure-

• ;ments -and .instrumentation,' and the effects';of;if6nizihg radia
tion- on .biological molecules.. Prerequisites-include..onc; year 

; each.of calculus^.physics,'-and.-chemistry. :.- ;.;. :*. " , ," . ••-
' PRESENTATION:* Presentation'is, exclusively lecture-and {closely . 

• follows the material-in the tex ts ; . . . , . ^i - > \ - ' . . ; ; , >X.-̂  
.-.; READINGS:. The required .text is Setlow&" Pollard, AfoZecufar , 

Biophysics,. ($15.50);{Awhile Ackerman,, Biophysical:Sciejice;ii\s 
suggested.andused occasionally in the lectures. . - . '^{V.; 

ORGANIZATION: .' .The student is - expected to complete.^ a 
moderate honiework,; assignment ^at the end of each-chapter 
which is to be handed-in, and graded. -There will be a mid-term 
and a; final, and. the grade breakdown will be approximately 

, as follows: homework 40%, midsterm 30%, filial.30%. -A'.shprt 
paper (about 7 pages) may be required, and will .be considered 
part of the homework for grading purposes. The tests are fair.' 
and draw heavily on the-homework problems. y . 

COMMENTS: The lectures are. orderly and to the point 
though they rarely include material not covered in ' the - texts. 
Mr..Khorana is not a dynamic lecturer; he does not attempt to 
be! The course is only-one year old here, and its content is 
still in a state of flux. This year, prerequisites have been estab
lished so as to make the course accessible to preprofessional stu-

. dents, and the range of topics treated should make the course 
especially appealing to them. Unlike last year, no second 

:, semester sequel to the. course will - be offered. Mr. Khorana 
intends to cover the full range of topics treated last year, how
ever, in less depth. This course should be a solid introduction 
to the-rapidly emerging field of experimental biophysics. 
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Walter Johnson and Norman Haaser 
Physics 3 3 3 " ^ \ - ^ 
Computer Programming and 
Numerical Methods for Physicists 

"- CONTENT: This is a course, in computer programming^ of 
FORTRAN IV. and numerical methods for physical problems. 
The programs will be run in batch process on the IBM 370, 
though the terminals may be used if there is interest and 
FORTRAN is implemented on TSO. The purposes of the course 
are to introduce students to digital computing equipment, nu
merical calculations, and techniques for solving physical prob-
leins, and to pirovide practice programming and analysis of 
problems of intermediate mechanics, electricity, and magnetism. 
The area of numerical analysis includes the consideration of the 
theory of methods polynomial approximations, numerical inte
gration and differentiation, solutions, of differential equations, 
elementary methods for solving partial differential equations, 
and functional equations. The applications that will be used 
iiiyolve problems • that are often encountered by physicists. A 
two-year calculus-based course in general, physics, and Calculus 
l y are prerequisites. The course is intended for junior and 
senior...physics majors and concentrates, though' others may 
take it. 

PRESENTATION: The course "will be co-taught by Mssr. 
Johnson and Haaser. There are two 75 minute classes per 

.week, of which. Mr. Haaser will lecture about half of the class 
period .and Mr. Johnson will take the other half. Mr. Haaser 
.will- lecture on the theory of numerical analysis and techniques; 
while Mr. Johnson will treat programming, computer opera
tion, and applications of numerical methods to physical prob
lems. Mr. Johnson's period will not be just lecture; some class 
discussion and problem sessions are important. A tour of the 
IBM 370 is also planned. 

• READINGS: The texts tentatively are IBM 370 FORTRAN 
Programmers' Guide and Numerical Methods by W. Jennings. 
Readings from Kopal and Collatz may also be given. 

.-ORGANIZATION: The semester is organized into sections that 
deal with various topics. The first few weeks will include an 
introduction to programming and computer operation. . T h e 
majority of the course will deal vnih numerical analysis and its 
applications. Assignments will be made at the end of each topic. 
Although no semester tests are proposed, there will be required 
one large scale physics problem on the computer as a term 
paper. A filial exam, probably a take-home, will be given a t 
the end of the semester. As this is a new course, the details 
may be changed during the course of the semester. 
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Walter Tomasch 
Physics 345 
(General Physics III A) 
Atomic Phvsics 

C O N T E N T : This course is primarily intended to be an intro
ductory course in atomic structure usually taken by jun ior Physics 
majors. Afr. Tomasch plans lo spend a brief time covering rela
tivity and giving a historical background of the old quan tum 
theory before getting into the Shroedinger theory of quantum 
mechanics. The major par t of the course will be concentrated on 
the development of wave mechanics and its application to the 
one electron atom, multi-electron atoms, and simple chemical 
bonding. A knowledge of two years of the majors sequence in 
physics and math is assumed as a prerequisite. 

PRESENT.VTION: This course is a lecture course. 
RE.^DI.NGS: There is a fifty-fifty chance that Mr . Tomasch 

will retain the use of the text used in the past. Fundamentals of 
Modern Physics by Eisberg, which sells for $13.95. He feels, 
however, tha t this text is too detailed and is considering a 
change. 

ORG.'^NIZ.VTION: T h e student 's grade is determined by three 
"Black Tuesday" type I /L; hour e.xanis and a final. All are 
weighed equally. T h e several problem sets assigned during the 
semester will be used in the determination of the final grade if 
Mr . Tomasch feels sufficient information as to the student 's 
ability can be drawn from them. T h e problem sets could become 
as important as one test. T h e tests draw primarily from the class 
notes, are challenging, and are aimed a t testing the student 's 
understanding of the fundamentals of quan tum mechanics. 

C O M M E N T S : Although last year's course fell short in the 
amount of material Mr . Tomasch had hoped to cover, he 
promises to spend less time on background material such as 
relativity and more on atomic structure. His lecture notes, which 
prove very valuable in studying for the tests, are well organized 
and of more depth than the readings. His lectures offer much 
more depth and emphasis on unders tanding than the text and 
are thus a veiy valuable par t of the course. T h e only failing of 
Mr. Tomasch's lectures is that they are sometimes quite difficult 
to hear, for he lectures in a very soft voice. His grading of exams 
is somewhat critical and he usually encourages doing the problems 
in a part icular way. Overall, this course is an excellent introduc
tion to quan tum mechanics as applied to the atom and provides 
a firm conceptual foundation. 
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' This year witnesses another attempt to give direction to, the 
Course Evaluation Booklet. We have kept the same format— 
Content,, Presentation, Readings, Organization, Comment, but 
we have tried to change the general approach taken by students 
in' evaluating courses. Most of our effort was directed at re
structuring the Comment section. As you all know, comments in 
former issues have been flights of literary fancy, vindictive or 
praiseworthy statements about professors, or just plain mediocre. 
Many past comments could be summed up as follows: Prof. X 
is a -good guy, his course is a valuable educational experience, 
and a student shouldn't leave ND without taking it. 

We feel that critical comments pointing out strengths and 
weaknesses of a professor and his course create the best evalua
tions. We realize that one student's words of love or hate of a 
course don't provide much information for his fellows. We urged 
our evaluators to give specific reasons and examples in their 
cHtiques. Conversations with other students who had taken a 
particular course was suggested as a means of balancing one's 
comments. However, we had to rely upon our evaluators. We 
couldn't keep a close watch on the 200 or so students writing for 

\us. ' In light of our expectations and limitations, you judge the. 
success or failure of our Booklet. . - - . . -. . 

.-Special thanks to our student^ department chairmen .who 
collected evaluations, to the old and new editorial boards of the 

•SCHOLASTIC for proofreading, to Jim Palehchar, ex-CEB editor, 
for. advice, and to Mike Lonier for layout. We appreciate the. 

;hard work and help of Ed Sanna,;Gene, George and.the staff.at 
, Ave Maria Press. . . - . . " / . ' :!̂  - . . , / . ;= :-

. . . '..>'- ^;;—jim fanto :.;•[ 



The SCHOLASTIC is looking for a 

dynamic, energetic and patient madman 

to fill the position of Circulation Manager. 

Salary negotiable. 

Contact Greg Stidham at 7569 or 1807. 

exhibition 
and sale 
original 
graphics purchases may be charged 
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